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"Infidels at the Gates"

Abstract

This thesis examines the performance of the Arabian Gulf Cooperation Council member

states in protecting intellectual property rights, in the context of their accession to World

Trade Organisation (WTO) membership, and compliance with the requirements of the WTO's

Agreement on the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights and the international

conventions upon which the Agreement has been built.

[n the span of a single generation, the legal systems of the Gee states have undergone

dramatic change and development - and that change is continuing. The change has been

characterized by a major trend towards codification of laws, entailing increasing substitution

of institutionalised procedures for the former discretionary exercise of personal authority

largely based on local application of Shariah law. Nevertheless, the states' intellectual

property laws still contain idiosyncrasies peculiar to themselves and to the GCC, such as the

status ofShariah law.

The driving force for the development of each state's intellectual property regime has been

primarily external, and hence a dichotomy has arisen between the formal expression in the

legislation and its practical application through the enforcement efforts. The dichotomy arises

because of the external pressures to adopt laws for which the states do not yet have the

expertise, infrastructures or cultural mores to effectively execute to the level of satisfaction

sought by the more demanding developed countries.
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Even though the Gee states have regimes that are largely TRIPS-compliant, and have

demonstrated a general willingness to address the complex issue of enforcement - albeit with

mixed success - they now face additional pressures from developed countries, notably the

United States, to adopt even higher standards of protection - TRIPS-plus standards. These

standards are primarily aimed at protecting the particular interests of intellectual property

rights holders from these developed countries. The pressure is applied through bilateral

investment treaties and free trade agreements, which are then being promoted by the

developed countries as representing the new international consensus on intellectual property

protection standards.

There are some contentious areas of intellectual property rights of particular concern within

the region that are not yet adequately protected, such as traditional knowledge and cultural

heritage, and indigenous biodiversity. Accordingly, intellectual property protection in the

Gulf region is still, in essence, "work in progress", and future developments may hopefully

change its character more in favour of the Gee states' interests themselves. The question

arises whether the states continue to succumb to the pressures, or whether they will be able to

at least hold their own ground and perhaps to some extent outmanouvre the developed

countries.
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"Infidels at the Gates" -

Introduction and Context
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1.1 Introduction and Context

The primary objective of this thesis is to exam me the development of national legislative

regimes for the protection of intellectual property rights in the six Arabian Gulf states (the GCe

states) thai constitute "The Cooperation Council for the Arab Slates of the Gulf', otherwise

known as the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC),l namely:

The Kingdom of Bahrain;

The Stale of Kuwait;

The Sultanate orOman;

The Stale of Qatar;

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia; and

The United Arab Emirates (the UAE).

The thesis examines the extent to which these regimes both meet the slales' international treaty

obligations and are congruent with their domestic policy objectives and needs.

As its title suggests, a particular focus of the thesis is upon the foreign forces which have shaped

or influenced the character of the Gee states' intellectual property legislative regimes. Hence,

the thesis examines the performance of the states in protecting intellectual property rights in the

The Gulf Cooperation Council came into existence on 26 May 1981. in part as a response to perceived threats
from an Islamic fundamentalist Iran. an imperialistic IJa'athist Iraq. the state of civil war in Yemen. and the
recent Soviet intcrvcntion in Afghanistan - all of which threatencd to destabilisc the ruling dynasties in thc Gulf
region and 10 involve their states in wider conflicts. The one remaining Gulf state that is not a member of the
GCC is Yemen, which has been seeking entry to the GCC since 1996. Until October 1995, Yemen existed as
two separate states engaged in separatist movements and civil war. Yemen's application has been sponsorcd by
Oman and Qatar. but has been vetoed by Saudi Arabia, the main obstacle being the difference between Yemen's
and the GCC members' political and economic systems. In January 2002. Yemen was granted observer status at
GCC affiliated non-political bodies and agencies. and in October 2002. Yemen and the GCC signed a protocol
dcfining the relationship between the two sides - considered to be the first step towards Yemcn's full membership
of the GCC.
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context of their accession to World Trade Organisation (WTO) membership, the consequent

compliance with the requirements of the WTO's Agreement on the Trade-Related Aspects of

Intellectual Property Rights (1994) (TRIPS) and the international conventions for the protection

of intellectual property rights upon which the Agreement draws and builds, namely the Paris,

Berne, and Rome Conventions and the Washington Treaty1. In brief, TRIPS serves as the

benchmark for this study. Because of length limitations, the thesis does not attempt to offer a

detailed commentary on the text of each law, but instead focuses on the salient features of each

area of intellectual property protection and their particular idiosyncratic features.

The thesis examines the US strategy of using bilateral agreements to achieve standards of

intellectual property protection that exceeds those enshrined in TRIPS, and the impact of this

strategy upon the Gee states' intellectual property legislative regimes and their enforcement

performance. The role of the Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR) and the

Special 30 I provisions as a coercive tool in the US bilateral strategy receives particular

attention.

A secondary objective is to establish a substantive record of the nature of the Gee states'

intellectual property laws and the history of their recent development, since, to the author's

knowledge, such a record has not been previously compiled. Previous studies on intellectual

property rights protection that have concerned the Middle East region have tended to concentrate

either on one type of law, notably copyright, trademarks or patents, or on one or two Gulf states.

Selective studies on intellectual property protection in developing countries further afield have

tended to pass over the countries in the Gulf region, with the occasional exception of Saudi

The Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, the Berne Convention for the Protection of
Literary and Artistic Works. the International Convention for the Protection of Performers. Producers of
Phonograms. adopted at Rome on 26 October 1961. and the Treaty on Intellectual Property in Respect of
lnlegmted Circuits, adopted at Washington on 26 May 1989. Although the Washington Treaty never entered into
force, its provisions nevertheless became enforceable through TRIPS Arts 35 - 38.
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Arabia, in favour of a selection from a more active and industrially advanced group of

developing countries. This thesis attempts to address that imbalance. While it focuses primarily

upon patent, trademark, and copyright protection, since these are the key areas of intellectual

property concern, interest and activity within the Gee slales and the international community, it

also encompasses the other significant areas of intellectual property in the Gee states, such as

industrial designs, geographical indications, integrated circuits and undisclosed information

(trade secrets), and new plant varieties. It also examines regional initiatives for the protection of

traditional knowledge and cultural heritage, since these are areas to which the Gee states and

the other developing countries are now giving increasing attention.

An appreciation of the enforcement and recognition of intellectual property rights in the Gulf is

incomplete without an understanding of the religious, political and cultural forces deeply rooted

in Middle East history, that shape the protection of intellectual property rights in the Middle East

today.J Accordingly, the position of Shariah law as a major influence upon the intellectual

property rights protection and the constitutional and judicial framework in which it resides is

reviewed, as background and context for the examination of the region's intellectual property

laws. The precedence of Islamic law, or the Shariah, as a legal imperative is unequivocal; its

status has been described thus:

"Behind all secular law stands the Shariah law of Islam ... the Shariah runs like a golden thread

through the legal systems of the Arab Middle East.,,4

The year 2005 has some significance in respect of the subject matter of this thesis, It represents

the close of the loth anniversary of the introduction of TRIPS, and the fifth anniversary for

lohn Carroll, "Intcllcctual Property Rights in thc Middle East: A Cultural Perspcctivc", (2000/200\) 1\ Fordham
Imelfecllloll>ropeny Media Gild Emertaillmel1l Law }ollrllal 555.
William M Ballantyne. Commercial Law in the Arab Middle EaSI: The GulfS/ales (1986). \-2.
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WTO's developing country members (which includes the five Gee states who are also WTO

members) to comply with its requirements. It is also the year in which Saudi Arabia finally

succeeded in achieving membership of WTO after ten years of application (nol including the

three years preceding 1995 during which it sought membership ofGATf). [t is also the year in

which the WTO, through its Millisterial meeting in Hong Kong, has attempted to restore some of

its prestige after disastrous ministerial conferences in Seattle in 1999 and Cane un, Mexico in

2003. It is worth noting, although perhaps purely coincidental, that the WTO's most successful

Ministerial conference to date was held in Doha in 2001 under the hospitality of the Qatari

Government!

1.2 The GCC States and the Development of

Intellectual Property Laws

What makes a study of these six Gee member states of current-day relevance and interest is that

the emergence of each as a modern stale is a very recent occurrence, and yet they have assumed

a not insignificant regional and global influence in present international affairs and trade. With

the arguable exception of Saudi Arabia, the other five states have taken quantum leaps in their

national development, to emerge from being quasi-feudal or disputative tribal regions under

actual or effective foreign domination into stable and sophisticated independent sovereign states,

in just two generations or less. Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar and the seven sheikhdoms of the Trucial

States (that later formed the UAE) were still part of the UK Persian Gulf interests until they

gained independence in 1961 (Kuwait) and 1971 (Bahrain, Qatar and the seven sheikhdoms).

Oman, although long an independent sovereign state was still under British influence prior to
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1970, and deemed the most feudal and withdrawn of all the Arab Gulf countries; it did not start

to emerge from this pseudo-feudal state until the present sultan overthrew his father in a British-

backed palace coup in 1970. s The consequence of this dominant British influence, at least in

the eastern Gulf region, was that a system of British laws and justice prevailed throughout the

Gulfregion until 1971 (except for Gulfnationals on matters within the province ofShariah law),

and this influence, modified and added to by other western influences, continued well after

independence.

As part of their ongoing respective political, economic and social metamorphoses, the legal

systems of the Gee states have undergone dramatic, radical and progressive change and

development over the last thirty years or so, and that change is continuing. The major trend has

been a greatly increased codification of law and administered regulation which has entailed

increasing substitution of institutionalised procedures for the former informal, discretionary

exercise of personal authority sometimes based on local interpretation of Shariah legal

principles.6 With this movement toward codification of the law and the institutionalisation of

the judiciary and government, there has emerged a growing tension between the protection of

local and national interests and traditions and the governmental recognition of the need to

embrace western-based legal and economic principles, practices and infrastructures.

The thesis argues that there exists a dichotomy between the formal expression of intellectual

property protection through the GCC states' laws, and their practical application through the

Oman has enjoyed independent status since it expelled the Ponugese in 1650. During the eighteenth century it
established an empire cncomp.'1ssing Zanzibar. parts of East Africa and the southern Arabian Peninsula. and
established elTective trnding control over pans of the Persian and Pakistan coasts. By the early nineteenth
centuT)'. Oman was the most powerful state in Arabia and on the East Africa CCl<1SI. In 1800 Greatl3ritain entered
into a Friendship Treaty which recognised Oman's independence but which developed into Great Britain gaining
elTcetive control over Oman's foreign relations, and over the atTairs of non-Muslims in the Sultanate. Its regional
innuenee and empire declined during the late nincteenth/early twentieth century. as it retreated into a period of
sustained period of isolationism.
Nicholas Angell. "An Overvicw of Legal Structures in the Gee countries·'. Lcgal 500 Research Paper No.3
(March 2002), available at www.lcgaI500.eQm/devslcmiratcsfcduaecOID.htm
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stales' respective enforcement strategies and efforts. The dichotomy arises as a consequence of

the external pressures upon the states to adopt laws for which they have neither the resources,

nor expertise, nor infrastructures to effectively execute to the level of satisfaction sought by the

more demanding developed countries. The thesis speculates on the extent to which the

legislative and operational responses of the states satisfY WTO/developed countries

expectations, and what further changes might be sought in the future.

Since the late 1960s/early 1970s, when they either gained their independence or emerged from

sustained periods of international isolationism, the Gee states have undertaken a transformation

of their intellectual property legislative regimes at an extremely rapid rate - virtually in the

timeframe of a single generation. The period of this transformation has been marked by three

major, but very different, phases in the development of the regimes. Each phase has been

characterised by significant degrees of foreign intervention which has directed or at least

strongly influenced the construction of the states' intellectual property laws. But this foreign

intervention has not necessarily caused the creation of laws which have been congruent with the

states' needs or which have enabled the achievement of national objectives and international

requirements in terms of their enforcement effectiveness.

The first of these phases, namely the pre-TRIPS period that continued through the mid I990s, is

notable for the dearth of sui generis intellectual property laws in place in the Gee states; the

exceptions were few in number, and existed in the field of trademarks, patents and industrial

designs, but even these laws were subject to foreign design. However, this dearth of sui generis

laws does not mean that protection for certain types of intellectual property rights was not

available; it existed in an overarching perspective in the divine laws of social and moral conduct

laid down in the Qu'ran and the Hadilh of the Prophet. In a more corporeal and secular sense,
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and in the absence of any mainstream intellectual property framework, it also existed in Ihe form

of laws governing commercial activity and conduct. Protection in pre-TRIPS times was

available for the benefit orthe foreign merchant or the merchant's local agent, the trader and the

consumer, instead of for the holder of an intellectual property right of foreign origin; but on

occasion it coincided for the benefit of both groups. However, even these commercial laws were

generally subject to foreign influence. In addition, the national frameworks for the control of

publishing and public dissemination of printed material, which all states actively enforced,

provided some limited protection for certain types of copyrightable material.

The second developmental phase is marked by the establishment of WTO, the consequent

introduction of TRIPS, and a post-TRIPS flurry of legislative activity by the Gee states as they

attempt to meet their statutory obligations to make their intellectual property laws TRIPS

compliant and their enforcement effective. TRIPS heralded a major shift in intellectual property

by establishing unprecedented levels of protection to be enforced worldwide. However, the shift

took shape by reference largely to the needs of the few leading industrialized nations (and to a

lesser extent that of the other major developed countries). WIPO, which had already been a

significance influence on the states' pre-TRIPS intellectual property laws, continued to playa

crucial role in guiding the states in their compilation of their TRIPS-compliant laws and their

enforcement, structural and administrative capacity-building. With fluctuating degrees of

commitment, the states embarked on reshaping their intellectual property protection regimes.

Hardly have the Gee states corne to terms with the enormity of the dimension of the

transformation required to their respective intellectual property protection regimes required by

the TRIPS and post-TRIPS phase, they are faced with a new round of imposed changes as they

enter the third phase - the TRIPS-plus phase. The dominant driving factor shaping the character
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of their laws during this period is the bilateral strategy pursued by the United States. This new

round commenced with a series of bilateral trade and investment agreements from the late

1990's; more recently, the United Slates has concluded free trade agreements (FTAs) with

Bahrain and Oman, both agreements incorporating extensive provisions on intellectual property.

The provisions constitute much higher standards of protection than those set by TRIPS, and also

remove and restrict the limited degree of manouvrabililty that TRIPS permitted developing and

least developed countries. The bilateral agreements are reinforced by demands that the

signatory states not only adopt higher standards enshrined in the FTAs themselves but also adopt

and adhere to a range of multilateral treaties which represent TRIPS-plus standards. Both the

FTAs and the multilateral treaties reduce and restrict the flexibilities and exceptions provisions

that TRIPS allowed to signatory states to craft their laws to take account of their respective

national needs and objectives.

The intellectual property laws of the Gee states reflect a common heritage. They contain many

similarities with each other, indicating an ongoing process of mutual collaboration and

borrowings. They have also drawn much from countries in the region which progressed through

an earlier modernization/ westernization process, notably Egypt, and other Arab states through

their influence in regional groups such as the League of Arab States and the Gee itself.

However, the major influence in the construction of their legislative regimes and the character of

the intellectual property laws in undoubtedly the World Intellectual Property Organisation

(WI PO) and the models it provides through its various drafllaws.

Nevertheless, the states' intellectual property laws still contain their own particular

idiosyncrasies, such as the status of Shariah law and its relationship to intellectual property,

regional attitudes towards enforcement, protection of geographical indications, wines and spirits,
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moral rights and translations of copyright works, compulsory licencing, pharmaceuticals, and the

Arab Boycott of Israel (for which statutory provision existed in earlier commercial legislation as

well as earlier intellectual property laws, but which has now been removed).

1.3 TRIPS and the Globalisation of Intellectual

Property Rights

1.3.1 The Global Pressures

A fundamental element of the emergence of the modern Gulf state is the move to gain

membership of the WTO, and the consequent perceived benefits of being a member of the global

trade community (or the negative impact of not attaining membership). One consequence of

such membership, however, is thai legislation relating to trade and services, and intellectual

property in particular, must conform to the provisions of the international treaties in this area,

notably, TRIPS, and the Paris, Berne and Madrid conventions and the Washington Treaty.

TRIPS sets new international minimum standards of protection for each of the main categories

of intellectual property, by building on these major conventions and adding a requirement for

effective enforcement regimes.

Since its introduction in January 1995, TRIPS has generated considerable ongoing debate

concerning the benefits and disadvantages that its standards of intellectual property protection

bring to developed, developing and least developed countries. According to some

commentators, there exists a powerful lobby representing developed countries who believe that
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all intellectual property rights are good for business, benefit the public at large and act as

catalysts for technical progress 7
• The rights are necessary to stimulate economic growth which,

in turn, contributes to poverty reduction; by stimulating invention and new technologies, they

increase agricultural or industrial production, promote domestic and foreign investment,

facilitate technology transfer and improve the availability of medicines necessary to protect

public health. The developed country lobby consider that TRIPS is a useful tool with which to

achieve their objectives, and they hold that there is no reason why a system that works for

developed countries could not work in similar fashion in developing countries. 8

On the other side, Ihere are those who believe that the protection of intellectual property rights

according 10 the formula of lhe major industrialised countries are likely to cripple the

development of local industry and technology in developing countries, will harm their local

populations, and benefit none but the developed world9
. Intellectual property rights do little to

stimulate invention in developing countries, where the necessary human and technical capacity

is absent, and they are ineffective in stimulating research to benefit the poor because they will

not be able to afford the products, even if developed. They limit the option of technological

learning through imitation, and they allow foreign firms to drive out domestic competition by

enabling the foreign firms to obtain protection to service the market through imports, rather than

domestic manufacture. Very "high" standards of protection may be in the public interest in

developed countries with highly sophisticaled scientific and technological infrastructures, but

this does not mean the same standards are appropriate in all developing countries 10.

,
•
•
w

UK COn/mission 011 Intel/ecfllal Properly Rights 200 I 1-2.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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The issue of harmonisation of intellectual property rights, whether as a regional or global

initiative, is a contentious issue which still has much distance to travel. To its critics,

harmonisation is the strategy devised by the leading developed nations to achieve and maintain

global domination through control of international trade, and 10 protect their commercial

interests in the developing and least developed countries. By that view, intellectual property

rights are imposed by developed countries on the developing and least developed countries, as a

non-negotiable total package, compliance with which is a prerequisite for membership of the

international trade community of which WTO is the global representative. International

intellectual property standard-setting has been dominated by western states and intellectual

property owners, and the dominant mechanism of standard-setting has been economic coercion

of which TRIPS has been the most potent multilateral expression 11. Some commentators argue

that TRIPS principally benefits the developed countries, and the credibility of the WTO as an

instrument to promote free trade in the interests of all counrries is weakened:

"TRIPS does not involve mutual gain; rather, it positions the WTO primarily as a collector of

intellectual property·related rents on behalf of multinational corporations (MNCs). This is a bad

image for the WTO and in the view of many ... reflects the "capture" of the WTO by the MNCs." 12

While there may have been some misgivings amongst the Gee states concerning the adoption of

these new minimum international standards, it is suggested that in some quarters, the WTO was

viewed as being largely irrelevant and hence its minimum standards obligations required by

TRIPS would have little practical impact at the domestic level. 13

" Peter Drahos. "Developing Countries and Intemational Intellectual Property Standard·Setting". (2002) 5 JOl/rnal
of World ImellecflIal ProperlY 788.
See John Braithwaite and Peter Drahos. IIIformation Feudalism: Who OWIIS the Knowledge Economy?, (2002). 9
13: sec also Jagdish Bhagwati, quoted in "Integrating Intellectual Property Rights and Development Policy",
Reporl ofthe UK Commission on Imellect1lal "roperty Rights. DFiD. February. 2003. 160,
Yahya AI-Riami. "Intellectual Properly Protection, Enforcement in the Gulf States and Copyright Protection in
the Middle East". 5. unpublished Master of Laws Thesis. Franklin Pierce Law Centre. Concord NH, USA. 2002.
5.
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The GCe states saw that WTO membership would give them potential ability to exert some

influence on international trade, whereas outside the WTO they would have no such ability. Yel

the Gee slales have had little choice but to join the international community which the WTO

represents. The perceived significance to the Gee states of membership of the WTO and the

requisite intellectual property legislative framework as a key national political and economic

strategy is illustrated by Oman's reaction to achieving WTO membership.14 Quoting senior

Ministry sources, the local media reported that Oman's accession to the WTO had great

implications and importance for the country, and paved the way for globalisation of the Omani

economy.15 Protectionism, which had been the catchword of yesteryear, would be a thing of the

past and the indigenous business would be open to international competition. The options before

the Sultanate were limited; it was, in effect, a game of do or die - either accede to the WTO or

face global isolation. The report continued that, despite the opposition to the WTO and the

vehement criticism of its policies in certain quarters, it was a well known fact that remaining

outside the WTO would have lead to ostracism which would not be in the interests of any

country, particularly a developing country.16

In both the legal and commercial contexts, global harmonization is an intrusive process that

demands an active re-examination by the state of its own laws and regulations. Arab countries

are being driven by pressures from a variety of sources, such as the WTO and individual

developed countries, to review and upgrade their laws governing a wide range of economic

" In 2000. Oman became the fifth GCC state to join the WTO after Bahrain (1995). Kuwait (1995). Qatar (1996)
and UAE (1996). but the first required 10 go through the WTO scrutiny process. Saudi Arabia has been in the
process ofsccking membership since 1993, firstly of GATT, and then WTO since 1995. It finally achieved
membership in November 2005. and accordingly attended the WTO Ministerial Conference in 1·long Kong in
December 2005 as a full member.
Oman Observer. to October 2000. 1.
Ibid.
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activity, and to introduce a widely embracing set of laws where none previollsly existed. 17 Even

the GCe itself has applied pressures for conformity in the intellectual property filed, albeit with

limited success, in the drive for a regional cohesion.

1.3.2 The Gee States' Response to the Pressures

The question arises (which this thesis also considers) orthe extent to which the Gee states have

succumbed to this pressure, or whether they have managed to maintain their integrity and to

some extent outmanOllvre the developed countries in some instances. Some intellectual property

issues that have become of increasing importance to the states, such as the protection of

indigenous rights, traditional knowledge, and cultural heritage, have not yet been pursued with

the same degree of aggression by the industrialised nations as they have moved to protect their

rights and interest on copyright, patents and trade marks. In terms of its impact on the direction

of standard-setting in global public health, the Doha Declaration, suggests Drahos, is a concrete

success to which developing countries can point, although it remains to be seen whether it has

generated an ongoing significant shift in the capacity of these countries to influence the global

standard-setting process in intellectual property 18.

Critics of the performance of developing countries in displaying their commitment to the

protection of intellectual property rights according to the standards set by TRIPS would argue

that the GCC states, as developing countries, are paying lip service to the rightful demands of the

developed countries for the effective protection of intellectual property rights. 19 The states may

be establishing the legislative regimes by adopting the intellectual property laws as required by

"
"
"

Harold Stovall, ""Arab Commercial Laws -Into thc Futurc·'. (2000) 34 Tile International Lawyer 842.
Drahos. above n t I. 78t.
Carroll. above n 3, 594.
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the consortia of the developed countries, but they appear unwilling, uncommitted or unable to

act as expeditiously and as fully as required with an effective implementation strategy and

execution. To substantiate their complaints, the critics point to the perceived delays in

introducing the necessary implementing regulations to give practical effect to the laws, the lack

of structural reforms in the states' judicial, infrastructural, and administrative areas, and

enforcement actions which appear erratic and which do not conclude in successful judicial

prosecutions and outcomes. 20

The most challenging element of the TRIPS and TRIPS-plus phases, as perceived by both the

Gee states themselves and the industrialized nations, is the regional enforcement of the states'

intellectual property protection obligations consistent with the standards enshrined in TRIPS, the

TRIPS-plus treaties and the bilateral agreements to which the states have made commitments.

Notwithstanding the presence of comprehensive sets of laws and treaty commitments, there

nevertheless exists a dichotomy between the principle of enforcement as enshrined in the various

legislative regimes, and the practice as exemplified by the degree of effective action. In all

stales, the practical applicalion of compliance obligations through effective enforcement has

been, and continues to be, the most difficult area with which to contend.

The emergence of this dichotomy is also experienced by many other developing and least

developed countries. Why and how this dichotomy emerges, and what are, and might continue

to be, the consequences for each state can be demonstrated by:

These criticisms appear with regular frequency in the USTR's Annual Special 30 I Reports. The Reports as they
relate to the GCC states arc discusscd in greater dctail in Chaplcr 6.3 following.
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the comprehensive nature of the legislative regimes in light of the TRIPS minimum

benchmark and the dimension of institutional and structural reforms being progressively

initiated;

when contrasted with:

implemenmtion actions, as evidenced by policing actions against illegal activities piracy

and counterfeit goods; and

the nature and frequency of judicial actions and the severity of penalties available and

imposed.

One measure of the extent of this dichotomy can be seen in the responses of the developed

countries, as evidenced by the United States through the application of its USTR annual Special

301 Reports, and lhe influence thereon of the powerful multinational industry lobby groups. For

most Gee states, the principal barriers to the elimination of intellectual property infringements,

which lie at the heart of this dichotomy, do not subsist so much in the substantive law, as in their

practical application. The reasons for these barriers are many, which the thesis explores, and do

not rest solely with the enforcement authorities or the judiciary; entrenched local societal,

cultural and commercial anitudes are also major contributing factors.

In the cause of securing membership of the international community, the Gee states have had

linle option but to adhere to agendas set by the developed countries through WTO and the major

international treaties which they sponsor. While the agendas may not necessarily have yet

hampered the development of nationally appropriate intellectual property protection regimes,

they are cementing in place conditions which will restrict the future freedom or discretion of the
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slales to develop in directions which best deal with national imperatives or opportunities. Since

becoming part oflhe international community, the states face, and will continue to face, further

direct pressure from some developed countries (notably the United Slates) to accept the

imposition of further enhanced levels of intellectual property protection, again with the objective

of protecting the particular interests oflhe developed countries.

Arab countries have been exhorted to playa more active role in the international arena by

joining forces with like-minded countries. 21 However, they are unlikely to be inclined to do so

on their own volition unless there arises the necessity to develop national and regional agendas

that pay particular attention and care to their development needs and priori lies. The Gee stales

already have had in existence a regional structure Ihal could serve as the logical springboard for

launching a greater presence in international fora, namely the GCe. However, the GeC Council

has its own internal dysfunctionality at present that militales against an effective presence on

behalf of the Gulf states or in concert with the wider Middle East, the greater Arab world or a

major consortium of developing and least-developed nations. The states, either collectively as a

regional bloc or individually, have not attempted to make their presence felt in the affairs of the

WTO or WIPO councils and committee. The lack of active participation reinforces the view

expressed earlier that membership of these two bodies, although deemed necessary, was not

positively viewed.

" Mohammed AI-Said. ·"From TRWS-minus to TRIPS to TRIPS-plus: Implications or II'Rs ror the Arab World··.
(2005) 8 Journal ofWorld Intellectual Property 60.
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1.4 Multilateralism by the Backdoor • the Strategy of

Bilateralism

While TRIPS has set the minimum international standards for intellectual property protection,

the level of these standards and universal adherence to them has still created difficulties and

challenges for the Gee states, other developing countries, and least developed countries. It has

also generated a considerable degree of frustration and dissatisfaction for the major

industrialised nations, particularly the United States. [n some respects, TRIPS has become

somewhat superseded by the emergence of the new round of intellectual property lawmaking in

the post-TRIPS world. WTO has srumbled at its recent ministerial meetings on efforts to

liberalise global trade, and to also inject a greater degree of equity and access into TRIPS. At

the same time, WIPO has been confronted with its own self-examination debate over proposals

and counter-proposals which have the potential to significantly change its position and role in

the global intellectual property arena. The new "international standard" of intellectual property

protection in practical terms is fast becoming that which is defined by the terms enshrined in the

latest bilateral agreement which the United States may have concluded together with the

prescriptions of the TRIPS-plus treaties, such as the WIPO Internet Treaties22 and conventions.

The "highest international standards" have become very much a moving target.

While negotiations on intellectual property rights in WTO are virtually paralysed, and the

launching of negotiations on investment finds strong opposition, developed countries, notably

the United States, have turned to bilateral dealings to advance their industries' economic interests

The WIPO Internet Treaties are the Wlro Copyright Treaty (1966) (WCT), and the WIPO PerfOn11allCeS and
Phonograms Treaty (19%) (WI'PT): sec Chapter 6.4 for further discussion on these treaties as TRIPS-plus
treaties
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and obtain higher levels of commit men I from developing countries. 23 Powerful and influential

multinational business interests actively push for progressively escalating standards, and

carefully monitor the progress and performance of the US government in imposing TRIPS-plus

standards on weaker countries. Hence bilateral trade and investment agreements, particularly

FTAs, typically contain extensive intellectual property protection provisions which are used to

establish TRIPS-plus standards, to remove or reduce the f1exibilities provided for in TRIPS, and

to establish protection in new areas of intellectual property rights which go beyond the

parameters of TRI PS. 24

Bilateral trade and investment agreements are promoted by their advocates as being stepping

stones towards full integration of the participants into a global free market economy, by ensuring

governments implement the liberalisation, privatisation and deregulation measures of the

globalisation agellda. 2S However, they have also been described as part of an insidious fast-

expanding and bewildering coercive web, popping up like hydra's heads throughout the world,

and constructing in patchwork fashion what the developed nations have not been able to impose

through such international fora as the WTO, or through multilateral negotiations. 26 They are

seen as insidious because they are invariably conducted in unequal contest in closed session

between unequal partners. With the stronger partner having an established objective to protect

its own economic and trade interests, and having little or no interest in making allowance for the

divergent or conflicting national and developmental interests of the weaker partner, the resultant

agreement is both inevitable and predictable.

" Carlos Correa. Imeflecl1Ial ProperlY Righls, HIe WTO and Del'eloping COIl/1/ries: The TRIl'S Agreemel1l alld
Policy Options. (2000). 4.
See the Report of the Asian Regional Workshop 011 Bilateral Free Trade Agreements, Kuala Lumpur. August
2005.8: available at www.twnside.org,sgltitle2/twninfo254,hlm. last accessed 30 November 2005,
Aziz Choudl)', ··Bombardcd by Bilateral Trade and Inveslment Agreements", Bifmerals.org. March 2004, 3;
available at www,bilaterals.orglIMG/ndflBombarded by Bilatcra 92909-2.pdf. last accessed 6 January 2006.
Aziz Choudry. "Bilatcral Trade and Invcstmcnt Dcals a Serious Challcnge to Global Justice Movemcnts",
GRAIN, December 2003. I. Available at www.grain.orglrightsltripsplus.cfm?id-2. last accessed 30 Scptcmber
2005.
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On intellectual property issues that really matter to it, the United States has utilised webs of

coercion, and one of those webs is its strategy ofeslablishillg bilateral agreements which include

the establishment of standards of intellectual property protection which may far exceed TRIPS

standards and which extend beyond the scope ofTRIPS.27 Developing countries operate within

an intellectual property paradigm dominated by the United States, the European Union, and by

international business; given the track record of the United Siales and the European Union,

developing countries can expect very few concessions on intellectual property issues in either a

bilateral or multilateral context. 28 However, developing countries are prepared to enter into

bilaleral agreements conraining provisions on intellectual property rights in order to gain access

to US and EU markets or to avoid losing access to them.

Having introduced intellectual property laws of largely foreign origin to satisfy the requirements

to comply with TRIPS, the Gee states are faced with the issues and challenges of their domestic

implementation and enforcement. Even though the states have demonstrated a general

willingness to address the complex and contentious issue of regional piracy - albeit with mixed

success - they now face additional pressures from the United Slates to adopl TRIPS-plus

standards of intellectual property protection. A crucial tool in the application of this pressure is

the use of the USTR's Special 301 Annual Reporting provisions, which identify countries which

fail to provide adequate protection of US intellectual property rights or deny market access to

US companies and which threaten possible US retaliatory trade actions. Furthermore, the

TRIPS-plus treaties are being used to apply the higher standards on the grounds that these

treaties represent the new consensus on higher international standards for intellectual property

protection. The intellectual property areas which receive the greatest attention under these

" Drahos. above n I I. 781-2.
Ibid. 788.
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bilateral actions are those of economic concern to the United States, particularly protection in the

broadest sense of patents, pharmaceutical patents, copyright and neighbouring rights in the

digital environment. In contrast, little or no effort is being made within these bilateral

agreements to introduce protection of the states' traditional knowledge and cultural heritages,

geographical indications of non-European origin, plant varieties and traditional agricultural

practice.

The United States has declared its intention of establishing a Middle East Free Trade Area by

2013, as a crucial tool in giving effect to its Middle East Peace Initiative and its global war

against terrorism. To achieve the Middle East Free Trade Area, the United States intends to

enter into a FTA with each of the Gee states. The recent completion of FTAs with Bahrain and

Oman will be the catalyst for further change in this regional situation. These FTAs require each

state to make a number of significant concessions and commitments in the area of intellectual

property protection which well exceed TRIPS standards, and which counter TRIPS flexibility

provisions. The Bahrain FTA was based on the US model developed for Jordan; more

significantly it was also the first of a number that the US is already negotiating with the other

Gee states The intellectual property provisions of the Bahrain FTA set a new TRIPS-plus

benchmark in terms of intellectual property protection in the Gulf, while the Oman FTA raised it

slightly higher. There is every possibility that regional FTA negotiations already in progress

with the other states will raise it even further.

The thesis explores in some detail the intellectual property provisions of the bilateral trade and

investment agreements, and particularly the free trade agreements (FTAs) that the United States

has recently concluded with Bahrain and Oman. While the United States has stated that it is

pleased with the strengthened protection of intellectual property rights in its most recent FTAs, it
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has also stated that it will be seeking even higher levels of protection and enforcement standards

in agreements under negotiation with the UAE, Kuwait and Qatar. 29

1.5. The Structure of the Thesis

This chapter has introduced some background to the Gee states, and briefly explored the

paradigm in which the states have been required to operate in the establishment of their

intellectual property legislative regimes.

Chapter 2 of the thesis examines the regional and domestic moral fabric for intellectual property

protection in the Gee states. It explores the idea of Shariah law as a "golden thread" that runs

through the constitutional, legal and judicial structures of the Gee states, and the changing

nature of its influence as the secular laws of the Slates have become increasingly codified. The

thesis examines the extent to which the Shariah drives or influences the regional protection of

intellectual property rights.

Chapter 3 addresses the pre-TRIPS period of this study. It examines the recent history of

intellectual property rights protection within the Gulf and in each state. In so doing, it refers to

examples of other laws which were outside a fledgling intellectual property framework, but

which offered varying degrees of protection to some intellectual property rights by virtue of their

common or overlapping objectives. The chapter also examines some of the foreign influences

USTR 2005 Spccial301 Report, 2; available at
IVlVw.ustr.gov/assctsiDocumcnl Librarv/Rcporls Publicalionsl200512005 Special 301/asscts upload filcl95 7
636.pdf, last accessed 20 December 2005.
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that have been brought to bear, directly and indirectly, on the development of the states'

intellectual property laws. It also questions the impetus behind the states decisions to join the

international trade community, and discusses the external inputs into the preparation of their

legislative regimes as a precursor to their acceding 10 WTO and to TRI PS.

Chapter 4 analyses the standards for intellectual property protection enshrined in TRIPS with the

provisions orthe Gee states' current laws in the major intellectual property areas prescribed by

TRIPS. It examines the extent to which they comply with their obligations under TRIPS

requirements and standards. It deals with each of the main areas of protection in turn, as

presented in TRIPS, from copyright through to unfair competition, and then adds a brief

commentary on protection of new plant varieties. The chapter focuses on the salient features of

each area of intellectual property protection and their particular idiosyncratic features, rather

than offering a detailed commentary on the text of each law.

Chapter 5 continues the review process from Chapter 4, and examines the performance of the

GCC states against the enforcement standards and obligations required by TR[PS. [t argues

that, in the post~TRIPS environment, there exists a dichotomy between the principle (as

enshrined in the legislation) and the practice (as measured by its enforcement). 11 questions

whether that dichotomy is a reflection of the political and societal commitment to enforcement,

of a political and commercial attitude to intellectual property rights that differs from that of the

major industrialized countries, or of the imposition by the major industrialised nations of

inappropriate requirements and standards that are beyond the capacity of the states to effectively

implement. It offers some possible reasons for the dichotomy. [n so doing, the thesis examines

societal and cultural attitudes and obstacles, and the institutional and judicial capacity and

limitations to enforcement within the respective states.
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Chapter 6 examines the environment in which TRIPS-plus treaties and bilateral agreements are

fast overtaking TRIPS as the new benchmark-setting standard for intellectual property

protection. It suggests that the strategy adopted by the United Stales in pursuing bilateral trade

and investment agreements with the individual Gee states bypasses the multilateral fora and

agreements, and thereby constitutes "multilateralism by the backdoor", It examines the role of

the USTR and its use of the Special 301 provisions as a tool to pressure the Gee states to adopt

standards of protection which are much higher that those required TRIPS, and which go beyond

the parameters of TRIPS. Finally, it examines in detail the intellectual property provisions of the

free trade agreements which the United States recently completed with Bahrain and Oman, and

the implications of those provisions for the other GCC states.

Chapter 7 examines some "TRIPS-minus" areas of intellectual property rights protection. It

discusses some activities by the GCC states in areas of intellectual property in which there has

been little or no foreign interest in establishing standards of protection on behalf of the states or

in the states themselves - notably traditional knowledge cultural heritage and the offshoots of

traditional medicines and indigenous plant species. The states have for some years taken a

particular interest in these areas and have taken the initiative in introducing some protection

standards in these areas.

In conclusion, Chapter 8 suggests that intellectual property protection in the Gulfregion is still,

in essence, "work in progress". It reviews the history of the development of the states'

intellectual property protection regimes, and reports on the current status of the national laws

and accessions to the major international fora and international conventions on intellectual

property protection. It suggests some possible future courses of action in both the domestic and
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international contexts, and questions whether the Gee states, now that Saudi Arabia has finally

achieved WTO membership, may nurture a regional bloc to influence within the new

development agenda that is emerging in the international fora. In closing, the chapter comments

on the nature the relations between the United States and the slales in the context orlhe proposed

Middle East Free Trade Area.

Finally, the Appendix lists the intellectual property laws and corresponding implementing

regulations and ministerial orders that the Gee states have issued during the timeframe

encompassed by this study. The list also includes laws which are associated in one form or

another with intellectual property protection, such as civil, criminal and commercial codes, and

laws controlling the press and publications. The list of laws is not complete, but is still

impressive, and strikingly illustrates just how active the Gee states have been over the last

generation or so with their law-making endeavours in the field of intellectual property

protection.
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"The Golden Thread that Binds" -

The Shariah and
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2.1 Introduction - "The Golden Thread"

Islam has been described as the cultural epicentre of identity in Arab Muslim life.! There exists

an inter-relational and reciprocal influence between its legal, religious and ethical aspects. As a

divine-sourced religion, Islam, like many other religions, is characterized by:

divine sources which are the highest primary sources and therefore possess supreme

character and authority;

other sources based on human reasoning which are therefore secondary and must defer

to the primary sources, taking account of the settled rules and principles of Islamic

methodology;

divine sources which are free from errors whereas human sources are fallible;

divine sources which form the framework outlining the general doctrines and principles,

according to which the corpus of the detailed Islamic rules can be fonnulated;2

Islamic law, or the Shariah, in its simplest definition, is the corpus of rules and principles thai

are derived from the Holy Qur'an and SlInnah (Traditions) of the Holy Prophet and aimed al

regulating the spiritual as well as the temporal conduct of the Muslim in his relationship with

God, with other Muslims and with non-Muslims. 3 The precedence of Islamic law, or the

Shariah. as a legal imperative is unequivocal; its status has been described thus:

Susan Rayner. The Theory ojCOlllrac(s ill Islamic Law (1991). 372.
Mahda Zahma, '·Charaeteristic Features of Islamic Law: Perceptions and Misconceptions". (2000) 15(2) Arab
ww Quarterly 169.
Ibid. 168.
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"Behind all secular law stands the Shariah law of Islam

through the legal systems of the Arab Middle East.,,4

Chapter 2

the Shariah runs like a golden thread

As the Shariah is a whole, comprehensive and interrelated unit, the application of its various

branches is subject to a single set of standards. Hence one does not find a separate discipline of

Islamic law called intellectual property law, or international law. What Islam has is the Shariah,

which deals with eve!)' aspect of every possible human conduct regardless of its description as a

personal civil or international code of conduct. 5 The function of the Muslim jurist is 10 identify

the detailed rules of Islamic law 10 meet the particular needs of time and place. Islamic

jurisprudence (fiqh) is the body of rules and principles that are developed by the reasoning of

Muslim jurists to aim at approaching as close as possible to the highest ideals of Islamic

doctrinal aspiration. 6 The different views that emerge are seen not so much as an inconsistency

or deficiency in the Shariah, but rather a flexibility in its application which does not lose sight of

the Shariah, but still takes account of the unique timeframe and facts of a particular

circumstance or instance. Since Islamic law is set within these formulated rules, the doctrine of

legal precedence of the common law system does not occupy an important place in the Islamic

judicial system. The value of legal precedent in the Islamic context, which is therefore limited,

lies in merely aiding consistency.

•

William M Ballantync. Commercial Law in the Arab Middle East: The GulfS/ates (1986). 1-2.
Thc Shariah or sacred law of Islam was dcvcloped and asscmblcd during thc first three ccnturics following thc
dcath ofthc Prophct Muhammad in 632 AD. Thc Shariah consists of Muhammad's rcvclations as compilcd in
the Qur'all. and the pronouncements and deeds of Muhammad and his companions which arc collectively
known as the HaJith. While Shariah (literally thc way) is tmnslatcd as 'Islamic law', it is ncither canonical law
nor secular law. becausc no such concept exists in Islam; it is mtller a whole system of social and personal
momlity. prcscribing the way a man should livc if he is to act according to God's Will. Peter Mansfield, "A
History of the Middle East"', 5, quoted by John Carroll. '"Intellectual Property rights in the Middle East"',
(200012001) II Fordham Imeflec/llal Property, Media alld Emertaillmel1t Journal 588.
Zahma. abovc n 2. 174.
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Twenty five years ago, Ballantyne (1980) described what he perceived to be the impasse

between the Shariah law and western law as the classical situation of an 'irresistible force

meeting an irremovable object':

"The problem is that the Arabs have, to a greater or less degree, in wishing to adopt the existing

intemational world of commerce, come face to face with the classic situation: an irresistible force

against an irremovable object. As is not uncommon in these circumstances (nol by any means only in

the Arab world) the question has been begged on all sides. It will be, to say the least, interesting to

see for how long and to what extent this apparent anomaly can c0l1tinue.,,7

The irresistible force to which Ballantyne refers is the ongoing codification of laws in the (GCC)

states, particularly in the area of commercial activity, while the irremovable object is the Islamic

Shariah. The conundrum, at least at the time of Ballantyne's writing, was whether the anomaly

could be suslained or whether there would be, legislatively at least, a clear domination by

western secular law with Islamic law becoming an irrelevancy in all but personal mailers. In the

present age, the anomalous situation to which Ballantyne referred has been resolved in that the

clear domination of western-based secular laws over the Shariah in the commercial and civil

contexts has already arrived. The conundrum has now shifted to being one of whether the

position of Shariah law in respect of personal status of Muslims may be further eroded, or

maintained, or even re-asserted.

Amin argues that, although Islamic law is complete, supplying answers to all questions in all

times and places, its very content and style leaves it to jurists to answer the many questions

unanswered in the original textual sources of Islam. 8 Such a general and non-specific

prescription existing in the classic textbooks in Islamic law is inadequate in modern times. At

William 13allantyne. Legal Del'elopment in Arabia (1980). 121.
S H Amin. Law a/Intellectual and Indl/strial Property in Developing Callntries: Muslim World (1993) 36.
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the same time the general principles and basic structure of Islamic jiqh Gurisprudence) leave

ample room to rnanouvre, and jurists are thus given broad and general guidelines to regulate new

issues in the modern environment. 9 New rules of law may also be developed through modern

legislation and administrative regulations, incorporating concepts of secular thought and custom

as appropriate. Unlike western legal theory, Islamic law and principles of morality in

government, business and personal conduct are indivisibly linked.

Stovall suggests that the argument that Islamic law is irrelevant is a myth, as is its sister myth

that Islamic law is also inherently unsuitable for modern commercial transactions. Practical

minds have developed expedients to overcome these difficulties in most cases, and hence Islamic

law has continued to be revitalised in the Arabic world. lO The application of the prohibition

upon riba (usury, or interest charged upon money lent) is the classic example. Despite the

universal prohibition in the Shariah upon riba, most Arab legal systems draw a distinction that

permits interest charges on commercial transactions, at least under specified ceilings, but not on

civil transactions. However, such expedient might be viewed as a practical solution or an

unprincipled shortcut, depending on one's opinion of the underlying impasse, and such

expedients might not offer permanent solutions. Stovall further suggests that this type of fine-

tuning is likely to become more common in future throughout the Arab world, both in civil

codes and in other laws. 11

•
"
"

Ibid. 37_
t-toward Stovall. ,.Arab Commcrcial Laws - Into the Futurc··. (2000) 34 The International Lawyer 841.
Ibid. 841-2.
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It is thus impossible, proposes Rayner, to talk abollt a secular legal system in the Gulf States in

the real sense: the legislation may appear to be secular but the sources of reference and the

consc iences of its interpreters are innately religiolls 12.

2.2 The Shariah and the GCC States' Constitutions

Throughout the constitutions orthe Gee slates, or constitution-equivalents in the case of Oman

and Saudi Arabia, the Shariah weaves its influence - as that common golden thread as earlier

portrayed by Ballantyne. But that weave varies in its paramountcy from state to slate. Whilst

the Shariah is still primary in all Gee states, it is nOI always paramollnt.

Based upon their constitutional and political development, the constitutions of the GCC states

can be categorized into three groups: the western-style which comprises those of Bahrain and

Kuwait and the UAE; a combination of quasi western and traditional styles as epitomized by

Qatar's constitution, and the more fundamentalist style of those of Oman, and Saudi Arabia. 1J

Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar and the UAE received their respective constitutions upon gaining

independence, the constitutions based on a common model which drew much from the French,

United States and Egyptian constitutions, and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights on

which the Egyptian constitution was also partially based. lot Since Kuwait received its

constitution a decade before the other three states, its model formed a useful precedent for the

Rayncr. abovc n I. 372.
Ahmad Saif. ··Constitutionalism in the Arab Gulf States'·, Gee Research Program - GCC COIIS/illl/ions (2004),
GulfRescareh Ccntre. 17.
Ballantync. abovc n 4, 27.
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constitutions of the other three states. 15 Kuwait's constitution has remained unaltered since it

was first introduced over forty years ago, while the other three states have since introduced new

constitutions or significant changes in recent times. Saudi Arabia and Oman have both

promulgated statutes entitled 'Basic Statute' and 'Basic Law' of the State, as distinct from

constitutions, as a formal recognition oflhe status oflhe Shariah within those statutes, but they

essentially serve the same purpose. Hence all Gee states are governed within constitutional

frameworks. The constitutions have very strong common elements which stipulate that the state

in each case is a sovereign independent state with a hereditary constitutional monarchy, and that

Islam is the religion of the state, and Arabic its official language. However, although the

position of the Shariah is primary, it is not by any means paramount in every case. The Gee

states each place the following degree of primacy on the Shariah within their constitutions:

Bahrain, Kuwait and the UAE provide thai the Shariah is a main source of law; 16

Qatar declares thai the Shariah is the main source of laws; 17

" Bahrain first adoptcd a constitution on 26 May 1973. which came into cffect on 6 Dccember 1973. It adopted a
new constitution on 14 February 200 I. which came into cffect onc year later.
Kuwait achicvcd its indcpcndcncc from the Unitcd Kingdom on 19 June 1961. and gaincd its original constitution
on 16 Novembcr 1962. This constitution still rcmains in place.
Oman did not establish a fonn of constitution until 6 Novcmber 19%, by thc promulgation of Royal Dccrec No.
101/1996. the Basic Statute of the State. or Whitc Book. as the state's constitutional equivalent.
Qalar was granted a provisional constitution by the United Kingdom on 2 April 1970. and gaincd its
independcncc on 3 Scptcmber 1971. A new and permanent constitution was approvcd by national referendum on
29 April 2003. and is still awaiting final royal assent.
Saudi Arabia. like Oman. docs not posscss a formal constitution per se. It has cnacted. in March 1992. a "Basic
Statute ofthc State" which declares that the Holy Qur 'an is the constitution of Saudi Arabia.
The UA£ adopted a provisional constitution on 18 July 1971, which, with some minor amendmcnts. was
evcntually confinned on 2 Dcccmbcr 1996 by the Constitutional Amendmcnt Law No. I of 1996.
Bahrain. Constitution. art I: Kuwait, Constitution. art 2; UAE, Constitution, art 7. Bahrain and Kuwait also make
a rather contcmporary declamtion on thc importancc of social and the importancc of the family in the social
fabric of the state. The Kuwaiti Constitution. art 12. dcclares that justice. liberty and social solidarity are the
bases of socicty. and the family - founded on religion. morality and patriotism - is the nuclcus of socicty. Thc
Bahrain Constitution. art 12. goes even further and places the sovereignty of the democratic government that
Bahrain enjoys in the hands of the pcople. the source of all powcrs.
Qatar. with a constitution that is arguably more conservative than Bahrain's or Kuwait's. also fonnally
acknowledgcs in Article 59 that "People are the source of authority, and IthcYI shall practicc it according to the
provisions of this Constitution:' Thc Qatari constitution referrcd to in this context is that recommended by thc
state's Advisory Council and endorsed by national referendum in April 2003. While it is generally anticipatcd
that the constitution in this nationally cndorscd version will be evcntually comc into force. the requisite decree
has yctto be cnacted.
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Oman mandates that the Shariah is the basis of legislation; 18

Chapter 2

Saudi Arabia declares that the Qur'an and the Sunna of the Prophet are not only the sole

source of law, but are also the constitution of the state. 19

Only Saudi Arabia, and to a slightly lesser degree, Oman, make the Shariah paramount.

As a main source of law, the Shariah has, at best, equal standing with other sources of law. It is

neither the sole source nor even the main source of law, and thus cannot take general precedence

over other sources. The impact is two-fold: firstly, the constitutional position facilitates the

implementation of modern codified laws derived from non-Islamic sources. Secondly, their

application replaces the Shariah and progressively reduces its general jurisdiction so Ihal it

becomes increasingly confined to matters involving personal relationships between Muslims.

But absent from the Bahraini, Qatari and Emirati constitutions is any direction or guidance as to

when the judiciary should turn to either one source or another for application of the proper law.

For this, one must seek direction firstly from specific legislation and then general legislation.

Where existing legislation is incomplete, the Shariah shall prevail.

The Qatari constitution declares that the Shariah is the main source of laws, though not the sole

source. It is thus given more weight in this context than those of Bahrain, Kuwait and the UAE,

but still considerably less weight than the Saudi and Omani constitutions. While no further

guidance as to the application of the Shariah is provided, the oaths of Office of the Emir, the

Advisory Council and the Cabinet reinforce the higher status of the Shariah in the daily

operation of government. Each is required to swear to respect, in order, "the Islamic Shariah,

18 Oman. The Basic Law of the Sultanate of Oman. art 2.
19 The Basic Law of the Kingdom of Saudi Ambia, an 1.
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the Constitution, and Ihe Law ... and people's freedom and inlerests".20 The clear implication

here is that, in the first instance, one must turn to the Shariah.

The Omani Basic Statute of the State asserts that the Shariah is the basis of all legislation. II is

also one of the fundamental pillars of national political policy. The government, that is, the

Sultan and his advisory councils, are required to maintain genuine consultation with the people,

"based on the national heritage, its values and ils Islamic Shariah, while incorporating such

contemporary manifestations as are appropriate".21 In respect of the place of Shariah in the

constitutional framework, Oman is closer to Saudi Arabia than to the other Gee states.

However, notwithstanding the constitutional mandate, the degree of Shariah control is also being

emasculated as Oman, too, moves 10 a grealer codification of its laws.

The position of the Saudi Basic Law in respect of the Shariah stands in stark contrast to that in

the constitutions of Bahrain, Kuwait, and the UAE. Although there has been some erosion of the

position of the Shariah with the introduction of modern codified laws, its position is still

paramount and is reiterated throughout the Saudi Basic Law as being the fundamental principle

underlying the government, the law, the economy and society. The Basic Law in essence ties

the very existence of the Kingdom to Islam. It declares that Saudi Arabia is a sovereign Arab

Islamic state whose constitution is the Holy QUI"'an and the SI/nna (Traditions) of the Holy

Prophet. 22 The government derives its authority from the Holy QUI" 'an and the Sunna, which are

the ultimate sources of reference for the Basic Law and for all other laws of the state. 2J

Governance must be based on the principles of justice, Shl/I"a (consultation), and equality in

20 Qatar. Constitution. arts 74. 92. It9.
21 Oman, Basic Statule orthe Stale, art 10.

Saudi Arabia. Basic Law orthe Stale. art I.
Ibid. art 7.
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accordance with the Islamic Shariah. 24 The state is required to protect [slam, implement its

Shariah, and order the people to do right and shun evil. 25 Legislation, enacted by resolution of

the Council of Ministers and ratified by royal decree, must be compatible with Shariah Law. 26

Property, capital and labour are essential elements of the Kingdom's economic and social well-

being. They are personal rights which perform a social function in accordance with Islamic

Shariah. Saudi society is based on the principles of adherence to God's Command. The family

is the kernel of Saudi society and its members shall be brought up on the basis of the Islamic

faith and loyalty and obedience to God, his Messenger, and to the guardians. 27

Although the Basic Law provides for the separation of the branches of government, the King, in

principle at least, is still the source of authority, and thus the ultimate (mortal) power, in the

governance of the state. 28 However, the King's powers are not without limit since he is still

obliged to observe the Shariah and other Saudi traditions in the execution of his office, amongst

which is maintenance of Sh/lra (consultation) with the (male) members of the Saudi royal

family, the country's religious leaders, and the leading members of the Saudi elite,29

"
"
"

Ibid. an 8.
Ibid. an 23.
Ibid, an 67.
Ibid. an9.
The Saudi King is also '~rhe Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques", a responsibility and title which it could be
argued is perhaps akin. in theory if not in practice, to the British Monarch's awful responsibility as "Defender of
the Faith", The two holy mosques referred to above being the sacred Islamic sites in Makah and Madinah,
Sec Saudi Arabia. Basic Law of the State. an43, which establishes thc right of every citizen to have consultation
with the King. in his capacity as the linal arbiter on any complaint. The constitution of Oman has similar
provision: the Sultan spends up to three months each year travelling around the country to "meet the people".
having personal but publie face-to-face meetings with any citizen who wishes to raise a mailer with him or to
petition him.
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The Gee states, with the exception of the UAE federation, are hereditary monarchies, with the

ruler30 being the titular and effective Head of State and Head of Government and enjoying, to

varying degree, considerable actual authority and autonomy. As the highest authority in the

stale, the ruler is also the final avenue of appeal in legal and personal matters. The UAE is not

all that dissimilar in terms of the practical effect: as a federation of seven emirates, it is governed

by a Supreme Council of Rulers comprising the rulers of the individual emirates - which

themselves are hereditary sheikhdoms. 31 The chairman of the Supreme Council is the President

of the UAE federation. In all states, supreme executive, legislative and judicial authority is

vested in the central government and ultimately the ruler and his family, although in the UAE

authority is divided between the federal government and the seven constituent emirates. 32 Most

"

Variously entitled King (Bahrain and Saudi Arabia). Emir (Kuwait. Qatar. the VAE and the individual emirates).
or Sultan (Oman).
The VAE Federation has exclusivc rights to legislate on and cxecutc a widc variety of mattcrs. the list being so
comprchensivc as to be almost all-inclusivc. Each cmiratc can still issuc its own laws. but whcrc a conflict
arises between federal and local laws, the fomler take absolute precedence to the cxtcnt ncccssary to rcmove the
conflict.
Bahrain: Thc govcmmcnt comprises Ihc King (fonncrly Amir. until 1995) as I·lcad of Statc. and scparatc
cxecutive and lcgislative branches. The executive branch consists of the Prime Minister (as Head of
Govcmmcnt). and thc Council ofMinistcrs (Cabinct). all of whom are appointcd by thc King. Prior to 2003. thc
offices of Crown Prince and Prime Minister were combined. Now separated. they are nonetheless both held by
senior membcrs of the royal family. With thc vcry rccent death of thc Emir (January 20(6). and new Crown
Prince being cldcrly and in very poor health, thcrc is considcrnble speculation that the two offices will be again
bc combincd. The legislativc ann of govcrnment consists of a bicameral National Asscmbly with a partially
rcprcsentative and elected lowcr housc and an appointed upper housc. In gencrnl. alllcgislation passcs through
both bodies before it is submitted to the Cabinet for recommendation to the King for royal assent. The King and
the Cabinet may also promulgatc lcgislation directly through Royal, prime ministerial and ministcrial decrecs, all
which all carry the force of law.

K"wait: The Constitution providcs for the establishment of separatc exccutivc and legislative branches of
govcnuncnl. Like Bahrnin, the cxecutive branch comprises thc Amir (as I-lead of Statc), the Primc Minister (as
Hcad of Governmcnt) and a Council of Ministers which servcs as thc Cabinet. Thc Amir appoints the Primc
Minister who in turn appoints thc Council of Ministcrs, thc appointments still being subject to Amiri approval.

Oman: Thc Cabinet. dcriving its authority solely from thc Sultan. is the highcst executivc authority. with its
members all appointcd directly by the Sultan. The Cabinet considcrs mattcrs rclatcd 10 administrative functions
of the Statc, internal policies and foreign relations. and submits its recommcndations to the Sultan for approval.
A Consultativc Council, whose mcmbers are popularly elcctcd. providcs advice to the Cabinet on state policy and
reviews draft legislation prepared by the ministries.
Qatar: The Qatari Constitution stipulates that thc system of governance shall be bascd on thc scparation of
authority with cooperation in accordance with the provisions stipulatcd in the Constitution: the Emir as Ruler
holds the executivc authority 10 be assistcd by his Cabinct. whilc an Advisory Council holds thc legislativc
authority. The Advisory Council consists of 45 members, 30 of whom are e1ccted and the rcmainder appointed
by the Emir. Since thc Emir appoints thc Cabinct and onc third of the Advisory Council. thc division betwecn
the two branches ofgovcrnment is not a grcat onc. The Constitution rcquires the Emir to rulc in accordance with
Islamic precepts. and his authority is inl1uenced by continuing Islamic traditions of consultation. rule by
consensus. and the citizcn·s right to appeal dircctly 10 thc Emir.
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slales separate the executive and legislative branches of government, although the latter does not

necessarily enjoy its own autonomy and independence. [n most cases, the executive branch

firmly cements in place the authority of the ruling family, since it predominately comprises the

royal family's senior male members by virtue of both their blood lineage and the senior

government offices they also hold. The executive branches may also include representatives of a

council of ministers (which more often than not are also members of the ruling family or

members of the elite families within the state). Only in Kuwait and Bahrain is there a clear

distinction between the legislative and executive branches of government. The distinction is

observed in Oman, Qatar and the UAE, but the legislatures there are accorded primarily a

consultative role.

2.3 The Sharlah and the Judicature

All GCC Slates have undergone a dramatic reformation and restructuring of their judicial

systems in very recent years, and have introduced significant legislation that has dramatically

changed the nature of the judiciary and judicial proceedings, and the relationship between

Shariah law, secular or codified law and customary law. The developments to date have been

an extraordinary and unique development of modern statutory legal frameworks in a remarkably

short period of time.

&wdi Arabia: The Constitution provides for the existence of a Council of Ministers. which constitutes the
executive ann of govemment, and a Consultative Council. which constitutes the legisl3live ann. The members of
both bodies aTe appointed by the King. The Council of Ministers. comprising 28 ministers. is led by the King in
his capacity as Prime Minister. It is responsible for drafting and overseeing the implement3lion n3lional
policies. and general affairs of state. The primary role of the Consultative Council, a body of 120 members, is to
advise the King and Council of Ministers. It may also propose new laws or amendments to current laws. The
King has the power to restructure and to dissolve the Consultative Council as he deems necessary.
The UA£: The chairman of the Supreme Council and thereby the President of the Federation is elected from
amongst their own number - by unchallenged convention since independence in 1971. the Presidency has been
held by the ruler of Abu Dhabi. the largest and wealthiest of the emirates. and the Prime Ministership by the
ruler of Dubai.
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The independence of the judiciary is enshrined in the constitutions of all the Gee states. The

respective constitutions all mandate that the courts are independent, and judges shall not be

subject to any authority or interference. The Oman constitution, for example, guarantees the

"Rule of Law" as the basis of government, and establishes an independent judicial authority

vested in the courts of law. 3J It also states that there shall be "no higher non-judicial authority

over the judges in their administration ofjustice apart from the law.,,34 The conduct of the legal

profession and of the judiciary, including conditions of appointment and dismissal are governed

by legislation; the circumstances in which they can be dismissed must also be specified by the

law. 35 The Saudi Basic Law also provides that no control may be asserted over judges in the

dispensation of their judgments except in the case of the Islamic Shariah. 36 Nevertheless, the

state executive may still have leverage over the judicial power, since senior members of the

judiciary are appointed by the exercise of executive authority through law or royal decree, and

the laws that determine their prerogatives may be both initiated and issued by that same

executive power. Apart from the UAE, where the constitution contains explicit conditions for

their removal from office, the states' executive authorities (that is the Rulers) still retain a power,

in principle at least, to appoint and dismiss members of the judiciary, notwithstanding

constitutional provisions apparently to the contrary.

In Oman and in the pre-independence Trucial States (Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar, and the UAE), a

dual system of courts has emerged over the last generation or so, with differing degrees of

visible distinction and duality. The former British-derived common law system and ternary

structure of courts that existed in respect of foreigners and non-Muslims were progressively

;;

;;

"
"

Oman. 13asic Statue of the Stale. Chapter 6. art 60.
Ibid. art 61.
Ibid. arts 61. 65 and 66.
Saudi Arabia. Basic Law oflhe State, art 46.
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replaced as these states achieved independence (or experienced a change monarchy, in the case

of Oman), and proceeded with a general codification of their commercial and civil laws. The

tendency is for these codes to be comprehensive, both in terms of empowerment and exclusivity,

and hence reduce the necessity and opportunity for other laws with possible overlapping,

complementary or similar terms of reference to intrude and generate ambiguities. This

replacement process started with Kuwait, being the first of these states to gain independence and

thereby the first in having a large corpus of laws enacted as part of its post-independence

political, legal and commercial re-structuring and development. Since Kuwait was the first Gee

states to acquire an emancipated system of codes already written in Arabic, the common practice

of the other states was to take up these codes and adapt them for their own use.

While the principles derived from the Shariah are still a primary basis for all laws, separate

secular courts have been established in recent years to deal with civil, criminal and commercial

cases for which codified laws have been established or to which the Shariah cannot always be

applied. The result is a dual legal system (with lesser or greater degrees of seamless

amalgamation) in which a civil law orientation exists in parallel with the Islamic Shariah. 37 The

Bahrain: The legal system of Bahrain is a mixed system based on English common law models and Sunni and
Shi'a Shariah traditions. Bahrain has been inl1uenced by English (British India) systems than any other Gulf
State. The Bahraini Judicial)' Law of 1971 divides thejudicaturc into two divisions -the civil courts and the
Shariah courts with the Sunni and Shill (Jafari) jurisdictions. The civil courts arc empowercd to settle all
commercial, civil. and criminal cases. and all related to the personal status of non-Muslims. These courts arc
structurcd in a thrce-tier system. namely. thc lower courts (also known as thc courts of minor cases). the appeals
courts and the courts of cassation. The Shariah court system is limited to personal status cases of Muslims. It
comprises a high court and a high court of appeal, both with Sunni and Jafari divisions. The Sunni Slwriah court
has jurisdiction over all personal cases brought by Sunni Muslims. while the Jafari court has jurisdiction over
cases brought by Shia Muslims.
Kuwait: The legal systcm of Kuwait is based upon a number of diverse sources. Commercial and criminal laws
derive from Ottoman and several modem Arab sources. notably Egyptian. and they also relleet elements of the
French legal code and the English common law.
Oman: The Omani system is based primarily on the Islamic Shariah traditions of the lbadi sehooL Custom.
tradition and the Slwriah still occupy important places as guides in judicial decision-making. Oman was the last
of the GCC states to overhaul its judicial system, with major changes in 1999 by Royal Decrees Nos 90/1999 to
94/9999, which brought the judiciary into line with the dictates of the Basic Statute of the State. These changes
also greatly simplified the judicial system and consolidated the various jurisdictions into one regular system. A
three tier system comprising courts of first instance. courts of appea1. and court of cassation replaces the earlier
systcm of sepamtc Shariah courts. commercial courts and criminal courts. Thc Shariah courts, which fomlerly
hcld competcncy in all civil and most criminal cases, have had thcir jurisdiction restricted 10 pcrsonal cases
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civil or secular COlirts exist side by side with the Shariah courts, but in practice the Shariah

courts and the body of Shariah law is becoming increasingly restricted to personal status matters

of Muslims - family matters, divorce, inheritance, succession, property and charitable donations,

some limited torts and a few criminal matters. 38 The structures in place in Kuwait and Saudi

Arabia, reflect the opposite ends oflhe spectrum. At one end, Kuwait (which, it will be recalled,

holds the Shariah as a main source of law, along with Bahrain and the UAE) avoids the civil

COUI1-Shariah court dualism extant in some of the other states; it has generally favoured a

unified court structure approach, rather than establish separate secular and Shariah court

systems. Hence Muslim personal status cases are not assigned to a separate Shariah judiciary;

instead, sections of the civil COlirts are designated for hearing personal status cases. The courts

rule on the basis of codified Sunni law or Shia (Jafari) law, depending on the school of Islam to

which the litigants adhere. 39

"

involving Muslims in both parties. and then as a primary court. Appeals against decisions of the Shariah court
arc made to the court of appeal.
Qalar: Thc Qatari constitution defines the Islamic Shariah as the main souree of law. Accordingly, the Shariah
court has full jurisdiction in all civil and criminal disputcs over Qatar's nationals and Muslims from other
countrics. The legal bases for the secular courts arc a modern western conccpt of law. where rules have been
taken from Egyptian legal traditions via the Kuwaiti legal system.
Saudi Arabia: The Saudi judicial system retains the traditional form of Sharial1 courts..At the primary level
there are the general courts or courts of first instance. Appeals may then be made to courts of appeal and
ultimately to the High Sharial1 Court. Within this SJwriah system there exists the Board ofGricvanees. which is
efTectively a civil court with jurisdiction over commercial mallers which fall within the tenns of reference of
codified laws.
11,e VAt: The UAE remains unusual for the Arab world because of its fedcrated structure. The Constitution
penn its each emirate to have its own legislative body and judicial authority. thereby allowing the existence of
fcderal courts and local courts. Atop this federal/local structure there exists another division between secular
and Shariah judiciary. giving the UAE a fairly complex judicial structure. The UAE is essentially a civil law
jurisdiction heavily influenced by the Egyptian legal system which in turn has its source in French and Roman
law. It has also been innuenced by Islamic law codified in the Shariah and embodied in the UAE civil. criminal
and commercial codes.
Dllbai and Has AI-Khaimah: Thc emirates of Dubai and Ras al-Khaimah have retaincd their own judicial
structures. The Dubai court structure comprises the primary court. the court of appeal and the coun of cassation.
The primary courl includes the civil. criminal and Shariah divisions. each of which have both lowcr and upper
primary circuits. Judgments delivered by the Dubai eourl of appeal arc subject to appeal to the Dubai coun of
cassation. Judgements of the eourl of cassation arc final and, unlike the other GCC states, there is no further
avenue of appeal. Ras al-Khaimah possesses a primary courl and appeals courl only. Final appeals may be
made to the federal eourl of cassation.
The Qatari Criminal Code. for example. stipulates that jurisdiction over cerlain crimes. such as intentional or
unintentional homicide, and crimes of a sexual nature, such as sexual assault. homosexuality and prostitution,
rcsts with the Shariah courl if the accused is a Muslim. and the secular court in respect of non-Muslims.

Saif. above n 13. 14.
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While the Kuwaiti constitution remains silent on the question of the relative order of priority of

the various sources of law, the law governing the conduct of the judiciary moves to qualify that

nexibili ty 40. The law requires a judge to proceed first by reference to the civil and commercial

laws of the state, then to custom, and finally by reference to the Shariah:

"(a) Legislative provisions apply to the matters to which such provisions relate both expressly and

by implication.

(b) If there is no legislative provision, the judge gives judgement in accordance with custom. If

there is no custom, the judge deduces his opinion tasking guidance from the dictates of the

Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh) most in accord with the reality and the interests of the countl)',,41

Hence the order of priority of primary sources of Kuwaiti law IS firstly constitutional, then

legislative, customary and tribal, and lastly the Shariah.

This judicial obligation is reinforced by the Kuwaiti civil code, which makes provision for the

code, as a general law, to be expressed without prejudice to specific legislation. 41 In other

words, the civil code lays down the general pattern of the law, but the specific law takes full

precedence. The Kuwaiti commercial code, on the other hand, does not refer to either the

Shariah or the civil code to complete its provisions, but refers to contracts and custom and the

principles of natural law and justice. The significance is that the civil code includes many

specific provisions, whereas the commercial code which until 1993 included trademark, trade

name and unfair competition provisions, is to a large extent able to preserve commercial

transactions from incursions of the Shariah. 43 Both strategies reinforce the hierarchy of legal

authority in which specific legislative provision is at the apex and the principles of Shariah are at

the base.

Kuwait. Law No. 19 of 1959. the Judicial Code. as amended by Law No. 19 of 1990.
Ibid. art 1: sec S H Amin, The Legal SyslemsojKuwai/(1991), 77.
Kuwait Law No. 67 of t980. the Civil Code. art 3.
Ballantyne. above n 4, 57.
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The Bahraini constitution provides the same degree of flexibility as does the Kuwaiti equivalent,

and, in similar fashion, its law governing the judiciary also moves to qualify that flexibility.44

But, unlike Kuwait, it requires that, in the absence of an express statutory legal, reference is

directed firstly to the Shariah:

"In the event that a judge finds no provision of law capable of application, he shall deduce

the bases of his judgement from the principles of the Shariah and the provisions thereof; in

the absence of any such provision, custom shall be applied. A particular custom shall be

preferred to a general custom. In the absence of custom, the tenets of national law and the

principles ofequity and good conscience shall be applied.,,45

Oman and Qatar, like Kuwait, also have a largely unified system, but both place a much greater

emphasis on the importance of the Shariah in judicial decision-making. Both have in place a

unified structure integrating the earlier systems of Shariah courts, commercial courts and

criminal courts. In the case of Oman, the separate Shariah courts syslem, which formerly held

competency in all civil and criminal cases, has had its jurisdiction restricted to cases involving

matters of personal status and has now been reduced to the status of a court of first instance.

Appeals against a decision of the Shariah court are now brought before general courts of appeal.

Qatar has maintained Shariah divisions in both the primary and appellate jurisdictions, but

retains a unified court of cassation, or supreme court. While these integration actions might be

viewed as a weakening of the position of the Shariah, it could also be equally argued that they

constitule a strengthening of it's position by keeping it in the mainstream of the judicial system

instead of marginalizing it.

"
"

Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. 13 or 1971. the Law or the Judiciary.
Ballantyne, above n 7, 25.
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However, this still raises the issue of whether the general dictates of Shariah should apply in the

first instance as general principles, or latterly in respect of the particular circumstances of the

case being heard. Since both the Omani and Qatari constitutions are not exclusive in their status

of the Shariah (since Omani stipulates as the basis of legislation, and Qatar as the main source of

legislation), it may well have been the intention of the Ornani and Qatari legislators to allow

some degree of flexibility to avoid direct conniel between the Shariah and the secular codes.

Where the civil or commercial laws or other laws or sources are silent on the matter of

legislative application, then there would be little question that it would be appropriate to turn in

the first instance to the Shariah as the principal source of law. However, where the codes do

give voice, they are generally comprehensive, and their intentions are clearly prescribed, as the

following extract from Qatar's civil commercial code illustrates:

"1. The tenets of this law shall apply to all matters embraced expressly or by implication by the

provisions hereof as well as to all commercial acts engaged in or by any person even if not a

merchant.

2. [n prescribing principles which apply to merchants and commercial acts, regard shall be had to

contracts recognized by law, which constitute the law of the contracting parties.

3. [fthere is no contract, or if there is but it is silent as to a particular provision, or the provisions

set out in the contract are void, the legislative provisions contained in this Law shall apply.

4. [n the absence of the legislative provision which can be applied, the judge shall adjudicate in

accordance with custom, special or local custom taking precedence over general custom, and in

the absence of custom the principles of the Islamic Shari'a shall be applied.,,46

The UAE recognizes both primary sources of law, such as codified federal and local laws and

Shariah, as well as secondary sources law in the form of trade custom and practice.'f7 Generally,

Qatar. Law No. 16 of 1971. the Civil and Commercial Codc. arts 1-4.
Federnl laws, applicable throughout the UAE. are issued either by the federal Supreme Councilor by federnl
ministcrs. whereas local laws arc enacted by the rulers ofthc individual cmirntcs and have e!Tect only within that
panicular emirate. In the evcnt of a conflict between a fedcrnl and a local law. thc fcdcrnl law takes preccdence.
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in determining an issue, a secular court is required to first give consideration to the provisions of

any applicable federal law, and then any local law, and finally any provisions of Shariah law.

The Shariah courts are required to apply relevant provisions of the codified law and then in the

absence of any specified provision, the Shariah law will apply. The complex structure of the

federal and local courts, compounded by the fact that the emirates of Dubai and Ras Al-Khaimah

maintain their own judicial structures, can lead to some overlap of jurisdiction. However, the

civil courts tend to accept the jurisdiction of Shariah courts in the absence of clear legislative

texts and in personal status cases. The laws establishing the UAE federal supreme court and the

federal courts of first instance require the courts to apply the provisions of the Shariah in the

first instance:

"The Supreme Court shall apply the provisions of the Islamic Shari·a. federal laws. and other laws in force in the

member emirates of the federation conforming to the Islamic Shari'a. Likewise it shall apply those rules if

custom and those principles of natural and comparative law which do not connict with the principles of the

Shari'a,"48

In similar vein, the local courts are required to adhere to the following directive:

"The federal courts shall apply the provisions of the Islamic Shari'a, federal laws, and other laws in

force, just as they shall apply those rules of custom and general legal principles which do not

connici with the provisions of the Shari'a.,,49

All these positions would appear to give precedence to the Shariah over all other sources of law,

and thereby, in effect, hold it as the principal source of law. As the courts would therefore

appear to hold that any measure contrary to the Shariah would seem, by express provision, to be

invalid, there arises the question of whether the laws establishing these courts contradict a

UAE, Law No, 10 of 1973. Establishing the Federal Supreme Court. art 75.
UAE, Federal Law No.6 of 1978, Establishing the Courts of First Instance, an 8.
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constitutional position which has established that the Shariah is but one source of law amongst

others. 50 Since the Supreme Court also acts as the federal constitutional court, and would thus

rule on such question should it arise, it would presumably uphold the basic constitutional

dictate. 51

Notwithstanding the fact they have retained separate judicial structures, the emirates of Dubai

and Ras AI-Khaimah provide that their respective courts shall exercise their powers, in order of

priority, on the basis of the laws in force in the emirate, on the provisions of the Islamic Shariah,

on provisions of custom unless these contradict the law or public order or decency, and finally

on the principles of natural justice, right and equity. 52

At the other end of the earlier-mentioned spectrum is Saudi Arabia. As the most conservative

and fundamentalist Islamic stale in the Gulfregion, the principles of the Shariah still maintain a

stronger hold in Saudi Arabia than in any other Gee states. The Shariah remains the

fundamental basis of the legal system, and justice is administered according 10 the Shariah by a

system of religious courts. While traces of a hybrid dual system can be found in parts of the

Saudi legal order, with the existence of quasi-judicial administrative tribunals such as the Board

of Grievances, the foundation of the Saudi judicial order is still wholly Shariah-based. 53

Having proclaimed the Holy Qur 'an and the Sunnah as the basis of laws and the constitution, the

Basic Law requires the Saudi courts to apply the rules of the Islamic Shariah, in accordance with

what is indicated in the Holy Qllr'an and the Sunnah, and then in accordance with the statutes of

~

"
""

Ballantyne. above n 4. 58.
Ibid.

Law Forming the Dubai Courts of 1970. art 4: Law Forming the Courts ofRas AI-Khaimah. art I.
Scc Saudi cnt!),. abovc n ]6.
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the Kingdom provided they do not contradict the QUI' 'an or the Sunnah. 5~ Thus, the Shariah is

seen as superior to any positive legal or judicial order, a provision which assumes a unified,

Shariah-based judiciary, independent of the King. Since this form of judicial system was well

established by the time Saudi Arabia introduced the Basic Law in 1992, the Basic Law does nol

so much establish a new judicial order as describe and codifY the prevailing custom and practice.

Hence the Shariah courts have never lost their status as courts of general jurisdiction, and there

is no special personal status court structure or personal status code as exists in the other Gee

states under their dual or integrated systems. However, still within the Shariah judicial system,

but operating at arms-length from the Shariah courts, are a number of quasi-judicial specialized

tribunals which adjudicate on matters which are essentially administrative in nature, or on

disputes between government bodies and the members of the public over government processes

or decision-making (such as disputes over trademark registrations).s5 Although the tribunals

address matters which are governed by regulations which do not derive from the Shariah or are

not easily covered by existing Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh), they are still required to ensure that

they do not conflict with its provisions. One outcome of this structure is that the pure essence of

the Shariah can be better preserved without the constant diluting effects of introduced secular

laws.

While Ballantyne saw the Shariah as a golden thread running through the legal systems of the

Gulf and the Arab world beyond, he also suggested that the key characteristic of the position of

the Shariah within the legal and judicial systems of the Gulf was one of uncertainty. 56 Twenty

five years on, the uncertainty is being progressively removed as the secularization and

"
"

Saudi Arabia, Basic Law of the State, art 49.
The most significant of thcsc tribunals. being the only onc rccognised in thc Saudi Basic Law. is the Board of
Grievances. which has a longer standing, higher public profile, and greater prestige than the other tribunals. The
Board of Grievances and its role is discussed further in Chapter 5.2.
Ballantyne. above n 4, 64.
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codification of the laws within each respective continues. With the possible exception of Saudi

Arabia, and Kuwait in commercial matters, both ofwhorn still enjoy comprehensive legislative

prescriptions, albeit al opposite ends of the spectrum, the Shariah could still intervene to a lesser

or greater degree in most jurisdictions. The unknown factor in this progression exists outside the

legal framework - namely the resurgence of Islam domestically and its growth internationally.

As it attracts increasing numbers of new followers, Islam may well have an as yet unforeseen

impact on the domestic legal, judicial and societal structures which could stimulate something of

a reversal of status towards its fonner enhanced status within the legal frameworks.

2.4 The Shariah and Intellectual Property Protection

The question of the concept of intellectual property and its recognition and acceptability in

Shariah Law has been a subject of discussion among contemporary Muslim scholars, whose

opinions differ about its acceptability in the Shariah57
• Intellectual property as an intangible

object, being the product of one's mental labours, is a recent concept not expressly mentioned in

either the Holy Qur'an or in the Sunnah, or in the early Islamic jurisprudence. Accordingly, its

acceptability or otherwise can only be inferred from the general principles laid down by the

Shariah. As the views of Islamic jurists differ on the issue of the application of these principles

to new situations, it follows that there are differences of opinion in relation to intellectual

property.

" Mufti Taqi Usmani. ""Copyrighl according to Shariah"". availablc at AI-fla/agh Web:ine http://www.islamic
finance.net/researchitagi4.hlmI Quoted in PriceWaterHouscCoopcrs, "Suslainability Impact Assessment of the
Negotiations of the Tradc Agrecment betwcen thc EC and thc Countries of lhc GCC·. UniwrsilY ojManchesler
Cenlre for Ellropeon Policy Siudies. Repon for I'ublie Consultation. 30 January 2004. 98.
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"
"

Some contemporary scholars reject the concept of intellectual property on the grounds that the

concept of ownership in the Shariah is confined to tangible objects only.58 They contend that

there is no precedent in the Qllr'an, the SlInnah or in the views of early Muslim jurists for an

intangible object, such as knowledge, to be subjected to private ownership or to sale and

purchase. Since it originates from, or owes its origin to God, knowledge and its expression in all

their manifestations is the common heritage of all mankind. 59 It cannot therefore become the

exclusively property of one individual, and therefore cannot be prevented from being acquired

by others. Accordingly, a concept of intellectual property which leads to a monopoly over

knowledge by an individual can never be accepted by Islam. 60

On the other hand, other scholars have argued that intellectual property and its exclusive

ownership is acceptable in the Shariah, since there is no express provision in the QUI' 'an or in

the Sunnah which restricts the rights of ownership to tangible objects only.61 They point to

several instances of intangible rights being accepted and maintained by the Shariah, and further

instances where such intangible rights have been transferred to others for financial consideration.

They contend that the concept of intellectual property does not restrict the scope of knowledge,

since an intellectual property law does not prevent an individual from accessing or utilizing

knowledge which enjoys some form of protection as offered by that law. An individual, for

example, may still read another person's writings or utilize another's invention for his own

benefit, even if permission may need to be first obtained or some form of payment made. On the

contrary, the law prohibits a third party from gaining commercial advantage from the work

without the permission of the individual who, by mental labour, produced the work and who is

therefore most entitled to enjoy the commercial benefits that derive from it.

Ibid. 99.
Ida Abdul Ghani Azmi. "Oasis for thc Rccognition of Inlcllcctuall>roperty in the Light of the Shariah", (1996).
27 International Review o/Inle!leclllal Property alld Competition Law. 650.

60 Usmani. abovc n 57, 98.
61 Scc Amin. abovc 8, 36-7.
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Jamar suggests that, in general, one should distinguish between areas in which Islamic law;

has spoken with a relatively full voice, such as spiritual duties, personal status, and

inheritance;

has provided some general principles, but with many lacunae, as in contract law with its

general injunction to fulfill all obligations and its general prohibitions on riba (usury)

and indefiniteness; and

is silent, such as in the field of intellectual property, where the ruler of the people is free

to act provided that the laws promulgated do not run afoul of Shariah prohibitions and

are consistent with Shariah principles. 62

He argues that although the Shariah does not specifically address intellectual property matters, it

does nOI prevent Islamic-based governments from enacting or enforcing intellectual property

laws. 63 Since the protection of intellectual property is neither prohibited nor mandated in the

Shariah, its legal protection is therefore fully consonant with the Shariah. In this sense,

intellectual property law is no different to criminal law or commercial law in its relationship to

the Shariah: once it has been created, the Shariah dictates that, as a law, it should be respected,

and the intellectual property which it addresses should be protected.

Other proponents of this line of reasoning argue that ownership of intellectual property is

justified on the basis of "economic gain through labour." Intellectual property can represent the

outcome of mental productivity or labour, and the person who produced it is entitled to its

Steven Jamar. 'The Protection of Intellectual Properly under Islamic Law". (1992) 21Capilal University Lall'
Reviell'. 1082.
Ibid.
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exclusive use. As is the case wilh movable and immovable property, any creative idea of a

person expressed in written, technical or graphical terms should be respected in Islarn. 64 While

it may be intangible, intellectual property can be deemed to have a value which can be quantified

in a market context, and therefore can be traded, transferred and transacted. 65 This is further

borne out by writings of Muslim jurists who deal with the prohibition of unjust enrichment, and

the discouragement of certain types of commercial transactions such as those involving

misrepresentation, fraud and trickery.66

Since the views of the contemporary scholars differ on the concept of "intellectual property" and

none of them is in clear contravention of the injunctions of Islam as laid down in the QlIr'an and

SlInnah, an Islamic state through its laws may freely adhere to either view. If it expresses this

adherence by a specific law, its decision is binding on all, including those who may adhere to an

opposing view. It is an accepted position in Islamic jurisprudence that the legislation of an

Islamic state resolves the juristic dispute in a manner not expressly mentioned in the Qur'an or

in the SlIl1nah. 67 Accordingly, if the state promulgates a law in favor of the concept of

intellectual property without violating any provision of the QlIr'an and Sunnah, then that law

must be binding on all its citizens. Those who have an opposite view can enunciate their position

as an academic discussion, but they cannot violate the law in their practice.

In an Islamic state, every citizen enters into an express or a tacit agreement to abide by its laws

to the extent that they do not compel compliance with anything that is not permissible in the

According to the cardinal Islamic prineiplc of allflam /11l/Sal/atllll als a/llwaliha/ll - "Peoplc should be given
recognition for the exclusive usc of their property". Amwal (labour) applies equally to intellectual property
outputs: sce Amin above n 8. 36.
Ibid. Sec also Azrni, above 1159. 671.
Scc Amin. abovc n 8. 37.
See Azmi, above n 59. 672.
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Shariah. 68 Therefore, if the law requires a citizen to refrain from an act which was otherwise

permissible in Shariah, then the citizen must so refrain. Even those scholars who do not accept

the concept of intellectual property do not hold that is a mandatory requirement of the Shariah to

violate the rights recognized by this concept. 69 While they hold that it is permissible in Shariah

to publish a book without the author's permission, for example, they would accept that, if the law

prevents them from performing this "permissible" act, they should refrain from doing so under

their tacit agreement with the state. 70

According to Khoury, some commentators have gone so far as to contend that Islamic law

comprises "enough inconsistencies to [generally] make predictability in certain matters a serious

concern. 71 The disagreements arising from these inconsistencies cut across sectarian lines and

within the sects themselves. One classic example, referred to above, is the disagreement amongst

Islamic schools of thought regarding the possession and ownership of intangibles. Khoury

quotes a source that observes in the context of the debate on the position of Shariah law on

intellectual property protection:

"The very nature of Islamic law as a jurist's law and differences of opinion even within individual

schools means that it is not possible to provide finn answers to many of the questions that arise. As

usual in the Shariah, which proceeds by way of example rather than principle, it is only possible to

evaluate the general risks involved through isolation and investigation of the particular issues arising

in [connection with the legal issue]." 72

"

Usmani. above n 57. 99.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Amir Khoury. "Ancient and Islamic Sources of Intellectual Property Protection in thc Middle Easf'. (2003) 43.
IDEA, 151.
Ballantync. abovc n 4,121-2.
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It has been argued that the Shariah fails to keep abreast of the needs of increasingly complex

economies and commercial practices. 73 And this failure constitutes the most severe criticism

against the functionality orthe Shariah as a viable intellectual property regime. Consequently,

there exists a trend away from Shariah law towards modern western law throughout the

commercial laws in the Middle East. Indeed one commentator suggests that the bulk of

commercial law in the Middle East reads as a direct transportation of European law, while the

case law is perceived as a direct translation of western terminology.14

This trend is also quite apparent with respect to intellectual property laws generally. The Islamic

legal system provides basic principles and rules that promote the protection of intellectual

property; however, in view of the lack of comprehensive legislation, the legal systems of the

Middle East appear to opt for a direct adoption of western legal norms and standards of

protection. Some commentators argue that in reality there is a gulf between concepts and

practice in Islam, but their arguments, according to Khoury, ignore the following:

Shariah includes clear norms and teachings concerning fair trade, and rejection of unfair

competition;

while the Shariah law is an ancient law which does not provide clear-cut answers to

modern legal issues such as those surrounding intellectual property, the answers to these

modern questions may still be formulated by religious scholars through reasoning based

on the underlying Islamic principles;

the Shariah is not the only legal system not to have a binding precedent system - the

civil law system does not have one - and therefore this should not pose an

""
Khoury. above n 71. 193.
Ibid, 195.
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insurmountable hurdle 10 the development of consistent and fair rules relating 10

intellectual property protection;

where conflict does arise it is not in respect of inner conflicts between the principles

within Islamic law, but rather a balance between principles and conflicting interests. 75

In Khoury's view, the Shariah does not directly address the issues relating to intellectual

property rights, but the principles provided therein clearly indicate that Shariah does 1101 stand

neutral on the question of intellectual property protection. Where a state does nol have specific

statutes in place for the protection of trademarks, patents or copyright (which is now no longer

the case in the Gee stales), for example, the Islamic legal and general principles of equity,

prohibition of unjust enrichment and of misleading and dishonest representation can still be

applied, particularly in respect of passing-off and trademark infringement. Even where a state

does possess and apply secular laws governing intellectual property protection, the traditional

Islamic principles would still feature prominently since constitutionally no legislation can be

contrary to the provisions of the Shariah, and the interpretation of the secular law should be

aided and supported in such a way as to support the Islamic legal cuhure. 76 Where the secular

law of the west and the Shariah are philosophically opposed on this point is that the secular law

is designed to protect the exploitative interests of the intellectual property right holder, while the

Shariah aims at condemning dishonesty by the deceiver and protecting the consumer. 77

Nevertheless, the lack of clear rules warrants intervention by Arab states and their governments

to create or adopt a set of rules for the protection of intellectual property in their states. Even

"
"
"

Ibid.
Amin. above n 8. 40.
Ibid.
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where formal Arab laws are non-existent, many Arab slales may formulate legal solutions

through codifying existing Islamic law, or through enacting secular laws of foreign origin.

As the basis of intellectual property rights must be the principles of the Shariah, the standards

concerning the availability, scope and use of such rights must be measured by their compatibility

with the Shariah. Azmi suggests a number of emerging areas on intellectual property protection

that would not satisfy this fundamental criterion and which therefore may result in conflict with

religious tenets of the Shariah, notably patents arising out of biotechnological inventions. 78 In

so doing, Azrni draws a distinction between patents of animals and plants, and those involving

human tissues, genes and body parts. The patenting of animals and plants would not be contrary

to the Shariah in the sense of it being a direct confrontation to God's power of creation. While

we have domination over other creatures, this domination does not grant an absolute right to do

anything we wish without limit. We must act in a sense of stewardship whereby we will

ultimately be held responsible for our actions and their consequences. Islam still requires

animals to be treated with due respect and with a lack of cruelty. Accordingly, experimentation

on animals and patenting of the outcomes may be allowed under the Shariah provided there is a

balancing of the relative harm to the animals and the benefits to mankind. In respect of

modification and manipulation of biological materials, the position is not quite so clear. The

Qllr'an reiterates that the universe and all its creations are created in a sense of order and

proportion according to a set of laws of nature, which have been established or given by God and

which man cannot therefore change. On the other hand, it also recognises the use of science to

improve what is in existence in nature for the benefit of mankind. The issue comes to a head in

respect of transgenic animals llsed as xenografts, which Azmi suggests are beyond the limits

" Azmi. above n 59. 655-6.
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allowed by the advancement of science and the Qur'anic bounds on man's stewardship over

other creatures. 79

In respect of the exploitation of the human material, whether genetic material or body parts,

Azmi argues such exploitation is haram, (forbidden), according to the Qut'an. so Classical

scholars have long held that any transaction involving parts of the human body, whether by sale

or donation, is haram on the grounds that it demeans the human dignity and the place of man in

the fixed order of creation and function of living things. In other words, it constitutes an

interference with nature. But modern scholars accept circumstances in which transplantation

and donation of body parts may be acceptable, namely:

if transplant or donation constitutes the lesser of two evils, the benefits outweigh the

risks, and if the potential donation does not cause harm to the donor;

if the process of donation or transplant is assured of success; and

if the transplant, donation or extraction does not impair the function of the human

body.lll

By the same token, research using human tissue and genetic material which are easily

replaceable may be allowed in Islam, for example, for the production of synthetic human tissues

produced through cell cultures. However, this does not change the basic abhorrence of the

commercialisation of human biological material, as this reduces human beings to mere matter.

To this end, Azmi suggests that, while experimentation is allowed for therapeutic purposes,

Ibid. 666.
Ibid. 667.
Ibid. 667-8.
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actual experiments should be regulated and certain processes for modifying the genetic identity

oflhe human body, particularly for commercial gain, should not be allowed. 82

Intellectual property is not the only area of law where the Islamic states need to promulgate civil

or secular laws. Indeed, the Qur'an is silent, or at least too vague on a wide range of

commercial issues, including modern commercial transactions, financing arrangement, and

limited liability commercial entities such as corporations. The Qur'an itself addresses subjects

of poverty, commercial transactions, honest dealings, testimony and association in a less

extensive manner. In these fields the Qur'an does not provide systematic rules, but rather

exhorts the believer with words of wisdom, admonition, and guidance amounting to mandatory

injunction. Islamic law recognises non-Shariah laws and requires its citizens to respect them

provided the laws do not run afoul of Shariah and its prohibitions, and provided they are

consistent with Shariah principles.

2.5 Conclusion

While the Shariah is prescribed as at least a major source of law, the increasing codification of

the law, particularly in commercial relations, has acted to progressively reduce its former pre-

eminence in proportion, and will likely continue to do so in the future. As commercial and

business law continue to develop along western lines, the position of Shariah will continue to be

eroded, and the customary laws and remaining remnants of the common law systems will

become extinguished. 83

"
"

Ibid. 667.
Ballantyne. above n 4, 66.
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..

Despite the absence of formal rules within the Shariah on the issue of intellectual property

protection, the Shariah has within its primary sources, basic principles that do not discourage

such protection. The analysis of the underlying principles of fair trade, prohibition of unfair

competition and the importance of private property lead to the conclusion that Islam does not

stand idle on issues pertaining to intellectual property rights and their protection.&4 Indeed, the

underlying principles might appear to be not all that dissimilar to the rationales of intellectual

property protection as perceived by modern western legal systems.

Hence, it could be argued thai position of the Shariah is one that need not hinder the

transplantation of intellectual property laws of foreign or western origin with great drama and

conflict with the Shariah. The drama may arise when the application of the western based law

connicts with the principles of the Shariah. By incorporating in their intellectual property laws a

qualification to the wholesale deference to western based criteria by at least requiring the

practical application of the law to be not inconsistent with the Shariah, some Gee slates have

not resiled from this potential for connic!. While all Gee states exclude from patentability

inventions which, amongst other conditions, are in violation of public order or morals, Oman's

patent law and the Gee patent regulation extend that provision to also exclude inventions which

conflict with or violate the principles of the Islamic Shariah. 85 The Saudi patent law includes a

similar exclusion provision, but narrows it somewhat by confining the exclusion to inventions

whose commercial exploitation (instead of the invention itself) violates the Shariah. 86

Ibid.
ss Oman. Royal Decree No. 82/2000. art 2: GCC. Unilied Patent Regulation :2000. art 2.
86 Saudi Arabia, Royal Decree No. M/27 of 1425 AH (2004). art 4.
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Thus Oman and Saudi Arabia reject the western liberal philosophy established by the US

Supreme Court generalization that "anything under the sun can be patentable".87

Even more subtle, yet of much greater application, is the reflection of the Shariah exhortation

against the consumption of alcohol by Muslims, which ultimately becomes manifest in most

Gee states in the prohibition of registration of trademarks for wines, spirits and alcoholic

beverages. 88 While the domestic intellectual property laws are generally silent on this matter,

the universal practice is that such types of trademarks are not protectable.

However, one cannot aSSllme that the bastion of Shariah preservation is not being continually

eroded. The recent decision of the Saudi Board of Grievances to rule against a longstanding

Shariah prohibition on the registration of trademarks depicting pictures or drawings of living

animals, despite strident opposition from the traditionalists, illustrates how that erosion

continues on a number of fronts. 89 Some might argue that the Board ruling reinforces the

argument that the Shariah is irrelevant in the modern context when it confronts the

commercial/legal imperative. It could also be argued that it simply illustrates yet another

anomaly peninent to Ballantyne's conundrum ofa generation ago concerning the irresistible and

the irremovable. The real test is in the interpretation and application of these respective legal

imperatives in the streets and in the courts. It is in this context that one needs to look at the

development of intellectual propeny regimes in the Gee states.

".... See United States. Diamond \I Chakrabarty, 447 US 303 (1980).
This sllbjel;t is discussed in greater length in Chapter 4.3.6.
Board of Grievances Decision No. 9/1424 of 23 August 2003. In arriving at ils decision, the Board ruled that the
principles on which the original prohibition was based. was disputable. and. more importantly in this context. that
the prohibition was against the public policy of Saudi Ambia and the interests of consumers and owners of the
genuine tradcmarks. Reported in Abu-Setta & Co. Legal Attorneys Saudi Arabia. "Letter to Clients". Septcmber
2003. available at www.abu-sella.eQm
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Pre-TRIPS and Intellectual Property Protection

in the GCC States
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3.1 Introduction

The legal systems of the Gee states have undergone dramatic, radical and progressive change

and development over the last thirty years or so, and that change is continuing. The major trend

has been a greatly increased codification of law and administered regulation which entail

increasing substitution of institutionalised procedures for the traditional informal, discretionary

and often arbitrary exercise of authority. I

The pre-TRI PS history oflhe progressive formulation of intellectual property legislative regimes

in the Gee Siales illustrates a remarkable cycle of developments over an equally remarkably

short period of time. 2 A generation or so ago, the level of effective intellectual property

protection in the Gee states was virtually non-existent. None possessed any laws in respect of

copyright and neighbouring rights or subscribed to any international or regional convention in

respect of protection of literary works or author's rights, The position in respect of trademarks,

patents or other areas of industrial property was hardly brighter, although some limited

legislation was in place in a few states.

Concern and consequent legislative activity in respect of the protection of intellectual property

rights existed primarily in relation to trademarks and trade descriptions, and then only in respect

of a state's commercial dealings with expatriate and foreign traders and businesses, There was

little, if any, concern in respect of patent protection, and nil concern or activity in respect of

Nicholas Angell, "An Overview of Legal Structures in the GeC States", Legal500 Research Paper No.3 (March
2002),1: available at wwwJegaI500.com/devslemirates/ccfuacc OIO.hlm,last accessed 30 June 2005.
For an excellent background to the stale of pre-TRIPS intellectual property protection in the Gulf region, sec
Alaslair Hirst. "Developing IPR in the Gulf: CUITCnt Covemge. Problems. Post-Uruguay Round Trends" (1994)
17(2) Middle East [xeclltil'C Reports 9-14.
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author's rights, and other areas of intellectual property such as plant varieties, geographical

indications and the like.

Three distinct phases can be observed in the development orthe GCe states intellectual property

laws:

laws enacted before independence or during a period of effective foreign control, and

which are an extension of or subordinate to those foreign sources - the prime example

being Bahrain'S 1955 omnibus patents, industrial designs and trademarks of 1955, and

Kuwait's intended equivalent 1958 regulation;3

laws which were developed as part of a post-independence codification of commercial

and civil laws, led by Kuwait as the first of the British protected states in the Gulf to

achieve independence;

more recent legislation, generated by the states' recognition of the necessity to become

part of the international trade community, and the obligations on compliance with

international protection benchmarks Ihal accompanied such membership.

The hallmark of the pre-independence laws was a subordination to, or transplantation of, laws or

regulations already in existence in other jurisdictions. The Bahraini 1955 regulation providing

prolection for patents, industrial designs and trademarks, for example, borrowed much from the

Strictly speaking. none of the then Trudal States (Bahrain. Kuwait. Qatar. and the seven emirates that
subsequently became the UAE - Abu Dhabi. DubaL Ras al-Khaimah. Sharjah. Ajman. Fujeirah, Umm al
Quwain) were ever colonies. or even protected territories of the UK. although they were on occasion referred to
as such in some laws (sec Bahrain's Patents. Designs and Trade Marks Regulation of 1955. for example).
Instead. they were recognised by the UK as sovereign states which. by virtue of various Agreements of
Friendship, sought the protection of the UK against unfriendly intentions or acts by other countries. and which
were accordingly deemed by the UK to be "Protected States". However, since their foreign relations and disposa.l
of their lands were subject to prior UK approval. since resident UK subjects, foreigners and non-Muslims were
subject to English law and authority under British extra-tcrritorial jurisdiction, the states wcre subject 10 effective
UK control. Hence the use of the term 'independence' to describe their newly acquired status in 1961 (Kuwait)
and 1971 (Bahrain, Qatar and the seven cmirates) is appropriate.
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Indian pre-independence equivalent statute, and was generally dependant upon UK laws and

processes to be valid and operable.4 The laws or regulations were not really directed towards

purely domestic operation at a local level, except to the extent that they impacted on foreigners

and expatriates relations with the local populace.

By contrast, the post-independence laws were largely developed by the respective GCe states

with domestic needs and applications to the fore. However, they were still subject to external

influences - but the influences were becoming more regional in nature and possessing a greater

degree of Arabic character. Sources of laws were also becoming increasingly regionalised -

partly as a consequence of the slates taking advantage of the opportunities to interact with their

fellow Arab countries through their memberships of regional Arab bodies such as the League of

Arab States and the Gee. Kuwait's constitution and early laws, particularly its commercial

code which incorporated provision for trademark protection, were largely based on Egyptian

statutes, which in turn were based on French legal codes. s And since Kuwait's codes and laws

were already in Arabic and had already undergone a period of extended testing in the context of

common usage, it is not surprising that many of them became models for the equivalent laws

required by the other Gee states. The inconsistencies that could be observed in the equivalent

laws across the other states largely arose as the states adapted the Kuwaiti models for their own

particular perceived needs and use.

As the legislative regimes of the Gee states became increasingly codified, secularized and

sophisticated, and as the states themselves moved at their own separate pace towards

membership of the international trade community, they were obliged to address the standards

Bahruin, Patents, Designs and Trude Marks Regulation. No. I of 1955. The Regulation was derived from the
British Indian patents statutes: see also below n 49.
The Kuwaiti constitution and the civil and commercial codes secular codcs wcre druwn up largely under the
guidance and inlluence of the emincnt Egyptian jurist Abdulal-Rizl.llq Al-Sanhouri: see Susan Rayncr. The
Theory o/Contracts in Islamic I.mv (1991).51.
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and obligations relating to intellectual property protection required of by these bodies. New

laws were introduced and enhancements were made to laws already in place, presaging the

pending creation oflhe WTO and the introduction ofTRIP$ - for which WIPa was arguably the

major source ofinnuence by virtue oflhe legislative and other technical assistance it provided to

the states. The suite of intellectual property laws enacted by Oman in 2000 is a prime example of

this assistance. However, the developed countries with commercial interests in the Gulf region

also endeavoured to bring considerable influence to bear upon the Gee states to conform to

international standards of protection, particularly in respect of trademarks and copyright and

neighbouring rights.

3.2 Early Regional Initiatives on Intellectual Property

Protection

As the following table so succinctly illustrates, the early 1970's saw little specific provision in

place for the protection of intellectual property rights per se. Saudi Arabia had introduced a

trademark protection law over thirty years earlier, in 1939. But Kuwait was setting the regional

benchmark in respect of protection standards, with the introduction in the early 1960s of its

patent and industrial design statute, and with its civil, commercial and penal laws which also

gave some measure of intellectual property protection. By the mid 1970s Kuwait and Bahrain

had already introduced and upgraded trademark protection laws, and Qatar had set plans in

motion to introduce its own trademark law. Oman and the UAE, on the other hand, lacked any

specific intellectual property legislation, and had little else by way of civil or commercial codes.

None of the Gee states had any copyright protection provisions, although, as is discussed later,
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other laws regulating publications and printing, and legal deposit of works, did enable some

degree of protection - albeit by association rather than by design.

Table I: Intellectual Property laws and International Con\'cntions in the Gee Siaies up 10 the mid 1970s

••••..
z

Co 'ri ht
Trade Marks
Patents
Industrial Desi ns
Plant Varieties
Geographical
indications
Integrated Circuits
Undisclosed
lnfonnation

Legal deposit of works
Printed maller
Commercial codes
League of Arab States
GAlT
WIPO
WIPO Conventions

- I3crnc
- Paris
- Rome
- Others

Bahrain

1955/1977

1975

1971
1971

Kuwait

1%1

1%2

1%1
1961
1%1
1963

Oman

1975

1971

Qatar

1978

1968
1971
1971

1976

Saudi Arabia

1939

1945

VA[

1973

1971

1974

Source: compilell by the Author

The Gulfstates were also conspicuously absent from the signatory lists of the major international

bodies and the conventions on intellectual property rights. Kuwait became a signatory to the

WTO's precursor, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), soon after

independence, and remained the sole signatory from the Gulf region for over thirty years until

Bahrain, Qatar and the UAE also became signatories just prior to the creation of WTO. Qatar

and the UAEjoined WIPO in the 1970's, again, soon after they each gained independence. Yet

• The emirate of Ras AI-Khaimah introduced a trade mark registration sl3lule in 1974.
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none of the Gee states were signatory to any of the international treaties and conventions

administered by WIPO, and in particular the Berne, Paris and Rome conventions. Nor had they

utilised any of the model laws for the protection of intellectual property rights that WIPO had

devised specifically for developing countries and which encompassed:

inventions and know-how;

marks, trade names, and acts of unfair competition;

industrial designs;

appellations of origin and indications ofsource.

All Gee states were members of the League of Arab States, Saudi Arabia joining in 1945 as a

foundation member, and the other states joining progressively as they achieved independence.

The League, with the assistance of WI PO, had sponsored the development of two model laws for

League members, one in 1972 addressing patent protection, and the other in 1975 on trademarks,

trade names, commercial indications and unfair competition. 7 Again, none of the Gee states

had taken advantage of the availability of this set of model laws to introduce or update their

legislative regimes, although some of the other Arab countries, which were also members of the

Arab League, had done so.

The Modcl Law for Arab Countrics on Patents (1972) and the Model Law for Arab Countrics on Tradc Marks.
Tradc Namcs. Commercial Indications and Acts of Unfair Compctition (1975) wcre devised by the Industrial
Dcvclopmcnt Ccntre for Amb Statcs (IDCAS). thc organisation within thc Lcaguc of Arab Statcs rcsponsiblc for
industrial propeny mailers. The model laws werc drafted with assistance from WIPO.
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Trademarks have been the form of intellectual property most familiar to the states and to the

business communities in the Gulf region. Trademarks lie at the heart of the system of

commercial agencies that has dominated the nature and structure of regional and local business.

For both practical and legal reasons, foreign merchants have nearly always had to appoint a local

commercial agent (who was also a national of the state) if they wished to do business in a

sustained way in an Arab state. The agent thereby enjoyed, in effect, a local monopoly to import

and distribute the foreign merchant's goods or services, and trademarks provided the means by

which those goods and services were identified. Trademark protection was thus actively pursued

by the local agent as an essential requirement in the protection of one's own trading territory.

Local regulatory authorities, such as ministries of commerce or customs, helped to give practical

effect to the local monopoly concept. In fact, many monopolies were (and still are) held by

members of "well-connected" families who often also held dual roles as senior members of the

ruling elites. This was not necessarily construed as a connict of interest, but more an appropriate

and reasonable exploitation of position, capacity and available financial resources for the

generation of both further wealth and employment for the local community.

Attempts to parallel import goods bearing a foreign merchant's mark or goods which fell within

the monopolistic control of the local commercial agent would be implacably opposed by the

agent, irrespective of whether the goods in question were authentic or counterfeit. In this way,

commercial agency legislation served indirectly as the main instrument whereby trademarks

were protected. The appearance of trademark infringement cases in the civil courts were

relatively rare occurrences. When they did appear, they focused on the protection of commercial
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rights and the elimination oflhe threat to monopoly, rather than the recognition and protection of

intellectual property rights. Hence early litigation arising out oflhe protection of these interests,

such as the Brylcreem8 case in the UAE and the Delio! 9 case in Saudi Arabia, were not lodged

under the trademark laws then in place but under the laws ofcommercial transactions.

However, rather than reliance merely on statute, the customary practice throughout the Gulf

region to obtain some notional measure of protection for trademarks was through the publication

of cautionary notices in the local Arabic and English·language daily press. Whilst the

cautionary notices had no legal status per se, they served to establish and reinforce claims of

priof ownership, useful in a dispute before a Shariah couft, or judicial or administrative authority

on commercial conduct involving trademark ownership, rights of usage, or commercial agency

rights.

Saudi Arabia was the first Gee state to introduce any form of statutory protection in any field of

intellectual property with its trademark decree of 1939. 10 The decree provided for the local

registration of trademarks and protection for a period of 10 years with provision for renewal.

Significantly, it also provided for both criminal and civil liability, for the ordering ofprovisional

measures, and for sanctions that must have been substantial for the region and the time - up to

six months imprisonment and between five and 50 guineas (being the official currency In

circulation at the time). The decree did not address any other areas of intellectual property.

Bahrain, while still a protected state as part of the British Persian Gulf and Trucial States

interests, provided limited trademark protection with the issuance in 1955 of an omnibus patents,

•
•
w

UAE COlirt ofCassmion Case No. 116/981 of 1981: commonly known as thc BryfcreemlBerylcream case.
Saudi Arabia. Board of Grievances Case No. 206fr/4 of 1992: commonly known as the Del/ol/Jet/ol case.
Saudi Arabia, Royal Decrec No. 8762 of 1358 AH (1939). concerning Trade Marks.
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industrial designs and trademarks statute. I
1 The original form of the statute was made by the

British Government as a Queen's Regulation issued by its Political Resident in the Gulf (and

resident in Bahrain), as part of the British Government's extra-territorial jurisdiction in

Bahrain. 12 The statute was subsequently translated into Arabic and issued by the Emir as a

Bahraini statute. I] This status was very much reflected in the statute, which was subordinate and

supplementary to the then UK trademark law. 14 In effect, it enabled the local registration of

trademarks (and industrial designs) which were already protected by virtue of registration in the

UK, and extended to them the same level of protection locally as enjoyed in the UK. It also

enabled the registration of trade marks of local origin, for which protection applied only in

Bahrain, Kuwait and the other regional "territories" of Qatar, Oman and Muscat (now Oman)

and the Trucial States (now the UAE). Bahrain did not entirely remove its 1955 regulation from

the statute books until 1991, although in 1977 it introduced a number of amendments to remove

references to Ihe UK and UK-related institutions. ls

The Political Resident issued the equivalent regulation for Kuwait in 1958,16 However, unlike

his Bahraini counterpart, the Kuwaiti Emir did not translate and reissue it as a Kuwaiti local

statute. Since Kuwait was moving towards independence in the near future, and was well-

advanced in preparing a constitution and suite of post-independence statutes, it decided against

bringing this colonial era regulation into local effect. Instead it incorporated trademark

"

"
"
"

See Husain Bahama. British ETtra-Territorial JlIrisdiCfion ill the Gulf 1913-1971 «(1998) for a concise analysis
of British extra-territoriality and the pre-independence system of British courts in the British Protected States of
the Persian Gulf.
The I'olitical Resident was the senior representative of the British Government in the Gulf region, and was
responsible for the implementation of British policy in the Gulf through a number of Political Agents resident in
Bahrain. Qatar, Dubai and Abu Dhabi. The Political Resident enjoyed ambassadorial status. The British
Government appointed a Consul-General to Oman in recognition of its long-established sovereignty, but the
Consul-General was administrativcly responsiblc 10 the Political Rcsident.
Bahrain, Patents. Designs and Trade Marks Regulation, No.1 of 1955.
Trade A-larks Act (1938) (UK): Uegistered Designs Act (1949) (UK),
Bahrain, Amiri Decree No. 22 of 1977, Amending Certain Provisions of the Patents, Designs and Trade Marks
Regulation of 1955.
Queen's Regulation No.5 of 1958, the Patent. Industrial designs and Trade Marks Regulation.
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protection provisions within its new commercial code which, at the time and by regional

standards, was well advanced and enlightened. 17

In the three states which possessed trademark laws (Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Kuwait), the

examination of trademark applications was simple - the grounds for rejection being limited to

procedural deficiencies or marks which were contrary to public policy or morality, or

confusingly similar to armorial bearings and nags, and official signs and marks. Saudi Arabia

extended its examination to include marks which were confusingly similar to international

symbols or elements with a religious significance, marks contrary to the traditions or principles

of Islam, and marks similar to marks already registered or under application.

Qatar enacted its first intellectual property law and first law on trademark protection, late in the

1970s.1 8 The law regulated the protection of trade and service marks, group marks, commercial

indications, and indications of source and origin, but did not go so far as to encompass industrial

designs. The law was largely derived from the League of Arab States' 1975 model law on

trademarks, trade names, commercial indications and unfair competition, and was influenced by

the corresponding sections of the Kuwaiti commercial code.

Trademarks still lacked any statutoI)' form of protection in Oman and the UAE. Historically,

Omani and UAE businesses, and local authorities and courts have considered both states to be

essentially free markets into which any licensed business may import goods withollt any form of

regulatol)' control, such as restrictions on the sale of counterfeit merchandise. Accordingly,

trademark owners had no real statutory means available to protect their interests from infringing

Kuwait, Law No.2 of 1961, the Commercial Code (Articles 54 - 61 for trade names, Articles 62 - 67 for
protection against unfair competition. and Articlcs 69 - 92 for tradcmarks).
Qatar. Amiri Law No.3 of 1978. the Trade Marks and Commercial Indications Law.
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marks. Ras AI-Khaimah, one of Ihe smallest of the seven emirates comprISing the UAE,

independently introduced a decree in 1974 which provided for a trademark registration and

protection service administered by the emirate's Chamber of Commerce, Industry and

Agriculture. The protection afforded by registration did not extend outside the emirate, but it did

serve as a useful stratagem for reinforcing claims of ownership in the other emirates, and was

therefore utilized by foreign merchants and their agents based in those other emirates. 19

Information on the level of trademark registration activity in the region during these early years

is patchy and uncertain. According to a survey conducted by WIPO in 1978 on intellectual

property activity in the Gulf region, only Bahrain and Kuwait provided statistics on trademark

applications and registrations. 2o The study reported that, for 1974, the latest year for which any

statistics were recorded in the study, Bahrain granted 184 trademark registrations, and Kuwait

approved 372 applications. What is more telling is that only ten of the Bahraini applications and

13 of the Kuwaiti approvals were of Arab/local origin. 21 The pattern in Ras AI·Khaimah (RAK)

in respect of the predominance of trademarks of foreign origin was even greater than that in

Bahrain and Kuwait; of the 800 marks registered in Ras al-Khaimah during the period 1974-8,

only two were of Arabic/RAK origin. 22

"

The Ras AI-Khaimah statute appears to have been largely based on the trademark provisions of the Kuwaiti
Commercial Code, since with a few exceptions, the order of the articles and their wording is ncar-identical. The
Ras al-Khaimah statute had some deterrent potential insofar as it prescribed a penalty of up to one ycar's
imprisonment and/or a fine of not more than 3.000 emirati dihrams for persons found guilty of unlawfully using a
registered mark. forging or imitating a registered mark, or using a counterfeit or forged mark. or selling goods
with a forged a mark. Articles 24 - 25 of the statute provided for the issuance of precautionary orders.
·Simation 0/Industrial ProperlY in the Arab States '. WIPO. Geneva. 1978. 34. The report waT!lS that the absence
of Saudi statistics in the report should be construed as a reflection on the difficulty of obtaining reliable statistical
data from local Saudi sources and the paucity of local data collection procedures. rather than any indication of
local trademark inactivity,
Ibid. 35.
Ras Al-Khaimah Chamber of Commerce and Agriculture Records. cited by Mohamed AI-Kamali. ··Development
of Intellectual Property Law in the UAE", unpublished PhD thesis. University of Exeter 1994, 151.
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Until a pre-TRIPS flurry of legislative activity in the early 1990's, only Bahrain and Kuwait

provided any measure of notional patent protection during the 1970's and 1980's. None of the

other Gee states possessed any patent protection statutes.

Bahrain's omnibus Patents, Designs and Trade Marks Regulation of 1955 also provided a form

of protection for patents and industrial designs. Totally subordinate and supplementary to the

then UK patents and industrial designs legislation/J it required prior registration of a patent with

the UK Palent and Trade Marks Office as a pre-condition of eligibility for local registration, and

granted local protection only for the duration of the UK period of protection. Bahrain amended

the law in 1977 after independence to remove any reference to UK-dependency.24 However it

did not replace it entirely until 2004 when it issued a new law governing the protection of

patents and utility models. H

Kuwait, on the other hand, issued its original sui generis patent law (which also applied to

industrial designs and models) in 1962. 26 The law provided for a period of protection of 15

years for patents, and five years for designs and industrial models, from the date ofapplication. 27

By virtue of this law, Kuwait was the first Gee state to introduce its own patent law. Although

only seven years apart, the Bahraini and Kuwaiti laws were markedly different, with the

Bahraini law very much reflecting its then statlls as a British protected territory, and Kuwait's

1962 law reflecting its newly acquired independence.

"
"

I'atenls Act /949 (UK).
Bahrnin, Amiri Decree No. 22 of 1977 amcnding certain provisions of thc Patents, Dcsigns and Trade Marks
Rcgulation of 1955.
Bahrain, Legislative Deerec No. I of 2004 in respect of Patents and Utility Models.
Kuwait. Law No.4 of 1962. governing Patcnts. Dcsigns and Industrial Models.
Ibid. an 12.
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The level of service available in respect of patents was even more limited than it was for

trademarks. Bahrain and Kuwait would accept patent applications, but would limit examination

to matters of form and local application procedural requirements, since neither state possessed

the means or expertise to carry out substantive or technical examinations. Hence the function of

the respective receiving offices was in fact to serve as little more than a mailbox and a record of

ownership - fulfilling a similar role to that of cautionary notices in the local media.

Available information on the amount of patent-related activity is even more difficult to identify

than thai for regional trademark activity. The aforementioned WIPO report also recorded that in

1974,35 patent applications were filed for protection in Bahrain, all of which were of non-Arab

origin, while for the same year 115 applications were filed in Kuwait, of which only 4 were of

Kuwaiti origin. 2s However, there is no record of any of these patents having been granted. In

any case,judging by the data of recent patent applications from the Gulf region states, it is more

than likely that these few applications originated not from Kuwaiti nationals, but from foreign

expatriate workers in the oil industry and also claimed priority on the basis of another foreign

patent. 29

WIPO, above n 20. 36.
The US Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) reports that for the period 1977 - 82. only four patent
applications from the Gulf region were granted registnltion. all to applicants from Saudi Arabia. However, the
USPTO determines the origin of a patent according to the place of residence of the first-named inventor. as
distinct from nationality. In each of the four cases. the application claimed priority on the basis of a US-origin
paten\. USPTO. PGlel1l COli/US by COlll1lrylSwle and rear. January 1 1997 - December 3f 2001. February 220.
Available online at www.uspto.gov/web/officcslacfido/oeip/taf/est al1.pdf Last accessed 31 December 2004.
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None of the Gee slales possessed any sui generis copyright protection legislation until 1989,

when Saudi Arabia issued the region's first copyright law. 3o

Most states had in force laws which addressed the control and registration of published works,

such as newspapers,journals, pamphlets and books. 31 The primary purpose of these laws was to

ensure that all publishers were registered and that all material that they intended to publish or

publicly distribute was first approved by the responsible ministry. Hence the laws' main

objective was one of control. As part of the control mechanism, the laws generally required

literary works to be lodged in a national repository, registered and approved by a central

authority prior to their publication. They also required the publisher to provide written

certification of the author's agreement to the publication of the work in the format presented for

governmental approval. This was very much control and censorship function rather than an

acknowledgement of, and provision for, the protection of author's rights. Saudi Arabia's

printing and publishing law was one which specifically directed that, in addition to meeting the

control and censorship elements of the law, publishers must also respect the rights of the author,

provided he was a Saudi national:

" Copyright of literary works, printing, translation and publishing are reserved for their Saudi owners,

their heirs and persons whose works are printed ...

;0

"
Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree Mill of 1410 AH (1989) concerning the Protection of Copyrights.
Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. 20 of 1975 with respect to the Legal Deposit of Intellectual Works: Kuwait. Law
No.3 of 1961, the Press and I'ublications Law.
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TIle Ministry must prevent every infringement of the rights stipulated in the above article; a

committee ... shall have jurisdiction to consider every infringement on said rights and award

compensation 10 the interested party for the material and moral damages suffered."n

However, none of the publication and registration control laws offered a definition of an author

or of a literary work. It is telling that responsibility for the control of publishing houses, and the

printing and public circulation of material, rested with a ministry whose responsibilities also

extended to the control and censorship of all material and information entering the public

domain, and often included the administration of justice and the Shariah as a public order and

morality issue.

3.3 Early Regional Intellectual Property Legislation

The Bahraini 1955 omnibus patents, designs and trademarks regulation and the Kuwaiti 1962

patents law show in stark contrast the fundamentally different philosophical and structural

attitudes between the subordinated pre-independence regulation and the emancipated post-

independence statutes. The objective of the Bahraini regulation was to address and protect the

commercial and industrial interests of the UK businesses trading in Bahrain and, by association,

the interests of their local agents. The patents and designs provisions in particular, by virtue of

the UK registration prerequisite, precluded any real opportunity for the encouragement and

development of locally-generated industrial property and its protection. The provision for a dual

system of trademark registration, allowing for the protection of marks of local origin and usage,

at least recognized the realities of regional trade.

Saudi Arabia, Royal Deeree No. Mil 7 of 1402 AH (1982). the Printing Matter and I'ublications Law. Arts 20-21
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Patents, Designs and Trade

Chapter 3

Marks

Regulation of 1955.

The subordinated status of the Bahraini regulation was established very clearly in the statute's

opening definitions, which included the following:

"'Comptroller -General' means the UK Comptroller-General of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks,

and included any person authorized by him or the UK Board of Trade to issue cenific3tes in respect

of UK-registered patents, designs or trade marks.

'Coun' means the Joint Court. 33

'Patentee' means a person or persons for the time being entered on the UK Register of Patents as

grantee or proprietor of the patent and the personal representative ofa deceased grantee or proprietor.

'Registrar' means the person appointed jointly by the Political Resident34 and the Ruler of Bahrain to

be Registrar of Patents, Designs and Trade Marks for the Territory...

'Territory' means the territory for which the 1955 law has been made applicable.,,35

Bahrain was not specifically identified as the territory in question. However, some guidance was

later provided by the description of the territory of a local trademark as constituting "the

"
"

The UK Govcmment envisaged the establishment of loint Courts in Bahrain. Qatar and the Trudal States as part
of the system of British extra-territorial jurisdiction, to consider mixed cases, that is mailers between nationals of
the individual states concerned and non-nationals. While the jurisdiction of the loint Court eould encompass
both civil and criminal cases. in practice it confined itsclfto civil mailers only. The Joint Court was composed of
a judge of the British Court in the Gulf stales and the Ruler (Emir) or his representative. The system was only
fully established in Bahrain. where the jurisdiction of the loint Court was extended specifically to include matters
under the Queen's Regulation and the Bahrain Regulation on Patents. Designs and Trade Marks Regulation of
t955, loint Courts werc not established for Kuwait: although they were planned for introduction in Qatar. they
did not eventuate.
Sce abovc n 12. in respect of the Political Rcsident.
Bahrain, Patents. Designs and Trade Marks Regulation 1955. art I.
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territories of Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar, Muscat and Oman, and the Trudal Slates".36 The law did

not distinguish between local or otherwise in respect of the other areas of industrial property

protected by the legislation.

To be competent to apply for local registration of a patent or design, the applicant was required

to first have his right, title or interest entered on the UK Register of Patents, and either be the

patentee or designer or otherwise have legal title.3? The law did not define a patent or describe

its characteristics, the fundamental proposition being that an invention or article was a patent by

virtue of its registration as such in the UK. By contrast, a distinction was drawn between

trademarks already registered in the UK, and trade marks of local origin and for local use only.

In the former case, an applicant was required to first have his right, title or interest entered on the

UK Register of Trade Marks, and be either the owner or assignee of the mark. 38 In the case of

an original local registration only, any person claiming to be the proprietor of a mark was

entitled to seek registration. 39

Some limited degree of protection was provided in respect of well-known marks in that a mark

could not be registered if it was identical with, or confusingly similar to, a mark already

registered in either part of the local Register in respect of the same goods or description of

goods. 40 However, the Registrar might not refuse an application for registration solely on the

grounds of being identical or very similar to a locally registered mark if the applicant could

"
"
"
"
"

Ibid art 23.
Ibid. art 17.
Ibid. art 17.
Ibid. art 31.
Ibid. art 13.1. Pursuant to art 3, the Registrar ofPalents, Designs and Trude Marks was required 10 maintain three
scparate registcrs - onc for patents. onc for dcsigns. and a third in two paris for UK-dcpendcnt (Part 11). and
marks of local origin for local usc (Pan III).
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demonstrate that his mark was already registered in the UK or had been in regular local use for

at least one year before the other mark was first used or locally registered. 41

The Registrar possessed nol inconsiderable discretionary powers. The Registrar could accept or

reject any application for registration, or require any modifications or impose such conditions or

I· .. 1 1 fi 42 . • f .ImItatIOns as t lOug 11 It. The RegIstrar could reject a mark i it was conSIdered that its use

would:

be injurious to public order, morality, or the interests of the community as a whole;

be contrary to law or public policy;

deceive the public;

hurt or arouse religious susceptibilities of any part of the community; or

be otherwise inconsistent wilh any part of that law. 43

A local mark (but not a UK-registered trademark, to which the following conditions did not

apply) could not be registered in whole or in part if it consisted of or contained;

public or armorial bearings, crests, insignia or decorations of any state or nation, or

official hallmarks or signs indicating an official warranty, unless properly authorized;

The Registrar of Patents. Designs and Trade Marks was appointed by the Political Registrar and notionally the
Emir. and was an officcr of HM Govcrnmcnt. It is intcresting that thc subordinate Supplcmcntal)' Rules for thc
1955 Regulation were issued by the Registrar. on behalf of the Ruler of Bahrain and the UK's Political Resident
in Bahrain jointly. instcad of by a Bahraini govcrnmcnt Ministcr, department or authorized local official. In a
subtle display of cultural sensitivity. the Supplementary Rules stipulated in Anicle 2 that trademark applications
in respect of all goods in classes 32 (beer and stout) and 33 (wines and spirits) were to be published separatcly
from thc main Official Gazette (in which trademark registration were normally publicly notified). and posted
concurrently on the Registry Noticeboard atHer Britannic Majesty's Political Agency, Bahrain.
Bahrain. Patents. Designs and Tradc Marks Rcgulation 1955. art 8.
Ibid. an 9.
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marks identical with or similar to national flags, military or naval flags, medals or

badges, or the signs of the Red Crescent or Red Cross, or emblems of exclusively

religious significance;

a geographical name or surname, or the name of a sect, castle or tribe in any of the

territories;

marks which were or contained the picture, name or trade name of a person, body

corporate, association, without prior consent. 44

The period of protection for a patent, design or UK-dependant trademark was not granted in

terms of a stipulated period of time, but existed only as long as the corresponding prerequisite

UK registration remained current and valid. Where a term was extended in the UK, the local

registration could also be similarly extended.45 By contrast, the validity ofa local origin and use

trademark registration was seven years, with provision for renewal for periods up to a maximum

of 15 years. 46

A suit for infringement could only be brought by the registered owner or assignee, and then only

in respect of a duly registered patent, design or trademark. However, provision existed for the

granting of injunctive relief, including the seizure and destruction of infringing goods and any

associated materials and equipment, and the award of damages and costS. 47 The nature of the

scale of penalties for different types of infringements reflected the commercial imperatives of

the statute. Unauthorised use of the [British] Royal Arms or Arms or Emblems of the ruler of

the Territory (that is, Bahrain] or of deceivingly similar arms or emblems, or using any sign or

Ibid. art 26.
Ibid. art 22.
Ibid. art 32.
Ibid. arts 46-47.
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title to create the impression of being an employee of, or supplier to, either government carried a

fine of only 300 Indian Rupees. 48 In contrast, such acts as:

applying a false trade description to articles or goods protected by a registered patent or

trademark;

forging or counterfeiting a registered trademark, patent or design or possessmg

equipment for such purpose;

importing, selling or possessing any goods which infringed a registered patent;

importing, selling or even possessing any goods which carried a counterfeit or

misleadingly similar trademark, design or description, or which were so presented as to

enable them to be passed ofT;

carried penalties in each case of imprisonment for a period not exceeding two years, or a fine of

up to 1,500 Indian Rupees, or both. The court could also award damages of up to 1,500 Indian

Rupees for any losses which had been suffered as a direct result of the infringement, and which

had not already been otherwise compensated. 49

The 1955 regulation remained unchanged until 1977, when a new law made sweeping changes

to reflect and recognize Bahrain's change of status in 1971 from a UK-administered territory to

an independent sovereign state. 50 The effect of the 1977 amendments was, in general terms, to:

Ibid. art 56.
Ibid. arts 55. 60. The use of Indian Rupees as the legal tender for the purposes of the regulation was a legacy
from British Indian patents and trademarks regulation, on which the Bahraini regulation and the 195& Kuwaiti
regulation was based. from the period when the administration of the British Persian Gulf interests were under the
control of the British Indian Office until India's independence in 1947. Control then moved the British Foreign
and Commonwealth Office.
Bahrain, Amid Deeree No. 22 of 1977.
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remove any subordination or cross-reference to UK patents, design or trade mark

legislation, regulation or procedure;

remove any reference to the UK or UK institutions such as the UK Patents Office or

Trade Marks Registry, or 'Comptroller-General', and to any local offices or

organizations which were part of Bahrain's former status as a UK protected state, such

as the 'Joint Court', the 'Political Resident' and the 'Crown Prosecutor';

expand the registrability of marks to include services;

stipulate provisions and conditions in lieu of the former UK·dependent provisions and

conditions for registered patents, designs and non-local trademarks;

introduce provision for semi-independent review of administrative decision-making, by

transferring the quasi-judicial discretionary authority of the Registrar of Patents,

Designs and Trade Marks to a semi-independent committee formed by the Minister of

Commerce and Agriculture.

The former UK-dependent term of protection for patents and designs was replaced by a period of

15 years for patents, and 5 years for designs, with provision for renewal. 51 Patent protection

could be renewed for another ten years if it could be shown that the patent was of special

significance and had not returned a financial award proportional to the expenditure incurred by

the inventor. 52 Similarly, the former UK-dependant trademark term of protection was replaced

by a period of 5 years with provision for further ongoing renewals for successive periods of 5

years each. 53 Curiously, although all references to the UK were deleted throughout the new law,

the former reference to a two-part Register of Trade Marks (Part II for UK registrations, and Part

III for local registrations) remained unchanged. Hence the original provision for a 7 year term

"
""

Ibid. art 11.
Ibid. art 1I.
Ibid, art 11.
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for local trademarks remained unchanged, thereby creating a contradiction between the two

provisions and confusion as to the proper and valid period of protection. Similarly, the

description of a local trademark and the territories in which it was applicable, and the reference

to trademarks which fell outside its bounds, was also overlooked in the 1977 amendments.

Nor did the 1977 amendments include any changes to either the description of the nature of

infringements, or to the nature or level of sanctions available. The relief and precautionary

measures available to a court in respect of infringements remained unchanged, as did the use of

the Indian Rupee as the currency oflhe legislation, notwithstanding the fact that Bahrain since

independence had adopted the dinar as the state's legal currency.

3.3.2 The Kuwaiti Patents Law of 1962

By virtue of Law No.4 of 1962, Kuwait was the second country after Bahrain amongst the GCe

states to introduce its own patent legislation. The law also provided protection for industrial

designs and models.

National treatment was extended to non-Kuwaitis living in or who had an established business in

Kuwait, other foreigners who were nationals of or lived in countries that gave Kuwait

reciprocity, as well as companies, public institutions and other legal entities, established in

Kuwait or of countries which gave reciprocity to Kuwait. 54

The Kuwaiti law provided for the grant of letters patent for "any new invention which is

utilizable in industry whether it concerns new industrial product, original industrial process and

Kuwait, Law No.4 of 1962. the Law on the Control and Register of Trade Marks, art 5.
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techniques or a new application of known industrial process or techniques".55 Excluded from

protection by the granting of a patent were:

"I. inventions whose utilization results in a breach of morality or public policy;

2. chemical inventions relating to foodstuffs, medicines or pharmaceutical fonnula unless such

products are made by special chemical methods or processes. In the latter event, the patent

shall not be issued for the products themselves but for the method of their preparation. ,,56

Protection was granted for 15 years from the date of filing of the application, with provision for

a single renewal for a funher 5 years. An application for a pharmaceutical patent, being a patent

which fell within the scope of the above exemption from exclusion provision (that is, certain

types of chemical inventions requiring special chemical methods or processes), could be

protected for only 10 years without provision for renewal.~? Protection for a registered industrial

design or model was valid for five years, and renewable for two additional consecutive terms. 58

Provision was also made for appeals to independent judicial authority, namely the Kuwait court

of first instance, against decisions of the Trade Marks Control Office to reject an application or

objection against an application, or non-renewal. 59 The jurisdiction of the court also extended to

appeals against decisions of the Office in respect of compulsory licences and compensations, and

revocation of patent regisrrations. 60

Compulsory licencing could be granted in circumstances where the patented invention had not

been utilized in Kuwait within three years from the date of grant of the patent, where the patent

Ibid Art. I.
Ibid art 2.
Ibid art t2.
Ibid art42.
Ibid art 22. and Implementing Regulations Art. 66.
Ibid, arts 31 and 32.
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owner was unable to utilize it adequately 10 meet the needs of the country, or where the

utilization of the invention had ceased for at least two consecutive years.61 Authority for

granting the compulsory licence rested with the Trade Marks Control Office, provided the

applicant could demonstrate that the invention would be utilized effectively, and the patent

owner had received suitable compensation. The decision of the Trade Marks Control Office in

respect of a compulsory licence was also challengeable before the courts, but in the 40 years

since this law was promulgated, no compulsory licences have been issued in Kuwait.

If the invention was deemed to be of great national importance and its utilisation necessitated

use of another invention for which a patent had already been granted, the Trade Marks Control

Office could grant a compulsory licence to exploit both patents to either the applicant or to the

owner of the previous invention, depending on which invention was of greater importance. 62 An

invention could also be expropriated if such expropriation was deemed to be in the public

interest or for national defence by the Minister of Finance and Economy.

Infringement of the rights of a patent, design or model holder was limited to the

following;

imitating the subject matter of a patented invention, or duly registered design or

industrial model;

knowingly selling or offering for sale or circulation, or importing or acquiring with

intent to trade, imitated products or materials bearing an imitated design or industrial

model, if the invention or industrial model is registered in Kuwait;

Ibid arts 29 and 30,
Ibid art 31.
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without right, placing on products, nOlices, trade marks or packing articles, particulars

leading to the belief that of his having obtained a patent of invention or a registration of

a design or industrial rnodel. 63

Where a civil or criminal action had commenced, the right holder could request the court to issue

provisional orders, particularly seizure oflhe infringing products or goods, and any equipment or

machinery used in the infringement. 64 Penalties available to the court included a term of

imprisonment for up to two years or a fine of not less than 10 Kuwaiti Dinars and nol more than

225 Kuwaiti Dinars, or both, and seizure and destruction of the offending goods and any tools,

machinery and equipment llsed as pan of the infringing activiry.6S

Law No. 4 of 1962 is remarkable for its longevity by regional standards, which stands as

testimony to its enlightened and careful construction. Subject to amendments in 1991 and again

in 2001, the law is still essentially in force today.66 In recent years of the present TRIPS-plus

era, however, it has attracted criticism because of the flexibility and scope of its patentability

exclusion provisions, and because of the perceived gross inadequacy of its sanctions by modern

standards. In panicular, the exclusion from protection of patentable pharmaceutical and

agricultural products has attracted criticism from the US pharmaceutical industry.67

¢J Ibid art 46.
64 Ibid. art 47. The article provides that the owner is limited to seeking sueh relief··during the hearing ofa civil or

criminal case .."
Ibid arts 46-7.
By Law No.4 of 1999, and Amendment Law No.3 of 200 1.
The issue of the inadequacy of the sanctions are discussed further in Chapter 5.2.5. while the issue of protection
for pharmaceutical patents in the context of the US Special 30 I reports is discussed further in Chapter 6.3.
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Non-Intellectual

Property Sources of Protection

Notwithstanding the paucity of intellectual property law in the Gee states throughout most of

the pre-TRI PS era, some degree of protection can be found in sources other than intellectual

property-based laws, although the protection granted to rights holders was at times incidental

and fortuitouS. 68 The primary beneficiary was intended to be the local trader or agent or the

consumer, and not necessarily the owner or right holder of an intellectual property right. Hence

the main objects of the protection were items of a commercial nature such as trademarks, trade

names and indications of origin. While provisions existed for the punishment of infringers, the

same degree of attention was not available for the award of financial compensation to the owner

or right holder or for the payment of damages. In the application of these laws by the courts, the

primary objective was to secure Ihe cessation of the infringing activity, rather than the

imposition of deterrent sanctions.

The following represent just some of the laws enacted across the GCC states from thc 1970's onwards which
ineluded to a lesser or grcatcr cxtent. some degrec of intellectual property rights protection. The list is by no
means intended to be exhaustive. but does illustrate the range of laws then in force
Bahrain: Law No. 12 of 1971. the Civil and Commercial Procedures Code: Law No. 20 of 1975. conccrning the
Legal Deposit of Intellectual works:
Kuwait: Law No.2 of 1961, the Commcrcial Code; Law No.3 of 1%1. the Press and Publications Law: Law
No. 67 of 1980. lhe Civil Code: Law No. 16 of 1%0. the Penal Code: Law No. 56 of 1966. the Commercial
Companies Code.
Oman: Royal Decree No. 7/1974. the Penal Code: Royal Decree No. 49/1984. concerning Printed Malter and
Publications;
Qalar: Law No. 14 of 1971.the Criminal Codc; Law No. 16 of 1971, Civil and Commercial Code: Law No. 8 of
1979 in respect of Printed Materials and Publication:
Saudi Arabia: Royal Decree No. 11.1/17 of 1402 AI-! (1982), concerning the Control of Publications and
Publishing: Royal Decree No. MIll of 1404 AI-! (1984). for Combatting Commercial Deceit: Royal Decree No.
1\1149 of 1409 AH (1989), Law for Combatting Concealcd Trading;
7he VAE: Law No.5 of 1973. concerning Press and Publications: Law No.5 of 1985. the Civil Transactions
Code: Law No.3 of 1987. the Federal Pcnal Code; Law No. 18 of 198 I, thc Commcrcial Agencies Law: Law No.
4 of 1979. the Commcrcial Transactions Law.
Dllbai: The Civil Wrongs Law of 1966. and Law No.1 of 1970, the Penal Code.
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The UAE Civil Transactions Code of 1985, for example, restates Ihe principle drawn from the

Shariah that, while an individual may exercise certain rights, it cannot be done so at the expense

of the same rights that others are entitled to enjoy. In essence, a right is balanced by an

obligation. Damage to, or infringement upon, the rights of others by one's actions must be

compensated, but the original damage cannot be offset by another damage.69 The Code

postulates three fundamental principles in respect of causing damage to others in commercial

transactions, which can equally be applicable to the protection ofintelleclual property:

"I. A person shall be held liable for the unlawful exercise of his rights.

2. The exercise ofa right shall be unlawful:

(a) if there is an intentional infringement of another's rights;

(b) if the interests which such exercise of right is designed to bring are contrary to the rules of

the Islamic Shariah. the law, public order, or morals;

(c) if the interests desired are disproportionate to the hann that will be sutTered by others; or

(d) if it exceeds the bounds of custom and usage.,,70

The UAE Penal Code of 1978 addresses misrepresentation in commercial transactions, and

provides a degree of protection for the consumer in respect of the true nature of goods offered

for sale, The Code provides that any person who:

" ... resorts to deception or fraudulent means in contracting with another person and

disseminates information contrary to the facts as to the nature or essential qualities of his

goods or to the elements of its competition or as to the basic description or origin of his

In other words, two wrongs don't make a right.
UAE, Federal Law No.5 of 1985, the Civil Transactions Codc, An. 106.
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goods ... shall be punishable ... Any person who imports, purchases or promotes such

goods for commercial gain with full knowledge of their reality shall also be liable ... ,,71

Similarly, the Oman Penal Code of 1974 provides a certain degree of protection for both the

commercial agent and the consumer in respect of the use of imitated or confusing similar

trademarks and trade names. The Code provides that a person who commits the following acts

may be liable to a fine or term of imprisonment or both:

imitates a registered mark belonging to a third party, or places such mark on any

product, or knowingly, offers for sale or sells a product bearing such imitated mark;

uses a mark that is very similar to a registered mark to sell or offer for sale a product,

with the intention of misleading a buyer;

illegally uses, in any way, another person's trade name or a name which is very similar,

with the intention of confusing or misleading or creating an association with that other

trade name. 72

Similar provisions can be found in the penal codes and commercial transaction codes of the

other Gee states.

The laws governing the operation ofcommercial agencies generally recognise the exclusive right

of a registered commercial agent to deal in the goods or products which are the subject of his

agency. In establishing the commercial agent's monopolistic rights, the laws establish a limited

form of protection for the marks and indications carried by those goods, providing that both the

71 UAE Federal Law No.3 or 1978. the Penal Code. Art. 423.
72 Oman Royal Deeree No. 7/1974, the Penal Code, arts 305 - 307.
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agency agreement and the associated marks are registered. The nel effect of this protection is

that other parties are prohibited from importing or trading in those goods, or in goods that are

deceivingly similar or which carry deceivingly similar marks. Again, the law is directed al

protecting the commercial rights orthe agent and less so the rights of the owner of a trademark.

The role that the press and publications laws could play in providing some notion of copyright

protection has been mentioned above. The fact that an application by a publisher to the

government authority for approval to publish a work had to be accompanied by the author's

agreement to publication, at least provided the opportunity to clearly establish ownership of a

literary work and thereby offered some degree of protection in limited circumstances. However,

the approval requirement did extend to literary works that were not published in commercial

quantities or works already published outside the state. By the same token, the laws requiring

the lodgement of a published work in a repository holding may have established ownership, but

the intellectual property protection they provided was incidental, where it did occur.

Accordingly, the protection provided by the publishing laws and the lodgement laws were at best

incidental and could not be considered to represent an unequivocal or adequate means of

copyright protection.

The pursuit of the protection of intellectual property rights through the region's judicial systems

has been a mixed success - in part due to the deficiency of qualified and experienced judges

familiar with the concepts of intellectual property rights, and the interpretation of the intellectual

property laws. 73 The common law doctrine of stare decisis is not recognized under the Shariah,

and thereby not adhered to in the Shariah courts or the civil courts. Consequently, the absence

of accepted legal precedent also contributes to problems in respect of consistency in the

" Angell. above n 1,4.
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application ofjudicial principles and interpretation of Ihe statutes on intellectual property rights

d h · . 74an t elf protectIOn.

inconsistency.

The following two cases from the Dubai courts illustrate this

In 1977, the owners of the trademark Brylcreem, an internationally well-known hair care

product, brought an action in the Dubai courts against a local manufacturer of an identical

product ofTered for sale under the trademark Belylcream. The Dubai courl held that prior use

and registration in a foreign country were persuasive elements in confirming ownership of a

trademark and that fraudulent use of a well-known and original mark, irrespective of whether the

original mark was also lIsed in the UAE, constituted unfair competition. [t further held that

protection of the original mark should be provided according to the general laws against unfair

competition and that the law should not turn a blind eye to the harm done to the rightful owner

of the mark simply because of the absence ofa law regulating the use of trademarks:

"non-existence of a law regulating the registration of trademarks leads to the fact that this court

cannot levy the penalties which are usually provided for in such laws, but that does not prevent the

court from granting the necessary protection 10 the trademark on the bases of general principles of

law and the principles ofjustice and equity.,,7s

It further held that "as to proving damage and fraud to the public through the use of the imitation

trademark, the Court is of the opinion that it is not necessary to prove the actual occurrence of

misrepresentation, but it is sufficient to say that there is a probability of such an imitation

misleading the public."76

Ibid. See also Essam AI-Tamimi. The Framework/or Litigation in the United Arab Emirates. 1-2: available at
www.tamimi.comlsile I024/ndl7liligali.ndf, last accessed 6 Jalluary 2006.
Dubai Court of First Instance. Civil Division. Case No. 1378/1977. decided 24 June 1978: discussed in Al
Kamali. above n 22. 212. and S H Amin. LlIW of Illtelleel/wl alld Illdustrilli ProperlY ill Derelopillg COlllI/ries:
Muslim Worfd(1993).41-2.
Kamali. above n 22. 212.
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However, in an action brought by the owner of the TIDE trademark, against a local manufacturer

of a similar product offered under the trademark TIPE, the Dubai appellate court held that,

without a trademarks law in Dubai, imitating a trademark did not constitute an offence. [t

further held that, because Dubai was a trading community, it would be "contrary to the

principles of justice and equity" to impose any restriction upon free trade in the absence of

government legislation. 77 [n so ruling, it overturned the decision of the lower court that had

been in favour of granting protection to the TIDE trademark. The Dubai Court of Cassation

upheld the judgement oflhe appellate court, on the grounds that, in the absence of any statutory

trademarks law, or customary law or Islamic law, protecting trademarks, there was no basis for

trademark infringement or unfair competition. 78

In 1980, the Abu Dhabi Appeal Court held that an internationally known mark did not need to be

registered locally in order to be entitled to local protection, since the property right to the mark

was established by its first use and not by the act of registration. 79 Registration merely served to

confirm, rather than establish that right. The Court upheld the decision of the lower court that,

although the McDonald's trademark was not at that time registered in the UAE, it was so well·

known internationally that local use of an identical or confusingly similar mark was likely to be

both fraudulent and to cause confusion. This same principle was later endorsed by the Sharjah

civil court, in a similar action brought the McDonald's corporation (in fact, against the same

defendant),8o In the absence of any trademark laws in the UAE, the first law not being enacted

"
"

See Maren Hansen. '~raking a Realistic Approach 10 Trade Mark Protection in the Gulf Countries". (1993) 16
Middle Emil £reclI/iw Reports. 12.
Dubai Court of First Instancc Case No. 3/1981. decided to January 1982: Dubai Court of Appeal Case No.
17/1982, decided 15 May 1982; discussed in AI-Kamali, above n 22,180.
McDonald's Corporation v Hassan Ar:OI/11i. Abu Dhabi Court of Appeal. Case No. 240/1980. decided 18 Mareh
1981: discussed in Al-Kamali, above n 22,143 and 177.
McDonald's v Hassan ArzOl/lli. Sharjah Court of First Instance. Case No. 823/1985. dccided 13 January 1986:
discussed in AI-Kamali. abovc n 22 143.
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until 1992, the decision in favour of McDonald's was based on the Shariah, the local civil codes

and the general principles ofjustice and equity.

The case of Reckiu and Colman v Al Jazirah has been generally recognised as a landmark

decision in controlling the production of locally manufactured counterfeit products in Saudi

Arabia. The case, the first under the Saudi 1984 trademark law, was brought by Reckitt and

Colman as the owners of the Dettollrademark against a local producer of Bello!, an imitation of

Reckitt & Colman's Deltol disinfectant. On behalf of the company, the Saudi Ministry of

Commerce had successfully appealed the original judgement in favour of the defendant, the [ocal

producer. The Ministry further appealed the appellate judgement, even though the decision was

in its favour, on the grounds that the Ministry considered that the penalty was not commensurate

with the gravity of the infringement. The Board of Grievances reversed the earlier decisions,

and ordered that the defendanl be fined SR50,OOO, the maximum allowed under the trademark

law. 81 It also ordered that all products and other labels, signs and materials bearing the imitation

trademark Belfol, be destroyed. Interestingly, though, the Board of Grievances did not order the

defendant to pay any compensation, damages or costs. A civil case was reportedly satisfactorily

settled oul of court. 82

However, apparently this was not the end of the matter for Reckitt & Colman in its protection of

its Delfol trademark. According to one local report, over 29 imitations of Delfol were fOllnd in

In a landmark case in early 1996. McDonald's pursued six companies in Riyadh and Jeddah for violations of
trademark legislation and filed suits against four of them. McDonald's had registered all its trademarks and
promotional logos with the Minist!)' as soon as it entered into the Saudi market. McDonald's had settled its cases
by the end of 1997, and is building further restaurants in Saudi Ambia, which suggests that it was satisfied with
the outcome: EIU View$wire, 15 June 2004. at www.proguest.umi.com.ae.lastaccessed 11 February 2005.

81 ReckilJ and Co/man v Al Jazirall. Saudi Board of Grievances Case No. 206rr/M of 27 June 1992. This final
decision carne after four ycars of legal procecdings. Discusscd in Amin. abovc n 65, 105-11 L See also Amir
Khoury. "The Development of Modem Trademark Legislation and Protection in Arab Countries in the Middle
EasC, (2000) 16 TrallSnaliollaf Lawyer. 325.

82 Hansen, above n 77. 8.
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Saudi Arabia in 1993, a year after the conclusion of the landmark decision in its favour. s3 The

need to again defend Delio! arose in Ras Al-Khaimah where a producer of allegedly counterfeit

Detrol tried to register the trademark DoJlen. The application for registration was rejected after

the lodgement of an objection by Reckitt & Colman. The local producer reportedly simply

moved production to Qatar, and subsequently began exporting Dollen to the other Gee states,

including the UAE.8~

3.5 The Pre-TRIPS Status of Intellectual Property

Protection

3.5.1 Trademarks

By the mid 1990's and just prior to the establishment of the WTO and the appearance ofTRI PS,

all Gee slates had in place long-established trademark laws - in some instances 2nd and 3M

generation legislalion. Bahrain, for example, issued a new trademark law in 1991 which

eventually replaced entirely the 1955 regulation and the 1977 amendments, and thereby provided

the opportunity to redress a number of the inconsistencies and contradictions which arose from

an unsatisfactory and incomplete amendment of the original 1955 regulation. 85 Similarly,

Kuwait over the years issued a number of enhancements to the trademark provisions of its

longstanding commercial code. 86

8) Ibid. 14.
84 Ibid. 15.
85 Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. 10 of 1991 in respect of Trade Marks. promulgated 25 June 1991.
86 Kuwait, Laws No. 67 of 1980. Law No. 68 of 1980. and Ministerial Order No.8 of 1995, for example.
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The most recent versions of the trademark laws of this period showed a high level of consistency

and similarity, since most borrowed from the original Kuwaiti provisions, and thereafter

continued to cross-fertilise each other as each found of new laws or amendments were

introduced. However, most laws also relied quite heavily on the model laws on trademarks that

had been prepared by the League of Arab States with the assistance of WI PO. Accordingly, they

all contain similar provisions, particularly in respect of protection against counterfeiting and

trademark infringementY By the same token, they also all contain similar inadequacies in the

eyes of WTO and WI PO, and would require a number of changes to bring them into compliance

with TRIPS, notably in respect of;

protection for well-known marks, including foreign marks;

provision for licencing;

existence of sanctions that would act as a deterrent;

expansion of remedies and relief;

protection of trade secrets and protection from unfair competition;

appeal provisions to independent judicial bodies on administrative decisions.

The UAE was the last of the GCC states to provide some formal of statutory trademark

protection when it finally issued its first trademark law in 1992.88 By mutual agreement, the law

also superseded Ras Al-Khaimah's trademark registration statute of 1974.

87 WI PO. above n 20, 38.
88 UAE. Federal Law No. 37 or 1992. in respect or Trade Marks. The Law covered the seven emirates or Abu

Dhabi. Dubai. Sharjah. Ras AI·Khaimah. Ajman, Fujeirah and Umm AI-Quwain.
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By the mid 1990s, all slales except Oman and Qatar had introduced their own domestic patent

legislation, although implementation and administration systems and services varied from state

to state. Oman and Qatar, on the other hand, intended to adopt the regional patent regulations

that had recently been approved by the Gee Supreme Council for their own domestic purposes,

and therefore did not introduce any patent legislation. 89 The major drawback with this strategy

was that the Gee statute was intended to be supplementary to domestic laws. In particular, it

did not contain any enforcement provisions or sanctions - this being deemed a matter for

domestic laws to address.

Where patents laws were in place, the laws contained shortcomings which ensured that they

would attract pressure for change. Kuwait's 1962 law as amended, for example, provided

protection for only 15 years instead of the conventional 20 years, and excluded certain chemical

inventions involving foods, pharmaceuticals and medicines from protection. 90 By the same

token, the UAE's patent law produced thirty years later contained a similar glaring deficiency -

and one that attracted severe criticism from the United States - in that it did not provide any

patent protection for phannaceutical products, and only a ten year term of protection for

pharmaceutical processes. 91 Only Saudi Arabia provided for a working registration system that

allowed for both fonnal and substantive examination.

89 The GCC's Unified Patent Regulations were approved by the GCC Supreme Council in September 1992. and
issued in December 1992. At the same time the GCC Supreme Council approved the establishment of the GCC
Patent Office, to be located in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
Kuwait. Law No.4 of 1962 governing Patents. Designs and Industrial Models. as amended. arts 2 and 15.
UAE, Federal Law No. 44 of 1992 concerning the Organisation and Protection of Patents. Industrial Drawings
and Industrial Designs. arts 6 and 14. Sec also USTR, 1995 National Trade Estimates. Gulf Cooperation Council
Chapter: available at www.ustr.gov/htmIl1995 gee.html, last accessed 21/04/04.
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Protection for industrial designs was achieved, notionally at least, in Kuwait and the UAE by the

extension of the application of the general provisions of their patent laws to encompass industrial

designs and models.

With the agreement of all member states, the GCe issued its regional patent regulations in late

1992. The regulations established a scheme for regional protection throughout all Gee states by

allowing the lodgement of a single application with a regional patents office. However, the

regional patent regulations were somewhat wanting both in respect both of their effective

operation and their compliance with TRIPS, because of their:

exclusion ofpharrnaceutical and chemical inventions from any form of protection;

protection commencing from date of grant, instead of date of application;

protection for only 15 years, contrary to TRIPS Article 33 requirement of20 years;

absence of any effective enforcement provisions, or sanctions, remedies or relief;

prohibition of concurrent applications to national patent offices and to the GCC Patent

Omce. 92

The regional patent regulation specifically prohibited the simultaneous lodgement of a patent

application, or even the enjoyment of concurrent protection, with the GCe regional office and a

national receiving office.93 The practical implications of this prohibition was that an application

to the regional office was required to demonstrate that any former or simultaneous application to

a national receiving office had been withdrawn, and any national protection already granted had

See WTO, Working Party on the Accession of the Sultanate of Oman. Accession o/Ille SUfWIIGle of Oman:
Additiollal Questiolls alld Replies. Document WT/ACC/OMN/22 (01-0140). 13 January 2000. 18-19.

93 GCC Unified Patent Regulations, September 1992. an 15.
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been surrendered, prior to the GCe regional office accepting the application for regional

protection. Also militating against the effective utilisation of the unified patent regulation was

the delay by the Gee in issuing the corresponding implementing bylaws, which did not

eventuate until some four years later, in 1996. Furthermore, the regional patents office did not

come into operation and was not in a position to accept any patent applications until October

1999.

While Kuwait, Oman and Qatar all claimed to ascribe to the Gee unified paten! regulations as

their national patent law, only Oman enacted a decree prior to 1995 to formalise and legitimise

this arrangement.94

In practical terms, patent infringement issues were less likely to arise in the Gee states than

trademark or copyright issues, and patent protection would have been the area in which it would

arguably have been easier for the Gee states to satisfy demands from the industrialised

countries to improve intellectual property protection. Indeed, the amount of local and original

patent generation was so small there was little pressure to test the efficacy of the local laws and

organisational structures. The fact that the Kuwaiti patents office, established under its original

1962 patents law, was still not examining or publishing applications or granting patents thirty

years after it was established, did not appear to have attracted any great concern either locally or

internationally.9S Even in the immediate pre-TRIPS period of the early 1990s, the primary

purpose of the Kuwaiti patents office appeared to be that of a repository only, with the issuance

by the office of reminder notices for the renewal of applications to maintain protection a

common practice.

Oman, Ministerial Regulation No. 219/1993, adopting the Gee Unified Patent Regulation as the Patents Law of
Oman.
"Regional Update". (1989) 3 World Intellectual Property Report. 12.
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The situation in respect of copyright was vel)' much different to that in respect of trademarks and

patents, with little progress having being made throughout the Gee region towards the provision

ofefTective national protection regimes. All Gee Siales were signatories to the League of Arab

States' 1981 Agreement on the Protection of Author's rights, but only Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi

Arabia appear to have issued domestic regulations to formally recognize the provisions of the

Agreement at home. This Agreement espoused many of the principles enshrined in the

Universal Copyright Convention, and some elements of the Berne Convention. However, it

limited the term of protection of literary works, performances or broadcasts to the life of the

author or date of performance or broadcast plus twenty five years. Protection was limited to the

works of nationals of the Arab signatory states and foreign nationals resident in those states

whose own governments provided reciprocal rights. Further, the Agreement relied entirely on

the signatory states to have in place their own national copyright laws to enable the effective

implementation and enforcement of the rights enshrined in the Agreement. None of the above

states at that time possessed the necessary domestic legislation, and hence their adoption of the

Agreement was largely symbolic.

By the mid-1990's, only three states possessed their own copyright laws, namely Bahrain

(1993), Saudi Arabia (1989) and the UAE (1992).% Saudi Arabia enhanced copyright protection

environment provided by its 1989 law by acceding to the Universal Copyright Convention

(UCC) in 1994. The UAE introduced its first copyright law in 1992, reportedly after

Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. 10 or 1993: Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. MIlt or 1410 At-t (t989): UAE.
Federal Law No. 40 or 1992.
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considerable and sustained pressure from the United States for the UAE to issue copyright and

neighbouring rights protection legislation. 97

These copyright laws were deficient in respect of complying with a number of the provisions

and minimum standards of copyright protection required by the Berne Convention and which

would soon be required by the impending TRIPS, particularly in respect of the following

matters:

inadequate, or in some instances absence of, provision for the protection of neighbouring

rights;

existence of compulsory licencing provisions;

absence of detailed provision on rental rights, particularly in respect of computer

programmes and cinematographic works;

absence of national treatment for the protection of foreign works that had already been

published abroad;

terms of protection of only up to 25 years, much less than the minimum period of 50

years that TRIPS would stipulate;

little or no provision for independent judicial review of decision-making processes;

sanctions which were perceived as being inadequate and with little or no deterrent effect.

Protection of foreign works was a matter of particular concern to the developed countries and the

United States in particular. Generally speaking, both the Berne Convention and the UCC require

member states to protect foreign works on the same basis as they protect national works. In

See Rccma Ali & Loubna Haddad, "WTO Membership and Compliance in the Middle East Countries", (1999)
t6(2) Middle f:;ast £teclltil'e ReporIs. 15: Rolf Mc)'cr-Rcumann. "Thc Endeavours of Gulf Countries to Mcct
WTO Requiremcnts", (2001) 16 (I) Arab Law Quarlerly 49: Amin. abovc n 75. 112. 126. 129. Scc also the
discussion in Chapter 6.3 following. undcr thc heading '"Thc UAE's Expericnce with the Special 301 Annual
Rcpon·'.
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terms of actual standards of protection Ihal all members undertake to provide, the UCC

requirements are few in number, modest, and vaguely worded98
; the Berne Convention, on the

olher hand, prescribes a much more fully articulated scheme of mandatory minimum standards

of protection. Adherence could therefore permit a significantly lower level of protection for

foreign works than would be allowed under Berne. None of the three Gee states with domestic

copyright legislation had acceded to the Berne Convention, and in any case, their domestic laws

did not meet its standards.

In any case, effective implementation of the above laws was hampered by the ongoing 11011-

appearance of the necessary implementing regulations - a pattern of extended delay which often

repeats itself throughollt the Gee states. Saudi Arabia's implementing regulations for its

copyright law of 1989, for example, did not appear until some three years after the law was

enacted

This disinterest or disinclination to embrace copyright and neighbouring rights protection can in

part be explained by the still entrenched attitude by officialdom that copyright was still

essentially a mechanism for the control of local press and publications. This attitude is reflected

by the pre-publication approval, and registration lodgement provisions contained in the

The Universal Copyright Convention (UCC) comprises 25 articles. only ten of which really address substantive
issues of copyright protection. two accompanying protocols and resolutions. The UCC was developed by
UNESCO as an alternative to the Berne Convention for those states which disagreed with aspects of the
Convention, but still wished to participate in some fonn of multilateral copyright protection. These states
included developing countries and the Soviet Union. which thought that the strong copyright protections granted
by the Berne Convention overly benefited western copyright-exporting nations. the United States and most of
Latin America. The United States and Latin America were already mcmbers of a Pan-American copyright
eonvcntion. which was weaker than the Convention. The Berne Convention states also became pany to the UCc.
so that thcir copyrights would cxist in non-Berne convention states. Bernc Convention statcs wcre conccrned that
the existence of the UCC would encourage parties to the Berne Convention to leave that convention and adopt the
UCC instead. So the UCC included a clause stating that parties which were also Berne Convention parties need
not apply the provisions of the Convention to any fonner Berne Convention state which renounced the
Convention after 1951. Thus any state which adopts the Berne Convention is penalised if it then renounces it in
favour of the UCc. since its copyrights might no longcr exist in Bernc Convcntion states. (from Wikipedia
Encyclopaedia, at httpl/en.wikipedia.orglwikilUniversal_Copyright_Convention)
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copyright laws of Bahrain, Saudi Arabia and the UAE, which, in the case of Bahrain and Saudi

Arabia, were still compulsory and carried provision for the imposition of fines for nOI1-

compliance. 99

Table 2: Intellectual Property Laws and International Conventions in the Gee Stales in pre-TRIPS 1990slO>O

••.,g
•z

Copyright

Trndcmarks

Patents

Industrial Dcsiens

Plant Varieties

Geographical indications

lntcl.?ratcd Circuits

Undisclosed Information
Leeal deposit of works

Printed matter &
publication

Arab Agreement on
Author's rights lOI

Gee Palen! Regulation 10Z

League of Arab States

Gee
GATT

WIPO

Berne

Paris

Rome
Nairobi (01 'mpic S 'mhol)

Universal Copyright
Convention

Bahrain

1993
1991

1977

1975

1979

,
1971

1981

1993

Kuwait

1980

1962

1961

1986

,
1961

1981

1963

Oman

\987

1984

1993
1971

1981

1986

Qatar

1978

1982

1979

1986

?
1971

1981

1994

1976

1983

Saudi Arabia

1989

1984

1989

1989

1982

1985

?
1945

1981

1982

1994

VAE

1992
1992

1992

1993

1980

,
1971

1981

1994

1974

Source. complied by the author

Bahrain, Law No. 10 of 1993 concerning the Protection of Copyright art 35; Saudi Arabia, Royal Decree No.
M/II of 1410 AH (1989) Law on the Protection of Copyright. arts 26 & 27: UAE, Federal Law No. 40 of 1992
concerning Copyright. arts 33-36. The lodgement had to be made by the publisher. and not by the author.

100 That is. prior to January 1995 and the establishmcnt of the WTO and introduction of TRIPS.
101 The League of Arab States (LAS) formally adopted the Arab Agreement on Author's Rights at the Conference of

LAS Ministers of Culture held in Baghdad on 5 November 1981. Thc Agreemcnt was prcpared with assistance
and guidance from UNESCO. Howcver, the Agreemcnt did not come into force until 1985, when ratification by
the required number of Arab states was achieved. Accession to the Arab League did not necessarily also require
formal adoption of the Agrccmcnt. It is wonh noting that none of the three GCC states which acceded to the Arab
Agreement on Author's Rights possessed their own copyright laws to enable them to locally implement the
limited protection to copyright provided by the Agreement.

102 Although all GCC states had endorsed the GCC Unified Patent Regulation. and had at various times declared that
they recognised its validity. only Oman had enacted a statute formally adopting the Rcgulation as the Patent Law
of Oman (Ministerial Regulation No. 21911993 Adopting the GCC Unified Patents Regulation as the Patents Law
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Other areas of intellectual property for which the forthcoming TRIPS would require WTO

members to provide protection - notably plant varieties, geographical indications, layout designs

of integrated circuits, undisclosed information and trade secrets - still remained largely ignored

or overlooked, and without targeted or specific protection provisions.

In respect of membership of the multilateral trading system, Kuwait became a contracting party

to GAIT in 1963, soon after its independence, and remained the only Gee member for many

years. Thirty years later, Bahrain, Qatar and the UAE became contracting parties to GAIT, in

1993,1994 and 1994 respectively. Saudi Arabia applied to contract to GAlT in 1993, enjoyed

observer status at the Uruguay Round of meetings on the new WTO, and continued to seek

membership of WTO. Oman had not expressed any formal interest in contracting to GAn, and

was not inclined to initiate an application for membership ofWTO until 1996.

None of the states had yet expressed any intention of acceding to the major international

intellectual property protection agreements, such as the Berne, Paris and Rome Conventions. It

has been suggested that the long-term reluctance of the GCC states to accede to the major

intellectual property conventions was not so much due to a policy of commercial isolationism or

ignorance of intellectual property protection, but rather an indication of their full appreciation of

the commercial implications of intellectual property and its protection, and an understanding of

the restrictions upon their current commercial practices that accession to the international

conventions would bring. 104 The GCC states had always been aware that their own domestic

production of the various forms of subject matter amenable to legal protection as intellectual

of Oman. September 1993). As recently as 2003. Qatar eventually enacted a similar law (Law No. 12 of 2(03).
Sce Chapter 8.2, Table 16, following.

10J The year listed in respect of the international bodies refers to the year in which the instruments of accession were
lodged with WIPO or other administering body, and not the year in which a GeC state may have passed its own
law authorising accession.

\1)4 Hirst. above n 2.10.
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property, although growing, was still far outweighed by the volumes of foreign production Ihal

they imported for local use. Accession to the international conventions was perceived as being

more likely to restrict that growth than to accelerate it. 105

One cunous anomaly in this picture of general disinterest in the international intellectual

property conventions is the accession by Oman (1984) and Qatar (1983) to the Nairobi Treaty on

the Protection of the Olympic Symbol. 106 In Oman's case, accession took place more than a

decade before it achieved membership of WI PO and almost fifteen years before it acceded to

any of the core intellectual property protection conventions. However, in both cases, accession

could be construed more as a renection of the keenness of the two states to become involved in

the Olympic movement, for which adoption of the Nairobi Treaty was an essential political pre-

requisite in the absence of an international sporting pedigree, rather than a commitment to

intellectual property protection.

3.6 The External Influences

3.6.1 The Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)

The GCC is portrayed by its advocates as the means for the fulfillment of the aspirations of the

citizens of the Gulf states for some form of Arab regional unity. Accordingly, they exhort that

lOS Ibid.
\06 Oman, Royal Decree No. 7/1986. Qatar is listed by WIPO as having become a pm1y to the Nairobi Treaty in July

t983. but Qatar does not appear to have issued any domestic decree or ministerial regulation. as it nonnally
would have done. authorising this action. Saudi Arabia enacted Royal Decree No. M/2 of 1406 AI-! (1986).
approving accession to the Nairobi Treaty. but docs not appear 10 have lodged the instruments of accession with
WIPO. which does not record it as being pany to the Treaty.
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the decision 10 create the Gee was not a product of the moment but an institutional embodiment

of an historical, social and cultural reality reflecting the deep religious and cultural ties that link

the six member states, and the strong kin relations that prevail among their citizens. 107 From a

more pragmatic perspective, it was also a response to a perceived threat from an Islamic

fundamentalist [ran, a Ba'athist Iraq, the state of civil war in Yemen and the recent Soviet

intervention in Afghanistan - all of which threatened to destabilise the ruling dynasties in the

Gulf region and to involve their states in wider conflicts. 108

The GCC's advocates further argue that the Gee establishes a cooperative framework for

mutual coordination and integration in many fields in order to achieve a strong degree of

regional unity.l09 According to the Gee Charter, the underpinnings for this framework are the

special relations, common qualities and similar systems founded on the creed of Islam, faith in a

common destiny, and the sharing of one goal. ItO These noble sentiments have not been mere

hollow words; in fact, parallels might be drawn between the movement towards Gulf regional

integration and the early character of the European Union before the latter reached its current

highly homogeneous state. While the Gee states have established common regional positions

on such international political issues as regional security, support for Palestine and the Arab

Boycott of Israel, the two Gulf wars and the US occupation of Iraq, they have also had

differences of opinion on these same issues. But the mixed reactions and acrimony amongst the

Gee members thai emerged during the Gee Summit of December 2004, in reaction to

Bahrain's recent commitment to a free trade agreement with the United Stales, is a recent and

\07 GCe Charter, "The Concept and Foundations", I; available at www.gcc-sg.org/foundations.html. last accessed 5
November 2005.

lOS Sec R K Rarmmazi. Tile CuI/Cooperation Couneil: Record and Analysis (1988).
109 GCC Chartcr. Preamble. I: availablc at www.gcc-sg.orglchancr.html. last acccssed 5 Novcmber 2005.
110 Ibid.
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pertinent illustration that Ihe solidarity amongst the GCe members may not be as strong as the

Gee's advocates would wish to portray, when self-interest comes to the fore. III

Apart from the issuance of its regional unified patent regulations in 1992 and amendments in

2000, and the establishment of a regional patent office in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, the Gee as a

regional body has not produced much in the way of effective contribution to the development of

intellectual property protection regimes in its member states. It took the regional patent office,

for example, over six years from the time of its approval before it was able to commence

operations and receive patent applications from October 1998. Even then, it was not able to

undertake any substantive examination of the applications. A much more effective contribution

to the development of intellectual property protection regimes has been the ongoing willingness

and practice of the government officials with responsibilities for certain elements of intellectual

property matters to network with their counterparts in the other Gee states. The networking

generally focuses on emerging practical issues relating to intellectual property rights such as

legislative drafting, administration and systems, and enforcement practices. There is no doubt

that the Gee framework has facilitated this regional networking, but that is not to say that the

Gee itself has proactively created or fostered this networking process.

For some years now, the Gee has been working on a proposed regional trademark law, the

genesis of which predates the unified patent regulations, but this proposed law has yet to pass

beyond the Gee technical committee stage. The law also appears to be under frequent review

which in part explains its non-appearance as a formal statute, but also illustrates the fluid state of

regional trademark protection perceptions and regional differences of opinion. However, in

III See Chapter 6.5 and 6.6 for funher discussion on the US-Bahrain free trade agreement.
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fairness, although it has not yel seen the light ofday, it has influenced the nature of the latter-day

trademarks laws of Bahrain, Oman and the UAE. 112

The GCe has also been working for some time on a proposed uniform law on commercial

transactions which reportedly will contain a chapter regulating trademarks, trade names and

unfair competition. However, the objective of this regulation, if it comes to pass, will be to

establish a certain degree of regional harmonisation between the respective Gee states in

respect of their trademark registration processes and to establish rules on intra-regional

collaboration. It does not seem that it would attempt to compete with the national laws already

in place and the international agreements on trade mark protection with which the states are

obliged to adhere. 113

It is perhaps not all that surprising, then, that in terms of its contribution towards shaping the

character and direction of its member states' intellectual property laws and protection regimes,

the Gee has been overshadowed by the contributions of other regional organisations, such as

the League of Arab states, and by WIPO. In particular, WIPO has had a major influence on the

states' intellectual property laws, with input ranging from policy development and legislative

drafting through to infrastructural capacity·building, systems, staff training and public awareness

education.

112 Interviews conducted by the author. Oman Ministry of Commerce and Industry, and Bahrain Ministry
Commerce. December 2004.

113 Hansen, above n 77. 16.
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3.6.2 The GCC States and the WIPO Relationship

Chapter 3

The contribution of WIPO, and in particular its Bureau for Arab Countries, to the development

of the GCe states' intellectual property laws, has ranged from policy development and

legislative drafting through to infrastructure development, sIaff training and public awareness

education. As earlier mentioned, WIPO had input into the development oflhe early models of

intellectual property laws developed by the League of Arab States.

WIPO places its Economic Development Sector division (of which the Bureau for Arab

CouIHries is a unit) al the disposal of any slale thai requests advice on issues of compatibility of

existing or planned national intellectual property legislation with treaties administered by WIPO,

and with other international norms and trends, including TRIPS. 114 The Bureau is also available

to assist developing member countries of either WIPO or WTO with translations of their

intellectual property laws and regulations, and to provide legal and technical advice relating to

TRIPS and its enforcement. It is also meant to take into account the unique situation of each

country, given that Member States have different legal systems and different political and

cultural structures. However, WI PO does have a particular agenda.

In relation to the preparation of intellectual property legislation for the implementation of

TRIPS, assistance is given in the following ways:

preparation and submission of draft laws on all areas of intellectual property;

preparation and submission of draft provisions to amend and update existing intellectual

property laws;

114 WII'O Economic Development Sector. available at www.wipo.intledslcn. laSI accessed 5 Novcmber 2005.
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'"

preparation and submission of comments and suggestions on draft laws prepared by (and

received from) governments of developing countries.

WIPO has constructed a number of draft or model laws, and has utilized these laws in providing

legislative advice to countries which seek its assistance. 1I5 The laws take into account of

developments in intellectual property at the international level as reflected In meetings of the

various WIPO committees, and WIPO used these model laws as its preferred way of

implementing the provisions of the various international treaties in each particular field of

. II I '"lllte ectua property.

The WIPO assistance to the GCe states included input into the creation and construction of the

intellectual property laws of the GCC states' laws, and all states took advantage of this input.

But it also included assistance with the preparation of responses to questions from members of

the WTO Council of TRIPS, both in the pre-accession examination process, and also in the

reviews that the Council conducted during 2000 and 200 I of WTO developing country members

which had utilised the TRIPS five year transition period. Included in the reviews were Bahrain,

Kuwait Qatar and the UAE went through this review process. So did Oman, even though its

WII>Q's current model laws (which it also describes as 'draft laws') address the major areas or intellectual
propcrty cnshrined in TRIPS. namely:

Copyright and Related Rights;
Geographicallndicmions;
Trademarks;
Industrial Designs;
Patcnts:
Layout-Designs (Topographies) or Integrated Circuits:
Protcction Against Acts of Unfair Competition. including protection of sccrct infonnation

116 See WII>Q Document "Legislative Assistancc provided by the World IntcllectualProperty Organization (WI PO)
in relation to thc Implemcntation of thc Agrecmcnt on Tradc-Rclated Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (the
TRIPS Agrecmcnt) and the Doha Declaration". 8 July 2003. availablc at
www.wipo.intiinfo\CFD/legislmiveassistance.htm, last accessed 30 December 2003
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intellectual property laws had received close scrutiny from WTO members just a year earlier as

part of its WTO accession process. 117

The following extract from the WTO's working party on Oman's progress towards WTO

accession clearly illustrates the close collaboration between Oman and WIPO and the major role

played by the latter in the construction of Oman's suite of seven intellectual property laws that

were enacted throughout 2000. 118 As the extract states, all seven laws were developed with the

assistance of WI PO.

"REPORT OF THE WORKING PARTY ON THE ACCESSION OF oman TO THE

WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION"9

"Status of Legislation on Intellectual Propertv in Oman (June 2000)

Area of TRIPS

Trademarks

2 Copyright and

relatcd rights

Present Position and On-going Program

Trademark Law is in place sinee 1987 and is being implemented.

Points ofconfonnity and non-confonnity of the existing law with the
provisions of the TRIPS Agreement have been identified.
Draft amended law has been prepared in consultation with WIPO. It has

been examined, translated into English and submitted to WTO for comment.

Copyright Law of Oman is in force since 19% and is being implemented.

Points of confonnity and non-COnf0n11ity of the existing law with thc

provisions of the TRIPS Agreement have been identified.

Draft amended law has been prepared in consultation with Will() and

submitted to WTO for commcnt.

117 lntervicw by the author with officials ofthc Oman Ministry of Commerce and Industry. Deccmber 2004.
118 An. 63.2 of TRIPS requires members to notify the laws and regulations made effective by that member

pertaining to thc subject matter of TRIPS to the Council of TR IPS in order to assist the council in its rcvicw of
the operation of TRIPS. These notifications arc the basis for the reviews carried out by the Council. Initially the
revicws focuscd on those WTO mcmbers that wcre dcveloped countrics and nOI entitled to a transition pcriod. In
2000 reviews began for countries that had delayed notifying their laws until 2000. and continued throughout
2001. The reviews encompassed some 70 countries, although many of these members put into effect national
legislation to implement much of TRIPS before January 2000. The record of the submissions made by the
interviewed slates, including the questions posed to them and their responses, are available at WTO Document
series IP/C/W and IPfN.

119 WTO Document WT/ACCIOMN/26. 28 September 2000 (00-3948). Annex I. 11.
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3 Patents

4 Geographical

Indications

5 Industrial Designs

6 Plant Varieties

7 Layout Design of

Draft Ministerial Decree adopting the revised GCe Unified I'atent System as

the law o[Oman together with the amendments bringing it into full

conformity with the provisions orllie TRJPS Agreement have been

submitted to WTO for comment.

Draft law on geographical indications of origin has been lnmslalcd into

English and submitted to WTO for comment

There is no law at present on industrial designs, A draft law prepared by

wire has been examined. translated into English and submitted to WTO for

comment.

There is no law at present. A draft law has been prepared and submitted to

WTO for comment.

There is no law 31 present. WIPO has providcd a draft law which has becn

Integratcd Circuits e:>.:amined. It has been translated into English and submitted to WTO for

comment.

8 Tradc Sccrets

9 Abusc of Anti

Compctitive

Practices,

No law 31 prcsent. A draft addition 10 the Tradcmark Law has becn prepared

in consultation with WIPO,

No law at prcsent. A draft addition to thc Tradcmark Law has becn prepared

in consultation with W1PO.'-

What stands out from the above example is that the Gee states have maintained good working

relations with WIPO and its International Bureau. They have relied, and continue to rely, on the

Bureau for the formal roles stipulated above as part of the Bureau's brief on technical assistance.

Indeed, this close relationship generally continues through the present day, and officials in the

Gee states' ministries talk ofa virtual "hotline between their offices and WIPO. 11O This close

and positive relationship between WIPO and its member states has been reported by other

commentalors,121 The other side of this positive relationship is that the laws prepared and

120 Interviews conducted by the author, Oman Ministry of Commerce and Industry. and Ministry of Heritage and
Culture; Bahrain. Ministry of Commerce. and Ministry of Cabinet AlTairs and lnfonnmion. and Ministry of
Commerce; Qatar. Ministry of Finance. Economy and Commerce: UAE. Ministry of Infom13lion and Culture.
and Ministry of Economy and Commerce. December 2004.
Interviews conducted by the author in November 2003 with WIPO officials in Geneva confirmed that WIPO
Arab Bureau SlalT also viewed their relationship with the GCC state ministries responsible for intellectual
property matters as being both positive and reciprocal, and one which both sides strived to foster.

121 See Peter Drahos. "Developing Countries and International Intellectual Property Standard-sclling", (2002) 5
JOllrnal of World IntelleClual Properly", 777.
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presented by WI PO to these states as their domestic intellectual property protection regimes,

enshrine the formal position of WIPO as an international organisation "dedicated to helping to

ensure that the rights and of creators and owners of intellectual property are protected worldwide

..",122 that is, a protectionist policy. WIPO's position, perhaps not unreasonably so, is that the

incorporation of these higher standards on intellectual property protection into the states' laws at

the earliest possible point - that is, at their drafting - will "resolve problems for the developing

countries before they arise".IB

3.7 Conclusion - A Prelude to TRIPS

TRIPS constitutes Annex Ie of the Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade

Organisation (WTO), which was concluded on 15 April 1994, and entered into force on I

January 1995. In accordance with the requirements of Article 11.2 of the Marrakesh Agreement,

TRIPS is binding on all members of the WTO. In terms of its coverage, TRIPS is the most

comprehensive multilateral agreement on intellectual property rights, encompassing most types

of rights with the particular exception of breeders' rights, utility models and traditional

knowledge. It establishes minimum standards of protection in respect of:

• copyright and related rights, including computer programmes and data bases;

• trademarks, including service marks;

• geographical indications, including additional protection for geographical indications for

wines and spirits;

122 WII>(). General IIIformation. I (WII>() Publication No. 400(E».
12l Drahos, above n 123,777.
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• industrial designs;

• patents, including new plant varieties;

• layout designs of integrated circuits;

• undisclosed information, including trade secrets; and control of anti-competitive

practices in COlllractuallicellces.

It has been suggested that TRI PS was successfully advocated by the governments of the

industrialised world in order to obtain worldwide protection for the innovations and technologies

generated by their corporations.12~ Industrialised countries forced developing countries to

negotiate an agreement on TRIPS with a clear objective of universal ising the standards of

intellectual property protection that they had incorporated in their own domestic legislation once

they had obtained a high level of technological and industrial capacity. Correa suggests that a

number of factors that converged during the 1980's! 1990's explain the priority given by some

countries, notably the United States, to a far-reaching enhancement of the intellectual property

system worldwide, namely:

the growing importance oftechno[ogy as a factor in international competition;

elimination or reduction of trade barriers in developing countries, which increased both

the opportunity for direct exports from those countries and their attractiveness to

multinational companies to gain access to those markets without the obligation for local

investment or technology transfer;

124 Carlos Corrca ·'Implcmcnting thc TRIPS Agrccmcll\", Prcfacc.
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the erosion during the 1980's of the US supremacy in manufacturing and technology by

Japan and subsequently Asian "tiger-economies", attributable to too-open policies in

respect of technology transfer and innovation imitation. l25

The perception that this declining American competitiveness was in large part due to losses from

overseas piracy and counterfeiting were effectively promoted by US industry lobbies,

particularly the pharmaceutical, software and recording industries, which convinced the US

government of the need to link trade and protection of intellectual property rights to preserve US

technology supremacy and the consequent economic advantage. Thus TRIPS was not merely

conceived as an instrument to combat counterfeiting and piracy, but also a component of a

policy of "technological protectionism" by establishing international rules to counter a declining

competitive position in world markets. 126 The adoption of TRIPS represented a major victory

for industrialised countries and for their most active industry lobbies. It mirrored the standards

of Intellectual property rights protection that were suitable for industrialised countries at their

then prevailing level of development. It thus has several serious and adverse implications for

developing countries, as many of its protectionist provisions could place higher obstacles in the

path of these countries in their endeavour to being able to achieve technological achievement.

While there may have been some misgivings amongst the Gee states concerning the adoption of

these new minimum international standards, in some quarters WTO was viewed as being largely

irrelevant and hence its minimum standards obligations required by TRIPS would have little

practical impact at the domestic level. l27 Furthermore, the economies of the Gee states were

largely driven by products outside the remit of the WTO, namely oil and gas. However, the

121 Ibid.
126 Ibid.7.
m Yahya Al-Riami. "Intellectual Property Protection. Enforcement in the Gulf States and Copyright Protection in

the Middle East"'. unpublished LLM thesis. Franklin Pierce Law Centre (2002). 5.
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slales also saw that membership of WTO would give them potential ability to exert some

influence on some areas of international trade, whereas outside the WTO they would have no

such ability. Yet the states also realized that they would have little choice but to join the

international community which the WTO represents, and to become part of the north-south

argument, particularly as they tried to broaden their economic national bases. The perceived

significance to the GCe states of membership of the WTO and the requisite intellectual property

legislative framework as a key national political and economic strategy is illustrated by Oman's

reaction to achieving WTO membership.128 The options before the Sultanate were limited; it

was, in effect, a game of do or die - either accede to the WTO or face global isolation. Despite

the opposition to the WTO and the vehement criticism of its policies in some quarters, it was

widely accepted that remaining outside the WTO would not be in the interests of any country,

particularly a developing country. 119 And with membership of WTO came, along with a number

of other agreements, a requirement to adopt and establish laws and systems to comply with the

requirements of TRIPS.

Reporting in early 1995, and just after the introduction of TRIPS, the United States Trade

Representative (USTR) reported that the Gee as a whole, as well as its member states, lacked a

comprehensive set of laws and regulations to ensure effective intellectual property protection,

although some progress had been made in recent years. 130 While all three major areas of

intellectual property, namely trademarks, patents and copyright, received critical attention, the

report was particularly scathing of the inadequate levels of protection for literary works of

foreign origin, for sound and video recordings, and for a wide range of foreign goods imported

128 In 2000, Oman beeamc the fifth GeC statc to join the WTO aftcr Bahrain (1995). Kuwait (1995), Qatar (1996)
and UAE (1996). but the first required to go through the WTO scrutiny process. Saudi Arabia has been in the
proccss of seeking membership since 1993, firstly of GATI", and then WTO since 1995. 11 will finally attain
membership at the WTO Ministerial Conlcrcnee 10 be held in I-long Kong in December 2005.

129 Ibid.
DO Ibid.
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for domestic consumption. II added thai, in no case, was protection adequate for US works. The

report was particularly critical of the absence of patent protection for pharmaceutical products,

and inadequate terms of protection for pharmaceutical processes in Kuwait and the UAE, lack of

protection for US copyright works and sound recordings in Bahrain and the UAE, and the

widespread copyright and trademark violations in Oman and Qatar. At the same time, the report

acknowledged that Bahrain had strong patent and trademark laws, that Saudi Arabia had a

complete and adequate patent law, and that the UAE had taken very effective steps to eliminate

copyright piracy in video productS. 131 However, the report focused on the inadequacy of levels

of protection for US interests, and not on the degree of compliance with TRIPS requirements. In

so doing the report reveals the major US corporate influences behind the direction the report

takes, namely the pharmaceutical industry and the recording and video industry,l32

Also writing on the status of intellectual property protection in the Gee at the time of the

establishment of the WTO, one expert commentator and long·term expatriate resident of one of

the Gee states, showed considerable foresight when he suggested that the pre-TRIPS period of

the Uruguay Round of negotiations represented "an era of resurgent bilateralism" and predicted

that "the Gee states can expect to remain under continuing pressure ... for legislative and

enforcement activity in intellectual property matters.,,1J3 In fact, the Gee states would enjoy

little respite from the US bilateralism for the next five years of transitional TRIPS. If the writer

was short of the mark in his forecast, it was only in respect of an underestimation of the timing

and duration of the period of US resurgent bilateralism. The Gee states would experience the

effects of the increased "ratcheting up" of US policy in using bilateral trade agreements in the

post-TRIPS climate to establish the Middle East Free Trade Area as one of its objectives in

lJl Ibid. 3-7.
132 The question of the influences of the US pharmaccutical industry and copyright industry lobby organisations are

discussed further in Chaptcr 6.2-6.5.
iJJ Hirst above n 2.12.
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attempting to establish a dominating diplomatic and economic influence in the Gulf region as

part of its broader international political strategy.

As this chapler has attempted to explore, the history of intellectual property protection in the

Gee states in the pre-TRIPS era shows that foreign influences have continually made their

presence felt on the states intellectual property legislation. Sometimes the foreign influences

have been obvious and intrusive, as in the case of the Bahrain pre-independence omnibus

regulation; and at times the influences have been subtle but even more effective, as illustrated by

Kuwait's post-independence introduction of commercial and civil laws based on Egyptian and

French foundations. The foreign influences have been of both western and Arabic origin.

However, the next major influence of foreign origin on the development of the GeC states

intellectual property regimes, and which would soon confront them, would be the introduction

and implementation of TRIPS - as Chapter 4 discusses.



Chapter 4

TRIPS and the Nature of Intellectual Property

Compliance by the GCC States
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4.1 Introduction· The Context of TRIPS and its

Conventions

TRIPS \\las created not with the view of establishing an entirely new regulation, but with the aim

of supplementing and developing some sense of cohesion to the then existing major international

conventions on intellectual property protection, namely the Berne, Paris and Rome Conventions,

and the Washington Treaty. TRIPS is based upon and supplements these conventions by

providing additional obligations and a higher level of protection. The supplemented provisions

become compulsory, even for WTO member countries that have not ratified the above

conventions (except for the Rome Convention which only continues to be binding on slales that

have joined it), by virtue of their WTO membership. However, nothing in TRIPS may derogate

from any existing obligations that members may have to each other under the Paris, Berne, or

Rome Conventions or the Washington Treaty. I

The general goals of TRI PS, as enunciated in its Preamble, include the reduction of distortions

and impediments to international trade, the promotion of effective and adequate protection of

intellectual property rights, and ensuring that measures and procedures to enforce intellectual

property rights do not themselves become barriers to legitimate trade. Although the Preamble

recognises that intellectual property rights are private rights, the underlying public policy

objectives of national systems for the protection of intellectual property, including

Specifically. members arc obligcd to comply with:
Anicles I - 12 and 19 or the Paris Convention, generally in respect or TRIPS Pans It 111 and IV and
specifically in respect of TRIPS' provisions on tmdemarks. geographical indications. and undisclosed
information:
Articles I - 21 (except Articlc 6bis) orthc Berne Convention and its Appendix in rcspect of TRIPS Part II,
Section I. copyright and related rights:
Articles 1 -6, 10, 12 - 15 and 19 of the Rome Convention in respect or permitted cxccptions 10 the rights of
pcrfornlcrs. producers and broadcast organisations:
Anicles 2 -7 (otherthan Anicle 6.3). Anicle 12 and Article 16 orthe Washington Trcaty.
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developmental and technological objectives, are also recognised.

Chapter 4

The Preamble also

acknowledges that least-developed countries require maximum flexibility in the domestic

implementation of their laws and regulations in order to enable them to create a sound and viable

technological base.

The Agreement's public policy objectives are further enunciated in Part I by a declaration on the

fundamental objective of TRIPS, and on the equally fundamental principles by which members

should be guided formulating their laws relating to the Agreement. Article 7 Objectives

provides that:

"The protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights should contribute to the promotion of

technological innovation and to the transfer and dissemination of technology, to the mutual advantage

of producers and users of technological knowledge, and in a manner that is conducive to social and

economic welfare, and to a balance ofrights and obligations."

Article 8 Principles recognizes that members have the right to adopt measures necessary for the

protection of public health and other public interest reasons in sectors of vital importance to their

socio-economic and technological development. However, such measures must still be

consistent with TRIPS' provisions.

TRIPS Part I (Articles 1 - 8) also sets out further general provIsIons and basic principles

governing the protection of intellectual property rights. [t establishes minimum standards to be

applied by all WTO members, these same standards also being the maximum standards that

members are obliged to adopt. However members are not constrained from adopting more

extensive protection than that required by TRIPS, provided that such protection does not

contravene the TRIPS provisions. Members are also free to determine the appropriate method of
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implementing the TRIPS provisions within their own legal systems and practices. Articles 3-5

stipulate the fundamental obligations on national and most-Favoured-nation (MFN) treatment of

foreign nationals, which are common to all categories of intellectual property covered by the

Agreement. These obligations cover not only the substantive standards of protection but also

matters affecting the availability, acquisition, scope, maintenance and enforcement of

intellectual property rights as well as those matters affecting the use of intellectual property

rights specifically addressed in the Agreement.

TRIPS Part II (Articles 9 - 40) addresses each intellectual property right in succession, and sets

out the minimum standards of protection to be provided by each member. 2 Each of the main

elements of protection is defined, namely the scope of the subject-matter to be protected, the

rights to be conferred and permissible exceptions to those rights, any particular special

provisions (such as the reversal of burden of proof in respect of process patents), and the

minimum duration of protection. TRIPS sets these standards by requiring compliance with the

substantive obligations of the major pre-existing conventions, and by adding a number of

additional obligations on matters where the pre-existing conventions are silent or where they are

seen by their proponents as being inadequate.

Part III (Articles 41 - 61) requires members to have in place enforcement procedures which

permit effective action against infringements, with remedies that constitute an effective deterrent

to further infringements. The procedures apply equally to all fields of intellectual property

covered in Part III. The procedures must be equitable and fair, and must not be unnecessarily

TRIPS Part 11. Standards Concerning the Availability. Scope and Use of Intellcctual Property Rights. addresses
the seven intellectual property rights of Copyright and Rclated Rights (Articles 9 - 14). Trademarks (Articles 15
21). Gcographicallndications (Articles 22 - 24). Industrial Designs (Articles 25 - 26). Patents (Articles 27 - 34),
Layout Designs of Integrated Circuits (Articles 35 - 38). Undisclosed lnfonnation (Article 39). and Anti
competitive Practices in Contractual Licences (Article 40). Thesc individual requiremcnts as prescribed by
TRIPS. the Bernc. Paris and Rome Conventions and the Washington Treaty are discussed in detail in the
following sections on each respective area of intellcctual property (Sections 4.3 to 4.9 following).
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complicated, costly or involve unreasonable time-limits or unwarranted delays, but their

application must not create a barrier to legitimate trade. However, a member is not obliged to

put in place a special judicial system for the enforcement of intellectual property rights distinct

from that for the enforcement of law in general, nor does it require a member to make a

preferential allocation of resources to intellectual property enforcement at the expense of the law

in general.

Part IV (Article 62) addresses the acquisition and maintenance of intellectual property rights and

related infer partes procedures. Members may require compliance with certain procedures as a

condition of enjoying intellectual property rights within that member's national boundaries, but

such procedures and formalities must be reasonable and must not create an unwarranted

curtailment of the period of protection ofa right. Final administrative decisions in any of these

procedures must be subject to review by ajudicial or quasi-judicial authority.

Part V (Articles 63 and 64) provides for the establishment of a multilateral mechanism for the

settlement of disputes between members, in accordance with the provisions of Articles XXII and

XXIII of GATT (1994) as elaborated and applied by WTO's Dispute Settlement Understanding

(DSU) - a provision sought in particular by developing countries to counter the perceived

likelihood of unilateral action by developed countries in respect of enforced adherence to TRIPS

or greater standards. 3 Retaliatory action by one member against another may only be taken after

the existence of a violation or non-compliance has been established by the WTO's Dispute

Settlement Body. This mechanism is aimed at preventing unilateral actions, such as those

undertaken by the United States under Section 30 I of its Trade and Tariffs Act. 4

Carlos Correa, "Implemcnting the TRIPS Agrecmcnt in thc Patcnt Field - Options for Dcvcloping Countries",
(1998) 1Journal of World Imelleclllal/>ropeny. 16
Ibid, 3.
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Part VI (Article 65-67) establishes transitional arrangements for the implementation of the

obligations of TRIPS. Developed countries are granted a one year period to bring their

legislation and practices into conformity with TRI PS. Developing countries and countries in the

process of transformation from a centrally-planned into a market economy are granted a five

year transition period, and least-developed countries are granted II years (except for obligations

concerning national and most-Favoured-nation treatment, to which the standard one year

transition applied). [n addition, a further transitional period of five years is allowed for countries

which are bound to introduce product patent protection in areas of technology not so protected in

their territory on the general date of application of TRIPS for those countries. However, in the

case of phannaceutica I and agricultural chemical products, they must accept the filing of patent

applications from the very beginning of the transition period. Although granting of the patent

could be deferred until the end of this period, the novelty of the invention is preserved as of the

date of filing the application. If authorization for the marketing of the relevant pharmaceutical or

agricultural chemical product is obtained during the transitional period, the developing country

concerned is required to offer an exclusive marketing right for the product for five years, or until

a product patent is granted, whichever is the lesser period.

The final provisions and institutional arrangements, as described in Part VII (Articles 68 - 73),

includes provision for the establishment of a Council for TRI PS to monitor the operation of

TRIPS and, in particular, members' compliance with their TRIPS obligations. The Council was

specifically directed to act in cooperation with WIPO. The Council was also required to review

the implementation of TRIPS after the expiry of the five year transitional period granted to

developing countries and again at subsequent two year intervals.
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4.2 The Performance of the GCC States on TRIPS

Compliance

All slales have adopted TRIPS by virtue of their WTO membership. Kuwait became a

contracting party to GAIT in 1963, just two years after it gained its independence. Thirty years

later, Bahrain, Qatar and the UAE became contracting parties to GATT, WTO's predecessor

organization, just prior 10 the introduction of WTO. As such they became foundation members

of WTO and signatories to TRIPS, and any scrutiny of their intellectual property regimes by

other WTO members was notional. Oman and Saudi Arabia were treated differently, since both

were required to undergo a full scrutiny of their intellectual property protection regimes as part

of their WTO accession processes. Oman's accession process took just four years to complete,

from 1996 to 2000. Saudi Arabia, on the other hand, required over twelve years of political and

diplomatic wrangling before its bid for accession was successful. Saudi Arabia was finally

admitted to WTO membership in November 2005, just in time to fully participate in the sixth

WTO Ministerial Conference in Hong Kong in December 2005. s

4.2.1 National Treatment and Most-favoured-Nation Treatment

The national treatment provision of TRIPS forbids discrimination between a member's own

nationals and the nationals of olher members, and requires the member to accord treatment no

Sec WTO Press Release Press/420 of II November 2005. available at
www.wto.orglnewsdprcs05e/pr420e.htm. The prcss release reports that Saudi. Arabia has completed its
package of documents presenting the Kingdom's terms of accession at the WTO Accession Working Party
meeting on 28 October 2005. The legal texts, which run to some 600 pages. were lommlly accepted by the 148
member stales at the Special General Council on 11 November 2005. Dr Hashim A. Yamani. Saudi Minister of
Industry and Commerce. signed the Protocol of Accession with full powers, thus accepting the Protocol on behalf
of the Kingdom. S.1udi Arabia became the 149th Member of the WTO thirty days later. on II December 2005.
Saudi Arabia's accession is furthcr discussed in Chaptcr 8.3.
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less favourable than that accorded to the member's own nationals. The MFN treatment

obligation forbids discrimination between the nationals of other members by requiring that any

advantage a member grants to the nationals of another member must be extended immediately

and unconditionally to the nationals of all other members, even if such treatment is more

favourable than that which the member gives to its own nationals. 6

The national treatment and MFN provisions in the Gee states' intellectual property laws are

referred to in each of the following sections on the individual intellectual property fields.

However, in summary, full compliance with both the national treatment and MFN treatment

obligations of TRIPS Articles 3-5 would appear to be the exception rather than the rule amongst

the states' laws, with only a handful of laws making full provision for national treatment and

even fewer providing for MFN treatment. Further, the application of the requisite provisions is

inconsistent across each area of intellectual property and across the laws of a particular state.

Where such provision does exist, it is national treatment that receives attention. Commonly

applied is the principle of reciprocal treatment, whereby the rights or protection enshrined in a

particular law are extended to encompass nationals of a country which accords reciprocal

treatment to nationals of the Gee state.

In the area of copyright protection, by way of example, Bahrain's pre-TRIPS copyright law of

1993 and Kuwait's post·TRIPS copyright law of 1999 limits the provision of protection of their

respective laws only to works of their national authors published in or outside the state for the

first time, works of foreign authors published in the state for the first time, and works of Arab

authors who are nationals of states that have ratified the 1985 Arab Convention for the

• Some exceptions arc pen11ittcd in respect of national trcatment to thc extent that thesc already cxist under thc
Bernc. Paris. or Romc Convcntions or Washington Trcaty rcspectively. while allowance is made for ccrtain
limited exceptions to the MFN obligation as pennined by the Berne and Rome Conventions.
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Protection of Author's Rights, and whose works are published for the first time in any of the

signatory states. 7 Kuwait's copyright law adds works published for the first time in any of the

WTO member states by authors who are nationals of a WTO member. 8 Kuwait's patents,

designs and industrial models amendment law of 200 1 does nol impact upon the national

treatment provisions from the original 1962 law, which restricts the right to submit patent

applications to foreigners residing in Kuwait, and nationals or residents of countries which

accorded Kuwait reciprocal treatment. II stops short of making any mention of MFN treatment.

Oman does not make any reference to national or MFN treatment in any of its intellectual

property laws, except for its trademark law and (curiously) its plant variety law, each of which

makes a simple provision for reciprocal treatment. 9 Qatar extends the protection of its copyright

law to include works protected by international agreement to which Qatar is a party, but

specifically limits the protection of its trademarks law to reciprocal treatment notwithstanding

any international bilateral or multilateral agreement to which it may be party.

Saudi Arabia's 2002 trademark law extends the protection provided under the law to nationals of

any country which treats the Kingdom on a reciprocal basis, as well as to a country which is a

signatory to an international agreement to which the Kingdom is also a signatory. Its later

copyright law extends protection to works copyrighted under international agreements to which

the Kingdom is a party. Yet its most recent law of 2004, encompassing patents, layout designs

of integrated circuits, plant varieties and industrial models, does not make any reference to either

national treatment or MFN treatment.

•
•

Bahrain, Legislative Decree No. 10 or 1993 art 43: Kuwait. Law No. 64 or 1999. art 43 .
Kuwait Law No. 64 or 1999. art 43 .
Oman. Royal Decree No. 3812000 art 42, and Royal Decree No.9212000. art 7.
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The UAE's trademark law makes provision for reciprocal treatment; the patents law provides for

reciprocal treatment and for application of international treaties to which the state is a signatory;

the copyright law makes no reference to either national treatment or MFN treatment.

Those Gee states whose laws do not make reference to either national or MFN treatment would

argue, as Oman has done before the WTO, that the absence of any specific provision in their

laws does not necessarily preclude the enjoyment of national treatment or MFN treatment. 1o

Since the laws do not impose any nationality conditions or limitations in respect of rights holders

to whom the protection of the laws might be extended, national or MFN treatment may be

assumed; accordingly, they comply with their obligations under TRIPS Articles 3-5 10 accord

both national and MFN treatment. Nevertheless, the absence of any specific provisions will

undoubtedly generate pressure for subsequent amendment to the inadequate laws to ensure the

inclusion of strengthened national treatment and MFN treatment in the future.

4.3 Trademarks

4.3.1 TRIPS Provisions and Requirements (Articles 1S-21)

The fundamental principle of trademark protection provided by TRIPS is that any sign, or any

combination of signs, capable of distinguishing the goods and services of one undenaking from

those of other undertakings, must be eligible for registration as a trademark, provided thai it is

visually perceptible. Such signs may take the form of particular words, including personal

WTO Council for Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights. Review oj Legislation: Kuwait. WTO
Document IP/Q/OMN/I (03-1675). 24 March 2003.
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names, letters, numerals, figurative elements and combinations of colours as well as any

combination thereof. Where signs are not inherently capable of distinguishing the relevant

goods or services, members are allowed to require, as an additional condition for eligibility for

registration as a trademark, that distinctiveness be acquired through lise. Members are free to

determine whether to allow the registration of signs that are not visually perceptible, such as

sounds or smells. Certain limited exceptions to the rights conferred by a trademark, such as fair

lise of descriptive terms, may be permitted, provided that such exceptions take account of the

legitimate interests of the owner of the trademark and of third parties.

The owner of a registered trademark must be granted the exclusive right to prevent all third

parties not having the owner's consent from using in the course of trade identical or similar signs

for goods or services which are identical or similar to those in respect of which the trademark is

registered, where such use would result in a likelihood of confusion. In case of the use of an

identical sign for identical goods or services, a likelihood ofconfusion must be presumed.

TRIPS rakes the provisions of Article 6bis of the Paris Convention in respect ofprohibiring the

registration or use of a mark which is confusingly similar to a well known mark that is either

already registered or in use for identical or similar goods, and extends them, mulalis mutandis, to

marks in respect of services. It further takes the provisions of Article 6bis and applies them to

marks for goods and services which are not similar to goods and services for which a well~

known trademark is used or registered if their use would indicate a connection between those

goods or services and those of the owner of the well known mark, to the detriment of the

owner's interests.
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Initial registration, and each subsequent renewal, of a trademark shall be for a term of not less

than seven years. II Registration shall be renewable indefinitely. Where use is required as a

condition of registration, cancellation on the grounds of non-use can only occur after three years

of uninterrupted non-lise, unless valid reasons based on the existence of obstacles to such use are

shown by the trademark owner. 12 Use of a trademark by another person, when subject to the

control of its owner, must be recognized as use of the trademark for the purpose of maintaining

registration statlls.

TRIPS further requires that use of a trademark in the course of trade must not be urDustifiably

encumbered by special requirements, such as use with another mark, lise in a special form, or

use in a manner detrimental to its capability to distinguish the goods or services.

4.3.2 Regional Trademark laws

Trademark laws are the longest standing intellectual property protection laws in the Gee states.

They have had the opportunity to face scrutiny from both regional and international sources, and

to consequently be subject to review processes which have given them the best opportunity ofal!

intellectual property laws in the Gee states to reach TRIPS-compliance. The fact that they also

address an area of commercial endeavour which has been longstanding, locally active and

financially lucrative for local traders and businesses, means that they have also had the

opportunity to be tested in respect of their efficacy and practicability.

"
"

TRIPS. art 18,
Ibid. art 19.
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All Gee states except Bahrain have upgraded or entirely replaced their early trademark laws

since the introduction of TRIPS. Most of the enhancements have been carried since the

expiration in 2000 oflhe TRIPS-permitted transitional period for developing countries, and have

thereby brought them generally into compliance with TRIPS requirements. Oman replaced its

earlier law in 2000 as part of its WTO accession process, while Qatar and Saudi Arabia likewise

replaced their laws in 2001 and 2002. Kuwait and the UAE were content to retain their laws, but

introduced a range of amendments - sweeping amendments in the case orlhe UAE - in 200 I and

2002 respectively.

Bahrain, on the other hand, continues 10 rely on what is now the longest-standing and therefore

the most conservative trademark law in the region, with its pre-TRIPS law of 1991. This law

was created by the excision of the trademark provisions from the original pre-independence

omnibus regulation of 1955, as amended in 1977 into a new and specific trademark law.

Consequently the law still contains some minor elements from the 1955 and the 1977

amendments. More importantly, it is still deficient in respect of crucial elements such as

protection for well-known marks. This law is due to be replaced by new legislation reportedly in

the final stages of approval - although this new law reportedly has been in those final stages for

some years. 13 The issuance of a brand new law, instead of even further amendments, will

provide the opportunity to redress a number of the inconsistencies and contradictions which

arose from the past incomplete restructurings of the original 1955 legislation.

Kuwait, originally a regional leader in the codification of its commercial laws in the 1960's has

since trailed behind the other GCC states in the state of all its intellectual property laws,

including its trademark law. It still incorporates its trademark protection in a dedicated chapter

WTO Council for Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights. Review oj Legislation: Bahrain.
Document IP/Q4/I3HR/I (01-6218).6 December 2001, 1.3.
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of its commercial code originally enacted in 1961. The trademark provisions of the commercial

code have been amended a number of times, the most recent of any substance being in 1999,

although further minor changes were subsequently introduced in 2001. But no changes were

made to the nature of infringements, nor increases introduced to the level of penalties thai

existed in the original law. This situation has caused Kuwait to attract critical attention from

within WTO, and from the United States in particular, for the perceived inadequacy, laxity and

non-deterrent character of its trademark protection. 14

Table 3: Current Trademark Laws and Conventions in the Gee States

Bahraill:

Kllwuit:

Omllll:

Qutar:

SUII/Ii Arubia:

UA£:

Ll!gi~,/(/fil'eDecree No. 10 of /99/ ",ith rewect to Trrule Murks.
LegMmh'e Decree No. 31 of /996 rruifyil/g tl/e Puri.~ COl/vell/ioll for tile
Protectioll of //I(III~·trial Property.
Legis/util'e Decree No. 18 of2005 ratifyil/g Bul/ruil/'s Acce.~~·ioll to Ihe
Protocol Re/lIlillg to the Mudritl Agreementfor tile II/temlltiomll
Registrutioll ofMurks.
Legis/util'e Decree No. 17 of2005 rufi/j'illg Bullruhl's Accessioll to the
Nice Agreemel/l Ctmcemil/g the IlIIemmiollu/ Clussijicutiol/ ofGoods uml
Sen'ices for the Purpo.~e ofthe Registrufioll ofMarks.

Luw No, 2 of1961, Ihe Commerciul Code, /u uff/emlef/ by Law No, 6 of
/980, LlIw No.3 of1999/lIId Luw No. /of200l.

ROJul Decree No. 3812000, tile LlIw 011 Trude Mllrks, llIfliCfltiOIlS IIml
Secrets (/Iu/ Prutect;ollfrolll Ull/t/;r Competit;oll.
Roytl/ Decree No.6311998promulgllfillg the SII/tllllflfe's IIccessioll to tile
Puri~' COIfI'elltiOlI for tile Protectioll of 11/(lu~·trial Property fIIlfl the Beme
COl/vel/tioll for the PrO/ec!ioll ofUterury fllld Arti.~tic Works.

Luw No.9 of2002 ill respect ofTr(((le Murb. Bllsilleu Numes flllIl Datu,
Im/ustrilll Desiglls um/ Geogmpiliclll Imlicllliolis.
Decree No. 31 of2001 ;11 re.\pect ofQulllr's f/cce~·.~;ol/ to tile Pf/r;s
COllvellt;oll for fhe Proteclioll ofIm/ustrill/ Property.

ROJul Decree No. Mil/ of1423 AH (2002), Ihe Law ofTrfll/ellltlrks.
Royu/ Decree No. hI/48 of 1424 AU (2003), uccedillg to fhe Purls
COl/vel/tioll for rhe Prolectioll ofIm/lI.uriu' Property fmd the Beme
COl/vellt;oll for the ProfectiOlI ofLiterury II//(I Artist;c Worb.

Federal Lllw No. 37 of1992 cOllcem;lIg Trude Mllrks, (IS umem/efl by
Federu/ Luw No. 80f2002.
Fefleru/ Decree No. 20 of1996, lIccedil1g to the Puris COllvellt;O/l for the
PrfllI!ctiOlI ofImhurriu/ Prupert)',

Source: cOli/piled by fhe author

14 The USTR Annual Special 301 Reports on the status of intellectual property protection and its efTective
enforcement in the GCC st3les are discussed 31 further length in Chapter6.3.
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In the last few years, some of the GCe states have also shown increasing willingness to commit

to or at least follow some of the WI PO-administered international agreements that complement

the TRIPS trademark provisions. Hence, all slales except Kuwait have now acceded to the Paris

Convention, the UAE being the first to do so in March 1996, and Saudi Arabia being the most

recent when it joined in September 2003. By the same token, most of the states have either

formally acceded to the Nice Agreement Concerning the International Classification of Goods

and Services, or declared that they adhere to the Nice Agreement without going through the

accession process, or at least generally use its classifications for the purpose of categorizing

goods and services for their domestic trademark registrations. The advantage of the adoption of

the two latter options is that the states can retain the flexibility to ignore or prohibit certain

classification categories, as discussed further below. Bahrain has been the most active GCC

state in this regard, formally acceding to the Berne Convention, the Nice Agreement and the

Protocol Relating to the Madrid Agreement for the International Registration of Marks, although

accession to the latter two agreements have been as a direct consequence of its obligations under

its recent free trade agreement with the United States.

4.3.3 Scope of Protection for Trademarks

Areas in which the original and pre·TRIPS trademark laws of the GCC states generally fell well

short of the minimum standards required by TRIPS included:

protection for well· known marks, particular foreign marks;

protection for geographical indications;
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clarification of licencing and transfer provisions;

expansion of remedies and relief, and sanctions of a deterrent nature;

appeal provisions to indepelldentjudicial bodies on administrative decisions.

Chapter 4

In particular, the laws of the 1990's lacked provision for protecting well-known marks; a well-

known mark could be refused registration and protection if the same or similar mark was already

under application. The post-TRIPS laws have gone a long way in addressing these

shortcomings. Except for the widely divergent degrees of severity of their respective penalties

for infringements, the texts of the latest laws show remarkable similarities in addressing these

shortcomings, an indication of the degree of reliance upon the same source for the construction

of the laws, and the degree of interaction and consultation between the states on the general

thrust of the laws. [n respect of the nature of protectable subject matter, the descriptions of each

stale are generally consistent with the minimum requirements of registrable matter outlined by

TRIPS Article 15.

The definition of a trademark in all the recent laws generally include at least the following

provisions as espoused in the Omani trademark law:

"... any visible form capable of being distinguished and consisting of words, signatures, personal

names, letters, numbers, logos, symbols, addresses seals, engravings, combinations of colours,

figurative elements or any other sign or combination of such elements, if used or intended to be used

to distinguish goods, products or services as those of the owner of such mark by reason of Iheir

manufaclUre, choice, sale or offering for sale." 1$

Oman. Royal Decree No. 3812000, an 1.
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Qatar adds to the above list "vignettes, three dimensional figures .... a single nonfunctional

colour, a sound, a smell ... " provided they can still distinguish the products or services. 16 The

Qatari law appears to contain a contradiction in respect of what may constitute a trademark, on

the one hand defining both trademarks and service marks as "any visible sign", yet subsequently

allowing both sound and smell to be registrable as marks especially when having a distinctive

form. 17 The subsequent reference in the Qatari law does not require that a sound or smell can

only be registrable if used in conjunction with other, visible, elements. Colour, sound and/or

smell in combination as elements of a trademark, may be registered in Bahrain and Kuwait, but

only if presented with that particular mark, while the UAE allows sounds to be registrable under

the same condition, but not smells. Since the above-quoted Omani law and the Saudi law

specifically require trademarks to take a "visible form capable of being distinguished" or to be

"recognized by sight" and omit smells and sounds from their trademark prescriptions, neither

law allows for smells nor sounds to comprise, or be elements of, a registrable mark.

TRIPS Article 17 permits limited exceptions from registration or registrability provided that a

balance is maintained between the legitimate interests oflhe trade mark owner and those of third

parties, without providing further guidance as 10 the nature or limits of those limitations. All

Gee states affirm that any sign which is offensive to or a violation of public morals, or is

contrary to public order, shall not be considered to be a mark and may not be registered as a

trademark. Other grounds for exclusion of a sign from recognition as a trademark or from

registrability generally include the following:

marks devoid of any distinctive feature, or which consists of merely generic names or

ordinary images on goods, products or services;

16 Qatar. Law No.9 of2002. art 6.
11 Ibid. arts 1 and 6.
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marks identical or confusingly similar 10 the public emblems, flags and other symbols

related to the State, Arab or international organizations or any institutions thereof, or any

foreign country;

symbols of the Red Crescent or the Red Cross and other similar symbols as well as any

confusingly similar forms oflhase symbols;

marks which are identical or similar to symbols of a purely religious nature;

geographical names and indications where the use thereof may be misleading as to the

origin of the goods, products or services;

names, photographs or emblems of a third party, unless with prior consent;

degrees or awards to which an applicant cannot prove he is lawfully entitled;

marks which may mislead the public or which contain false data as to the origin of

products or services, or their other characteristics, as well as marks containing an

imaginary, imitated or forged trade name;

marks owned by natural or legal persons, dealing with whom is forbidden;

a mark, the registration of which for some classes of goods or services may decrease the

value of other goods or services distinguished by such mark;

marks containing the words or phrases: "Privilege", "Privileged", "Registered",

"Registered drawings", "Copyright" or "[mitation is forgery" or similar words and

phrases;

national and foreign decorations, as well as coins and bank notes of currencies;

a mark which is the translation of a well-known trademark or other prior, registered

mark if this will cause public confusion as to identical or similar goods covered by the

mark. 18

As prescribed by UAE, Law No.8 of 2002. art 3.
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The exclusion from registration of"marks owned by natural or legal persons, dealing with whom

is forbidden" applies in particular to marks owned by Israelis or Israeli companies, as part of the

Boycott of Israel adopted and implemented by members of the League of Arab States as a by-

product of the support of the Arab states for Palestine in the Israel-Palestine conflict. 19 The

Bahraini and Saudi current trademark laws still include a similar exclusion, but the adherence

now exists more in the principle than the practice.

4.3.4 Well-Known Marks

Insufficient or total lack of protection in the Gee slales for well-known marks and signs of

foreign origin has been an area of particular contention and concern for the developed countries,

and the provisions in the GCC states until recently fell far short of the protection required by

TRIPS. Article 16 of TRIPS requires countries to provide a level of protection that prevents

third parties from taking commercial advantage of the goodwill associated with well-known

marks, irrespective of whether those marks are registered or in use locally. The recently updated

laws have paid particular attention to this area, and the protection of well-known marks and

signs, particularly foreign signs, has now been strengthened. However, Bahrain with its older

Of which the six Gee member states arc also members. The earlier trade mark laws of Kuwait and Qatar
specifically excluded from registration "marks which the Boycott of Israel Office decides that it is idcntical or
similar to an Israeli, mark. symbol or emblem'·. while those of Oman included an exclusion similar to that above.
The three stales have since removed from their current trademark laws any reference to the non-registration of
trademarks in the context of prohibited persons or countries or the 13oyCOtl of Israel. The Boycott. which is still
officially in force, operates on three levels:

primary level. which prohibits direct business dealings with Israel:
secondary level. which prohibits dealing with blacklisted lirms which do business with Israel. which may
include registering atradernark in Israel:
tertiary level. which prohibits dealing with linns who deal with blacklisted linns.

In 1994. the Gee states decided to end the secondary and tertiary levels of the boycott, while notionally
continuing with the primary leveL The United States continues to pressure the Gee states. particularly 5.1udi
Arabia. to end the boycott. The pressure upon Saudi Arabia has been effective, since Saudi Arabia has recently
agreed to end its participation in the Boycott as part of the package of conditions imposed upon it by the United
States in return for US approval of Saudi Arabia's accession to the WTO.
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law does not make any provision for the protection of well-known marks per se. With the

exception of Bahraini law, as a general rule, the trademark laws provide that a mark or sign may

not be registered if:

it is identical with, or confusingly similar to, or constitutes a translation of, a mark or

trade name which is well known in the country for identical or similar goods or services

of another enterprise; or

it is not identical with or similar to a well-known mark, but its use would indicate a

connection between those goods or services and the owner of the well-known mark and

the interests of the owner of the well-known mark would likely be damaged by such

use. 20

A well-known mark does not need to be registered 10 gain this protection; but it must be we[]-

known outside its country of origin, that is internationally or at least regionally. TRIPS Article

16.2 requires members to take account of knowledge of the trade mark in their own country,

including knowledge obtained as a result of promotion of the trade mark, even if in advance of

actual use. The Gee states which offer protection to well-known marks stop short of making

any stipulation on the nature or degree of a well-known foreign mark's local status or even

requiring the application of TRIPS Article 16.2, thus leaving this point unstated and removing a

qualification which could limit the conditions for protection. It is not yet clear what standards of

evidence the respective courts in the different Gee states will require or accept in adjudicating

on whether a trademark is well known locally, but in any case this common provision places

significant discretion in the hands of the judiciary to influence or control the introduction of

Kuwait, Law No. I 01'2001, art 62.5: Oman, Royal Decree No. 38/2000, arl2(iii); Qatar. Law No.9 of 2002, art
2; Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. Mni of 1424 AH (2002), art 2(i): UAE. Federal Law NO.1? of 2002 as
amended by Federal Law No.8 of 2002. art 4.
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marginal foreign marks. AI present, it would appear that a consistent and widespread judicial

position on the treatment of well known marks has yet to make itself manifest, even in the UAE

courts, which probably see more cases dealing with trademark infringements than any of the

olher GCe states. 21 However, the UAE and Dubai courts, in particular, have shown an

increasing willingness in recent years to provide protection for internationally known marks.

Some further advantage is given to marks deemed to be well· known by the provision in some of

the trademark laws ofa right of applicants to claim priority on the basis of an earlier application

for registration filed either with a member state of WTO or the Paris Convention (Oman), a co-

signatory to another international agreement (Saudi Arabia), or to countries which grant national

treatment on a reciprocal basis (Qatar, again Saudi Arabia).22 The trademark laws of Bahrain,

Kuwait, and the UAE do not make any specific provision for either national treatment or MFN

treatment in respect of trademarks.

4.3.5 Rights of Ownership

According to the Qatari, Saudi, and Emirati laws, the basic right to be protected by the

registration of a trademark, is the exclusive right of the trademark owner to use the mark and to

prevent other parties wi tho lit consent from using the trademark, in accordance with the

obligations required by TRIPS Article 16.1.23 The owner of the registered trademark can also

"

Some trademark infringement eases that have appeared before the UAE eourts are also discussed in Chapter 3.4
(earlier cases) and Chapter 5.3 following.
Qatar. Law No.9 of 2002. art 10: Oman. Royal Decree No. 3812000. art 7: Saudi Arabia. Law No. W21 of 1423
AH (2002), art 9.
Qatar. Law No.9 of 2002. art 20: Saudi Arabia Royal Decree No. W21 of 1423 AI-! (2002). art 21: UAE.
Federal Law No.17 of2002 as amended by Federal Law No.8 of2002, art 17.
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prevent others from using identical or similar marks on similar, identical or related products and

services if such use may confusion by the public. The Bahraini, Kuwait and Omani laws do not

include any similar or equivalent statement on rights conferred by registration. Accordingly,

such rights must therefore be inferred by the nature of marks excluded from registration, such as

a mark similar to one already registered, or by the prescribed acts which attract a punishment

under the law, such as use ofa counterfeit mark.

All Gee states provide that the person who registers the mark is deemed to be the owner of the

mark, unless there is proof to the conlral)'.24 However, any claim of ownership cannot be

disputed if the owner of the registered mark has used il continuously for five years since

registration, and no claim has been made against the validity of the original registration during

this period. For the purposes of this provision, continuous use includes use by a licencee or

assignee.

Saudi Arabia's early trademark law of 1984 established the precedent for a period of protection

of ten years (albeit, according to the Hajri or Islamic calendar) for a registered trademark, and

the other Gee states have since followed suit (but, according to the Gregorian calendar).2s All

accommodate unrestricted renewal, commonly for recurring ten year periods· thus exceeding by

some margin the minimum period of seven years specified in TRJPS Article 18. However, since

TRIPS requires, and all states provide, indefinite renewal, the distinction is largely academic.

Bahrain. Lcgislalive Decree No. 10 of 1991. art 8: Kuwait Law NO.2 of 1961 as al11cndcd by Lmv NO.6 of
1980. and Law No.3 of 1999. art 65: Oman. Royal [>Ccrec No. 3812000. art 4: Qatar Law No.9 of 2002. art 7:
Saudi Arabia, Royal Decree No. M/2' of 1423 AH (2002), art 21; UAE, Federal Law No.17 of 2002 as amended
by Fedcral Law No.8 of 2002. art 17
The Arabic or Hajri calendar is based on lunar months, rather than the western Gregorian calendar. and
marginally shorter. Hcnee, ten l-tajri years is approximately equivalcnlto ninc ycars and eight months according
10 the Gregorian calendar. Saudi Arabia has removed reference 10 the Hajri calendar in its current trademark law.
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"

Arising from concerns expressed in WIPO and WTO in respect of the inadequacy or absence of

licencing and transfer provisions in the earlier trademark laws of the Gee states, provisions

addressing licencing and transfers have been strengthened and are now extant across the states'

laws. [n general terms, the owner of a mark may grant a licence to any natural person or legal

entity in respect of some or all of the products or services for which the mark is registered. 26 A

licence is non-exclusive, and non-assignable; the licencing agreement must be in writing, must

specify the terms, conditions and duration of the licence, and must be registered with the

responsible Ministry, to have any legal effect. 27 The duration of the licence cannot exceed the

period of registration of the mark (which raises a question on the licencing of well-known marks

which may be protected, bUI mighl nOI be registered).28 None of the stales permit compulsory

licencing of trademarks, in accordance with the exclusion stipulated by TRI PS Article 21. The

ownership of a registered trademark may be transferred or assigned with or without the goodwill

of the commercial business. Where the marks are deemed to have an established relationship

with the business, the transfer of ownership of a commercial business is deemed to include the

transfer of the trademarks registered in the name of the transferor, unless specifically agreed

0lherwise. 29 If the ownership of the business is transferred without the trademark, the transferor

may continue to use the mark in connection with the products or services in respect of which the

mark was originally registered. 3o

Bahrain. Legislativc Dccree No. 100f 1991. art 24. 26: Oman. Royal Dccree No. 3812000. art 23: Qatar Law No.
9 of 2002, art 22; Saudi Arabia, Royal Decrec No. M/21 of 1423 AH (2002), art 29; UAE. Federal Law No.1? of
2002 as amended by Federal Law No.8 of 2002. art 30.
Bahrain. Legislativc Decree No. 10 of 1991. art 25: Oman. Royal Decree No. 3812000. art 24-26; Qatar Law No.
9 of 2002. art 22: Saudi Arabia. Royal Dccree No. M121 of 1423 AH (2002). art 29: UAE. Federal Law No.17 of
2002 as amended by Federal Law No.8 of 2002. art 30-32.
Bahrain. Legislative Dccree No. 10 of 1991. art 24: Oman. Royal Dccree No. 3812000, art 23. ; Qatar Law No.9
of 2002. art 22: Saudi Arabia, Royal Deerec No. M/21 of 1423 AH (2002). art 29: UAE. Federal Law No.17 of
2002 as amended by Federal Law NO.8 of 2002. art 30.
Bahrain. Legislative Decrec No. 10 of 1991. art 28: Kuwait. Law No.2 of 1961 as amcnded by Law No.6 of
1980, and Law No.3 of 1999, art 68, 83; Oman. Royal Dccree No. 3812000. an 22; Qatar Law No.9 of 2002, art
21: Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M121 of 1423 AI-! (2002). an 31: VAL Federal Law No.17 of 2002 as
amended by Federal Law No.8 of 2002, art 27.

)() Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. 10 of 1991. art 28: Kuwait. Law No.2 of 1961 as amended by Law No.6 of
1980. and Law No.3 of 1999. an 83: Oman, Royal Decree No. 38/2000. art 22; Qatar Law No.9 of 2002. an 21:
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4.3.6 Classifications System for Goods and Services

Chapter 4

Only Bahrain amongst the GCe slales is a signatory 10 the Nice Agreement on the International

Classification of Marks for Goods and Services, having adopted the eighth edition of the

Agreement in February 2005. The other states either generally follow the Nice Agreement

classifications or at least refer to them, as the starting point for categorizing goods and services

for domestic trademark registrations. The advantage of this strategy is that they can retain the

flexibility to ignore or prohibit certain classification categories, as suits their domestic needs and

prerogatives, even though the Paris Convention Article 6 quinquies allows signalory states to

deny registration to marks that are deemed to be contrary to public order or morality and the

Nice Agreement Article 2 permits signatol)' states to reserve the right to use the Nice

Classification merely as a subsidial)' system.

All states conform to a lesser or greater extent with the Agreement's classification system. The

majority provide for the registration of marks for both goods and services in classes in

accordance with an "international classification" system (without specifying the Agreement) as

well as in accordance with their respective implementing regulations, thereby allowing some

discretion at the ministerial level, on the exclusion or otherwise of certain classes of goods or

services. Classes commonly subject to possible exclusion are notably Class 32 (beer and stout,

as well as mineral and carbonated waters, other non-alcoholic beverages, syrups and other

products used to make non-alcoholic beverages) and Class 33 (wines and spirits). Oman

specifies in the trademark law itself without qualification that the registration of marks shall be

"according to the International Classification system".31 The laws of Bahrain, Kuwait, Saudi

"

Saudi Ambia, Royal Decree No. M/21 or 1423 AH (2002), art 30: UAE, Federal Law No.17 or 2002 as amended
by Federal Law No.8 of 2002. art 28.
Oman. Royal Decree No. 3812000, art 7.
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Arabia and the UAE do not place any restriction on class of registration in the laws themselves,

but make additional allowance for ministerial discretion as to the classes in which marks mayor

may not be registered. Each stipulates that a trademark may be registered for one or more

classes of goods or services as prescribed by their respective responsible Ministers in the

corresponding implementing regulations. 32 The Bahraini implementing regulations allow that

applications for the registration of marks shall be submitted in accordance with the international

classification of goods and services, including classes 32 and 33, without qualification. 33 The

Kuwaiti and Saudi regulations both exclude class 33 in its entirety, and restrict class 32 to

"mineral and aerated water and other non-alcoholic beverages - syrup and other preparations for

making drinks", thereby deleting any reference to beers, spirits or alcoholic beverages. Qatar

does not make reference to any established classification system, and it remains to be seen

whether the as-yet-to-be-issued implementing regulations for its current law will provide any

guidance and clarification. However, the existing regulations, which actually penain to the

superseded 1978 law, allow only 23 of the 42 classes within the international classification

system to be granted in their entirety, with classes 32 and 33 and classes 35 - 42 concerning

service marks amongst those excluded. 34

However, what may appear to be allowed, or at least not disallowed, in one place, may be

prohibited in another. Since the consumption of alcohol is generally prohibited in the Qur'an, it

follows that the registration of related marks related to alcohol would be contrary to public

;;

Some commentators claim thai the Qalari and Saudi trademark laws themselves prohibit the registration of marks
for goods or services relating to alcoholic beverages: see Abu Ghazali Intcllectual Property, IntefleCllIG1 Property
Handbook 2005 .Country entries for Qatar and Saudi Arabia, available at www.agip.eom/IAGIP I-hndbook.pdf.
last accessed 20 January 2006; see also Amir Khoury. "The Development of Modern Trademark Legislation and
Protection in the Arab Countries of the Middle Eas!"', 16 Hie Transnational Lawyer. 278. This is not quite
accurate. since the prohibition lies in the interpretation and application of the public order and public morals
provision of the trademark law, rather than an express prohibition in thc law itself.
The UAE implementing regulations referred to above relate to the original trademark law issued in 1992. since
therc have been no amendments to implementing regulations corresponding to the comprehensive tradcmark law
amendments issued in 2002.
Qatar. Implementing Regulations for Amiri Law No.3 of 1978, art 3. Appendix I.
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morals. Accordingly, the position commonly espollsed both by the respective responsible

ministries and by regional trademark registration agents alike, is that trademarks in Class 32 and

Class 33, as well as class 29 (meat products) in respect of pork-based products, are not

registrable in any of the GCe states on the grounds that they are contrary to the teaching of

Islam, to Shariah law, and to the respective states' trademark laws. 35 Saudi Arabia, when

recently lodging its instrument of accession to the Paris Convention, expressed its objection to

and concern with the stipulation of Article 7 orthe Convention that "the nature of the goods to

which a trademark is to be applied shall in no case form an obstacle to the registration of the

mark", on the grounds that some goods such as alcoholic and pork-based products were

prohibited under Islamic law. 36 On an issue of such fundamental religious and social

significance to Saudi Arabia, reliance alone on the generality of public order and morality

provisions of the Paris and TRI PS Conventions to prohibit the registration of offending marks

was clearly inadequate.

See Rawan Makram Sunna "Bridging Ihe Gulf: Harmonisation of Trade Mark Laws in Ihe Gulf Cooperation
Council Countries", (2003) I Trademark World. Supplement, 29. See also the respeetive country entries in the
following regional legal attorneys and trademark and patents agents: AG!!'. above n 31: ST&I'. Attorneys and
Agents at www.stplegal.com. last accessed 30 November 2005; NJQ 7 & Associates at www.gumsieh.com, last
accessed 30 November 2005: Saba & Co. Group at www.sabaip.eom. last aecesscd 30 November 2005.
Kuwait reported 10 the WTO's Council of TRIPS, in response to questions on its intellectual propeny regime
thaI. "sincc acquiring. marketing or importing wines and spirits is prohibited. protcction of such marks may be
rejected for resulting in a breach of morality and public order". WTO Document IP/Q4/KWT/I (01-6322). 13
December 2001, IS. Saudi Arabia also reportedly prohibits registrations in class 28 for "Christmas trees and
related products" (reponed by Saba & Co Group. above).
The rules of the GCC Customs Union, which entered into force on I January 2003. recognise and categorise
pork. alcoholic products. and tobacco products as "special goods". and funher rccognise that the GCC states may
import or prohibit them at their own discretion.
Reported in the Al-Tamimi Law Update April 2004. 31. available at
www.tamimi.eorn/cataloglI998 2004/ndf/aprilo/020LU.pdf. last accessed 6 January 2006
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Some Gce states draw a clear distinction between acts of infringement against the private rights

of the trademark owner, and those against the public rights in respect of representation of the

status of a mark. Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and the UAE deem infringements against the

private rights of the trademark owner, and thereby potentially or actually causing commercial

loss, to be the more serious offences. Hence such acts as counterfeiting a registered mark,

fraudulently using another person's registered mark, or knowingly and misleadingly imitating a

registered mark may attract the severest penahies. On the other hand, lise of an unregistered

mark or mark excluded from registrability (except for those marks excluded solely for want of

distinctive features), or falsely claiming or indicating that a mark has been registered, may be

punishable by penalties that are a fraction of those which can be applied to the former type of

infringements. The Saudi law, for example, provides for the imposition of penalties of up to one

year's imprisonment and a fine of up to 1,000,000 Saudi riyals, or both, for infringements

against the trademark owners rights, while penalties against the public representational rights

may attract penalties that are a quarter of the former. 31 At the other end of the scale, Kuwait,

which recognizes a similar distinction in the nature of infringements, provides for a maximum

fine of only 600 Kuwaiti dinars and an unspecified term of imprisonment for similar offences. 38

In contrast, the Bahraini and Omani laws provide for a simple undifferentiated list of infringing

acts, which include the following:

counterfeiting or imitating a registered mark in a manner likely to mislead the public;

"

Saudi Arabia, Royal Decree No. MI2I of 1423 AH (2002). arts 43-4. The nature of the sanctions in all the
intcllectual property laws of the GCC states arc discussed in further detail in Chapter 5.2.5. following.
Kuwait. Law No.2 of 1% 1 as amended by Law No.6 of 1980. and Law No.3 of 1999. an 92.
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lIsing a forged or imitated mark in bad faith;

using a trademark owned by another party in bad faith;

Chapter 4

knowingly offering for sale or possesses goods bearing a mark which is counterfeited,

imitated, or unlawfully affixed, or lIsing such mark in connection with services;

using an unregistered trademark, or unlawfully indicating on a mark or commercial

document that such mark is registered. 39

Both states view the above infringements with equal gravity, therefore do not differentiate

between the levels of sanctions that may be applied.

All Gee states make prOVISion for the order of precautionary measures in instances of

threatened or actual infringements. 4o

4.4 Patents

4.4.1 TRIPS Provisions and Obligations (Articles 27·34)

TRIPS Article 27 requires member states to make patents available for any invention, whether

for a product or process, in all fields of technology without discrimination, provided that the

invention is new, involves an inventive step, and is capable of industrial application. It also

requires that patents be available and patent rights be enjoyable without discrimination as to the

)9 Bahrain. Law No. 10 or 1991. art 27: Oman Royal Decree No. 3812000. art 35.
40 The precautionary measures available in each GCC Slate are discussed in Chapter 5.2.2. following.
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place of invention, or whether products are imported or locally produced. Three exceptions are

permitted to this basic rule on patentability,41 namely:

inventions contrary to ordre public or morality, including inventions dangerous to

human, animal or plant life or health or seriously prejudicial to the environment;

diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical methods for the treatment of humans or animals;

plants and animals other than micro-organisms and essentially biological processes for

the production of plants or animals other than Ilon·biological and microbiological

processes. However, any member excluding plant varieties from protection under patent

provisions must provide an effective sui generis system of protection.

The use of the ordre public exception is subject to the condition that the commercial exploitation

of the invention must also be prevented and this prevention must be necessary for the protection

ofordre public or morality.42

The exclusive rights that must be conferred by a product patent are those of making, using,

offering for sale, selling, and importing for Ihese purposes, while process patent protection must

extend rights not only over use of the process but also over products obtained directly by the

process. 43 Patent owners shall also have the right to licence, assign or transfer the patent. The

term of protection available shall extend for a period of20 years from the filing dale..f4

Members shall require that an applicant for a patent shall disclose the invention in a manner

sufficiently clear and complete for the invention 10 be carried out by a person skilled in Ihe art

TRIPS. art 27.3
Ibid. art 27.2.
Ibid. art 28.1.
Ibid. an 33.
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and may require the applicant to indicate the best mode for carrying out the invention known to

the inventor at the filing date of the application or, where priority is claimed, at the priority date

of the application. 45

Limited exceptions to the exclusive rights conferred by a patent may be allowed, provided that

such exceptions do not unreasonably conflict with a normal exploitation of the patent and do not

unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the patent owner, and take account of the

legitimate interests of third parties. Member states may allow compulsory licensing and

government use without the authorization of the right holder, provided the latter's interests are

still protected. 46 Compulsory licencing may only be permitted where the right holder has

already refused to grant a voluntary licence on reasonable terms and within a reasonable period

of time, although this requirement can be dispensed with in times of national or other extreme

urgency or in cases of public non-commercial use. 47 Use of a compulsory licence provision

should also be limited to the supply of the domestic market, although this requirement and the

above condition on use may be waived to remedy anti-competitive practices.

TRIPS Article 34 provides for the reversal of the burden of proof in civil cases involving process

patents, whereby the defendant may be required to prove that the process used to obtain an

identical product is different from the patented process. Members are obliged to apply this

presumption in either of the following circumstances:

when the product obtained by the patented process is "new"; or

Ibid. 30.
46 Thc tcrm "compulsory licence" docs not appear in TRIPS. although it is uscd in the Paris Convcntion.

used is "othcr use without authorisation:.
TRIPS. un 31.

The tenn
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when there is a "substantial likelihood that an identical product was made by the process

and the owner of the patent has been unable through reasonable efforts to determine the

process actually used."

4.4.2 The GCC States' Patent Laws

As with copyright, the development of a formal patent protection regime within the Gee is a

fairly recent event. Except for Bahrain and Kuwait, who both introduced patent legislation in

1955 and 1961,48 patent protection laws did not appear amongst the Gee states until the late

1980s/early 1990s. The concern oflhe Gee states for a strong patent protection regime has not

been particularly strong, simply because the environment to foster [ocal invention and

technology transfer has never really been established. Hence there has been neither the

generation of patent applications of local origin of any dimension, nor the opportunity for, or the

existence of, a thriving patent infringement industry (as exists in the case of copyright). The

issue of standards of patent protection performance in the Gee region has not generated any

great concern from the developed countries, except from those governments and industry lobby

groups representing the interests of the international pharmaceutical conglomerates. 49 The

relatively few patents which have originated from within the Gee states in recent times have

mostly come from the oil and mining industries in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, have been lodged

See Chapter 3.3 for a detailed discussion of these early Bahraini and Kuwaiti laws.
The report or the USTR on the 2005 National Trade Estimate Report on Foreign Trade Barriers made little
comment on the state (parlous or othcrwise) patent protection in its GCC states. The only remarks expressing
concern orany substance wcre directed towards Saudi Arabia. Howcvcr.the conccrn was not in respect ofpalcnl
infringements but over perceived undue delays by Saudi Arabia in selling up and managing its patent office. The
report complained that the currcnt inadequale patcnt application process resulted in a large backlog of p..1lenl
applications and prevented US patent holders from oblaining adequate protection. See USTR. 2005 National
Trade Estimates 011 Foreigll Trade Barriers, 187·190. available at
www.ustr.govlDocumenILibrar....fReporlsPublicalionsl200512005NTEReport/Scctionlndex.htm!. lasl
accessed 20 January 2006.
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by expatriate residents rather than Gee state nationals, have been invariably owned by a foreign

company and have included a claim for priority based on an earlier foreign patent application. 50

While the principles enshrined in the various laws follow very similar themes and principles, and

display a high degree of regional common ground, the laws differ quite significantly in terms of

their breadth and attention to detail. The UAE current patent law is the most comprehensive

and extensive, extending to some seventy articles, most of which address matters of substance.

The Omani patent law, on the other hand, consists of only 24 clauses, and defers to the

subordinate implementing regulations to add some substance and to provide explanation of a

number of meanings and definitions. However, it should be noted that the UAE law also

encompasses industrial designs and models, for which Oman has a separate law.

Bahrain was the first Gee state to introduce a patent law with its pre-independence law of 1955

encompassing patents, trademarks and industrial designs. This law, amended in 1977, was

replaced in its entirety in January 2004 with Law No. I of 2004. Kuwait issued its original

patent law in 1962, and upgraded it in 1999 and again in 2001, but the necessary implementing

regulations for this latest amending law have still yet to be issued. In essence, Kuwait is still

operating under legislation which still includes elements of the 1962 Law, and its associated

implementing regulations. Kuwait has declared (but has not yet decreed) that the Gee Unified

Patent Regulations of 1992 as amended in 2000 are also in force in Kuwait.

Sce Unitcd Statcs Patent and Trademark Office Statistical Report. ··Patcnts l3y Country, State. and Ycar - All
P3Ient Types. Granted: 01/0111977 12/31/2004'", available at
www.uspto.gov/wcb/officeslaclido/ocip/taf/cst al1.hlm. last acccsscd 20 January 2006. Thc report displays the
number of US p3lents distributed by state and country of origin. The origin of a patent is detennined by the place
of rcsidcncc (as distinct from country of nationality) of the first-namcd invcntor. Thc rcport counts documcnts of
thc following type(s): utility patcnts (i.e.. "patcnts for invcntion"'). design patcnts. plant patcnts. rcissue patcnts.
statutory invention registrations. and defensive publications. On the assumption that any p..1tent for which
protection was sought bcyond a country would. as a first priority. scek protcction in thc United Statcs. the rcport
is an accurate indication of the extent of patent activity in the Gulf region. The Report indicates thaI. over the
twenly sevcn ycars from 1977 to 2004. patcnts wcre granted to residcnts in thc GCe states as follows: l3ahrain
5; Kuwait- 78; Oman - I; Qatar- 1; Saudi Arabia - 212; UAE -42.
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Oman issued its first and current patent legislation in 2000, previously having preferred to adopt

and adhere to the Gee Unified Patent Regulations. Notwithstanding the existence of its own

palenl law, Oman continues to recognize the validity of the Gee Unified Patent Regulation.

Qatar still does not have its own patent law. Instead it declares that it is party to and bound by

the provisions of the Gee Unified Patent Regulations. It should be noted, however, that the

Gee Unified Patent Regulations is essentially a registration statute, and includes very little by

way of enforcement provisions, notably in respect of infringements, precautionary measures and

sanctions. The Gee regulation defers these matters to each GCe state to establish within their

own domestic laws. Accordingly, Qatar will need to introduce its own patent laws, to address

these areas in particular, in the near future.

Saudi Arabia issued its original patent law in 1989, but replaced it in September 2004 with a new

law which also encompasses layout designs of integrated circuits, plant varieties and industrial

models.

In 2002, the UAE repealed its original 1992 law to both better reflect the changed commercial

environment in the UAE since the promulgation of that law and to also address the large number

of TRIPS obligations in which the original law was delicient. 51 However, the subordinate

implementing regulations still need to be issued before the law comes into effective use. The

UAE was also the first GCC state to accede to the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), becoming

party to the Treaty in March 1999; Oman followed suit in October 2001. No other GeC states

" The 1992 patent law suffered from a number of shortcomings. not least of which being the exclusion of
phannaceutical products from protection. although phannaceutical processes werc still protcctcd.
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have yet joined them, although Bahrain will be required to accede to the peT as part of its

obligations under its recent free trade agreement with the United States. 52

Table 4: Current Patent Laws and Conventions in the Gee Stales

Hallrai,,:

KIlIWlit:

Olllflll:

Qalllr:

Silmii Ambill:

UA£:

Gee

Legis/lltil'/! Decree No. I of2004 ill respect of P(/fellf~' IIIItI Utility Motle/s.
Legi.~//Ifive Decree No. 31 of 1996 rtllifyillg B(limlill'~' acce.~~·io" to 'lie Paris
COlIl'l!lltioll jor the Protectioll ofIm!usl,iul Property.
Legis/lith';> Decree No. J2 oj 2004, (liloptilll:: tile Gee Ullified PflUIIf
ReguJflliolls ill Hu1lmi".

LIl'" No.4 of 1961 cOllceruillg Pafellls, Desiglls fil/{l 111(/us1r;a/ Models. (IS
(lII/em/ed by LIl", No. 4 of /999, IIml Lull' No.3 of100/.

ROj'al Decree No. 82/1000, promulgating the Pmelll La....
Royal Decree No.63/1998 promulgatillg tile SulrUll/lte's uccessioll to tile Ptlris
CO/n-elltiOllfor Ihe Protectioll ofImlustriul Property.
Mil/;!Jteritlf Deci!JiOlI No. 1411000 recogl/i!Jillg Ille GCC Ullijietl Pare'"
Reguluriolls (1991) liS the Pulellt Lu... ofOm(l/I.
Roytil Decree No. 3711001 rarifyil/g the Sull(/ll/lre'.\· accenilm 10 Ille Parent
Cooperatioll Treaty (PCT).

Mill;!Jteriuf Decree No. 31 of1001 ill re.~pect ofQtltar')· acceuioll to tile Ptlris
CO/ll'ellrioll for the Protectioll ofImlustr;ul Property.
LtI'" No. 11 of 1003, tldllpt;l/g rile GCC Vllijied Pate", Regl/ftlrilms, a!J
Ilmemletl, as the PlIfellf Lull' ofQurur.

Royul Decree No. M/17 of /415 AH (1004), the [lIW of PUlents, [(lyollt
Desigll!J ofII/fegmletl Circuits, Pfmlt Varierie)· ((tuill/dustritif /lfodels.
Royal Decree 111148 of /414 AH (1003), acceding to the Ptlri.~ COllvelltiOlI for
the Protectioll ofImfu!>rrial Property, lImf tile Beme CO/wel/rioll for tile
Protection ofLiterllry tmd Ani.~ticworks.

Federaf Law No. 17 of 1001 for rhe Imltmrial Regulllt;oll ((tul Pmrecriol/ of
Putellts, Imfllstrial Dmll'illgs (lIId Desiglls.
Federaf Decree No, 10 of1996, clll/cemil/g Ille UA£'s tlccessiOll1O rhe Ptlris
CO/n-elltiollfor Ihe Protectioll ofImlustriul Property.
Fetleml Decree No. 84 of1998, cOllcemillg the UA£')· access;oll to the Patellf
Cooperatioll Treaty (PCT).

GCC UI/ijietll)atellf Reglllatioll.~ of1991, (/S amemletl il/l000.

Source: compiled by Ihe author

The Supreme Council of the GCC issued its Unified Patent Regulations, and statute establishing

the Gee Patent Office in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, in December 1992. These were subsequently

" The intellectual property provisions of the US-Bahrain and the draft U5-0man free trade agreements are
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6.5.
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amended in late 1999 and re-issued in April 2000. The Gee Unified Patent Regulations allows

a member state to obtain protection across all GCe member states by the lodgement of a single

palenl application with the GCe Patent Office. 53

4.4.3 Patentability Scope and Criteria

In accordance with the requirements of TRIPS Article 27, the laws of the Gee states and the

Gee regulation provide that a patent may be granted for any new invention that is the result of a

new idea or an innovative improvement on an invention which may be already patented, in any

area of technology. The invention must be scientifically based and useful in industry, whether

this entails new industrial products, the development of new industrial techniques, methods or

processes, or new ways of applying well-known industrial techniques, methods or processes. 54

An invention can be considered as industrially applicable ifit can be used in any kind of industry

in the broadest sense of the word - which variously includes agriculture, fishing, handicraft or

services. 55 Hence Saudi Arabia, with the most recent patent law amongst the Gee states,

provides the latest prescription on what may be "new", "inventive" and "industrially applicable"

Under the 1992 Gee Regulations. duplication of application or registration with the Gee Patent Office and with
any Gee state national patent office was not pcrmilled. The Gee Patent Officc would not accept any p..1lcnl
application if a separate application had already been lodged or a patent granted in a member state. unless the
applicant undertook to first relinquish this other application or patent or as soon as a patent was provisionally
granted by the Gee Patent Office (Gee Unified Patent Regulations. art 29: Patent Office Guidelines. para. 11).
The force of this cumbersome restriction was never effectively tested. since none of the member states issued a
patent in its own right and originating from their own nationals (as distinct from an international palent) by the
time this restriction was deleted by the year 2000 amendments. In any case. the Gee Patent Office did not issue
its first patent until after the 2000 amendments to the Gee Unified Patent Regulation removed this exclusivity
restriction. applying it retrospectively to all applications already lodged.
Bahrain, Legislative Decree No. I of 2004, art I; Kuwait, Law No.4 of 1962 as amended by La\\' No.4 of 1999,
art I: Oman. Royal Decree No. 82/2000. art 2: Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M/27 of 1425 AH (2004). art 43:
UAE. Federal Law No. 17 of 2002. art 4.
13ahrain. Legislative Decree No. I of2004. art 1: Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. MIl7 of 1425 AH (2004). art
43.
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"(a) An invention is novel if it is not anticipated by prior state of technology. In this respect, prior

state of technology means all that is disclosed to the public anywhere by means of written or oral

disclosure, by use, or by any other way through which knowledge of the invention is realized.

This has to be prior to the filing date of the patent application, or the priority application is

submitted. The disclosure of the invention to the public shall not count if it takes place during

the priority period. The Regulations shall specify other cases of invention disclosure which do

not fall within the meaning of prior technology and the provisions governing temporary

protection of inventions.

(b) An invention is deemed to involve an inventive step if, with regard to prior technology related to

the patent application, it is not obvious to a person with ordinal)' skills in the profession.

(c) An invention is deemed industrially applicable if it can be manufactured or used in any type of

industl)' or agriculture, including handicrafts, fishing and services." 56

Bahrain, Kuwait and the UAE have also adopted a definition of a utility model as an invention

which is not sufficiently inventive or creative to obtain a patent but which otherwise meets the

requirements of the patent law in terms of being new and of practical application in industl)'.57

Oman and Saudi Arabia, do not make any distinction between patents and utility models,

omitting from their respective laws any reference to the latter. However, it has been reported

locally that Saudi government is considering the introduction of a new industrial designs which

may include utility models, and that the responsible ministry will therefore be accepting

applications for registration in anticipating of the proposed law eventually appearing. 58 It is

worth noting that, while TRIPS does not make any reference to utility models, protection

afforded to utility models by Articles 1(2), 4 and 5 of the Paris Convention is still binding on

WTO members. Article I(2) of the Convention stipulates that the protection of industrial

property includes utility models.

"

Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M127 of 1425 AH (2004). Article 44.
Bahrain, Legislative Decree No. I of 2004, art 30; Kuwait. Law No.4 of 1%2 as amended by Law No.4 of
1999. art 34bis: UAE. Fcdeml Law No. 17 of 2002. art I.
Reponed in AGIP News. June 2004. 2. at www.agip.com/bul1clin sub.asrx?vear=2004&rnonth=6&lang=en
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Commonly excluded from patentability is any invention (or the exploitation thereof) which may

represent a violation of public order or morality, or which may be harmful to the environment.

Oman, Saudi Arabia and the Gee regulation add a further condition which specifically excludes

from patentability any invention which may conniet with the principles of Islamic Shariah or

which affects national security, 59 The UAE recognises that inventions which may have national

security implications may still be protected but directs that they will be dealt with in accordance

with special procedures to be stipulated in the implementing regulations. 60 Besides these

possible exclusions, the common exclusions from patentability reflect the limitations as

prescribed by TRIPS Article 27.3, namely:

diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical methods for the treatment of animals or humans (but

not the products used in these methods);

planrs and animals other than micro-organisms, and essentially biological processes for

the production of plants or animals, (other than non-biological and microbiological

processes);

discoveries, scientific theories and principles, mathematical and business methods,

computer programs, pure mental activities and game playing.

Adequate protection for patented pharmaceutical and agricultural chemical products in the GCe

states has been, and continues to be, a matter for concern for the major multinational

pharmaceutical companies, and has caused their national governments to scrutinize the patent

laws of the GCC states. 61 The GCC states which had pre·TRIPS patent laws in existence,

namely Bahrain, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the UAE, specifically excluded from their earlier

S9 Oman. Royal Decree No. 8212000. art 2: Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. W27 of 1425 AU (2004). art 4(a):
Gee Unified Patcnt Rcgulations. art 2.

60 UAE. Federal Law No. 17 of 2002. art 6.2.
61 See USTR Annual 301 Repons discussed in Chapter 6.3.
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laws patent protection for chemical inventions relating to foodstuffs, medicines or

pharmaceutical formulae. However, the Gee states would argue that pharmaceutical and

agrochemical products now receive full patent protection by virtue of their non-inclusion in the

above statement of exclusions from patentability. Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the UAE, for

example, each originally excluded from protection:

"Chemical inventions relating to foodstuffs, medical drugs or phannaceuticals unless those products
are manufactured in special chemical methods. In this case, the protection shall be for the methods of
manufacture not the products themselves.,,62

but have removed this particular reference in their current laws to bring their lists of exclusions

into line with TRIPS Article 27.3.

The UAE has also taken steps that go further than any of the other Gee states towards meeting

the requirements of TRIPS Articles 65 and 70 in respect of providing transitional arrangements

leading to longer term protection and short term marketing advantage. While TRIPS Article 65

encompasses all new technologies not currently protected in a member state, its major focus is

on pharmaceutical and agrochemical products. Articles 70 and 71 of the UAE patent law

acknowledge that, at the time the law was issued, the UAE was not yet in a position to ensure

effective protection immediately, but provide that inventions dealing with the chemistry of drugs

or pharmaceutical compounds would be protected by letters patents or utility certificates if they

met the conditions provided for in the law and its implementing regulations as of 1 January

2005. In the meantime, the UAE would continue to accept, register and examine patent

applications in respect of pharmaceutical products, and to grant the product exclusive marketing

rights for a period of five years or until the patent was granted of refused, whichever came first.

Kuwait. Law No.4 of 1962. an 2(2): UAE, Federal Law No. 44 of 1992. an 6(ii).
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4.4.4 Rights Conferred by a Registered Patent

Chapter 4

The patent laws of the Gee states generally provide that the owner ofa patent has the exclusive

right to exploit the invention by manufacturing, using such invention and importing what is

manufactured thereof, selling and offering it for sale, irrespective of whether the subject of the

palenl is a product or a process. 63 The owner is also protected against the importation and

offering for sale of a patented invention by a third party. Where the patent has been granted for

a process, the owner enjoys the right in respect of the process and in respect of any product

directly obtained by means of that process. Kuwait's law simply states that "the patent owner

shall have the exclusive right of utilizing the patent in every way.,,6-l

Consistent with the requirements of TRIPS Article 33, all GCC laws provide patent protection

for a period of twenty years. While the Bahrain, Kuwait, Saudi, UAE laws and the GCe

regulation (and hence Qatar) grant protection from the date of filing, Oman's law stipulates that

protection is granted from the date of obtaining the patent, but adds that an application enjoys

the same level of protection as that provided for a patent until such time as the patent is

granted. 65 Of those states that recognise utility models, namely Bahrain, Kuwait and the UAE,

Bahrain and the UAE provide for a period of protection of ten years from date of filing;

Kuwait's "patents for models of lise", may receive protecrion for only seven years from date of

application, with no provision for renewal. 66

Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. I of 2004. art 11.2; Oman. Royal Decree No. 8212CHXl, art 9: UAE. Federal Law
No. 17 of 2002. art 15.
Kuwait, Law No.4 of 1%2, art 10.
Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. I of 2004. art 14: Kuwait. Law No.4 of 1%2 as amended by Law No.4 of
1999, art 12; Oman, Royal Deeree No. 8212000, art 11: Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M/27 of 1425 AH
(2004). art 19: UAE. Federal Law No. 17 of2oo2. art 14.
Kuwait, Law No.4 of 1999. art 34bis (a).
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All Gee states allow for claims of priority under certain conditions in respect of a patent

application first lodged in another country. Generally, claims of priority are allowed if the

original application is lodged in a country which is a WTO member or is party to an

international agreement or treaty to which the Gee slale has also acceded. By virtue of their

Patent Cooperation Treaty (peT) accession, Oman and the UAE further provide for claims of

priority on the basis an application first submitted in any of the other 128 (as at 15 October

2005) peT member countries. The period of time for claiming priority is twelve months from

date of first filing (except for Bahrain, which permits a priority period of only three months).67

4.4.5 Process Patents: Reversal of Burden of Proof

Saudi Arabia alone orthe Gee states makes provision for the reversal orthe burden of proof in

respect of process patents, to the extent required by TRIPS Article 34; namely when the product

obtained by the patented process is "new", or when there is a "substantial likelihood that the

identical product was made by the process and the owner of the patent has been unable through

reasonable efforts to determine the process actually used",68

Bahrain acknowledges the need to include such provision, but only in respect of the second of

the two conditions stipulated in TRIPS Article 34.1; that is, where there is a substantial

likelihood that the identical product was made by the patented process and the patent owner has

been unable through reasonable efforts to determine the process actually used. 69

Bahrain, Legislative Deeree No.1 of 2004, art 6.
Saudi Arabia Royal [>Ceree No. M127 of 1424 AH (2004). art 48.
Bahrain, Legislative Decree No.1 of 2004. an 12.
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The fact that provision for the reversal of the burden of proof has been considered by some of

the other states would seem to indicate that the issued has been put to one side rather than

forgotten. Oman indicated to the Council of TRIPS during the COllncil's review of its

intellectual property legislative regime, that the issue of reversal of burden of proof in respect of

process patents would be included in a possible comprehensive enforcement law incorporating

all intellectual property, which was currently under consideration. 70 The UAE had considered

the inclusion of an appropriate clause at a late stage in the drafting process for its 2002 law, but

for some unexplained reason, did not include any such provision in the final promulgated

version. 71 Such omission by the Gee states may not be entirely accidental or unintentional.

Retention of the burden of proof upon the complainant, being the right holder of the patent and

thus most likely of foreign origin, would work in favour of local industry and against the

likelihood of successful "strategic litigation" by the foreign right holder. 72

4.4.6 Compulsory Licencing

All Gee states and the Gee itself take advantage of provision for compulsory licencing as

permitted by TRIPS Article 31. Generally, the states' laws provide that a compulsory licence

"

"

t·towever. such a law has not been produced. and is unlikely to appear. Despite having stated to the Council of
TRIPS on morc than onc occasion that it is cxamining thc introduction of a eomprchensivc enforcement law,
Oman has never been in favour of the idea. The idea has been actively pursued by the United States as a solution
to what it pereeivcd as grossly inadcquatc sanctions which laekcd any detcrrent capacity. By achicving Oman's
agreement to significantly increase sanctions in just one area of intellectual property. the United States would be
able 10 have them applied across the full spectrum of intellcctual propcrty protcction in one fell swoop. Howcver.
Oman believes that it has gone some considerable way in allempting to meet some of the US concerns by
intcnding 10 adhere to a consistent package of sanctions across all its intellectual property laws: intervicw
conducted by the author with officials in the Oman Ministry of Commerce and Industry, December 2004.
In June 2002. the UAE reported to the Council ofTRII'S. in a response to questions from members. that the draft
amendmcnts to its p..1tent law provided thaI. "in thc case of litigation conccrning process patents. thc court shall
have the authority to order a defendant to prove the manufacturing process which he has used is different from
the proccss protected by the Patent'" Howcver, this provision docs not appear in the settled law, which appeared
later that same year. Sec WTO DocumentlP/C/Wl291/Add.2 (02-1093). 5 March 2002. 3.
Fred Warshovsky. quoted by Carlos Correa. Inlel/ectllal Property and Inlernational Trade. (1998), 217.
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may be granted in circumstances where the patent or utility certificate has not been utilised

actively and seriously within three years from being awarded, or where the patent holder's

refusal to grant a license to utilize it may impact upon the establishment or development of

industrial or commercial activities within the slale concerned. 73 Bahrain and Saudi Arabia

require utilisation of the patent or utility certificate to occur within four years from date of

application or three years from grant, whichever is the longer period. 74 The party seeking the

award of a compulsory licence must be able to demonstrate that efforts were made to obtain a

licence from the patent holder for a reasonable price and under reasonable commercial

conditions, and that the applicant has the means and capacity to sufficiently exploit the

invention. 75 Conditions attached to the issuance ofa compulsory licence, which largely reflect

those stipulated by TRIPS, require that:

the patent or utility certificate holder is entitled to receive fair compensation;

the compulsory licence is non-transferable, except where the ownership of the

establishment of the licensee or the part thereof utilizing the patent has been assigned;

the issuance of the compulsory licence is intended to satisfy the needs of the local

market only (the assumption being that local market means national market);

while the exploitation rights of the licencee extend to manufacture, usage or sale of a

product, or use of a process, it does not extend to the right to import the product

(Bahrain, Oman, and UAE only);

"

"

Bahrain. Legislative Deeree No.1 of 2004. art 25: Kuwait, Law No.4 of 1%2 as amended by Law No.4 of
1999. art 29: Oman. Royal Decree No. 82/2000. art 15. 18: Saudi Ambia, Royal Decree No. M127 of 1425 AH
(2004). art 24: UAE. Federal Law No. 17 of2002. art 24.
Bahrain, Legislativc Dceree No.1 of2004, art 25: Saudi Arabia. Royal Dcercc No. M/27 of 1425 AH (2004), art
24.
Bahrain, Lcgislativc Decree No. I of 2004, art 25; Kuwait. Law No.4 of 1%2 as amcndcd by Law No.4 of
1999. art 29: Oman. Royal Decree No. 82/2000. art 17: Saudi Arabia. Royal Decrec No. M127 of 1425 AH
(2004). art 24: UAE. Federal Law No. 17 of2002. art 24.
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the compulsory licence is non-exclusive, and the right holder may still exploit the patent

or licence others to do so.

In the case of semi-conductor technology, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia and the UAE provide thai the

compulsory license may be granted only for public, non-commercial lise, or to remedy a practice

determined after judicial or administrative process to be anti-competitive or an act of unlawful

competition. 76

Notwithstanding the requirements of TRIPS Article 27.1 that "patents shall be available and

patent rights enjoyable without discrimination as to the place of invenlion ... and whether

products are imported or locally made", Bahrain, Oman and the UAE stipulate that importation

is not deemed to be "working" a patent and therefore does not constitute justification for

precluding the granting of a compulsory licence to another party. 77 This would appear to be in

direct contradiction of TRIPS Article 27.1, and the Gee Unified Patent Regulations Articles

12.1 and 12.2, all of which recognise importation as working the patent, and thereby a ground

for precluding the issuance of a compulsory licence. [t would also appear to be discriminating

against patents on the grounds of origin, again contrary to TRI P$ Article 27.1, but it is a

discrimination that works in favour of the Gee states.

Both Oman and the UAE have separately confirmed that "import of the product shall not be

deemed a legitimate reason to prevent the issue of the obligatory authorisation" (compulsory

"

Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. I of 2004, art 25; Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M127 of 1425 AH (2004), art
24(b); UAE. Federal Law No. 17 of 2002. art 24.1(h).
Bahrain. Law No. I of 2004. art 24.b: Oman. Royal Decree No. 8212000. art 15(c); UAE. Federal Law No. 17 of
2000. art 24.2. The Bahraini law stipulates that "using" a patent in the eonte:>.:t of avoiding the invOC<1tion of the
compulsory licencing provisions is limited to production or usc in the State of Bahrain; hence importation docs
not satisfy the usc requirement. When Bahrain was questioned on this point in the Council ofTRWS. it adviscd
that the then draft patents law to which it referred in its response did not include this narrow "usc" definition (or
possibly. Bahmin was selective in its quotation of Article 24. when giving its response). Oman and the UAE both
stipulate unequivocally that importation is not deemed to be not working the patent.
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licence).78 In response to questioning from WTO's Council of TRIPS on this apparent

contradiction, Oman has offered the following explanation of its position:

it has become clear that Article 27/1 of TRIPS do [sic] not contradict with Article ISle of the

Patent law as Article 27/1 deals with the Patent Law and the patentable materials in general while the

Article 15/e of the patent law deals with obtaining the compulsol)' licence in exploiting the patent and

the importation is not considered as legal reason to grant the compulsol)' Iicence.,,79

The Omani response would appear to simply add to the contradiction, or at least to confuse the

issue; in any case, the response was not pursued further within the Council ofTRIP$. The UAE

has similarly confirmed before the Council that importation does not satisfy the requirements of

working a patent, but again, like Bahrain and Oman, has also clouded the issue. lIo More

importantly, these three laws represent the most recent position on working a patent, and could

well be followed as precedents by the other Gee states in their future patent law upgrades. In

any case, the WTO developed member states have seen little point in lodging a dispute against

(or "seeking consultations with") any of the three GCC states under the WTO's Dispute

Settlement procedures over the states' respective stances on patent working. 81

"

"

In the case of Oman. WTO Council for Trude-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Cilecklisl ofIssues
on En/orcemenl: Responsesfrom Qalar. Document IP/Q/OMN/I (03-1675). 24 March 2003.
In the case of the UAE. WTO Council for Trude-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Review of
Legislation: Ihe Vniled Arab Emirales Document IP/C/W1291 (01-3419). 10 July 2001, 5. Thc UAE has also
e10uded the issue on importation in similar fashion to l3ahrain. It originally advised thc Council of TRIPS that
"in defending his position. the owner of the patent cannot introducc importcd product as a valid ground. It docs
not present a legitimate rcason for avoiding compulsory licensing if onc or morc of the reasons rcferred to in thc
above-mentioned Article 23 of the Patent Law arc met:' When the UAE was further questioned on this point, it
advised that '·the approvcd amendment of the Artiele 23 of thc Patent and Designs Law docsn't stipulate any
more that the importation of the product is not considered legal justification for the owner to avoid compulsory
licence. Thcrefore. the Patent law relatcd provisions arc now in conformity with Article 27 and 31 of the TRIPS
Agreement:' (WTO Document IP/C/W/291/Add. 3 (02-3461). 24 June 2002. 24 June 2002). However. when the
amended Patcnt law was issued a few months later. it retained the provision in the earlier Jaw which excluded
importation as working the patent.
WTO Council for Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights. Review of LegislmiOfI: Oman.
Document11'/Q/OMN/1 (03-1675). 24 March 2003
WTO Council for Trude-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Checklist of Issues on Enforcemem:
Uespol/ses from QOlar. Document II'/C/WI291.Add 3 (02-3461). 24 June 2002.
There would have been little point in the United States bringing such a dispute. since it had already "eovered the
ground" on this issue. In May 2000 it brought a dispute (DS199 of 30 May 2000) to the WTO's Dispute
Settlement Body (DSB) against I3razil in respect of the provisions on the local working of a patent contained in
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The Bahrain, Oman, and Saudi laws confer authority for granting and revoking compulsory

licences upon the responsible minister (or minister-equivalent in the case of Saudi Arabia).82

The UAE law, on the other hand, requires such decisions to remain in the jurisdiction of the

courts, although the responsible Minister may grant the compulsory licence where the

exploitation oflhe paten! is deemed to be in the national interest.s3 The Kuwaiti law goes to the

other extreme and still leaves the authority with government officials - a lingering influence of

the law's original 1962 provisions that have not been updated or excised84 In any case, the

Bahraini, Omani and UAE ministerial decisions are still subject to judicial appeaL 85

While the Gee regulation provides prescription in respect of the grounds for issuing compulsory

licences, it generally defers 10 state laws in respect of provision for compulsory licencing.

However, the Gee Patent Office may still grant a compulsory licence to a government agency

of a Gee stale to exploit a patent, albeit still subject to the conditions that prevail in the state

legislation. 86 The Gee Patents Office claims (although it is not specified in the Regulalions or

suoordinate Bylaws) that the prior consent of all six Gee states must be given for the Office to

"

"'
"
"

Article 68 of Brazil's industrial property law (Law No. 9.279 of 14 May 1996). The position already laken by
Brazil was very similar to lhal adopled by Bahrain, Oman and lhe UAE. In what was more or less a face-saving
win for either side. lhe US agreed to withdraw the dispule and senle ilS difTerences with Brazil outside the formal
WTO DSB forum. It also acknowledgcd that its dispute related to the potential usc by Brazil of its Article 68
rather than any aelual application. In return. Brazil. whilc asscrting lhal its palent law did not eonlmvene TRIPS
Article 27, agreed to hold prior consultation Wilh lhc US if it ever dceided to imposc a compulsory licenee on a
US held p<1tent in Brazil. Brazil also agrecd 10 withdraw ils own complaint to the WTO DSB against the US over
patcnt rights in respect of inventions made with US federal assislanee (DS224 of31 January 2001). See WTO
Dispute Sellicmenl: Dispute D5199: Bra:i1 - Meas/lre Affecting Patent Protection. and WTO Dispute
Selllcment: Dispute DS224: United Stales - US I'atelll Code. Documents WT/DSl99/1 and 3 (01-0093 and 01
3506), both available at www.wto.orglenglishltralop e/dispu cI
Saudi Arabia's King Abdul Aziz City of Science and Technology (KACST). is the national centre responsible for
patents. and all olher industrial property. policy and administration. The City is essentially a spccialist ministry,
and its President holds ministcrial status within the Saudi Council of Ministcrs. Appeals against a dcten11ination
by lhe President of the KACST may be made 10 a Commission appointed by the President of KACST and
approved by thc Saudi Council of Ministers. Thc Commission is responsible for hcaring all disputes and appeals
against decisions handed down in industrial property matters. It also makes detenninations in respect of minor
infringements of and non-compliance with the patent law and its subordinate regulations. See Saudi Arabia,
Royal [>terce No. M127 of 1425 AI-! (2004). art 27. 28.
UAE, Fedeml Law No. 17 of 2002, an 28. 29.1.
Kuwait. Law No.4 of 1962 as amended by Law No.4 of 1999. art 29.
Bahrnin, Legislative Dccree No. I 01'2004. art 36; Oman, Royal Decree No. 82/2000. art 20; UAE. Fedcral Law
No. 17 of 2002. art 29.2.
GCC Unified Patent Regulations as amended 2000. art 20.3
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issue a compulsory licence, which constitutes an additional guarantee against any abuse in

compulsory licencing by a member state. 87 In practice however, the granting of compulsory

licensing has never been exercised by the Gee Patent Office, in order 10 test this requirement.

4.4.7 Infringements

The patent laws oflhe Gee states reveal a high degree ofconsistency in their descriptions oflhe

nature of the infringement of patent rights, although the remedies and sanctions available differ

markedly. The laws are also rather succinct, perhaps overly so, when compared with the

infringement descriptions contained in the corresponding copyright laws. The laws offer only

the broadest definition of acts which may constitute an infringement, as generally being "any act

of exploitation of rights provided for in the provisions governing each of the patented subject

matters ... without the written consent of the registered patentee... ". 88. Acts of exploitation in

essence include the making, importing, offering for sale, or storing for such purposes, in respect

of goods the subject of a patent or goods produced directly by a process the subject of a patent.

Oman and the UAE, in almost identical terms, both add the act of providing false information or

documents to obtain a patent or utility certificate as an infringing act. 89

The Bahrain and Kuwait laws, again in virtually identical language, stipulate that a person who

knowingly and unlawfully commits any of the following acts infringes against the rights of the

patent owner:

imitates an invention or utility model for which a patent was granted pursuant to the law;

" See Patent Office news. available at www.gulf-patenl-office.org.salKegulationframe.htm.
November 2004.

88 As stipulated by Saudi Royal I:>ccree No. Mn7 of 1425 AU (2004). art 34.
89 Oman. Royal Decree No. 8212000, an 24; UAE. Federal Law No. 17 of2002.art 62.

last accessed 30
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labels products, advertisements, marks, packaging or wrapping materials, or the like in a

manner indicating that he has obtained a patent or utility model patent;

produces, sells, displays for sale or distribution, imports, or obtains for trading purposes

a product protected by a patent in the state. 90

As occurs in respect of trademark protection, all GCe states make provision for precautionary

measures to be sought in instances of threatened or actual infringements.

4.5 Copyright and Neighbouring Rights

4.5.1 TRIPS Copyright Provisions and Obligations (Articles 9·14)

TRIPS utilises and adds to the substantive provisions as enshrined in the Berne Convention, as

the foundation for its copyright protection standards. TRIPS does not fully elucidate on the

nature of literary or artistic works to which are entitled protection, but instead obliges members

to comply with Articles I through 21, except Article 6bis, and the Appendix of the Berne

Convention, which address issues of protectable subject-matter, minimum terms of protection,

rights to be conferred, and permissible limitations to those rights. 9t The Berne Convention

Bahrain. Law NO.1 of 2004. art 41; Kuwait. Law NO.4 of 1999. art 46.
TRIPS art 9.1. Article 2 of the Berne convention lists the main group of artistic and literary works which arc
entitled to reccive protection. They include the following:
"(I) The expression "literary and artistic works" shall include every production in the literary. scientific and
artistic domain. whatcver may be the modc or form of its expression. such as books. pamphlcts and other
writings: lectures, addresses, sennons and other works of the same nature: dramatic or dramatieo-musieal works:
ehorcogrnphie works and entertainments in dumb show; musical compositions with or without words;
cinematographic works to which arc assimilated works expressed by a process analogous to cincmatography:
works of drawing. painting. architecture, sculpture, cngrnving and Ilthogrnphy; photographic works to which arc
assimilatcd works exprcsscd by a proccss analogous to photography: works of applicd art: illustrations, maps,
plans. skctches and three-dimensional works relmive to geography. topography. architecture or scicnec.
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Appendix allows developing countries, under certain conditions, to make some limitations to the

author's rights in respect of the translation and reproduction copyright works. The provisions

for the protection of moral rights as enshrined in Article 6bis of the Berne Convention, are

specifically excluded from TRIPS, and therefore receive neither acknowledgement nor

protection. However, TRIPS Article 2.2 and Article 9.1 still require members to comply with

other Berne Convention provisions which address some moral rights elements, namely,

ArticlelO (3) (right of the author to be mentioned in quotations of the author's work), Article

1Ibis (2) (the moral rights of the author in broadcasting and public communication), and

Appendix Article IV (3) (the obligation to indicate the name of an author in the case of

translations or reproductions produced under licence).

TRIPS Article 9.2 confirms that copyright protection shall extend to expressions and not to

ideas, procedures, methods of operation or mathematical concepts as such. Computer programs,

whether in source or object code, shall be protected as literary works under the Berne

Convention, and hence only those limitations that apply to literary works may be applied to

computer programs. 92 Databases and other compilations of data or other material, whether in

machine readable or other form, are similarly protected under copyright, provided that they

constitute intellectual creations by reason of the selection or arrangement of their contents. 93

Such protection does not extend to the data or material itself, and is without prejudice to any

copyright otherwise subsisting in the data or material.

(3) Translations. adaptations. amlngernents of music and other alterations of a literal)' or artistic work shall be
protected as original works without prejudice to thc copyright in the original work.

(5) Collcctions of Iitcral)' or artistic works such 35 cncyclopacdias and anthologies which, by reason of thc
selcction and arrangement of their contents. constitute intellectual creations shall be protected as such. without
prejudicc to thc copyright in each of the works forming part of such collections.'·
TRIPS. an 10.1.
Ibid, an 10.2.
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TRIPS Article 11 establishes the existence of rental rights for computer programs, and of

cinematographic works in certain circumstances. Authors shall be provided with the right to

authorize or to prohibit the commercial rental of originals or copies of their copyright works. In

the case of cinematographic works, the exclusive rental right is subject to the so-called

impairment test: a member is excepted from the obligation unless such rental has led to

widespread copying of such works which is materially impairing the exclusive right of

reproduction conferred on authors. In the case of computer programs, the obligation to provide

rental rights where the program itself is not the essential object of the rental.

The related rights pertaining to performers, producers of phonograms and broadcasting

organizations, are stipulated in TRIPS Article 14. Rather than simply cross-reference, as it has

done to the Berne convention in respect of literary and artistic works, TRIPS reproduces the

substantive rights recognized by the Rome Convention, albeit in a simplified form. Performers

shall have the possibility of preventing the unauthorized fixation of their live performance, the

reproduction of such fixation, and the unauthorized broadcasting and the communication to the

public of their live performance, although the fixation right covers only aural, and not

audiovisual fixations. 94 Producers of phonograms are entitled to an exclusive reproduction right

and an exclusive rental right, while broadcasting organizations shall have the right to prohibit the

unauthorized fixation, reproduction, and rebroadcasting of broadcasts, as well as any other the

public communication of their television broadcasts. 95

TRIPS addresses the question of terms of protection by again making reference back to the

Berne Convention or by reproducing the provisions of the Rome Convention. In the case of an

artistic or literary work, photograph or work of applied art, TRIPS defers to the Berne

Ibid. art 14.t.
Ibid. art 14.2 3.
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Convention provisions.96 TRI PS also provides that, except for a photographic \\Iork or a work of

applied art, where a minimum term is calculated on a basis other than the life ofa natural person,

the term shall be not less than fifty years from the end of the calendar year in which the work

was published or otherwise made. 97 However, TRIPS restates the terms of protection stipulated

in Article 14 of the Rome Convention for performances, phonograms and broadcasts, and

extends them to fifty years for works by performers and producers of phonograms, and 20 years

for broadcasting organizations, calculated from the end of the year in which the performance,

recording or broadcast took place. 98

Where members permit limitations or exceptions to exclusive rights, they are required to confine

them to certain special cases which do not conflict with a normal commercial exploitation of the

work and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the right holder. 99 [n any

case, any such limitations or exceptions must still remain within the extent permitted by the

Berne Convention, or the Rome Convention in the case of

phonograms and broadcast organizations.

4.5.2 Current Regional Copyright Legislation

performers, producers of

Although the GCC states generally have long provided some limited degree of protection to a

narrow range of published artistic, literary and scientific works through laws dealing with proper

commercial practice and the control of publications and publishing houses, the introduction of

regional copyright protection legislation has been a very recent phenomenon. The catalyst for

Article 7 of the Berne Convention. Article provides that a literary work shall be protected for the life of the
author plus fifty years. while the minimum term of protection for a photograph or work of applied art shall be 25
years,
TRIPS. art 12.
Ibid. art 14.5.
Ibid. an 13.
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the introduction of specific copyright laws arose more from external pressures from developed

countries for frameworks to protect their copyrightable works in the region, rather than a pro-

active local appreciation of the imperatives for comprehensive copyright protection. As earlier

discussed 100, not all Gee states had copyright laws in force by the time of the introduction of

TRIPS, and those laws that were in existence fell some way short of the minimum protection

standards required by TRIPS.IOI Hence, most states have been required to re-visit their

copyright laws with a view to bringing them at least up to the standard of TRIPS and the olher

major international conventions, and somewhat closer to the standards of protection being

demanded by foreign governments.

Copyright protection in Bahrain relies on the pre-TRIPS copyright law that dates from 1993,

and which therefore falls somewhat short of the TRIPS standard; amongst a number of other

shortcomings, it does not include any substantive provision for MFN treatment or for the

protection of neighbouring rights, and provides penalties that are second only to those of

Kuwait in terms of their leniency. A new law, which will address these shortcomings and

which Bahrain asserts will generally be TRIPS compliant, is reporledly in the final stages

before promulgation. 102 However, this law has been in "final stages" since 2001, and is

rumoured to be awaiting further necessal)' changes arising from the recent US-Bahrain FTA. lOJ

Kuwait's post-TRIPS copyright law follows fairly closely the Bahraini law, in terms of

structure objectives and approach, but has taken the opportunity to address some of Bahrain's

TRIPS shortcomings and thereby achieve a large measure of compliance with TRIPS. In

particular, it includes a large measure of detail on both rights in collective works and

100 See Chapter 3.2.3 and 3.5.3 for earlier discussion on pre-TRIPS copyright protection standards in the GCC states.
101 By 1995, and thc introduction ofTRlPS, only Bahrain (1993). Saudi Ambia (1989) and the UAE (1992) had

copyright laws in place. Kuwait was the last of the GCC states to introduce a copyright law. with its 1999 decree.
100 WTO Document IPINf6lBHRll (01.31 00), 21 June 200 I. 2.
103 Interview conducted by the author with officials in the Bahmin Ministry of Cabinet Affairs and Infonnation.

December 2004.
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neighbouring rights. However, it still has the lightest penalties of any of the Gee copyright

laws, a situation that has caused it to attract considerable criticism from the United States and

from the international copyright industry lobby groups. 104

Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the UAE have all undergone the process of initially enacting

copyright laws and subsequently substantially amending or replacing them, in each case since

2000. Oman underwent this process as part of its WTO accession process, introducing its first

copyright law in 1996 at the time of its initial application, but subsequently replaced it as a

consequence of WTO legislation examination process, just prior to acceding to the WTO

Protocol in October 2000. The Saudi law has been through similar scrutiny. The UAE's law

retains levels of protection previously provided by its copyright law of a decade earlier, but

strengthens the nature of the protection for to computer programmes, and redefines the rights of

performers, producers of sound recordings and broadcast organisations. The law reflects a

dramatic shift in attitudes towards the protection of all copyrightable material within the UAE

government, business, and community environments since the original law was implemented.

Most GCC states have now acceded to the Berne Convention, although this does not necessarily

greatly enhance the level of copyright protection they provide; with the exception of the

protection of an author's moral rights, the standards of the Berne Convention have already been

largely incorporated into TRIPS. More recently, some of the states have also acceded to the

WIPO "internet treaties", namely the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) and the WIPO

Performances and Phonograms Treaty of 1996 (WPPT), both of which aim at providing

enhanced levels of protection for technological and internet-based copyright material. 105

1~ Sec Chapter 5.2.5. and 5.3.2 and Chapler 5.3 lor further discussion on Kuwaifs copyright law. its level of
penaltics. and its cnforecmcnt.

lOS These two treaties arc discussed further in Chapter 6.4.
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Table 5: Current Copyright Laws and International Conventions in the Gee States

Chapter 4

Ba1lm;,,:

Kuwait:

Omf/ll:

Samli Ambia:

UA£:

Legi~'ltltil'eDecree No. /0 of1993 with respect 10 tile Protectioll a/Copyright.
Legis/lltive Decree No. /9 of 2005 rtltijj'illg Btll1rt1ill'~' tlcce~'siQII to 'he WIPO
/)er!Orlllllllce.f (lilt! PllOllogmnls Treat)' (lilt! ,IIe WIPO Copyright Treuly.
Legisilltive Decree No. 30 of /996 ratW-;lIg the 8l11/mi,,'s accessioll (0 'lie Reme
COIli'lmtiol/ for ,lte PrOlection ofLitemry (/11(/ Art;stic works.

Law No. 64 of /999. GMemil/g Copyright!> (I/l(/ Neighbourillg RighI!> (issued tiS L(fw
No.5 of /999 ,Iurillg ,IIe periml of fliuolulioll of Parliumelll, Reissued by tile lIew
Pllrlillmellt tiS LtI.., No. 64 of 1999).
Lflw No. /6 of /986, accl!flillg 10 'lie Arab Agreemem for tile Protectioll ofAII/"or'~'
Rights.

ROyfll Decree No. 3712000, the Lflw 011 the Protectioll of Copyrights fIIlfl
Neighbouring Right!>.
Royal Decree No, 5312005 mtifYillg O/lUIII'S flccessioll to the W/PO Perforl/ulllces
tIIul Pho/lOgmm:'i Trellty (WPPT) 111/(1 the W/PO Copyright Trellty (WCT),
Royal Decree No. 6311998 rmi/yillg OI/IfIll'S accession to lite Berne COIH'emiollfor
the Protection of Litemf)' alld Arti!>tic works f/llt/ the Pllri~' CO/lI'ention for the
I)rotectioll of /lIfllistriall)roperty.

Law No, 7 IIf2002 in respect ofCopyrigltts alld Neigltbfl(trillg Rights,
Law of July 2005 ratifj'illg Qutar's accessioll to the W/PO PerfornulI1ces fil/(l
Phonograms Tre((/y (WPPT) (md 'he W/PO Copyright Treaty (WCT).
Lull' No. 31 of 2001 in re,~pect ofQflwr's accessioll to tile Beme COIII'e/ltioll for tlte
Protection ofLitemf)' (/1/(1 Artistic works,
Lf/W No. 50 of /986 in respect oftile acceuioll ofQutar 10 tile Leflgue ofArab Slflle,~

Agreemell1 for the Protectioll ofAuthor's Rights

ROyfll Decree No. MI41 of /424 AH (2003) cOllcemillg Copyright.
Rllyfll Decree No. MI48 of /424 AH (2003) ratifying Sa(((1i Arflbifl 's flccessifm 10 tile
Berne COllventioll for tile Protectioll of Litermy tIIul Artistic works tIIul tile Paris
COIH'ellli01lfor the Protection of11/(lustrilll Property.
ROyfll Decree No. 1111/2 of 14/4 AH (/994), u~'semillg to lite Unil'ersal Copyrigltt
COIH'ellli01l.

Fetleml Lilli' No. 7 of2002 cOllceming Copyright tIIul Neighbouring Rights.
Federal Lmv No. 10 of 2005, rflti/yillg the UAE',\' accession to the W/PO
Perj'orttlflllces fIIul PllOllogmms Treat)' (WPPT).
Federal Law of October 2004 "'ti/yillg 'he UAE's flccessioll to ,lte /lIIertlatiomfi
COl/veil/ion for tile Protection of Perj'ormer,~, Producers of PllOl/ograms fIIlfl
Bromlcflstillg Orgtll/iZJ/tions (Rome Convell1ioll.
Federal Law of April 2004 ratifj'illg lite UAE'~' acce,~~'ion to tile WIPO Copyriglt,
Treuly orCTJ,

Source: compiled by Ihe AII/hor
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4.5.3 The Nature of Copyright Protection

Amongst the copyright laws of the GCe states, an author is variously defined as:

Chapter 4

"a person who produces or invents a work in the fields of literature, science, articles or who writes

any written work or produces any creative work relating to any kind of knowledge, in which case

such intellectual work is attributed to him by way of clearly displaying his name on it or with the use

ofa pen-name or by any other method unless there is proof to the contrary." 106

Or:

"except as proved otherwise, any person who publishes a work and claims authorship either by stating

his name on the work or by using any other means to claim authorship of the work."I07

And elsewhere, quite simply as:

"the natural person who created the work."I08

The declared purpose common to all the copyright laws is to protect the authors of creative

works which are of a literary, scientific, artistic and cultural nature in general regardless of the

nature of such works, or the type thereof, or the method of expression lIsed therein, or the

purpose of writing or creation. 109 The stales' laws generally replicate the range of protectable

works as listed in the Berne Convention Article 2, including derived works with creative

106 Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. 10 of 1993. art I.
107 Kuwait. Law No. 64 of 1999, art I and UAE Federal Law No.7 or2002. all include almost identical definitions.
108 Oman. Royal Decree No. 37/2000. art 1: Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M/48 of 1424(2003). art 1.
109 Bahrain, Legislative Decree No. to of 1993. art 2; Kuwait. Law No. 64 of 1999, art 1; Oman, Royal Deerec No.

3712000. art 2: Qatar Law NO.7 of 2002. art 2: Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M/41 of 1424 AH (2003), art 2:
UAE. Federal Law No.7 of 2002. art 2.
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elements and translated works. 110 However, they also generally make provIsion for the

protection to be extended to folklore or works of national culture, which are not mentioned In

either TRIPS or the Berne Convention. 111

Similarly, the copyright laws Gee states replicate the Berne Convention's list of works to which

protection is commonly not extended, such as legislation, court judgments and administrative

determinations, international agreements and treaties, official documents and their translations,

or news which is published, broadcast or otherwise placed in the public domain.

Except for Kuwait, 112 the Gee states provide an added measure of protection for software, with

specific attention given to infringements, and penalties in particular being increased in respect of

technology-related offences. In respect of the requirement of TRIPS Article 10, computer

programs and software are generally included in those works to which protection extended, and

described in sufficiently broad terms· along the lines of Oman's "a set of expressions and

instructions expressed in any language, code or scheme, for direct or indirect use in computers

with the aim to achieve specific results,,113 - to give some degree of flexibility to allow for

technological advances. Databases are also protected if they are creative in the arrangement and

selection of their subject matter. The extent of the exception to this provision is vel)' limited -

110 Thc Bcrne Convcntion's range cncompasscs:
Books. brochures. research works and all printed materials;
Speeches. seminars. and literary. scientific and artistic lectures:
Dramatic and dramatico·musicalworks:
Songs. musical compositions and tunes of songs:
Paintings, sculpture, decorntive works, and engraving and photography:
Photographs. maps. geographical charts. engineering and architectural plans and designs:
Plastic an works and works relming to topogrnphy. architecture and sciences;
Choreographic works and pantomime presentations:
Cinematographic, broadcasting and telcvision works:
Computer software, including data b.1scs;
Works of applied art and abstract article

III The provisions which the GCC states make for the protection of folklore or works of national heritage arc
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 7.2

112 Kuwait. by Law No. 64 of 1999, art 2, still recognises computer works including software and databases. or
computer programmes as entitled to protection. but docs nOI take the additional steps of the other GCC states.

III Oman. Royal Decree No. 37/2000, art 1.
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such as Saudi Arabia's provision for the production of "one reserve copy of computer

programmes ... for the purpose of protecting the original, whilst keeping the original with the

user, to show upon request.,,114 The UAE law covers even more ground than the other slales by

allowing for further discretion to be granted to the responsible Minister to determine what may

constitute computer programmes and applications, databases and works analogous to them, to

which protection may be later extended as further technological advances may require. 115

In accordance with the exception provision of TRIPS Article 13, the states' copyright laws allow

for a limited range of circumstances and situations in which protected works may be used

without the permission of the author or right holder. The exceptions, which are consistent across

all laws, apply in respect of author's rights and performers', producers' and broadcasters' rights.

They generally include limited reasonable use by libraries and educational institutions, use for

teaching and research, use in news or current affairs in prinl or broadcast media, and personal

lise.

The Gee states generally adhere to Ihe requirements of TRIPS Articles 12 and 14.5, and the

Berne Convention, Articles 7 and 7bis in respect of minimum terms of protection granted to

copyrightable works, with provision commonly existing as follows:

for the works ofa sole author, the lifetime of the author plus 50 years;

in respect of the works ofjoint authors, the lifetime of the last surviving author plus 50

years;

for works published under a pseudonym, anonymollsly (unless the identity of the author

becomes known), or posthumously, 50 years from first publication;

114 Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M/41 1424 AH (2003). art 15( 12).
liS UAE Law No.7 of2002, art 2(2).
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for cinematographic works, works of applied articles and photographic works, 50 years

from first publication;

in respect of the works of performers, 50 years from the first recording orthe

performance, or, if no recording was made, from the first performance;

in respect of the works of producers of sound recordings, 50 years from the first

production, publication or fixation (ifnol published) of the sound recording;

for works whose ownership is vested in a legal entity, 50 years from the first publication

or production;

in respect of broadcasIS, 20 years from the date of first broadcast.

The period of protection is generally calculated from the beginning of the year following the

year in which the death of the author, or the first publication, production, recording, fixation or

broadcast took place, although some exceptions do exist.

A glaring omission from the Bahraini copyright law is any reference to a term of protection for

works of performers, producers and broadcast organizations, even though the law earlier

stipulates at some length the nature of their respective rights in respect of individual works and

of joint and collective works. The Saudi law distinguishes between the main corpus of artistic

works and photographs and works of applied arts. It extends to photographs and applied arts

within the purview of the copyright law a period of protection of only of twenty five years,

which is actually consistent with the standards set by TRIPS Article 12 and Berne Convention

Article 7(4).116 The other states do not bother to make the Saudi or TRIPS/Berne distinction

between these and other literary or artistic works, extending to both protection for fifty years and

116 Saudi Arabia, Royal Decree No. M/41 of 1424 AH (2003). an 19(1)(6).
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thereby neatly avoiding the necessity of otherwise defining works of applied articles and

distinguishing them from other works.

4.5.4 Moral Rights and Economic Rights

Although TRIPS specifically excludes any provIsIon for the protection of an author's moral

rights per se, they receive attention in the Berne Convention, and are addressed in the copyright

laws of all Gee states - including Bahrain's pre·TRIPS 1993 law. The Gee laws all draw a

distinction between an author's moral rights and economic rights and, in some cases, between

those of the performer. The laws generally provide that the author's moral rights include the

right to decide whether his work should be published and the manner of its publication, while the

economic rights encompass the right to utilise his work commercially or to authorise others to do

SO.117 The scope of the author's moral rights includes the right to:

have his/her name or pseudonym indicated on his/her;

object to any alteration, deformation or any modification of his/her work;

object to any distortion and to prohibit any other use of the work which would be

prejudicial to the author's honour or reputation;

withdraw the work from publication, under certain circumstances. 118

111 As stipulated by Kuwait Law No. 64 or 1999. art 5.
118 Bahrain, Legislative Decree No. 10 of 1993, art 5: Kuwait. Law No. 64 of 1999. art I. 2; Oman, Royal Decree

No. 3712000. art 5(a): Qatar Law NO.7 or 2002. art 10-14: Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M/41 or 1424 AH
(2003). art 8: UAE. Federal Law No.7 or 2002. an 5.
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Moral rights cannot be disposed of or taken away from an author. Economic rights include the

exclusive right of the author to commercially exploit the work by carrying out, or authorising

others to carry out, any oflhe following acts:

reproduction oflhe work;

translation of the work;

making excerpts, musical arrangement or other transformation of the work;

distribution to the public of the work through sale;

rerltal to the public of audiovisual works or computer programs.

public performance oflhe work;

communication oflhe work to the public. 119

An author can transfer economic rights to other parties, but such transfer must be in writing and

specify each disposal right, be registered and lodged with the relevant ministry, for the transfer

to be valid and have legal standing. no An author's rights are also transferable wholly or in part

by inheritance or by legal action. The Qatari and Saudi laws also stipulate that, where an author

dies intestate, the rights devolve to the person entitled to receive them, according to the

provisions ofShariah law in respect of inheritance '21 •

The notion of providing for the protection of neighbouring rights was largely unknown in the

Gulf and was therefore conspicuously absent from the Gee copyright laws, until first

119 Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. 10 of 1993. art 5: Kuwait. Law No. 64 of 1999, art 5: Oman. Royal Decree No.
37/2000. art 5(b): Qatar Law No.7 of 2002. art 7-9: Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M/41 of 1424 AI-! (2003).
art 9; UAE. Federal Law No.7 or2002. art 7-8.

120. Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. 100f 1993. art 15: Kuwait. Law No. 64 of 1999. art 30: Oman. Royal Decree No.
37/2000, art 10; Qatar Law No.7 of 2002, art 10; Saudi Ambia, Royal Decree No. M/41 of 1424 AH (2003), art
II; UAE. Federal Law NO.7 of 2002. art 9.

121 Qatar Law No.7 of2002, art 29; Saudi Arabia Royal Decree No. Mill of 1410. art 17.
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incorporated by Oman into its copyright law of2000. 122 The current laws now generally provide

an enhanced level of protection for performers, producers of sound recordings and broadcasting

organi:wtions. They differentiate between the respective rights of rights of the performer,

producer and broadcaster, bringing the laws more into line with the requirements of TRI PS

Article 14. The states' provide that performers have the moral right to be identified with respect

to their performances, and to object to any distortion, mutilation or any modification of their

performances. They also enjoy economic rights to:

fix or record their unfixed performance;

broadcast or communicate to the public their unfixed performance;

reproduce sound recordings containing an unauthorized fixation of their performances;

rent sound recordings containing their performances

make recordings of their performances available to the public. 123

Producers of sound recordings, on the other hand only enjoy economic rights, such rights being

the exclusive right to carry out or authorise (and by implication thereby, prohibit) the direct or

indirect reproduction of their recordings in any fonn, and the rental or sale to the public of

copies of the recording. 124 Broadcasting organisations also enjoy only economic rights, namely

the exclusive right to carry out or authorise the fixation or recording of their broadcasts, and

their rebroadcast or reproduction. 125

What still remains unclear in these laws is the interrelationship between, and any precedence of,

the conflicting rights of authors, performers, producers and broadcasters in respect of recorded

122 Alastair Hirst (2002) t Middle East E:reclIlive Reports. 17.
123 Qatar Law No.7 of2002. art 40; Oman Royal Dccrec No. 37/2000, art 16(b).
124 Qatar. Law No.7 of2002. art 4t: Oman. Royal Decree No. 37/2000. art 19.
12S Qatar. Law No.7 of2002, art 42; Oman, Royal Decree No. 3712000. art 20.
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or broadcast performances. There arises, for example, unresolved potential connie! between the

rights of the performer to record and make his performance available to the public, the producer

to record and authorise or otherwise the recording, and the broadcaster to broadcast a

performance. There also arises the issue of ownership of a recording as distinct from the con lent

of that recording. Some guidance on the establishment of relative ownership of rights is

provided elsewhere in the context of joint works in situations where it is possible to draw

distinctions between the respective contributions, but the resolution of these differing claims

may well fall within the jurisdiction of the civil courts to determine.

None of the states really address to any degree the question of rental rights at least in respect of

computer programmes and cinematographic works, as required by TRIPS Articles 11 and 14.

Oman, Qatar and the UAE at least stipulate that the economic rights of the author and performer

include the right of commercial exploitation including rental of the work or performance. 126 The

UAE and Qatar further extend this rental right to include producers; Qatar restricts the rental

right of performers and producers to sound recordings only, while the UAE extends the rental

right of performers to audiovisual works. 127 The UAE also requires that the rental rights in

respect of computer programmes do not apply unless the programme itself is the original object

of the rental. 128

The distinction between the respective rights of the various contributors to joint and collective

works receives somewhat more attention than that devoted to rights of performers, producers and

broadcasters. Where the respective contributions in respect of joint works can be identified and

separated, each contributor enjoys his moral and economic rights in respect of his part separately

126 Oman. Royal Decree No. 37/2000. art 5(b)(iv): Qatar Law No.7 of2002. art 2: VAE. Federal Law No.7 of 2002.
art 17.

m Qatar Law NO.7 of 2002. art 40(2): VAL Federal Law No.7 of 2002. art 17.
128 VAE. Federal Law No.7 of 2002, art 8.
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to the other contributors, and may exploit his own part provided Ihal this does not prejudice the

exploitation of the jointly owned work. But where the respective contributions cannot be

separated, all are considered equal partners in the ownership of the whole work, unless they have

otherwise agreed, and no partner may solely exercise any rights without the agreement of the

other partners.

The Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi and the UAE laws all elaborate to a lesser or greater extent

on the nature of particular types ofjoint collaborations, and in so doing, throw some light on the

aforementioned problem of the respective rights of collaborating authors, performers, producers

or broadcasters, while Oman's law is conspicuously silent, notwithstanding the precedents

available from the earlier Bahraini and Kuwaiti laws. 129 In the case of a joint musical

composition, the composer retains the exclusive right to the public performance, execution,

publication or copying of the whole work, but without prejudice to the right of the lyricist to

separately publish that part which he created. 130 Where the joint musical production involves

choreography which have special predominance or elements, such as opera or ballet, the

choreographer may utilise a public performance of the whole work, while the composer may

utilize the musical element provided that he does not use it as a basis for another musical work,

unless otherwise agreed 131
.

In the case of a joint work for cinema, radio, television or other broadcast, contributing

partnership includes the scenarist or author, the scriptwriter, the editor or adaptor, the composer,

the director, and the original author if the joint work is an adaptation or extraction from another

129 Bahrain. Lcgislativc [>Ccrcc No. 10 of 1993. arts 19-27: Kuwait. Law No. 64 of 1999. arts 18-27: Qatar Law No.
7 of 2002. art 33-39; Saudi Ambia. Royal Dccrec No. M/41 of 1424 AI-1 (2003), arts 5-6; UAE, Fedcml Law
No.7 of 2002. arts 25-29.

130 Bahrain. Legislativc Dccrcc No. 10 of 1993, art 20, Kuwait, Law No. 64 of 1999, art 20: Qatar, Law No.7 of
2002. art 35.

131 Bahrain. Lcgislativc Decree No. 10 of 1993. art 21: Kuwait. Law No. 64 of 1999. an 21.
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prior work. In The scenarist, scriptwriter, editor, and director are jointly entitled to produce the

adapted work, notwithstanding any objections from the author of the original work or musical

composer but without prejudice to the rights of these two resulting from their panicipation in the

joint composition.1 33 The author and composer are still entitled to publish their respective

particles of the work in any other manner, unless otherwise agreed.

With respect to a collective work where the respective contributions cannot be distinguished, and

the work was created under the direction of a natural persoll or legal entity who also undertakes

responsibility for publication, that person or legal entity is entitled to enjoy both the moral and

the economic rights involved in creating the collective work. 134 Where the author is identifiable

or the various contributions are attributable, the moral right of attribution remains with the

author or contributors and the directing party retains the economic rights. 135

4.5.5 Translated Works and Compulsory Licencing

All Gee states take advantage of the provision in respect of the translation of foreign works, as

allowed by TRIPS by virtue of Article II of the Appendix to the Berne Convention. Article II

provides inter alia that a member may grant to one if its nationals a licence to translate and

publish a foreign language work that has not been translated and published in that member

within three years of the original publication of the work. This provision, which amounts to a

112 Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. 10 of 1993. an 22: Kuwait. Law No. 64 of 1999. an 22: Qatar. Law No.7 of
2002. an 36: Saudi Ambia, Royal Decree No. M/41 of 1424 AI-! (2003). an 5: UAE Fedeml Law No.7 of2002.
an 27.

III Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. 10 of 1993, an 23; Kuwait, Law No. 64 of 1999; an 23. Qatar, Law No.7 of
2002. an 38.

134 Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. 10 of 1993. an 26; Kuwait. Law No.4 of 1999, an 26; Qatar, Law No.7 of 2002
an 34: UAE. Federal Law NO.7 of 2002. an 26.

III Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. 10 of 1993. an 27, Kuwait. Law No. 64 of 1999. an 26.
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form of compulsory licencing, continues to meet with opposition from some developed countries

and particularly the copyright exporting countries, which see it as a form of potential

encroachment on the monopolistic nature of their copyright rights and a potential loss of income-

generation. [t is an area which has been discussed in the United States free trade agreements

with both Bahrain and Oman. 136

While all Gee states acknowledge an author's right to translate hislher work (or to authorize

others to do so), all states except Kuwait and Oman also make provision for the exercise of

ministerial discretion at the expense of foreign authors or publishing houses for the domestic

translation, publication and dissemination of foreign language works. 137 The responsible

minister may grant a non-excusive and non-assignable licence for the translation into Arabic

and/or the domestic publication of an Arabic translation ofa foreign language work if the author

of the original work fails to exercise translation right within a specified period of time (between

three to five years) after its original publication. '38 As a general principle, the ministerial

authority is restricted to foreign works which may be desirable or necessary for educational or

research purposes, but it may also exercised where it would be in the public interest to do so.

Saudi Arabia extends this right to works that have already been translated and published in

Arabic in the Kingdom, but which have gone out of print and the author or translator has failed

I . 'h bl" 139to autlOrlZe Juri er pu Ication.

iJ6 See Chapter 6.5 for further discussion on these two free trade agreements.
137 Neither Kuwait nor Oman make any equivalent or similar provisions for translating works into Ambie and

printing foreign works for local publication under licence.
IJS Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. 10 of 1993. art 32; Qatar, Law No.7 of 2002, art 27; Saudi Arabia. Royal

Decree No. M/41 of 1424 AH (2003). art 16: UAE Federal Law No. 7 of 2002. art 21.
iJ9 Saudi Arabia, Royal Decree No. M/41 of 1424 AH (2003). art 16.
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4.5.6 Management of Collective Rights

Chapter 4

The principle of collective rights management and practice of creating of copyright collection

and protection societies goes beyond TRIPS and the Berne Convention. Although the principle

and practice is now common in developed countries, it has not yet gained acceptance or even

recognition in the Gee states. The UAE, alone of the states, has taken some steps towards

copyright protection management by including provision in its copyright law for the collective

administration of copyright and the neighboring rights. It gives specialised collection societies

legal status and enables the holders of copyright and the neighbouring rights to assign their

economic rights to them to commercially exploit and administer on the right holders behalf. 140

The societies are forbidden to discriminate among the right holders with whom they enter into

management contracts. They must keep registers including the names of their members, their

positions and the jobs they contracted, indicating the type of job, duration and the agreed

licencing fees. The societies must be registered and annually licenced by the responsible

ministry, and must inform the ministry of any change in these registers.

One likely impact of this UAE provision is that collective management organisations already

established in developed countries may well be encouraged to establish operations or set up local

associations in the UAE. Such activity would not only improve the enforcement of domestic

copyright and neighbouring rights protection, but would also spearhead the spread of collective

management societies to the other Gee states. Such activity would also benefit the right

holders, and serve as another effective mechanislll for the control of unauthorised and counterfeit

copyrightable works of all descriptions.

1010 UAE. Federal Law No.7 of2002. arts 30-33.
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The nature of copyright infringement provisions in the earlier copyright laws of the Gee slales

dealt mainly with the traditional form of unauthorised reproduction of print material. In the

more recent laws, there has emerged a pattern of increasing complexity in the nature of the

infringing acts, accompanied by a shift in emphasis away from the more conservative or

conventional forms of infringement involving print-based or hard copy material towards

infringing acts within an electronic/digital context.

All Gee slales still recognize the traditional or conventional infringements against a right

holder's moral rights. They also recognize infringements against economic rights, such as

unlawful alteration, publication, reproduction, translation, performance and broadcast, and other

utilization, and importation or promotion of any imitated or forged works. The older laws of

Bahrain (1993) and Kuwait (1999) do not go any further.

Reflecting the changing nature of infringing activity away from traditional print-based acts to

electronic and broadcast-based acts of an increasingly technical sophistication, the more recent

laws now take cognisance of acts which facilitate or enable the commission of infringements

relating to the manufacture or import of electronic deactivation devices, satellite decoding

devices, or the illegal modification or removal of such devices of broadcast rights in particular.

These new clauses are directly aimed at confronting the burgeoning industries concerned with

the production of counterfeit computer software including games, pirated music and video

OVO's CD's and tapes, and more recently internet-based material, counterfeit smart cards and

decoder descramblers for the multitudinous satellite TV channels for which the Gulf region in

general is squarely placed within their transmission footprints.
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The laws of Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the UAE recognize as an infringing activity the

"illicit removal or alteration of any technical protection intended to regulate or limit public

access to the work, performance, broadcast or recording, or distribution, or importation for

distribution purposes, broadcasting or making available to the public any of the above ...". 141

The Qatari, Saudi and the UAE laws then provide considerably more detail to the nature of a

technological-based infringing activity, by adding the following to their range of illegal acls:

manufacture or import of any devices or instruments with an intention of using them

through sale, rental or other means, if they were designed or meant to deactivate any

devices or instruments preventing or limiting the reproduction of a work, sound

recording, or a broadcast, or if meant to undermine the quality of the work;

manufacture or import of any devices or instruments with the intention of using them

through sale, rental or other means, if they can enable the reception of codified

programs broadcast or communicated to the public in any other way, including

programs communicated through satellite, or if they facilitate such transmissions to

persons not entitled to receive such programs;

remove or modify any electronic data relating to copyright administration, without

authorization;

distribution of works, performances, sound recordings or broadcasts, or import such

works for distribution, transmission or communication to the public, or provide them to

the public without authorization, knowing that that electronic data relating to copyright

administration were removed or modified without authorization.,,'42

141 Oman. Royal Decree No. 37/2000. art 23.
142 Qatar. Law No.7 of2002, art 51.
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All four laws also draw a distinction between the scale of penalties that may be imposed in

respect of for infringing acts, with provision for the more severe penalties to be applied to the

infringements in the technological environment. 143

4.6 Geographical Indications

4.6.1 TRIPS Provisions and Obligations (Articles 22·24)

TRIPS Section 3 on the protection of geographical indications is different to the rest of TRIPS; it

contains in equal parts obligations for protection and exceptions to protection, whereas the rest

of TRIPS is weighted heavily in favour of protection of the holder of Ihe intellectual property

right. 144 The TRIPS articles on the protection of geographical indications represent a delicate

balance between conflicting European interests seeking high levels of protection, particularly for

wines and spirits, and North American interests which are more interested in limiting protection

h d·· 145t an exten lllg It.

TRIPS defines a geographical indication as an indication which identifies a good as originating

in the territory of a member, or a region or locality in that territory, where a given quality,

reputation or other characteristic of the good is essentially attributable to its geographical

I~J The nature of sanctions across all intellectual property laws of the GeC states are discussed in greater detail in
Chaptcr 5.2.4 and 5.2.5 following.

l~. J Keon. '·Intellectual Property Rules for Trade Marks and Geographical Indicmions: Importanl Particles of the
Ncw World Order" in Correa & Abdulqawi (cds). {mel/eelI/o! ProperlY and Trade - The TRIPS Agreemel1l,
(1999) 178.

I~S Ibid.
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origin. 146 Thus, the quality, reputation or other characteristics of a good can each be a sufficient

basis for eligibility as a geographical indication, where they are essentially attributable to the

geographical origin of the good. Members are required to provide interested parties with the

legal means to prevent use of any designation or presentation which may mislead the public as to

the geographical origin of a good, and use which constitutes an act of unfair competition within

the meaning of Article IObis oflhe Paris Convention. 147 Members are also required to refuse or

invalidate the registration of a trademark which uses a geographical indication for goods not

originating in the territory indicated, if the indication is used in such a manner that it may

mislead the public as to the true place of origin of the goods.

TRIPS Article 23 requires members to provide an additional level of protection to wines and

spirits,148 and in particular to provide the legal means for preventing use of a geographical

indication identifying wines or spirits not originating in the place indicated by that geographical

indication, even where the true indication of origin is indicated, where the indication is given in

a translated form, or where it is qualified. Accordingly, unlike the status in respect of other

geographical indications, those for wines and spirits are to be protected even where use by a

1-16 TRIPS. art 22.1. TRIPS docs not make an)' referencc to the WII'O-administercd Lisbon Agrecmcnt for the
Protection of Appellations of Origin. The Agreement aims to provide for the protection of appellations of origin.
and includcs provision for a s)'stem for their registration. The Agreement was concluded in 1958. revised in 1967
and amended in 1979. At the end of2002, 20 States were part)' 10 the Agreement (including France and Ital)'. but
not the Gee states, the United States nor Australia). 844 appellations of origin had been recorded in the
International Register. of which 774 were still current.

147 Article IObis ofthc Paris Convcntion stalcs in respcct of Unfair Competition:
..( I) The countries of the Union are bound to assure to nationals of such countries effective protection against

unfair competition.
(2) An)' act of competition contrary to honest practices in industrial or commercial mallcTS constitutes an act of

unfair competition.
(3) The following in particular shall be prohibitcd:
(i) all acts of such a nature as to create confusion by any means whatever with the establishment. the goods. or

the industrial or commercial activitics, of a competitor:
(ii) false allegations in the course of trade of such a nature as to discredit the establishment. the goods. or the

industrial or commercial activities. of a competitor;
(iii) indications or allegations the use of which in the course of trade is liable to mislead the public as to the

nature. the manufacturing process. the characteristics. the suitability for their purpose. or the quantity. of the
goods."

148 TRIPS. arts 23-24.
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third party would nol mislead the public and unfair competition would not exist. While a

multilateral system of notification and registrations of geographical indications, albeit for wines

only, is mooted, members are obliged to enter into negotiations on such a system, but are not

committed to the outcomes. 149

Limits are established to the extent of the obligations for wholesale protection. 15o As described

by one commentator, these limits represent the other half of the delicate balancing act of

conflicting interests, in favour of those with "acquired rights" or "sins of the past", by allowing

for a number of exceptions to protection. lSI Members availing themselves of the lise of these

exceptions are, again, obliged to at least enter into negotiations aimed at increasing the

protection for wines ands spirits, but are not committed to any outcomes. However, the

exceptions cannot be used to diminish the protection of geographical indications that existed

prior to TRIPS' entry into force. Members may permit the ongoing use of geographical

indications already in use for 10 years prior to the introduction of TRIPS or which have become

generic within the territory of the member.

4.6.2 Geographical Indications Protection In the Gee States

As occurs with the other "lesser" areas 152 of intellectual property protection, the attention given

to geographical indications by the GCC states is slight, and mainly as a corollary to trademarks.

The prevailing position in respect of their protection is to provide only passing reference within

149 TRIPS. art 23(4).
lW TRI PS. art 24.
151 Keon. above n t45. 176.
152 That is, layout-designs of integrated circuits. industrial designs., undiscloscd infonnation and tmdc secrets, and

protection of ncw plant varictics. Howcvcr, this should not neccssarily be construed as mcaning that TRIPS or
the developed countries necessarily give them second class or "Iesser" status.
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the scope of the states' respective trademark laws, and make them subject to the application of

the general trademark provisions. Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the UAE have adopted this

approach while Qatar adds some further limited provisions relating specifically to geographical

indications. IS3 However, this approach gives geographical indications only the most limited

measure of protection, since it excludes from registration as a trademark only those marks,

symbols or names, including geographical names or marks, which may mislead the public or

which contain false data on the real origin or other characteristics of a product or service. [t does

not necessarily prevent the use, or misuse, of a geographical indication outside the trademark

registration context, nor in the context envisaged by TRIPS Article 23, that is, where there is no

misleading use or unfair competition.

Bahrain and Oman, on the other hand, have each introduced a specific law for the protection of

geographical indications. They continue to otTer some complementary protection by retaining in

their respective trademark laws the above exclusion from registrability as a trademark, along

very similar lines to the provisions within the trade mark laws of the other GCC states. Oman's

geographical indications law follows the same style as its law for the protection of layout-

designs of integrated circuits. In fact it appears that both laws were constructed using the one

template, with subject-specific text substituted where appropriate. Oman's geographical

indications law, like its integrated circuits counterpart, comprises a mere II brief articles, while

Bahrain's law is hardly much longer, adding a few administrative and procedural clauses

conspicuously absent from the Omani law. In both cases, the texts at times simply paraphrase

the relevant TRIPS text. In both cases, the laws appear more for display, rather than providing a

m Qatar. Law No.9 or 2002. art 38. Sec also the earlier discussion in Section 4.3 above on the registrability or
trademarks.
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legal framework for the protection of geographical indications which includes both legislative

rigour and substance.

The following table includes those intellectual property laws which include some provision or

reference to the protection of geographical indications.

Table 6: Current Geographicallndic8tions Protection in the Gee States

Ballrai,,:

Kuwait:

Omall:

Qulllr:

SIlIlt/i Art/bill:

UA£:

Legislative Decree No. 16 of2004 11';'11 r/!.\pec( (0 Geogmpltica/lmlicat;OIls.
Legis/lIth'l! Decree No. 10 of199/ ill respect of Trl/{Iemflrks.

Royal Decree No. 40/2000, tile Lull' 011 Protection ojGeogrllpllicu/
Imlicf/liolls.
Roytil Decree No. 38/2000;/1 re.~pecl a/Trl/demurh, IIIf!icllI;olls allli Secrets,
Illlfl Prolec!ioll from VI/fair Competitiol/.

Lull' No.9 of2002 iI/ respect of TTl/de Murks, Bus;ness Nilmes {l/u! DlIra,
II/dustr;,,! Des;gns "I/d Geogr"p!lic,,!llUlic(t/;ol/$.

Source: compiled by the aUlhor

4.6.3 Nature and Scope of a Geographical Indication

For those states whose laws provide a definition of a geographical indication, namely Bahrain,

Oman, and Qatar, the definitions generally cover the following characteristics (which also

closely follow TRIPS Article 22.1):
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"any expression or sign indicating the geographical name ofa country, region, locality or place which

serves to designate a product originating therein, the quality, characteristics and reputation of which

are due exclusively or partly to the geographical environment, the natural or human factors of such

origin" 1$4

Bahrain adds the qualification that limits the application of ils law to geographical indications

originating in WTO member states or states which accord Bahrain reciprocal treatment. In brief,

goods may not be designated by or with a geographical indication or presented in a manner

which:

misleadingly suggests or implies that they originate in a geographical area other than their

tfue place of origin, even where the geographical indication used is literally correct; or

by virtue of its use, constitutes an act of unfair competition, including the use of a false

geographical indication with a mention of the true place of origin, and the use of a

geographical indication in translation. ISS

The Bahraini law entitles "any interested party whose rights have or appear to have been

infringed" to seek redress for an infringement of an intellectual property righL 'S6 The Omani

law is a little more expansive, extending the right to seek redress to:

"competent authorities, natural persons or any interested group of producers or consumers of any

natural, agricultural, industrial or handicraft products having a distinctive characteristic or reputation

attributable to their geographical origin, and any person trading in such artic1es",s7

154 Qatar, Law No.9 or2002, art I; Oman, Royal Decree No. 40/2000. art 1.
ISS Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. 16 or 2004. art 2.
156 Ibid. an 11.
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The Qatari trademark law permits "persons who reside in a place especially reputed for the

production of certain goods to prevent those who trade in similar goods produced in other places

from affixing to their goods marks which would mislead the public as to the origin of those

similar goodS.,,158

Some limitations to protection are allowed by the "usage in good faith" and "prior usage"

provisions of TRIPS Article 24(5) and (7) in the Omani law, but not in the Bahraini law.

Any earlier continuous use ofa geographical indication relative to a given country shall be

deemed lawful if it was effected in good faith and for a sufficient period of time before the

law came into operation,I59 No guidance is given as to what may constitute a "sufficient

period of time", an interpretation which shall possibly fall to the judicial system for eventual

adjudication. '60 This same limitation also applies trademarks registered in good faith which

are identical to or similar to a geographical indication.

Excluded from protection are geographical indications which are also:

identical to the customary term or common name of a good or service (Bahrain);

the name of a person or business used in a manner which is not misleading (Bahrain);

not protected or used (or have ceased to be protected or used) in their country of origin

(Bahrain and Oman); or

contrary to public order or morality (Oman).161

\57 Oman, Royal Decree No. 4012000, art 2.
m Qatar. Law No.9 of 2002. art 39.
159 Bahrain, Legislative Decree No. 16 or2oo4. art 9; Oman. Royal Decree No. 40/2000, art 10.
160 In this context TRIPS Article 24.4 applics thc benchmark oftcn years prior to 15 April 1994.
161 Bahrain, Legislative Decree No. 16 of2004. an 9; Oman. Royal Decree No. 40/2000. an 4.
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The three laws do not require a geographical registration to be registered to benefit from the

protection provided by the laws. However, in recognition of the implications of Anicle 24.9 of

TRIPS, which removes any obligation a member to protect a geographical indication which is

not or no longer protected in its own country, Bahrain, Qatar and Oman all make provision for

the creation of national registers for the eventual possible registration, protection, and

recognition by other TRIPS signatories, of their own geographical indications.

4.6.4 Additional Protection for Wines and Spirits

The notion of providing protection, let alone additional protection, for alcohol-related goods or

services would be anathema to most Gee slales, notwithstanding their general obligations under

Article 23.1 of TRIPS to provide protection for geographical indications for wines and spirits.

However, the states will exercise their exception prerogatives under Article 23.2, which allows a

state to refuse or invalidate a trademark which carries a wine or spirit geographical indication if

a state's legislation so permits. And, as already mentioned, each state's trademark law makes

provision for a trademark application that is contrary to public order or morality to be refused

registration. 162 [t is not surprising, therefore, that the Gee devote little attention to the

protection ofgeographical indications, let alone those relating to wines and spirits. 163

On the contrary, trademarks with a relationship with wines and spirits, irrespective of whether

they also contain a geographical indication, are not registrable in most Gee states. Applications

162 See discussion in sections 4.3 and 4.6 above.
16J Scc also thc discussion in seclion 4.].6 above, in respect of the classification of goods and services
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for the protection of marks relating to wines and spirits will be rejected on the grounds that the

marketing, sale or importation of the goods which they identify constitute a breach of public

order and morality and are therefore prohibited. The sale of willes and spirits (and all alcoholic

beverages) is prohibited in Saudi Arabia and some of the emirates in the UAE, according to

Islamic Jaw.

Oman appears to adopt a slightly more liberal stance than the other Gulf states to wines and

spirits and the protection of geographical indications relating to them. Neither the Omani

geographical indications law nor the trademarks law makes any specific reference to either a

higher level of protection or, indeed, their inclusion in or exclusion from protection under the

law, However, in a response to questions posed by WTO members on this issue, Oman has

advised that the law grants protection to all geographical indications including those relating to

wines and spirits 164. Unlike some of its neighbouring stales, the sale of alcohol products is not

banned in Oman, but is available, as a rather lucrative commercial activity, to non·Muslim

resident expatriates under strictly regulated and controlled conditions,I65

164 WTO Council for Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Rel'iew oj Legis{ariof/: Oman.
Docul11entlP/Q/OMN/1 (03-1675), 24 March 2003, 6.

1M Non-Muslim expatriates who earn above a prescribed minimum monthly wage. may pay a licence fee and
rcgistration book from the Muscat police headquarters cnabling them to buy specified amounts of alcohol at
specially designated (and discreetly disguised) shops. Undcr Oman's commercial agency laws. thc companies
operating the "trading shops". as they are gcnerally known, must havc at least 50% Omani ownership.
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4.7.1 TRIPS Industrial Designs Provisions and Requirements

In addition to its general standards of protection, TRIPS devotes just two articles to protection of

industrial designs, less than the attention given to the additional protection for geographical

indications attached to wines and spirits 166. However, TRIPS requires members to also comply

with the Paris Convention's provisions relating to patents generally, and to its specific industrial

design provisions of Articles 4E, 5B, 5bis and 5quinqies. Paris Convention Article 5qllinquies

slales simply thai industrial designs shall be protected. TRIPS Article 25.1, on the other hand,

obliges members to provide for the protection of independently created industrial designs that

are new or original; a member may deem a design not to be new or original if it does not

significantly differ from known designs or combinations of known design features, and may

decline to extend protection to designs dictated essentially by technical or functional

considerations.

Members are required to grant the owner of a protected industrial design the right to prevent

third parties not having the owner's consent from making, selling or importing articles bearing or

embodying a design which is a copy, or substantially a copy, of the protected design, when such

acts are undertaken for commercial purposes. 161 As with other intellectual property rights, some

limited exceptions may be allowed, provided that such exceptions do not unreasonably conflict

with the normal exploitation of protected industrial designs, do not unreasonably prejudice the

166 J Phillips. '·Proteeting Values in Industrial Designs". in Correa & Abdulqawi (cds). Imelleclual ProperlY and
Trade - The TRIPS Agreemem, (1999) 179.

167 TRIPS. an 26.
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legitimate interests of the owner of the protected design, and take account of the legitimate

interests of third parties. The period of protection available shall amount to at least 10 years, the

term "amount to" prescription providing some flexibility in respect of initial and renewal terms

that might be established.

Textile designs, which come within the scope of industrial designs, receive a special mention. In

order to take into account the short life cycle and sheer number of new designs in the textile

sector, requirements for securing protection of such designs, in particular in regard to any cost,

examination or publication, must not unreasonably impair the opportunity to seek and obtain

such protection. 168 Members are free to meet this obligation either through industrial design law

or through copyright law.

4.7.2 Regional Industrial Design Laws

The Gee states address their TRIPS obligations by incorporating some degree of protection for

industrial designs either in their patents laws (Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the UAE), trade mark

law (Qatar), or by a discrete industrial designs law (Oman). Bahrain does not provide any

specific protection. Notwithstanding these different approaches, the nature of the protection in

each state is quite similar, although the scope of the respective laws varies. Oman offers the

most comprehensive laws which go beyond addressing the TRIPS minimum standards.

Bahrain originally provided protection for industrial designs within its 1955 regulation which

encompassed patents, designs and trademarks. As part of an overall strategy to adopt discrete

168 Ibid. an 25.2.
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laws in each of the main areas of intellectual property, along the lines of the Omani model,

Bahrain removed the trademark provisions into a separate law in 1991 and followed suit with a

new patent and utility models law in 2004. As a consequence, any remnant of the original law

was repealed, thereby removing any reference to, and therefore any protection for, industrial

designs. Pending the introduction of a proposed new industrial designs and models law,

. d . I d . I' d '"In ustna eSlgns current y remam unprotecte .

By way of contrast, Kuwait is still reliant upon legislation originally enacted in 1962, but which

has been subjected to amendment (rather than total replacement) in 1999 and again in 2001. 170

The only changes of any real substance made to the 1962 law in respect of industrial designs in

the amending legislation have related to period of protection, and fees and charges.

Qatar has incorporated industrial design protection in four brief articles within its current

trademark law. Because of their brevity and consequent omissions, the industrial designs

provisions will likely require further enhancement in the future. Specific reference to industrial

designs is limited to acknowledging the right of a person to register a design and to prevent

others from exploiting it, to stipulating a period of protection, and a simple statement applying

the general provisions of the law to industrial designs, provided that such application "is without

prejudice to its special character.,,171 What is meant by "its special character" is not explained.

169 Howevcr. for the last fcw ycars Bahrain has had in draft fonn a proposcd industrial dcsigns law. as pan of its ncw
suite ofintelleetual property legislation. II has previously asserted that the new law will ensure the availability of
modem and comprchensive protection of industrial dcsigns in linc with thc requirements of thc TRtPS
Agrcement. Bahrain's draft law, whcn it evcntually entcrs into forec. should bc the most advanecd and
comprehensivc of thc rcgionallaws on industrial design protection.

170 Originally. Kuwait, Law No.4 of 1962. the Law of Patents. Designs and Industrial Models, as amended by Law
NO.4 of 1999 and Law NO.3 of2001.

111 Ibid. an 42-45.
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Saudi Arabia and the UAE have, for the first time, incorporated provision for the protection of

industrial designs into their recently enacted patents laws. 172 However, the attention given to

them in the Saudi law is still very slight, namely, just two articles referring to the nature of an

industrial design necessary to qualify for protection and the right of the owner of an industrial

design to take action against any infringements against those rights. The UAE law goes into

some greater detail, encompassing both industrial designs and models, as well as extending to

them the general provisions within the law.

Table 7: Current Industrial Design Protection in the Gee Stales

Bllllmill:

Kuwait: Luw No. ., of /962 cOllCerllillg Pfilems, De.~igll.~ amlllldustrialModels, a.~ amemlefl by
L(IW /Vo. "of 1999, al/(I Lflw No.3 of2001.

Omflll: ROyll1 Decree No. 3912000, tile Law Oil tile Protectioll ofIl1dustrilll Desiglls.

Qlltflr: Law No.9 of 2002 ill respect of Trmle Mllrks, Busilless Nflmes IIml Dutil, Imlllstriul
Desigm" IIIItI Geogmp!lictlilmlictltiom".

Silmii Ambill: Royal Decree No. M/27 of /425 All (2004) ill respect of P(/tellt~", Layo"t De~"iglu of
IllIegrfllefl Circuits, Plam Vurietie.~, amlillflustriul MOflels

UA£: Federal Lt/w No. 17 of 2002 Oil 1111.' Imillstrial Regtdmiol/ ami Protectiol/ of Pfllellts,
Imlustrial Dmwillgs, IIml Designs.

Source: cOli/piled by fhe /lu/hor

4.7.3 Character and Scope of an Industrial Design

Except for Qatar's law, the laws of the Gee states' various descriptions of an industrial design

are very similar in their essential elements, and generally encompass the following:

\7" Saudi Ambia, Royal Decree M/27 of 1425 (AH) (2004), arts 59-60. Prior to the introduction in mid 2004 of this
omnibus law on patents. layout-designs of integmted circuits. new plant varieties. and industrial models.
industrial designs were not proleclable or registmble in Saudi Arabia. due to the absence of a dedicated design
statutc or any provision in its other intellectual propcrty legislation.
UAE. Law No. 17 of 2002. specifically Articlcs 43 - 53.
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"". any composition of lines or colours or any three dimensional form, whether or not associated

with colours, shall be deemed to be an industrial design to be used in industrial or handicraft

production, including textile designs, provided that such composition or form gives a special

appearance to the product of industry or handicraft."m

The UAE's description goes somewhat further and distinguishes between an industrial design

and an industrial model, the former defined as "any innovative creation of lines or colours,

which generates a product that can be used in industry or craft:" and the latter as "any innovative

three-dimensional shape that can be used in industry or craft". 174 Kuwait, on the other hand,

retains a more conservative definition, omitting reference to any three dimensional form. An

industrial design or model is defined as "any arrangement of lines or any type of figure, whether

coloured or uncoloured, designed for use in industrial production by a mechanical, manual or

chemical process shall be considered as a design or industrial mode1.,,17S By contrast, and

possibly by a drafting oversight, Qatar does not offer any description of an industrial design in

its current law, although it offers definitions of the other areas of industrial property covered by

the law.

Commonly excluded from protection are designs which may be contrary to public order or

morality, while Saudi Arabia goes one step further by also excluding designs which are contrary

to Shariah law. 176 As permitted by TRIPS Article 25.2, none of the states allow protection to

extend to designs dictated essentially by technical or functional considerations An industrial

design cannot be registered if it lacks originality or has entered the public domain through

publication or use prior to the filing of an application for registration or the priority application

113 As stipulated by Oman Royal Decree No. 3912000. Article I. and as proposed in Bahrain's draft law. Article I.
114 UAE, Law No. 17 of 2002, art I.
111 Kuwait Law No.4 of 1962 as amended by Law No.4 of 1999 and Law No.3 of2001. art 35.
116 Saudi Arabia, Royal Decree No. M/27 of 1425 AH (2004). art 4.
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date. A common exception 10 the public domain qualification on protection applies generally in

respect of industrial designs which are displayed at international exhibitions or scientific

conferences and for which provision exists for temporary protection.

The nature of protection generally provided accords to the right holder the exclusive right to

prevent any third party from using the industrial design in the manufacture of any product, or

importing or otherwise possessing any product related to the industrial design or model for the

purpose of using or offering for sale. The Bahraini, Omani, Saudi and UAE laws each require an

industrial design to be registered to qualify for protection. 177 They enshrine the principle of

"first to register", registration being a presumption of ownership. While some allowance can be

made for exceptions to this principle where "the contrary is established", the absence of

implementing regulations or judicial authority in each case does not provide any guidance as

what may constitute "the conrrary". In the case of the Qatari law, the general application of the

trademark provisions may by implication extend some protection to industrial designs, in the

absence of any specific reference to an obligation for registration.

Consistent with TRIPS Art 26.3, the period of protection is universally at least 10 years from

date of application or priority filing, with provision for an extension for an additional five years.

Curiously, the Qatari law still provide for only five years protection, albeit with opportunity for

extension for two further similar periods but nonetheless subject to renewal application deadlines

and payment of the requisite fees. 178 As the total period of Qatar's possible protection available

amounts to more than 10 years, it can be argued that Qatar still complies with TRIPS Article

26.3 in outcome if not entirely in spirit.

177 Oman, Royal Decree No. 39/2000. art 2·3: Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M127 of 1425 AH (2004) art 2,
59: UAE. Federal Law No. 17 of 2002. art 1. 4.

178 Qatar. Law No.9 of2002 art 44.
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According to the current draft in limited circulation of its proposed industrial designs law,

Bahrain alone oflhe Gee states will acknowledge that moral rights exist in respect of industrial

design protection. [t will require that the provisions of ils industrial design protection law shall

not violate the moral or artistic rights relating to industrial designs, whether such rights are

derived from the law itself or from international agreements to which Bahrain is a party.179 [t

will also acknowledge the rights of attribution of the creator or inventor of the design,

irrespective of whether another person is the registered owner. However, it cannol be assumed

that these provisions will be retained when the final form of the law is enacted.

The laws of Oman, Saudi Arabia and the UAE all make particular reference to the protection of

textile designs, which are generally acknowledged as being within the scope of industrial

designs, and therefore accorded the same degree of protection. ISO They provide no other special

protection or treatment for textile designs, other than this acknowledgement, and none make

reference to the requirements of TRIPS Article 25.2 in respect of the non-impairment of the

opportunity for protection.

4.7.4 Infringements

The nature of an infringement against an industrial design is described very briefly and

succinctly. It is described variously as:

119 Bahrain was advising the WTO Council of TRIPS in 2001 that the issuance ofa industrial designs law. prepared
with WIPO assistancc, would occur in the near futurc; see WTO Council for Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights. Rel';ell' of Legislation: Bahrain. Document. IP/Q4IBHRlI (01-6218). 6 December
2001,1.3.

180 Oman. Royal Decree No. 39/2000. art I: Saudi Arabia Royal Decrec No. Mll7 of 1425 AI-! (2004) art I:
UAE. Federal Law No. 17 of 2002. an 2.
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any act of exploitation as permitted by their respective laws which is undertaken without

the prior approval of the right holder (Saudi Arabia); 181

imitating a registered industrial design, knowingly using a registered industrial design

with intention to mislead, and falsely claiming an industrial design is registered (Oman,

Qatar and the UAE); 181 or

knowingly selling, offering for sale, importing or otherwise trading in products or

materials on which there appears an imitation ofa registered industrial design, or falsely

claiming that a design is registered (Kuwait).183

4.8 Layout-Designs

Circuits

(Topographies) of Integrated

4.8.1 TRIPS Provisions and Obligations (TRIPS Articles 35-38)

TRIPS requires members to provide protection on the basis of certain provIsions of the

Washington Treaty on Intellectual Property in Respect of Integrated Circuits (Washington,

1989).1&4 These provisions deal, inter alia, with the definition of an "integrated circuit" and

131 Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M127 of 1425 AH (2004) art 34.
182 Oman. Royal [>Ccree No. 3912000. art 47-48: Qatar. Law 9 of 2002. art t2: UAE. Federal Law No. t7 of

2002, art 51. 62.
18l Kuwait Law No.4 of 1962 as amended by Law No.4 of 1999 and Law NO.3 of 2001. art 46.
184 Washington Treaty on Intellectual Property in Respcct of Integrated Circuits. Articles 2 - 7 (except Article 6(3»,

Article 12 and Article 16(3). The Washington Treaty wasopcned for signature in May 1989. but has Ilevereome
into force.
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"layout-design (topography)", requirements for protection, exclusive rights and limitations, as

well as exploitation, registration and disclosure. 185

TRIPS adds to the Washington Treaty provisions on four points;

the minimum term of protection shall 10 years, instead of the eight years stipulated in

the Washington Treaty (Article 38.1);

the rights must extend to articles incorporating infringing layout-designs (Article 36);

unwitting infringers must be allowed to use or sell stock already acquired or ordered at

the time of being advised of their infringement (Article 37.1); and

the conditions of TRIPS Article 31 in respect of compulsory licencing or government

use without the authorization of the right holder apply mutatis mutandis to layout-

designs, instead of the more generous corresponding provisions of the Washington

Treaty (Article 37.2).

In essence, TRIPS excludes provisions of the Washington Treaty (notably those on compulsory

licencing) that had been rejected by the US and Japan during the negotiations on the Treaty, and

supplements the latter with the stricter provisions that those countries had failed to obtain at the

Washington Diplomatic Conference. 186

185 The Washington Treaty. Anicles 2 (i) and (ii) deline an integrated circuit and layout design (topography) as
follows:
an "integrated circuit" means a product. in its linal fonn or an intennediate fonn, in which the clements. at least
one of which is an active c1emcnt. and somc or all of thc intcrconncctions arc intcgrally f0n11Cd in and/or 011 a
piece ofmatcrial and which is intcndcd to pcrfonn an clectronic function:
a "layout-design (topography)" is dclincd as the three-dimcnsional disposition, however expresscd. of the
c1cmcnts. at least onc of which is an activc clement. and of somc or all of the intcrconncctions of an intcgrated
circuit, or such a three-dimcnsional disposition prepared for an integrated circuit intended for manufacture.

1116 Carlos Correa. "Layout Designs of Intcgrated Circuits", in Corrca & Abdulqawi (cds). IntelfeClliall'roperry and
Trade - The TR/PS Agreemelll. (1999). 234-5.
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The TRIPS obligation to protect layout-designs applies to such layout-designs that are original in

the sense that they are the result of their creators' own intellectual effort and are not

commonplace among creators of layout-designs and manufacturers of integrated circuits at the

time of their creation. 187 The exclusive rights include the right of reproduction and the right of

importation, sale and other distribution for commercial purposes. Members are required to

consider unlawful the unauthorized sale, importation, or distribution for commercial purposes of

a protected layout-design or integrated circuit incorporating such design or an article

incorporating such integrated circuit if it contains an unlawfully reproduced lay~out design. 188

The minimum period of protection is 10 years from date of filing for registration, or from the

date of first commercial exploitation where a member does not require registration as a condition

for protection; in any case, protection may lapse 15 years after the creation of the layout

design. '89

4.8.2 Regional Layout-Design Legislation

As is the case with plant varieties, the protection of layout designs is not an issue generating any

great concern or attention with either the GCC states or developed countries operating, or with

interests, in the GCC states. As Correa points out, the semi-conductor industry is highly

concentrated in a few industrialised countries, and technological advancement is an interactive,

cumulative process in which improvements are directly based on the pre~existing stock of

carefully guarded kllowledge. l90 Developing countries are most unlikely to have the

technological skills and knowledge capacity to manufacture counterfeit products that incorporate

1S7 TRIPS. art 35. and Rome Convenlion. art 3.2.
188 TRIPS. art 36.
189 Ibid. art 38.2-3.
190 Corrca. abovc n 187.234.
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chips and chip technology produce; they are net importers of such products. The impact of

TRIPS in respect of layout-designs integrated circuits is likely to be felt mainly in respect of the

importation of these products, which, in any case, will be slight. While software counterfeiting

has been an ongoing problem of some dimension in the Gee states, counterfeit chip technology

production or importation involving the states does not appear to have ever arisen as an issue as

far as the chip technology industry is concerned. 191 It is not surprising, therefore, that the GCe

slales have either largely ignored the issue of protection of layout-designs (Bahrain, Qatar and

the UAE), or have simply added reference to layout designs to the general provisions of their

other intellectual property laws (Kuwait and Saudi Arabia).I92 Only Oman has introduced

discrete legislation for the protection of layout designs of integrated circuits. 193

Table 8: Current Layout-design of Integrated Circuits Protection in the GCC States

Bllllmill:

Kuwllit:

Olllflll:

Qttf{lr:

Sttudi Arttbitt:

UAE:

Lilli' No.4 of 1961 concert/ing PI/tellts, Desiglls mul Im/us/rilll Mode/s, (IS umem/efl
by LtM No.4 of1999 (li/d Lttw No.3 of1001.

ROy(l1 Decree No. 4111000 promu/glltillg the Lf/W 011 L"yolI' De~';gll (Topogmpltie~)of
Ill/egmted Circuits.

Roytil Decree No. MIl7 of 1425 AfJ (2004). tile lilli' of Pmellts. LttY/1U1 Des;gll!> of
llI1egmtetl Circui/s. Plu'" V"rielies, (1/1(1 Im/us'ri,,1 Models.

Source: compiled by fhe author

191 For example. the matter has not ariscn as an issue in either the USTR annual 301 reports. or in the submissions of
the major indust!)' lobby groups to the USTR.

Ion Neither Qatar nor the UAE at present possess any legislation providing protection for layout-designs. However.
Qatar reportedly has had in preparation for a few years a new law based on WIPO's model law on the protection
of lay-out designs (topogrnphies) of integrnted circuit. which Qatar would no doubt thereby assert will be
compatible with TRIPS requirements: sec WTQ Document IPIN/QAT/2 (02-3450). 21 June 2002. 2.

193 Although Bahrain, again, has prepared an integrntcd circuits law which has been in local circulation in draft fonn
for some time. and which it was anticipated (since 2001) would be soon published. Sec WIPO Document.
IP/Q4IBHR/1 (01-6218). 6 December 2001. 1,3.
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Kuwait's provision for the protection for layout-designs of integrated circuits in its other

intellectual property laws, is token, to say the least. It argues that protection has been provided

for layout-designs by extending to them the protection already given to industrial designs and

models in the slale's patent and designs law.'9~ It has achieved this by the simple strategy of

inserting the words "and integrated circuits" after the words "designs and industrial models"

wherever the latter appears throughout the patents and designs law. l9S Accordingly, the period

of protection, the nature of infringements, and the sanctions and relief that apply in respect of

designs and industrial models, also apply to layout designs. For example, a layout design must

therefore be registered to obtain protection, and protection is provided for a period of 10 years

from date of application.

However, the Kuwaiti law as it currently stands does not provide any definition or description of

what may constitute an integrated circuit (as it does for a design and an industrial model). This

strategy has had the effect of creating by implication an inappropriate description of an

integrated circuit as being the same as that for a design or industrial model, namely, "any

arrangement of lines or any type of figure, whether coloured or uncoloured, designed for use in

industrial production by a mechanical, manual or chemical process ... "I96

The nature and authoritative source of any protection of layout-designs of integrated circuits

within the general framework of the UAE intellectual property regime is confused, and they

appear, therefore, to receive only a limited measure of protection - and then more by implication

than by specific provision. [n July 2001, the UAE advised the WTO that layout designs were

protected under its patent law, and specifically that the law's provisions relating to industrial

194 See WTO Council for Trade-Related Aspects of tntellectual Property Rights. Review of Legislation: Kuwait.
Documcnt IP/Q4/KWT/I (01-6332), 13 Dcccmber 2001. 28.

19S These amendments were introduced to the Kuwaiti original 1962 patents and designs law by Law No.4 of 1999
1% Kuwait, Law No.4 of 1999. an I.
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designs and models applied equally to integrated circuits - a similar strategy to that adopted by

Kuwait, but without the legislative formalisation. 197 The basis for such claim in the patent law is

unclear, and the relationship between industrial designs or models and layout-designs is equally

unclear. Hence the period of protection provided was five years (soon to be extended to 10 years

d .. d) '"un er Immment amen meills . [n March 2002, the UAE again advised the WTO that

topographies were classified among the works protected under its copyright law. l99 The period

of protection was the same as that available to other forms of copyrightable material, namely, the

lifetime of the right holder plus 25 years (again, soon to be extended under imminent

amendments) - very much greater than the 10 year period provided by TRIPS Article 38 or by

the UAE's corresponding patent legislation. 2OO The WTO appears to have been salisfied with the

UAE response since there is no record of the contradictory explanations having been pursued

further.

Since the UAE Ministry has nol received any applications for registration of layout designs of

integrated circuits at the time of this writing, the integrity of the above claims have not yet been

tesled. Nor have there yet been cases on infringements of right-holder's rights in respect of

integrated circuits to come before the UAE federal or local courts to clarify under which law a

prosecution for infringement of the right the owner of a layout design might proceed.

197 Council for Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual ProperlY Rights. Review of Legisla/ioll: Ihe Ulli/ed Arab
£mirales. Documcnt IP/C/WI291 (01-3419). 10 July 2001. Articles 43-51 of UAE Law No. 44 of 1992, thc
Patents and Industrial Designs Law, apply specifically to industrial designs and models and make no reference to
layout-designs.

198 The UAE Law No. 44 of 1992 was amended in late 2002 by Law No. 17 of 2002. In particular. the period of
protcction for palents was extended from fivc years to 10 ycars. to come into eompliancc with the requirements
ofTRIPS Artiele 26.3.

199 Council for Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual ProperlY Rights, Review of Legislation: Ille United Arab
£mirales. Document 11'/C/WI291.Add.2 (02-1093). 3 March 2002. 3.

200 The UAE Law No. 40 of 1992, the Law for the Protection of Intellectual Compilations and Author's Rights was
amendcd by Law No.7 of 2002. to extend a 25 year tcrm of protection to SO years. to comc into compliance with
TRIPS Article 12.
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4.8.3 The Nature and Scope of a Layout·Design
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The Omani law is striking for its brevity, containing just eleven short articles. It appears to share

the same template as Oman's geographical indications law, with subject-specific text substituted

where appropriate. In comparison, the Saudi omnibus law on patents, plant varieties, industrial

models, and layout designs, dedicates five anicles specific 10 the protection of layollt designs,

and further extends its general provisions to apply equally to industrial designs. Accordingly, it

covers as much, ifnot more, ground than the Omani law. In both cases, the respective laws base

their layout-design provisions on the corresponding WIPa model law. 201 Both laws borrow

directly from Article I(i) and (ii) of the TRIPS model law for their definitions of an integrated

circuit and layout-design:

integrated circuit: a product, in its final form or an intermediary form, which consists of

interconnections or elements at least one of which is active and which is intended to

perform an electronic function;

layout design: any three dimensional disposition of interconnections or elements of an

integrated circuit, at least one of which is active, which is intended for manufacture. 202

The Saudi law adds a requirement, which is absent from the Omani law, for originality as a

fundamental criterion for protection along the lines of Article 2( I) of the TRIPS model law. 203

Both exclude from registrability any layout-design which has already been commercially

exploited anywhere else for more than two years.

201 See WIPO ··Drall Act on the Protection or Layout-Dcsigns (Topographies) or Intcgrated Circuits". available at
www.wipo.intlcrdiplaw/cn/trips/doc/intcgrntcd circuits.doc, last acccsscd 20 January 2006.

202 Oman. Royal decree No. 4112000. arts I and 2. See also above n t85.
203 Saudi Arabia, Royal Dccree No. M/27 or 1425 AH (2004). art 49.
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Both laws presume registration as a prerequisite for protection, while at the same lime,

registration presumes ownership; unless the contrary is established, the registrant is deemed to

be the righi-holder of the layout-design and thereby its creator. 204 The right-holder alone has

the right to commercially exploit the layout-design, and is entitled to protection against unlawful

importation, sale or distribution for commercial purposes oflhe layout-design or other articles in

l 'lhl d'" d 20
'WlIe 1 t e ayou! eSlgn IS lIlcorporate . The emphasis here is on commercialisation; both

laws still allow lise ofa layout-design without the owner's authorisation for research or teaching,

personal or non-commercial purposes, or where the responsible minister deems such use is in the

bl ' . 206pu IC lIlterest.

The Omani law affords protection for a period often years from the date offiling an application

for registration, while Saudi Arabia adheres more closely to the requirements of Article 38.1 of

TRIPS, and affords protection from the date of filing or from the date of irs first local or external

commercial exploitation, whichever is the earlier. 201 Saudi Arabia also includes the

qualification of Article 6(3) of the Washington Treaty and Article 38.3 of TRIPS (but omitted

from the WIPO model law, and ignored by the Omani law), that in all cases the term of

protection expires 15 years after the creation of the layollt design (thereby allowing an extension

to the original 10 year period).

The Saudi law goes even further than its Omani counterpart, in that it provides for a system of

compulsory licencing as included the Washington Treaty (but for which neither TRI PS nor the

WIPO model law makes any provision). [n brief, a non-exclusive compulsory licence may be

21>4 Oman. Royal Decree No. 41/2000. art 2: Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M/27 of 1425 AH (2004). art 49.
205 Oman, Royal Decrec No. 41/2000. art 4: Saudi Arabia, Royal Decree No. M/27 of 1425 AH (2004). art 51.
206 Oman. Royal Decree No. 4112000. art 8: Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M127 of 1425 AH (2004). arts 52. 53.
207 Oman. Royal Decree No. 41/2000, art 7: Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M127 of 1425 AH (2004), art 19(b).
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granted in accordance with the same provisions that apply to the award of compulsory licences

for patents. 108

In addition to the omISSions noted above, the Omani law also lacks any prOVISIon for the

following;

reverse engineering;

application of international treaties and their precedence, and national treatment or MFN

provisions, even though these are included in the WIPO madellaw;

transfer of title or cancellat ion of registration;

administrative provisions relating to gazenal of applications and registrations, or

implementing provisions.

Both laws provide, in almost identical text, a simple description of an infringement as being an

act that includes the copying a layout design in whole or part, or knowingly importing, selling or

distributing a layout design or the integrated circuit of which it may be part. 209 Saudi Arabia

adds that falsely claiming or indicating that a layout-design is registered also constitutes an

infringement.

208 See Section 4.4.6 above.
209 Oman. Royal Decree No. 4112000, an 11; Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M/27 of 1425 AU (2004). an 51.
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4.9 Undisclosed Information, Trade Secrets and Unfair

Competition

4.9.1 TRIPS Provisions and Requirements (Article 39-40)

TRIPS provides that undisclosed information and trade secrets are deemed to be protectable

under the rules of unfair competition. The protection does not confer any exclusive right, but

provides the right (and the obligation) to prevent practices contrary to honest commercial

practices with respect to both the disclosure and acquisition of undisclosed information. TRIPS

Article 39 requires members to ensure effective protection against unfair competition as

provided in Article IObis of the Paris Convention by protecting undisclosed information. 2lO

Persons and legal entities must be able to prevent information lawfully within their control from

being acquired by, or disclosed to, others without their consent in a manner contrary to honest

commercial practices, provided that such information:

is secret in that it is not generally known, either as a whole or in its various parts, to

persons who would normally deal with that kind of information;

has commercial value because of its secret state; and

210 Thc Paris Convcntion. Articlc IObis requires the countries to provide effectivc protection against unfair
competition, Any act of competition contrary to honest practices in commcrcial or industrial matters is an act of
unfair competition. [n particular, the following arc prohibitcd:
all acts which create confusion by any means in respect the establishment. goods. or activities of a competitor:
false allegations in the coursc of trade which discredit the establishmcnt, goods or aetivitics of a competitor:
indications or allegations thc usc of which is liable to mislcad thc public in respect of thc nature, manufacturing
process. characteristics. suitability of purpose. or quantity of goods.
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has been subject to reasonable steps by its owner to keep it secret. 211

Chapter 4

TRIPS Article 39.3 makes a particular requirement to provide protection against unfair

commercial use of undisclosed test or other data submitted as a condition for gaining market

approval for new pharmaceutical or agricultural chemical products or for products which utilise

new chemical entities. [t requires members to protect such data against disclosure, except where

it is necessary to protect the public or unless steps are taken to ensure that the data is protected

against unfair commercial use.

In respect of the control of anti-competitive practices, TRIPS Article 40 requires members to

recognise that some licensing practices pertaining to intellectual property rights which restrain

competition may have adverse effects on trade and impede the transfer and dissemination of

technology. Members may adopt, consistent with other TRIPS provisions, appropriate measures

to prevent or control practices in the licensing of intellectual property rights which are abusive

and anti-competitive. TRIPS also provides for a mechanism allowing for consultation and

exchange of relevant confidential information between members in situations where companies

from those members are involved in a dispute over anti-competitive practices.

211 A note 10 TRIPS Article 39 deseribes "a manner contrary to honest commercial praclices" as alleasl: "practices
such as breach of contract, breach of confidence and induccmenl to breach, and includes the acquisition of
undisclosed infommtion by third parties which knew. or were grossly negligent in failing 10 knoll'. Ihal such
practices were involved in the acquisition:'
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4.9.2 Current Regional Undisclosed Information and Anti-

Competitive Practices Provisions

The common position of the Gee states in respect of the provision of protection for undisclosed

information and trade secrets within the prescription of TRIPS Article 39 is to either largely

ignore the matter (Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia), or to incorporate some notional provision

within the scope of other intellectual property laws (Oman and the UAE). Bahrain, on the other

hand, has recently enacted a law for the protection of trade secrets, which also touches on the

nature of acts that are contrary to honest commercial practices. In respect of anti-competitive

practices in contractual licences, as outlined by TRIPS Article 40, only Bahrain and Oman

makes specific acknowledgement to the requirement to control such practices, although all states

can also refer 10, and rely on, the extensive provisions that already exist outside the intellectual

property protection regime. All states can justifiably argue that protection of undisclosed

information and anti-competitive practices, being essentially commercial matters, are addressed

in detail in their respective commercial codes, civil codes and penal codes. 212

Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia would acknowledge that they do not provide any specific

legislative protection of undisclosed information or trade secrets in the intellectual property

context, bUI would claim that some levels of protection are already included elsewhere within

their legislative frameworks governing commercial conduct, or that the introduction of

appropriate legislation is being examined. Kuwait, for example, has argued that its copyright

law guarantees protection of undisclosed information in the copyright context since the owner of

212 It is outside the scope of this thesis to examine the level of protection provided for undisclosed infonnation. trade
secrets or other commcrcial-in-confidcncc infonnation, outside the intellectual property context. It is worth
noting. however. that all Gee stales have made provisions in this regard in their eommercialtransaetions laws.
commercial agency laws, and commercial, civil and penal cOOes.
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a copyright has exclusive right 10 determine publication of his work. 213 Accordingly, anyone

who discloses such information without prior consent from the rightful owner commits an

infringement under its copyright law. However, this line of argument does not take account of

the fact that copyright deats with fights of attribution and economic exploitation but does not

encompass rights or obligations in respect of disclosure or non-disclosure. It also ignores the

freedom of use provisions in respect of copyrighted works which can bring a work into the

public domain. More importantly it ignores the facl that TRIPS Article 39 and Paris Convention

Article IObis address a requirement for the protection of proprietary information that is not

otherwise protected by patents, copyrights, or industrial designs and models laws.

Saudi Arabia has claimed that some protection for undisclosed information of a proprietor nature

already exists under other laws outside the intellectual property context. It has asserted that

rights relating to the protection of undisclosed information are covered by the Islamic Shariah

and by existing laws such as the commercial code, commercial transactions code, and the banks

control regulation. 214 Saudi Arabia has also indicated that it is considering the introduction of an

Unfair Competition Law, which will encompass provision for trade secrets and undisclosed

information. 21S Qatar a few years ago indicated that it, too, was in the process of considering a

new law, apparently based on a model law prepared by WIPO, and apparently compatible with

TRIPS. 216 However, in both cases, the new laws have yet to emerge.

m Kuwait. WTO Council for Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights. Review 0/ LegislGlion: Kuwait.
Document IP/Q4/KWT/I (01-6322). 13 December 2001.

214 WTO Working Part)' on the Accession of thc Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Addi/ional QuestiollS and Replies.
Document WT/ACC/SAu/61AddJ (96-4561). 30 October 1996. The Saudi Companies Law, Article 22. for
example, provides for sanctions against an)' government official who improperly or without authorisation,
divulges company secrets to which he has, or has had, access by reason of his duties.

!IS Ibid.
216 WTO Council for Trade-Related Aspects of tntellectual Properly Rights. Minules 0/ Meeting. 27-28 November

2001 Document IP/C/M/34 (01-6407), 20 December 2001.
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Oman provides just one article concerning the protection of undisclosed information in its

trademark law, while the UAE has included slightly more provision for "Know-how", as it is

described, in its patents and industrial designs law. Both provide for the respective laws' general

provisions to apply equally to acts of intentional contravention of their unfair competition or

protection of trade secrets provisions.

Bahrain's new law for the protection of trade secrets is rather brief. It consists of just nine

clauses, only four of which deal substantively with trade secrets and dishonest commercial

practice (the other five addressing matters relating to enforcement, administration and due

process). [t incorporates the requirements of TRIPS Article 39, including protection of test data

submitted to government authorities for obtaining marketing approval of pharmaceutical or

agricultural products.

Table 9: Current Trade Secrets and Anti-Com petitive Practices Protection in the GCC states

Hllllmill:

Kuwllit:

Olllflll:

Qllftlr:

SlImli Art/bitl:

UAE:

Luw No.7 of2003 ill re~pect of Trlltle Seeret~·

ROyll! Decree No. 3812000, tile Luw 011 Trmle Mflrks, !m!iclltiolls (///(/ Secrets,
lind Prolecliollfrom Ullfuir Competition.

Federt/I LfI ... No. 17 of2002for Ille /"dustrial Regulation 1II/(1 Protection of
Pmell1s, I",illst,;u! Drt/wings ((IU! Desiglls

Source: compiled by the alflhor
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4.9.3 Nature of Protection of Undisclosed Information

Chapter 4

Bahrain, Oman and the UAE, borrowing directly from TRIPS Article 39, all provide Ihal

undisclosed information, or "know·llOw", must be protected if:

it is unknown, or not available among, or readily accessible, to persons who normally

deal with such kind of information;

it draws its commercial value from its confidentiality or secrecy;

the owner or person lawfully in control of the information has taken reasonable steps to

keep it secret. 21?

There is no specified period of protection period. Rather, the obligation to protect remains in

effect as long as the undisclosed information's value is unknown and it remains secret. Know-

how acquired through one's own means or through legal means may be used or disclosed or

transferred it to anolher party, but that other party may not use disclose or communicate any

element of know-how without consent of its owner. Disclosure without approval of the owner of

the know-how constitutes an infringement, provided Ihal the person committing the act was

aware of the confidential nature of the know-how or could not have ignored such nature.

m Bahrain. Legislative Decree No.7 or 2003. art 2: Oman. Royal Decree No. 38/2000. art 34: UAE. Federal Law
No. 17 or 2002. art 39·40.
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4.9.4 Protection of Information Relating to Pharmaceutical

Products

Bahrain and Oman both make some limited provision for the protection of undisclosed test or

olher data submitted by an applicant for market authorisation of a pharmaceutical or agricultural

chemical product which utilises new chemical entities. In language that is virtually identical to

the TRIPS Article 39.3 text, the prohibition on disclosure in both laws:

" ... shall extend to undisclosed tests or data which were the outcome of considerable etTort, and

which are submitted to the competent authorities for the purpose of obtaining approval for

marketing of phannaceutical or agricultural chemical products utilising new chemicals

entities.,,218

Bahrain goes a little further by providing, as required by TRIPS Article 70.8 & 70.9, that the

government authority in receipt of the tests or dara must protect them against disclosure for as

long as they remain secret. It must also prohibit their unfair commercial use by preventing any

third party using the data without approval in the marketing of similar drugs or products for 5

years following the date of marketing approval of the drugs or products in Bahrain. 219

The UAE position on protection of pharmaceutical and agrochemical products realizes an even

stronger level ofprotection. 220 Articles 70 and 71 of the UAE patent law provide that inventions

dealing with the chemistry of drugs or pharmaceutical compounds will be protected by letters

patents or utility certificates if they meet the conditions required by the law and its implementing

regulations as of I January 2005. The UAE will continue to accept, register and examine patent

218 Bahrain. Legislative Decree No.7 01'2003, art 2: Oman, Royal Decree No. 3812000. art 34.
219 Legislative Decree No.7 of 2003. Article 2
220 Sec also Section 4.4.3 above.
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applications in respect of pharmaceutical products, and to grant the product exclusive marketing

rights for a period of five years or until the patent is granted or refused, whichever comes first.

However, some degree of protection has already been in place through Ministerial Decree No.

404 of 2000, which stipulates that no drug or new pharmaceutical compound might be registered

unless it has been granted a patent - thereby extending to the drug or compound the protection

and confidentiality applicable to patents. The decree also requires the secrecy of information

attached to an application for registration of a drug or pharmaceutical compound to be protected.

This issuance oflhe ministerial decree action was a direct response to pressure brought to bear

by US pharmaceutical industry groups through the office of the US Trade Representative. 221

4.9.5 Control of Anti-Competitive Practices in Contractual

Licences

Oman includes in its patent law, a single statement taken directly from Article I Obis of the Paris

Convention to describe acts of unfair competition and then proceeds to apply the general

provIsIons of its trademarks law, including sanctions, to such acts. The nature of the acts

includes:

acts ofsllch nature as to create confusion with another establishment, goods or services,

in the course of any industrial or commercial activity;

unjustified false allegations against any commercial or industrial producer with the

intention of damaging or diluting goodwill or reputation;

221 The role of thc USTR and thc implications and impact of its annual Special 301 Rcports is discussed at greater
length in Chaplcr 6.3 following.
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use, in the course of any industrial or commercial activity, of indications or allegations

that mislead the public as to the characteristic features ofthe goods or services. 212

Bahrain's law provides that the following constitute acts which are contrary to honest

commercial practices:

disclosure of secret information acquired by a party to a "confidentiality

agreement";

disclosure, or inducement to disclose, secret information in breach of a duty of

trust;

misappropriation of information by unlawful means including fraud, espionage,

theft or other improper means;

acquiring trade secrets from another person while knowing, or being capable of

knowing, that such other person has acquired the trade secrets unlawfully.m

As a rather curious and awkward inclusion for a law of this nature - which indicates that the law

was largely and loosely constructed by borrowings from Bahrain's other intellectual property

laws - provision is included for a person whose rights have, or appear to have, been infringed to

seek provisional relief. Such relief includes the cessation of the infringement, the provisional

seizure of articles and goods including imported goods on arrival; and the seizure of infringing

machinery and tools, and related evidence. 224

m Oman, Royal Decree No. 3812000. Article 33.
m Bahrain. Legislative [>Ceree No.7 of 2003. Article 4.
224 Ibid, art 6.
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4.10 New Plant Varieties

4.10.1 TRIPS Provisions and Obligations

Chapter 4

Protection of new plant varieties as a distinct and separate intellectual property right falls outside

the scope of TRIPS, which confines the treatment of their protection to being a patent matter.

TRIPS Article 27.3(b), in addressing patentable subject matter, provides that inventions which

include plants and essentially biological processes for the production of plants, other than non-

biological and microbiological processes, may be excluded from patentability. However, it still

requires members to "provide for the protection of plant varieties either by patents or by an

effective sui generis system or by a combination of both."

It has been suggested that this flexibility reflects the lack of consensus on the form that

protection of plant varieties should take - that is, whether they should be protectable under the

European approach of breeder's rights, or the US and Japanese approach of patents,m These

different approaches lead to a different scope and extent of protection. While the breeders'

rights regime permits protection of a plant variety as determined by a specific combination of

genes, it does not allow for the protection of particular genes, a possibility instead allowed under

patent law,

Outside of the TRI PS patent-protection approach, the international standard of protection is that

established by the Convention of the International Union for the Protection of New Plant

225 Carlos Correa. "Patent Rights", in Correa & Abdulqawi (cds), Imefleclllal Property and Trade - the TRIPS
Agreement. (1999), 197.
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Varieties (1999) - the UPOV Convention. 226 The Convention grants protection of a new plant

variety to the breeder - the breeder being defined as the person who breeds, or discovers and

develops, and registers, a new plant variety. The bounds or characteristics of "discovers and

develops" are the subject of intense international debate. However, "breeding" may include the

isolation and propagation of a naturally occurring mutation or variation. To be deemed

protectable, a plant variety must meet the conditions of being:

new, by virtue of not being the subject of prior commercial acts;

distinct, by being clearly distinguishable from any other variety;

uniform or homogeneous in its relevant characteristics;

stable, after a cycle of propagation or repeated propagation;

variety denominated, having a denomination under which it may be

commercialised. m

The breeder's basic right in respect of a particular plant variety encompasses the production,

reproduction and conditioning for propagation, together with the selling, marketing, importing or

exporting and stocking of the new variety. The scope of the right includes not only to the planl

variety or propagated material itself, but also the harvested material and may extend to products

made directly from the harvested material. 228 The breeder's rights do not prohibit use by others

of prolected propagation material for non-commercial or private purposes, for experimental

purposes or for the purpose of breeding other varieties. 229 BUI this is a limited use, in effect

226 "UPOV Convention" being the Act of the International Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants
of 2 December 1961. as TCvised at Gcncva on 19 March 1991. Although UI'OV is an autonomous international
body. its association with WTO and WII'O in particular is close. with the WIPO Director-Gencral being ex
officio UPOV Seerctal)'-Gcnera1. WIPO has prepared a Plant Breeder's Rights Bill. which servcs as its sui
gelleris altcrnative to thc TRIPS patcnt-protcction approach. The Bill is based on the 1991 UPOV Convention.

m UPOV Convcntion, arts 5-9.
228 Ibid. art 14(1)-(3).
229 Ibid. art 15( I).
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confined to research and experimental uses. The use by others provision does not automatically

extend to include farmers, or recognize their rights to use farm-saved or own-harvested

propagating material or seed for replanting. The existence and possible application of a farmer's

right, if any, is left to the Convention signatories to decide, depending on their own

circumstances or interests, or to the bargaining outcomes of multilateral or bilateral

agreements. 230

4.10.2 Current New Plant Varieties Provisions

As is the case with layout designs of integrated circuits, statutory protection of new plant

varieties has received little attention or action from the Gee member states, and there is little

indication of external pressure within the context of the WTO upon the GCC states to comply

with their TRI PS obligations at this stage.

Within their current patent laws, the Gee states have expressly excluded from patentability

plants and essentially biological processes for the production of plants, as permitted under

TRIPS Article 27.3(b). However, the states have either largely ignored the issue of protection of

new plant varieties (Bahrain, Kuwait, Qarar and the UAE), or have added a few specific

provisIOns on the protection of new plant varieties to the general provisions of patent laws

(Saudi Arabia). Only Oman has followed the sui generis alternative offered by TRIPS Article

27.3(b) by enacting specific legislation for the protection of new plant varieties, although

Bahrain for some years has had in local circulation a draft new plant variety protection law along

similar lines to Oman's law. Both Bahrain and Oman will be required to ratifY or accede to the

230 Ibid. an 15(2).
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UPOV Convention as part of their respective free trade agreements with the United States;

Bahrain has recently lodged its instruments of accession, and the draft law will now need to be

enacted to enable local implementation oflhe Convention's provisions. 231

Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar, and the UAE do not make any provision or other reference, either in

their respective patent laws or other intellectual property laws, for the protection of new plant

varieties. Bahrain, Kuwait and the UAE have stipulated in their patent laws that patent

protection shall not be extended to plant varieties and essentially biological ways for producing

them (excluding microbiological processes or the products thereof), but have not developed any

alternative protecting legislation. 232 Qatar does not have its own patent laws, adhering instead to

the GCC Unified Patent Regulation. However, the GCC regulation also excludes plant species

and varieties from patent protection in the same manner as these individual Gee states. m

The Omani law follows the plant breeders' regime for the protection of new plant varieties

enshrined in the UPOV Convention. The law was prepared in consultation with WIPO and

based on some (but not all) elements of the UPQV Model Law on the Protection of New Plant

Varieties, from which it draws much of its text, although Oman is not a signatory to the UPOV

Convention. Saudi Arabia, on the other hand, has adopted a hybrid approach that borrows both

from patent-protection approach and the sui generis option. It dedicates five articles within its

patent law specifically to the protection of new plant varieties, but also provides for the general

patent provisions to apply equally to new plant varieties.

231 Bahrain lodged its instruments of accession in June 2005; the Convention came into effect in Bahrain in
December 2005.

m Sec the discussion on patentability in the GCC states' !,,'1tent laws under Section 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 above.
m In Junc 2002. Qatar was advising the WTO Council for TRIPS that the GCC Council was currently examining a

separnte fonn of regulation on plant variety protection and that this legislation, once approved. would apply In
Qatar. Howcver. the GCC Council has yet to draft. let alone issuc. such a law. See WTO Council for Trade
Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Review of Legislation: Responses from Qatar to the qllestions
posed by Australia. Canada. the European Communities Gnd their member States. Swit:erland and the United
States. II'/C/W/346 (02-3 I01). 5 June 2002. 1, 6.
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Table 10: Currrnt New Plant Varieties Protection in the Gee States

Chapter 4

H/lllm;,,:

Kuwait:

0",/11/:

Qaftlr:

SIIIIt/i Arabia:

UA£:

Legi.~//llive Deaee No. 11 of 1005 rllfi!yiJlg B(llmlill'.~ llccessioll to 'lie
[//tertll/tiol/tli COIlI'I!IItioll for If/e Protectioll of New Plant V(/riet;e~' (UPOV
COIlI'l!lIIioll)

Ro)'ul Decree Nfl. 9211000. 'fie Ltlw fll/ 'fie Pmtectiol/ ofNew Plam Vtlriel;/!s.

Royal Decree No. 111/27 1425 AH (2004) ;11 respect of Patellts, Lt/your
De)';gl1s ofImegrml!l/ Circuits, /)/ill/I Jlarieties, aml/mll/strial MO(Jel.~.

Source: compiled by Ihe /llI/hor

4.10.3 Scope of Protection for New Plant Varieties

To qualify for protection, a plant variety, or its propagation types or elements, must be new or

novel, distinct, homogeneous, and constant or stable. Saudi Arabia stipulates that for the

purposes of its law, a variety is new or novel if it (or its propagating material) has not been

marketed within the country for more than one year or marketed elsewhere for more than six

years in the case of trees or vines or four years in the case of all other plant varieties. A variety

is deemed to be distinct if it is distinguishable from other known varieties by at least one

characteristic, is uniform if the differences between its elements are within generally accepted

limits, and is stable if its main characteristics remain unchanged after repeated propagation.

Oman does not include a definition or explanation of the meaning, limitations or characteristics

of these conditions for protection in its law or refer back to the UPOV explanations, but defers

them to the implementing regulations.
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The right of protection by registration is granted to the breeder of the plant variety or his

successors in title, the breeder being commonly defined as the person who breeds, discovers or

develops a plant variety. Registration grants to the breeder, being the right owner, the right to:

sole utilisation of propagating types and elements for the commercial plant production;

transfer all or part oflhe utilisation right, with or without financial consideration;

prevent third parties from utilising the right, and to seek precautionary relief;

obtain legal compensation against infringements;

require any person offering for sale or marketing the plant variety or its propagating

elements to lise the registered designation or name for that plant variety.

However, exceptions to this right permit use of the protected plant variety for experimental or

research activities and personal non-commercial use.

Neither Oman nor Saudi Arabia formally recognise nor even acknowledge the right of the farmer

to further propagate and use plant material which is the product of a harvest on his own holding,

but which may otherwise be patent-protected plant material. Oman's law devotes twelve articles

to detailing breeder's rights without once mentioning farmer's rights or the equivalent. 234 Saudi

Arabia's law in effect excludes any provision for farmer's rights by stipulating that such acts as

producing or propagating patented plant material, adapting it for the purposes of propagation, or

storing it for such purposes, constitutes an infringement of the rights of the plant patentee. 23S

Such rights extend to harvested material in whole or in part. The Omani law, rather more

234 Oman, Sec Royal Decrec No. 92/2000. Chapter Two, "Brcedcr"s Rights·· arts 7-14.16-17.19-20.
2JS Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M127 of t425 AH (2004). arts 56(a) & (b). These provisions in essence

replicate the breeder's rights as detailed in the WIPO Model Law. art 14.
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succinctly, provides thai an infringement constitutes any act of intentional infringement on the

breeding right registered in accordance with the law. 236

Both laws provide that protection is granted to plant varieties for available for a period of 25

years for trees and vines and 20 years for all other plants, from the date of granting of the right,

both provisions being consistent with UPOV and the WIPO model law. 237

The Omani and Saudi laws also provide for a system of compulsory licencing to be available for

plant varieties, as is permitted under the TRIPS patent provisions, but for which no provision is

made in the UPOV and the WIPO model law. 138 A non-exclusive compulsory licence may be

granted where the owner of the plant variety has not made sufficient use of the plant variety for

three years from date of registration, and has not otherwise agreed to grant a licence on

reasonable terms to the applicant, or where the award of the compulsory licence is necessary to

protect the public interest. The issuance ofa compulsory licence does not prejudice the right of

the right-holder to reasonable compensation.

Oman's law has not received any real scrutiny from WTO. In the review of Oman's intellectual

property legislative regime conducted by the Council of TRIPS during June 200 I, Oman escaped

any questioning by members on its plant variety protection law. 239 Up to December 2005, the

Omani responsible ministry had not received any applications for the registration of plant

breeding rights, so the efficacy of the law has yet to be tested.

236 Oman, Royal Decree No. 9212000, art 6.
m Oman. Royal Decree No. 92/2000. art 9: Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M127 of 1425 AI-! (2004). art 19(c).
2JS Royal Decree No. 92/2000. arts 21·22: Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. 1W27 of 1425 AH (2004), arts 24·31.
239 See WTO Council for Trade·Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights. Re~'iell' of Legis{arion: Omal/.

Document IP/Q4/0MN/I (03-1675).24 Mareh 2003.
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The picture thai emerges from the foregoing examination of the Gee states' intellectual

property legislative regimes is that, at the global level, the regimes have a thread of common

purpose and generally a broad strategic direction. However, at the local level of individual laws,

there exists both considerable similarity and significant deviation in their content and structure.

In some instances, laws share common material, and it is apparent Ihal there has been wholesale

borrowing in a number of cases - to the extent that their texts (in the English language

translations at least) are virtually identical. However, some laws also retain their own peculiar

idiosyncrasies in other instances; they reveal glaring omissions and are nOlable for their brevity

and lack of sophistication when compared with the corresponding statutes of their sister GCC

states. This is particularly the case in respect of the region's copyright laws

From mid 2000, the WTO's Council of TRIPS initiated a review programme of national

implementing legislation of member states who had taken advantage of WTO's five year

transitional period from the date of introduction of TRI PS and states that had joined after

January 2000. Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar and the UAE all participated at different times in

the review. The review is illuminating, because it would appear to indicate Ihat the process, at

least as far as the GCC states were concerned, was more important than the oulcome. Kuwait

was the first of the GCC states to undergo the review process, with the review of its laws

initiated at the Council's November 2000 meeting. At its subsequent meeting a year laler, the

Council Chair informed members Ihat Kuwait had now provided answers to all follow-up

questions, which had been circulated. 24o The Council agreed that the item concerning the review

2-10 WTO Council for Trade-Relatcd Aspects of Intcllectual Propcrty Rights. Minutes of Meeting. 27-28 Novcmbcr
2001. Document IP/CM/34. (01-6407), 20 December 2001. 3.
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of Kuwait's intellectual property laws be deleted from the agenda, it being understood thai any

delegation was free to revert to any matter stemming from them at any time. No further debate

or analysis of Kuwait's responses to individual questions, the adequacy or otherwise of those

responses, or the general efficacy of its intellectual property laws, appears to have taken place.

A similar scenario existed in respect of the reviews of the intellectual property laws of Bahrain,

Oman, and the UAE, all of which were initiated in June 2001. By November that year, it was

reported that the initial answers provided by Bahrain and Oman were still being analysed by

some members, and responses from Oman and the UAE to some follow-up questions posed by

members were still outstanding. 241 The meeting agreed that the review of Bahrain's laws be

deleted from the agenda, while Oman and the UAE were urged to provide outstanding responses

without delay. The UAE reported in June 2002 that it was due to soon introduce patents,

trademarks and copyright laws which were TRIPS-compliant. Although the UAE still had some

responses to questions outstanding, the Council agreed to delete its review from the agenda. 242

Similarly, Oman's review was also deleted at the September 2002 meeting when Council learned

I . h d ·d d d" 243t lat It a provi e answers to outstan mg questIOns.

Qatar's review, scheduled for November 2001, was postponed to the second half of 2002

because Qatar was still finishing the process of bringing its intellectual property laws into TRIPS

compliance. At the June 2002 meeting of the Council, members were informed that Qatar had

responsed to most of the questions submitted by members. Qatar provided a brief introductory

overview of the structure of its legislation in the areas covered by TRIPS and proposed changes

w Ibid. 6.
m WTO Council for Trade-Related Aspects of Intel1ectuall'roperty Rights. Minllies oj Meeling. 25-27 June 2002.

Document IP/CIM/36/Add.l (02-4741). 10 Scptcmbcr 2002, 3-4.
W WTO Council for Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights. Mimlles oj Meeling. 17-19 September

2002. Document IP/C/M/37/Add.l (02-6169),8 Novembcr 2002. 2-3.
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to make its legislation TRIPS compatible. 244 However, the review still remained incomplete.

Thereafter, references to Qatar's incomplete review of its legislation appear spasmodically

between the November 2002 and June 2005 meetings, without any further input from Qatar or

resolution orlhe review. And there the matter appears to have rested.

The form of the responses provided by the GCe states in their respective reviews consisted

substantially of repeating back extracts and quotes from the laws themselves, with little in the

way of commentary or explanation of any great substance. [t should be remembered that the

Gee states construct their responses with the guidance of WI PO; perhaps more accurately, the

answers were prepared for them. One could be forgiven for assuming that the reviews were

simply going through the motions, except in areas of genuine concern to the major players.

Perhaps one reason for this role-play and the nature of the responses is that the real action of the

developed countries to preserve their hold on the areas of intellectual property rights of concern

and commercial interest was already moving into other fora outside the TRIPS context, such as

the environment of the TRIPS-plus treaties and the forum of bilateral relationships. If the

outcome of the Council of TRIPS reviews is, in essence, a 'signing off' on the compliance level

of the GCC states' intellectual property laws, then the states might feel entitled to argue that, by

the end of 2002 that they established legislative regimes for the protection of intellectual

property which generally comply with the international standards as laid down by TRIPS.

However, as the foregoing review of the states' intellectual property laws has pointed out, and

which the states themselves would freely acknowledge, the legislative regimes still contain many

shortcomings and omissions. While their achievements in the field of intellectual property

protection have been impressive, being achievements that have occurred largely over a single

generation, there is still further work to be undertaken to attain full TRIPS compliance.

w Ibid, 4-5.
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It should be no surprise that the intellectual property laws of the Gee states which are the most

comprehensive, sophisticated are those relating to copyright and neighbouring rights, trademarks

and patents, since these are the three areas which have concerned the developed countries in

ensuring that their own rights and investments in the Gulf region are protected. The "lesser

rights", as they have been described herein, in which there is not the same imperative for

preservation of interests and investments, have either gained some degree of protection by

association or have been largely passed over.

A conclusion that emerges from a scrutiny of the Gee states' performance in respect of their

adoption of the international standards 011 intellectual property protection is that those states

which were the original leaders in the process of establishing intellectual property protection

regimes, namely Bahrain and Kuwait, have since lagged behind the other states in upgrading

their laws and enforcement systems. It is somewhat incongruous that Bahrain is still operating

with a trademark and copyright laws that predate TRIPS and are thus TRIPS non-compliant. On

the other hand, the states which were last to set in place their intellectual property regimes,

notably Oman and the UAE, have not only caught up with the other states, but have since

surpassed them. The UAE, which was the last GeC states to introduce any intellectual property

laws, has since been the first GeC state to adopt the major post-TRIPS agreements on enhanced

intellectual property protection - notably the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), the WIPO

Copyright Treaty (WCT), and the WI PO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT).

It is suggested that the intellectual property laws of the GCC states are ripe for, and would be

significantly enhanced by a process of review teading towards a greater degree of regional

harmonisation. Such review should focus upon the elimination of some of those idiosyncrasies
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and the mutual adoption of the positive and comprehensive elements of the more recent and

robust laws. The existence of intellectual property laws which enjoy a greater degree of

regionally common substantive provisions would make a useful contribution to state initiatives

towards effective implementation. Given the importance of effective border controls as a crucial

element in any enforcement strategy, common provisions relating to movement and control of

goods across state borders would make a significant contribution to the campaigns to combat the

increasing problem of regional intellectual property piracy and counterfeiting. Harmonised laws

would also complement the other Gee regional trade initiatives - such as those directed towards

regional free trade areas, common customs union, and the proposed common currency. The

GeC states as a regional group have already embraced a regional patents protection law to

complement their national patents laws, and have been examining for some years the

practicability of introducing a regional trademark law- again, to complement national laws. At

a more pragmatic level, a greater degree of harmonisation of the region's intellectual property

laws may well lead to an enhanced understanding of the laws themselves at the operational level,

and facilitate the collectivisation of locally-nurtured talent and expertise that is emerging in the

states' various ministries, judiciaries and enforcement agencies. In contrast, the paucity of

strategic regional direction leaves the individual states susceptible to the external unilateral

pressures to conform to the intellectual property laws of the industrialised countries, rather than

local laws which more appropriately address national and regional needs.

However, having the requisite laws, irrespective of whether they are TRIPS-compliant or still

have TRIPS-related shortcomings, is one thing; being able to effectively enforce them and

achieve the desired outcomes is another maller - as Chapter 5 explores.
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Post-TRIPS

and the Enforcement Dichotomy
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5.1 Introduction

Having the requisite intellectual property laws, even if they are not fully TRIPS-compliant, is

one thing; being able to effectively enforce them and achieve the desired outcomes is another

matter. The most challenging element of the post-TRIPS period, as perceived by both the Gee

slales themselves and the developed industrial countries, is the regional enforcement of the

states' intellectual property protection obligations consistent with the standards enshrined in

TRIPS, the TRIPS-plus treaties and bilateral agreements to which the slales have acceded.

Notwithstanding the presence of comprehensive sets of laws and treaty commitments, there

exists a dichotomy between the principle of intellectual property protection as enshrined in the

various legislative regimes, and its practical application as exemplified by the degree of success

of effective enforcement action. On the one hand, the states now enjoy comprehensive statutory

regimes and are progressively initiating the consequential structural, judicial, and institutional

reforms; on the other hand the effectiveness of enforcement actions against infringing activities,

particularly in respect of piracy and counterfeit goods, the nature and frequency of judicial

actions and the severity of penalties available have yet to reach the standards required by the

developed nations - particularly the United States.

The barriers to the elimination of intellectual property infringements, which lie at the heart of

this dichotomy, do not rest solely in the domain of the enforcement authorities or the judiciary;

entrenched local societal, cultural and commercial attitudes are also major contributing factors.

The enforcement obligations of TRIPS are addressed in Section II[ of the Agreement, and apply

equally to all areas of intellectual property rights covered in Section [I. The principal features of

the Section III enforcement regime are the existence of adequate norms and minimum standards
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for the protection of intellectual property, the effective enforcement of those norms and

standards, both domestically and at state borders, and an effective dispute resolution settlement

mechanism to ensure thai member states comply with their obligations to provide adequate

norms and standards for their effective enforcement. I

TRIPS Section III requires WTO members to provide under their domestic laws a

comprehensive regime that ensures that the intellectual property rights established in TRI PS Part

II can be effectively enforced, both by their own nationals and by foreign right holders. As part

oflha! regime, members are required to make provision for:

fair and equitable civil and administrative procedures;

independent judicial review of final administrative decisions on appeal;

provisional measures;

border control measures on application and ex-officio;

damages and indemnification;

I. criminal procedures and remedies.

The GCC states have achieved only partial success in meeting the TRIPS Section III

requirements. They have generally succeeded in establishing the necessary legislative regimes

and judicial frameworks that address the above TRIPS requirements (although not exclusively

within intellectual property frameworks). However, they have not been as successful in creating

and bringing to a state of operational effectiveness the essential infrastructural and

The enforcement regime is primarily self-contained. but also based in part on the Paris and 13erne Conventions.
The Berne Convention provides reference in respect of the right to enforce protected works (art 15), seizure of
infringing copies (art 16). and application of the convention (art 36). and the Paris Convention includes articles in
respect ofscizures (arts 9 and 10) and appropriate remedies (art lOler), but they do not have the detail contained
in the enforcement obligations of Part 111 of TRIPS. Neither the Rome Convention nor the Washington Treaty
contain any enforcement or sanction provisions.
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administrative strategies and processes. All states now allow for matters relating to intellectual

property rights to be pursued in civil and criminal jurisdictions. They also enable aggrieved

right holders to seek provisional measures against actual or potential infringements. In some

slales and in some laws, enforcement provisions have been strengthened by increases in the

nature and scale of sanctions, and by the introduction of sanctions which provide for seizure of

infringing goods and material, closures of infringing premises, compensation, and increased

penalties for repeat offences. In respect of the issue of independent judicial review, the few

remaining pre-TRIPS intellectual property laws still tend to allow discretionary decision-making

to reside in the hands of government officials. However, the post-2000 laws have moved to

reduce such discretion by transferring much of the officials' discretionary powers and functions

to the civil courts or by requiring administrative decision-making to be subject to at least semi

independent, quasi-judicial appeal, or final judicial review.

The majority of the intellectual property laws of the Gee states have benefited from an

extensive input into their creative development and legislative drafting by WIPO through its

International Bureau, and have also been subject to frequent exchanges of views and borrowings

from within the states themselves. It is not surprising, therefore, that in most cases the laws

generally conform with the thrust of the TRIPS enforcement obligations.
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5.2 TRIPS Enforcement Obligations2 and the

Response of the GCC States

5.2.1 General Obligations and Civil and Administrative

Procedures (TRIPS Articles 41-49)

TRIPS Article 41 requires members to have in place enforcement procedures which permit

effective action against infringements, and to have available remedies that constitute an effective

deterrent to further infringing activity. The enforcement procedures must be equitable and fair;

they must not be unnecessarily complicated or costly or involve unreasonable time-limits or

unwarranted delays. Nor must their application create a barrier to legitimate trade. However, a

member is not obliged to put in place a special judicial system for intellectual property rights

enforcement distinct from that for the enforcement of law in general; nor is a member required 10

make a preferential allocation of resources to intellectual property enforcement at the expense of

the law in general. TRI P$ Article 41.4 requires members to make provision for parties to a

proceeding to have opportunity for judicial review of final administrative decisions and, subject

to jurisdictional provisions in a member's law concerning the importance of a case, of at least

the legal aspects of initial judicial decisions.

Members are required to make civil judicial procedures available to rights holders to enforce

their intellectual property rights established by TRIPS. Parties are entitled to procedures that

will provide:

The following summaries of the salient fcatures of the requiremcnts of TRIPS Section III arc taken from the
WTO websitc dcscription of the TRIPS. Parts I 111. availablc onlinc at
www.wlo.intlcng,lisl1llraIQ[! e/tri[!s clintcl2 e.htm last accessed 1 December 2005.
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2. timely and detailed written notice oflhe basis of any claims;

3. representation by independent legal counsel;

4. the right to present evidence and to substantiate their claims;

Chapter 5

5. protection from "overly burdensome requirements concerning mandatory personal

appearances";

6. protection ofconfidential information, unless contrary to constitutional requirements. 3

Judicial authorities must be given the authority to order parties in control of evidence which may

substantiate another party's claim to produce such evidence. 4 Where a party refuses or

otherwise does not do so, judicial authorities mllst be empowered to make any preliminary and

final determinations, affirmative or negative on the basis of the information presented to them,

provided that all parties have had the opportunity to be heard on the allegations and the

evidence. Discretion is granted to members to authorize judicial authorities to order the

infringer to inform the right holder of the identity of third persons involved in the production and

distribution of the infringing goods or services and of their channels of distribution. 5 The

exercise of such authority must not be 'out of proportion to the seriousness of the infringement',

although no guidance is provided as to the benchmarks for 'proportion' or 'seriousness'.

To militate against the frivolous or abusive use of enforcement provisions, judicial authorities

are to have the authority to order a party who has abused enforcement procedures to provide

'adequate compensation for the injury suffered because of such abuse' to a party wrongfully

enjoined or restrained. 6 This provision also extends to public officers and government officials,

•

TRIPS art 42.
Ibid. art 43.
Ibid. art 47.
Ibid. art 48.
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whose exemption from liability to appropriate remedial measures exists only to the extent that

their "actions are taken or intended in good faith in the course of administration of that law.,,7

The provisions within the Gee slales for civil and administrative processes in relation 10 the

enforcement of intellectual property rights as required by TRI PS, tend to be prescribed in

statutes other than the states' intellectual property laws. All states possess longstanding statutes

relating to civil and commercial procedures, the judiciary and judicial procedures, and penal

codes which include extensive provisions on the conduct of criminal investigation, evidence and

prosecution.l! The longstanding existence of Islamic jurisprudence, which enjoys a complexity

and sophistication that compares favourably with western legal systems, together with a

comprehensive codification of the states' civil and judicial structures and processes, ensured Ihat

the states already had in place well established civil and administrative procedures in judicial

proceedings prior to TRIPS-related intellectual property laws coming into effect. An element

that was conspicuous in the earlier intellectual property laws, and which has been given some

attention in the TRIPS-related intellectual property laws, was the degree of discretionary

administrative final decision-making. This has been progressively curtailed by the inclusion of

Ibid. an 48.2
Some of the major codifications relating to the GCC legal and judicial systems and procedures. 3nd which
address in pan the above requirements ofTRI PS. inelude the following:
Bahrain: Decree No. 13 of 1971, the Judiciary Act; Civil Procedures Code (1971, as amended 1990), Law of
Commerce (1971. as amended 1990). Criminal Code (1987). Code of Criminal Procedure (1966).
Kuwait: Law No. 19 of 1959. the Judiciary Law. as amended by Law No. 19 of 1990; Law No. 16 of 1%0, the
Penal Code: Law No. 17 of 1960. the Criminal Procedure Code: Law No. 38 of 1980. the Code of Civil
Procedure. as amended by Law No. 47 of 1994: Law No. 67 of 1980. the Civil Code; Law No. 68 of 1980, the
Commercial Code. as amended by Law No. 45 of 1989.
Oman: Law No. 7/1974. the Penal Code: Commercial Code (1990); Royal Decree 90/99 the Judicial Structure of
Om3n: Royal Decree No. 91/1999 establishing the Administrative Courl: Royal Decree No. 921 1999 establishing
the Public Prosecution Authority: Royal Decree No. 93 of 1999 establishing the Supreme Judicial Council.

Qatar: Law No, 14 of 1972. the Criminal Code; Law No. 16 of 1971, the Civil and Commercial Code; Law No.6
of 1999. the Law of the Judiciary.

Saudi Arabia: Royal Decree No. M/64 of 1395 AJ-I (1975). regulating the Judiciat)': Ministerial Ordinance No.
109 of 1332 AH (1959). the Administrative Rules of Procedure of Judicial Bodies:

VilE: Federal Law No. JO of 1973. establishing the Federal Supreme Coun: Federal Law No.6 of 1978.
establishing the Courts ofFirstlnstanee; Federal Law NO.3 of 1987, the Penal Code: Law No. II of 1992, the
Code of Civil Procedure; Federal Law No. 35 of 1992. the Code of Criminal Procedure.
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provisions for judicial authority to have the powers to review such decision-making, although

such inclusions are still not uniform across the states' intellectual property laws.

Where the exceptions arise because of the absence or inadequacy of such provision, they

generally appear as curious variations to the norm, and it would seem that their occurrence are

more likely to be due to continuing adherence to the conservative position or oversight, rather

than a deliberate stratagem. Some of the more recent laws introduce into the appeal process an

additional level of administrative authority through the creation of quasi-judicial appeals

committees. While the committees generally enjoy a degree of independence, they are still

appointed by the Minister in whose portfolio that particular area of intellectual property resides.

This additional process has two benefits - firstly, by acting somewhat as a filter, it works against

the clogging up of an already overburdened judicial system with largely trivial or procedural

matters; secondly, it retains the decision-making in the area in which the main expertise in the

practical issues relating to intellectual property rights is likely to reside. Where the appeals

committee strategy falls short of the standard required by TRIPS is that the effective source of

higher authority still rests with the Minister concerned. While the committee may in certain

instances contain external or independent members, it still falls largely within the gift of the

Minister concerned to make or recommend the appointment of its members. However, it must

be stressed that, notwithstanding the role of the appeals committee and the Minister, further

provision still exists in some laws in some states for final appeal to an independent judicial

authority through the civil courts.

Bahrain's industrial property laws (that is, the laws encompassing trademarks, patents and

industrial designs) each provide in identical language that any interested party may directly

petition the Minister of Commerce and Industry in respect of any final administrative decision
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issued in accordance with each of the laws.9 The petitioner may subsequently appeal the

Minister'S decision to the high civil court.

All but one of Oman's intellectual property laws provide for appeal to independent judicial

authority. In respect of trademarks, the right of appeal against a decision by the Registrar of

Trademarks relating to the registration of a mark may be made direct to the civil court. IO

However, the laws relating to patents and industrial designs, geographical indications, and

layout-designs of integrated circuits, each require appeals to first pass through the ministerial

committee process (the decision of which is subject to confirmation by the responsible

minister).ll Again, they further provide that the decision of the committee in each case may be

further appealed before the civil court. However, Bahrain's rather brief geographical

indications law, and Oman's equally brief new plant varieties law, do not include such provision,

nor provide for any other avenue of appeal against administralive decisions.

Saudi Arabia's industrial property laws provide that appeals against administrative decisions

may be made to the Board of Grievances. In respect of trademarks, the Board serves as Ihe firsl

and only forum for appeal against administrative decisions. In respect of patents and industrial

models, a standing committee, composed of five members three with legal background and two

•

"

Bahrain. Law No. 10 of 1991 (trademark law). art 32: Law No. I or2004 (patent and utility model law). art 36.
Curiously. the minister is required 10 notify the pelitioner within 30 days of his decision on the petition, but only
if the petition is accepted. it appears. If the petitioner is not notified of a decision within 60 days of the date of
submission, thcn thc petition is to bc decmed as having becn rejcctcd.
Being the Omani Commercial Court. a specialised court with jurisdiction over commercial disputes betwecn
privatc scclOr panics. govcmmenl depanmcnls or authorities and gcncral cstablishmenlS. Thc Coun consists of a
Presidcnt and judges appointed by Royal Decrcc. and includc primary circuits as well as an appellate circuit. All
dccisions of govcrnmcnt dcpanmcnts or aUlhoritics afTccting intcrnmional tradc. taxmion and labour dispU1CS.
may be appealcd to thc Court. The Coun replaccs an earlicr body. thc Authority for Settlemcnt of Commercial
Disputes. and will itself eventually be replaced by an Administrative Court whcn the new tri-level civil court
structure introduced by four ncw laws in 1999 (Royal Decrecs Nos. 90/1999, 91/1999. 92/1999, and 93/19999, is
fully operational. Thesc four decrees greatly simplify the judicial system and consolidate the former special
courts inlo onc rcgular and intcgratcd systcm.
Oman. Royal Deeree No. 82/2000 (patents). art 5: Royal Decree No. 4012000. (geographical indications). an 8:
Royal Dccrec No. 4112000. (intcgratcd circuits). an 3.
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with technical expertise, is vested with the power to initially hear all disputes and contests of

administrative decisions. An appeal against the decision of the committee can be made to the

Board of Grievances.

Like Kuwait, Oman, and Qatar, the UAE also provides for the ministerial appeals committee

process, but goes to some lengths to emphasise the committee's independence. In respect of

patent and industrial designs and models, the committee is "headed by a judge nominated by the

Minister of Justice and Islamic Affairs and Awqaf and two persons with experience in relatioll to

industrial property rights regulated by this Law from outside the Department...". 12 The

corresponding trademark law provides for a committee, again appoinled by the Minister of

Economy and Commerce but which comprises the Ministry Under-Secretary as Chairman, two

representatives of the Ministry and one representative of each Emirate chosen by the competent

authority. Decisions of both commillees may subsequently be appealed 10 the civil court in

accordance with the Civil Procedures Code.

The GeC Unified Patent Regulations, which have been recognised dejure or at least de/acto by

all GCC states, as constituting or complementing their domestic patent laws, provide for the

establishment by the GCC Ministerial Council of a 'Grievance Committee' to consider appeals

against decisions of the GCe Patents Office. 13 However, the GCe also acknowledges that the

final authority in respect of appeals must still rest with the respective GCC member stales

themselves, by providing for the final appeal to be made in accordance the laws of the GCC stale

which has jurisdiction for the matter under appeal.,,14

UAE. Law No. 17 of 2002. art 66.
GCC Unified Patent Regulations. 2000. art 28. The Committee comprises 12 members, two drawn from each
statc. and maintains a balance betwccn legal and tcchnical expertise.
GCC Unified Patent Regulations, 2000. art 25.
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Although the copyright laws do not provide the same scope as the industrial property laws for

discretionary administrative decision-making, some provision still exists in limited instances -

notably in respect of the granting of local licences for the translation into Arabic of foreign

works. The Kuwaiti and Saudi laws allow appeals against administrative decision-making to be

made directly to the courts of first instance (Kuwait) or the equivalent Board of Grievances

(Saudi Arabia).1S No specific provision exists in the copyright laws of Bahrain, Qatar, Oman or

the UAE for appeal to independent judicial authority against decisions of administrative bodies

or the responsible Minister.

5.2.2 Provisional Relief (TRIPS Article 50)

TRIPS Article 50 requires WTO members 10 provide their judicial authorities with authority to:

7. prevent an infringement of an intellectual property right from occurring or to stop an

infringement in progress;

8. preserve relevant evidence in regard to an alleged infringement; and

9. in particular prevent goods, including imported goods, from entering the commercial

market;

Kuwait. Law No. 64 of 1999 (copyright). arts 14, 18.36-38; Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M/41 of 1424 AH
(2003) (copyright). arts 16.23. The Saudi Board of Grievances was established in 1955 by Royal Decree No.
17113/8759 of 1374 AI-!. Ihe Regulation Governing the Grievances Board. as a quasi-judicial review body for
government and administrative decision-making. Its president reponed directly to the King. It has been
restructured a number of times over the years, to now become an independent entity directly responsible to the
Saudi Council of Ministers. The Board consists of a president with the rank of minister. deputy president and
two directors, legal advisers on shariah law and other legal matters, and an unspecified number of magistrates
according to specilic need. Members of the Board are statutory appointments: the president is appointed by the
King on the recommendation of the Council of Ministers. Included amongst its divisions are commercial.
criminal and shariah branches. Sec S H Amin. Loll' of l/1/eflec/llof and Industrial Property in Del'eloping
COllntries: MI/slim 'VorM (1993). 102·111, for a description of the structure and procedures governing the Board.
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by the ordering of injunctive relief. 16 The measures may be adopted inaudita ai/era parte,

particularly where any delay is likely to cause irreparable harm to the right holder or poses a

demonstrable risk of evidence being destroyed. 17 The judicial authorities can require an

applicant for ex parle orders to provide any reasonable evidence in order to establish that an

infringement has occurred or is imminent, and to supply other information necessary for the

identification of the goods concerned to assist the authority which will enforce the provisional

measure. 18 The judicial authorities must also be authorized to require, at their discretion, that the

applicant provide a security or equivalent assurance sufficient to protect the defendant and to

counter abuse of provisional measures. Where provisional measures have been adopted inaudila

a/tera parte, notice must be provided to the affected parties 'without delay after the execution of

the measures at the latest,.'9 If proceedings have not been initiated within a reasonable period,

the defendant may request the provisional measures be revoked or cease to have effec\.10 Where

provisional measures are revoked or lapse, or where no infringement is subsequently found, the

judicial authorities may order the applicant upon request of the defendant to compensate the

defendant for any injury caused by the provisional measures.

Common to the intellectual property laws of all GCC states, are provisions for a range of

precautionary measures and provisional relief against threatened or actual infringements of a

right-holder's intellectual property rights. There are some instances, as mentioned below, where

the precautionary measure provisions of individual laws fall somewhat short of the standard

required by TRI PS Article 50. Where these deficient laws are significantly disparate from the

provisions enshrined in other domestic intellectual property laws, it would appear that the

deficiency lies more with the legislative drafting or translation than the deliberate intention of

16 TRI PS. art 50. J.
11 Ibid. art 50.2.
18 Ibid. art 50.3.
19 Ibid. art 50.4.
20 Ibid. art 50.6 and 50.7.
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the primary lawmakers. Notwithstanding these few instances, the intentions at least of the

prescribed measures are generally very similar across all states and across all areas of intellectual

property law. Arguably the most comprehensive statement of protective measures is thai

incorporated in Oman's copyright law, which stipulates that a court may order the following

conservative measures:

"(a) put an end to the infringement of any right protected under this law.

(b) seize the infringing copies of the work and material used to make those copies.

(e) prove the existence of a public perfonnance in case of execution, representation or public

recitation of a work, and discontinue or prevent the display of the show.

(d) designate an official receiver for the work under conflict, who shall be responsible for the

republication, presentation, manufacturing or making of copies of the work; the resulting

proceeds shall be deposited with the Court Treasury. Such receivership shall cease by agreement

between the concerned parties or by a court decision.

(e) designate an expert to assess the proceeds of such publication or presentation, where necessary,

and seize the income in all cases." 21

The other GCC states, and indeed Oman in its other intellectual property laws, do not see the

need to be so comprehensive. Oman's law on new plant varieties, by way of contrast, lacks any

authority for the award of provisional measures, or prescription of what such measures

constitute, instead merely stipulating that "anyone requesting precautionary measures should

deposit a bond, as estimated by the court, prior to announcing the order", without elucidating

what those precautionary measures mayor may not constitute. 22

Saudi Arabia, for example, makes prOVISion in its law on patents, industrial models, layout

designs of integrated circuits and new plant varieties, for the relevant Grievance Committee to

take such emergency action as it deems appropriate in respect of an actual or threatened

" Oman. Royal Decree No. 37/2000. art 14.
Oman. Royal Decree No. 9212000, art 5.
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infringement. 23 However, the law does not provide any prescription or make any specific

mention of provisional measures per se or the consequent warranty and succeeding substantive

action, deferring such detail to the subordinate implementing regulations. The law provides

simply that " ... the Committee may take the necessary prompt measures it deems necessary to

prevent the damages resulting from the infringement.,,24 Similarly, the Saudi copyright law

simply stipulates that "It [the committee] may take any temporary measure it finds necessary to

protect the copyright till a final decision is reached regarding the complaint or grievance."H By

contrast, the Saudi trademark law includes much greater detail along the lines of the Omani

copyright law concerning the nature and objective of provisional orders and the obligations upon

the right holder.

The laws generally provide for conditions governing precautionary measures which mirror the

conditions stipulated in TRIPS Article 50. They provide for the measures to be granted by a

civil court, or by a chief judge of the court. The measures are in essence the local equivalent of

the UK Anton Piller orders, in that they may be taken as conservatory measures where delay

may prejudice the right holder beyond compensation or where there is an established risk that

material which constitutes evidence related to the infringement will be lost. The measures may

be taken without prior notification to the defendant, although the defendant must be notified of

the measures as soon as they are implemented. The defendant may appeal the orders within a

prescribed period of time after notification or implementation, and the court may confirm,

amend or withdraw the measures at its discretion.

23 Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M/27 of 1425 AI-! (2004) art 35. The relevant Saudi committee in this case
being a commillcc established by the King AbdulAziz City of Science and Technology, as the statutory authority
responsible for the oversight of patents. trademarks and related areas of intellectual property. See also Section
5.3.6 and n 154lollowing.

24 Ibid. art 34.
25 Saudi Arabia, Royal Decree No. M/41 of 1424 AH (2003). art 23.6.
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As a countermeasure against abuse of the availability of provisional measures, or frivolous

complaints of alleged infringement, most laws require applications for relief to be accompanied

by a surety as determined by the court, and which mllst be lodged with the court. The issuance

of any orders must be followed within a stipulated and limited period of time - ranging from

eight days (in Oman and UAE) to fifteen days (in Bahrain generally, Qatar copyright and Saudi

Arabia) - by a substantive action brought before the court. Failure to do so causes the orders to

cease to have effect, and leaves the complainant liable to claims for compensation by the party

against whom the orders were sought. Saudi Arabia requires lodgement of a surety only in

respect of its trademark law; Kuwait & Oman (with the one exception being Oman's new plant

varieties law), however, do not require lodgement ofa surety.

5.2.3 Special Requirements Relating to Border Measures (TRIPS

Section 4, Articles 51 - 60)

The special requirements relating to border measures constitute a significant proportion of the

TRIPS enforcement obligations. They establish a scheme for suspension of the release into

circulation of suspected counterfeit trademark or pirated copyright goods, either on application

by a right holder or by ex officio action by border authorities. 26

The strategy of utilizing border seizure to control the trade in infringing goods is foreshadowed

in the Paris Convention, which provides that 'all goods unlawfully bearing a trademark or trade

26 TRIPS. an 51. As a footnote to this TRIPS anicle, the tenn 'counterfeit tradcmark goods' is defined to mean
'allY goods. including packaging. bearing without authorization a trademark which is identical to Ihe trademark
validly registered in respect of such goods. or which cannot be distinguished in its essential aspects from such a
trademark, and which thercby infringes the rights of the owner of thc trademark in qucstion under thc law of thc
country of imponation'. The tenn "pirated copyright goods' is defined to mean "any goods which arc copies made
without consent of the rights holder in the country of production and which arc made directly or indircctly from
any anicle where the making of that copy would have constituted an infringement of a copyright or a related right
under the law of the country of irnponation',
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name shall be seized on importation into those countries of the Union where such mark or trade

name is entitled to protection,.27 Members are required to make provision for the holder of an

intellectual property right 10 make application to administrative or judicial authorities for

customs authorities to suspend the release of goods into free circulation where grounds exist for

suspecting that the importation of counterfeit trademark or pirated goods may OCCUr.
28 Such

provision need not apply in respect of goods in transit, or where a particular border is subject of

a customs union between two members. Members may permit the competent authorities to act

upon their own initiative in suspending the release of goods where prima facie evidence exists

that an intellectual property right is being infringed. Members may order the destruction or

disposal of infringing goods outside the channels of commerce. They shall not allow the re-

exportation of counterfeit goods in an unaltered state or subject them to a different custom

procedure, other than in exceptional circumstances. 29

The right holder may be required to lodge a bond or surety in order to protect the defendant and

the competent authorities, and to prevent abuse. 30 Payment of such surety shall not prejudice

any other remedy available to the right holder. The surety shall be released if the right holder

fails to pursue the right of action within the prescribed period of time.

Suspended goods must be released if, within the prescribed period since the applicant was served

with notice of the suspension of the goods, the customs authorities have not been informed that

provisional measures have been ordered prolonging the period of suspension or that proceedings

have been initiated. 31 Where suspension of the release of goods is carried out or continued in

accordance with a provisional measure, the suspension shall be revoked or cease to have effect if

Paris Convention, ar19(1).
TRIPS. art 51.
Ibid. art 59.
Ibid. art 53.
Ibid. an 55.
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proceedings are not initiated within the prescribed period, or such period as determined by

judicial authority. Authorities shall be empowered, where an importer has suffered injury

because of the wrongful detention of goods, or where the goods are released because the right

holder does not initiate an action within the prescribed period, 10 order the right holder to pay

compensation to the importer, consignee and owner of the detained goods for any injury

suffered. 32

The attention given by the Gee states in their intellectual property laws to the special border

control requirements of TRIPS, is slight to say the least. This can be in part attributed to the

eventual establishment of the customs union between the Gee states in January 2003, after a

vel)' long gestation period. A footnote to TRIPS Section 4 allows that a member shall not be

required to apply the provisions of Section 4 at borders with other members with which it has

formed a custom union and amongst which all controls over movement of goods across these

borders have been substantially dismantled. However, reliance on this provision ignores the fact

that the amount of intra-GCC trade represents a small percentage of the total trade of each state.

In any case, the GCC states would argue, as Oman has done before the Council ofTRIPS 33
, that

the provisions relating infringements of an intellectual property right and to the remedies and

provisional relief apply equally to infringing imported and export goods. They would also argue

that a right holder can obtain orders on the suspension of customs clearance of allegedly

counterfeit goods, and that these provisions by and large correspond to TRIPS Articles 51-60.

Customs have the legal authority to act ex~officio to detain and/or seize suspected goods at ports

"
"

Ibid. art 56.
WTO Council for Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights. I?eview of Legisfarion: Omall. 16:
Document IP/Q4/0MN/I (03-1675).24 Mareh 2003.
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of entry, to confiscate and destroy infringing goods, and to suspend the release of imported

counterfeit and pirated goods, as required by TRIPS.34

In any of the region's intellectual property laws, the UAE arguably comes closest to addressing

the border measure obligations enshrined in TRIPS Articles 51-60, with a copyright law which

provides that:

"The customs authorities may order, by a decision supported with reasons in response to an

application by the author, the holder of the right or their successors, suspension of cusloms release for

a maximum period of twenty days of any forged items contradicting the provisions of this Law. The

implementing regulations specifY the conditions, restrictions and procedures of non-release

application, along with the documents to be enclosed and the financial value of bond the applicant

must deposit, to confiml authenticity of the application. The application must be decided within three

working days from the day of its proper presentation, the applicant should be notified with the

decision as soon as it is issued.

The customs authorities in all cases must not prohibit the concemed parties from examining the items

held by the customs in accordance with the restrictions defined by the implementing regulations."H

But even this provision falls far short of addressing the range of specific conditions and

requirements as detailed in TRIPS Articles 51-60. However, in yet another example of the

dichotomy between principle and practice, the implementing regulations to which the above

Art'icle 36 refers, and which in particular are essential for establishing conditions for the

application of the non-release strategy, have yet to materialise some three years since the law

was gazetted.

"
"

Ibid. 25.
UAE. Federal Law No.7 of2002. an 36.
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5.2.4 Damages, Indemnification and Other Remedies (TRIPS Articles

45-46)

TRlPS Articles 45 and 46 require members to accord to their judicial authorities the authority to

award damages adequate to compensate for any injury suffered because of the infringement, as

well as expenses and legal costs. Recovery of profits and/or payment of pre-established

damages may be ordered, even where the infringer did not knowingly engage in the infringing

activity. Judicial authorities must have authority to order infringing goods to be destroyed or

otherwise disposed outside the channels of commerce without any compensation 10 the infringer

and in such manner as to avoid any harm to the right holder. To ensure that the risk of further

acts of infringement is minimised, the authority extends to orders for the disposal in similar

fashion of materials and implements Ihal have been used predominantly in the creation of the

infringing goods, again without compensation to the infringer. However, account must be taken

of proper proportion between the seriousness of the infringement and the remedies ordered, as

well as the interests of third parties. In the case of counterfeit trademarks, the simple removal of

the unlawfully affixed trademark will not normally be sufficient to enable Ihem 10 be released

back into channels of commerce.

As is the case with the availability of provisional measures, the statu lOry provision for judicial

authority in respect the award of damages and the application of other remedies is similarly

inconsistent - both across the Gee states and within the respective intellectual property laws of

the individual states. In particular, since the common convention throughout the region, in civil

cases at least, is for eilher party to bear their own legal costs, Ihe states' legislation is singularly

quiet on the issue of authority to award costs.
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All slales except Oman make some provision in at least some of their intellectual property laws

for offending goods, and any tools, machinery and equipment used in the commission of the

infringement, to be confiscated, destroyed or otherwise disposed of in such other way, as the

courl may deem appropriate. Some states, such as Bahrain and the UAE, also provide for

judicial discretion to order such confiscation, and destruction or disposal even in the case of an

. I"acqUltta . Bahrain includes both seizure and destruction provisions in its longstanding

"
"

copyright law and its recent patents, geographical indications and trade secrets laws, but makes

110 such provision in its older trademark law. 37 The longstanding copyright law alone makes

provision for the award of both compensation and costs, neither of which are provided for in the

other laws. 38 None of the laws allow for closure of the infringing establishment except as one of

the options available in respect of repeat offences

Kuwait's copyright, trademark and patent laws all authorise the court upon the request of the

author or right holder to order the destruction of the infringing work or goods and the materials

and equipment used. 39 However, the copyright law makes provision for an exception to this

requirement where the author's economic rights expire within two years from the date of issue of

the judgement. 40 Instead, the court may rule for confirmation of the precautionary attachment to

fulfill any compensation awarded in favour of the right holder. This exception necessarily

includes the case of a work unlawfully translated into Arabic, on the basis that this violation is

Bahrain. Law No.1 of 2004 (patents). an 4 L UAE. Federal Law No. 17 of2002 (patents). an 63: UAE Federal
Law No.8 of 2002 (tmdemarks). an 41
Bahrain. Law 10 of 1993 (copyright). ans 38 and 40: Law No. t of 2004 (patents). an 41: Law No. t60f2004
(gcographicalindications). an 12; Law No. 17 of2004 (tradc secrets), an 7.
Bahrain. Law No. 10 of t993. an 40.
Kuwait. Law No. I of2001(trademarks). an 95; Law No.4 of 1999 (patcllts), an 48; Law No. 64 of 1999
(copyright). an 42.

40 Kuwait, Law No. 64 of 1999. an 38.
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not so serious as to warrant a judgement for destruction 41
. No provision exists in the copyright

and trademark laws for compensation, and all three laws are quiet on the question of costs.

Oman's intellectual property laws contain a number of apparent inconsistencies in respect the

availability of provisions for seizure and destruction of infringing goods and equipment and

award of damages and compensation. This would appear to indicate that the so-called 'minor'

laws have not received the same level of scrutiny from the Omani government or from their

advisers on TRIPS as have the major laws governing patents, trademarks and copyright and

neighbouring rights. The copyright, trademarks, patents, and unfair competition and trade

secrets laws include seizure and destruction provisions,42 while the industrial designs,

geographical indications, and integrated circuits laws do not make any such provision. The new

plant varieties law allows for the destruction of any offending propagation and/or elements, but

does not provide for destruction of tools or equipment used in the infringemenl. 43 Again, no

provision exists for compensation or award of costs.

Qatar's copyright and trademark laws allow for seizure and destruction, closure of the infringing

establishment, and for payment of compensation to the aggrieved right holder. 44 There are no

references to the payment of costs.

The UA E courts may also order offending goods to be confiscated, destroyed or otherwise

disposed of in such other way as Ihey deem appropriate, as may the tools, machinery and

Kuwait. Explanatory Mcmorandum Accompanying Law No. 64 of 1999, art 38.
Oman. Royal Decree No. 37/2000 (copyright). art 31: Royal Decree No. 38/2000 (trademarks and trade secrets).
art 38; Royal Dccrec No. 8212000 (patcnts), art 24.
Oman. Royal Decree No. 92/2000. art 6.
Qatar. Law No.7 of2002 (copyright), art 52; Law No.9 of2002 (trademarks), art 52.
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equipment used as part of the infringing activity:tS Infringing premises may be closed for a

period of up to 6 months in respect of copyright and trademark infringements, but not in the case

of patents and industrial design infringements. 46 Neither the copyright law nor patents law

makes provision for compensation, while the trademark law retains such provision from its

predecessor law of 1992:°

5.2.5 Criminal Procedures and Sanctions (TRIPS Article 61)

TRIPS Article 61 requires WTO members to make provision for criminal procedures and

penalties to be applied at least in cases of willful trademark counterfeiting or copyright piracy on

a commercial scale. Remedies, which shall include imprisonment and/or fines, must be

sufficient to provide a deterrent and must be consistent with penalties applied for crimes of

corresponding gravity. Remedies may also include seizure, forfeiture and destruction of the

offending goods and any materials, tools or equipment predominantly used in the commission of

the infringement. Since these are minimum requirements, members may provide criminal

procedures and penalties for other cases of intellectual property right infringement.

Notwithstanding the existence of a fair degree of common ground between the various types of

national intellectual property laws in respect of the nature of infringements, the penalties that

infringements attract still vary markedly between the states, and even between the intellectual

property laws in each state. The one exception is Oman, which as applied the same sanctions

UAE. Federal Law No.7 or 2002 (copyright). an 40: Federal Law No.8 or 2002 (trademarks). an 40: Federal
Law No. 17 or 2002 (patcnts), an 63.
UAE. Federal Law No.7 or2002 (copyright). ans 38 and 40: Federal Law No.8 or2002 (trademarks). an 39.
UAE. Fedcral Law No.8 or2002 (tradcmarks). an 41.2
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and scale of penalties across all its intellectual property laws. The marked differences have left

some states open to accusation from some developed countries that the perceived inadequate

levels of sanctions still engender an environment which is tantamount to fostering unchecked

piracy and counterfeiting and which is providing safe haven for illegal importers, traders and

manufacturers. 48

Bahrain's longstanding trademark law of 1991 provides for a maximum fine or only BOlDa, the

lowest financial penalty of any Gee intellectual property law by a wide margin, and/or

imprisonment for up to one year. 49 Its slightly later copyright law of 1993 provides for a

maximum fine of SOl ,000 and/or up to one year imprisonment. 5o Its new round of intellectual

property laws enacted over the last year or so (that is, in respect of patents, geographical

indications, and trade secrets) carry common and significantly increased penalties, providing for

imprisonment for up to two years and/or a fine of up to B03,000.51 These new laws appear to

represent the new benchmark in respect of sanctions for the other intellectual property laws

which are due to follow in the near future (notably copyright and trademarks). However, it is

still uncertain what impact the intellectual property provisions of Bahrain's recently completed

Free Trade Agreemenl (FTA) with the United Slates may have on further increasing the level of

sanctions in Bahrain's proposed new copyright and trademarks laws. What is certain is that the

B00.377
KDO.340
ORO.390
QR3.620
SR3.731
AED3.654

U5$1.00 '"
U5$1.00=
USI$.OO ""
U5$1.00 ""
U5$1.00 '"
US$I.oo =

See the respectivc couniry reports in the USTR Annual Special 301 Rcports. 1997 - 2005. These reports arc
discussed at greater length in Chapter 6.3

49 Bahrain. Law No.1 0 of 1991. art 31.
so Onc Bahraini dinar. onc Kuwait dinar or onc Omani rial is wonh just under tcn Qatari riyals. Saudi riyals or

Emirati dirhams. The currencies of all the GCe states are now linked, formally or elTcetivcly, to the US dollar.
Thc currcnt exehangc ratcs (as at 31/12105) arc as follows:

BO '" Bahraini dinar BOLOO US$2.65
KD = Kuwaiti dinar KDI.oo US$2.95
OR =Omani rial ORI.oo US$2.58
QR = Qatari riyal QR 1.00 U5$0.276
SR = Saudi riyal SRl.oo US$0.268
AEI)=UAE dirham AEDI.OO = U5$0.273

" Bahrain. Law No.1 of 2004 (patents). art 41: Law No. 16 of 2004 (geographical indications). an 6: Law No.7 of
2003 (trade seercts). an 7.
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FTA requires Bahrain to "provide strong deterrence against piracy and counterfeiting."S2 It

may also be more than coincidental that these proposed key laws, which have been in circulation

in draft form since 2001 and were initially due 10 be enacted in the first half of 2002, have still

yet to be issued 5J
•

Kuwait is not quite as inconsistent as Bahrain, even if the fact that its trademark, patent and

copyright laws all underwent amendment between 1999 and 200 1 is taken into account. Its

copyright law carries a maximum fine of only KD500 and/or up to one year's imprisonment. S4

Its trademark law penalties are only marginally higher, retaining from its much earlier law of

1980 a very simple scale of an unspecified term of imprisonment and/or a fine of up to KD600

for counterfeiting or improper use of a registered mark; but it does not impose a penalty for use

ofa sign or mark excluded from registrability.H In contrast, its patent law carries penalties of up

to KD5000 and one year's imprisonment, essentially a tenfold increase over the penalties

provided by the trademark and copyright laws. 56

Qatar's penalties are already substantial by regional standards, even though they remain largely

unchanged from earlier legislation. They range up to QR I00,000 and imprisonment for up to 12

months for copyright infringement acts, but QR20,OOO and 2 years for trademark and industrial

design infringements. 57 However, rather curiously, acts relating to manufacture or import of

electronic deactivation or satellite decoding devices, or their illegal modification or removal, do

not have a monetary penalty specified, but may carry a maximum term of imprisonment of only

"

"

"
"
~

"

USTR Tradc Facts. Free Trade wilh Bahrain. 27 May 2004. at www.ustr.govlOaibahrainl2004-QS-271faetshcct.
Last accessed 30 June 2005. The US-Bahrain Free Trade Agreemcnt (FTA) is discussed at greater length in
Chaptcr 6.5
Sec WTO Council for Trade-Relatcd Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights. Checklist a/Issues on Enforcemem:
Responses from Bahrain. Document [P/N/6/BHR}1 (01-3100). 2 [ June 2001. These draft laws include copyright
and neighbouring rights, industrial drawings and designs, integrated circuits, plant varieties, and trademarks.
Kuwait. Law No. 64 of 1999. art 42.

Kuwait, Law No. 68 of 1980. art 92.
Kuwait. Law No.3 of 200 I. art 46.
Qatar. Law No.7 of2002 (copyright), arts 50-51: Law No.9 of2002 (tradcmarks). arts 47-48.
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one year. 58 Since it does nol have its own patenllaws, and the GCe Unified Patent Regulation

on which it relies for the provision of patent protection does not contain any sanction provisions,

Qatar does not have available any sanctions for patent infringements.

The UAE's laws are also internally inconsistent, but at least high standards have been set in

some laws. The patents and industrial designs law now carry maximum penalties of up to

AED 100,000 and 2 years imprisonment for patents and design infringements; but the copyright

law has provision for penalties up to an impressive AED500,OOO and an unspecified maximum

period of imprisonment. 59 Penalties for manufacturing or importing means to commit a

technological fraud, to delay or discredit technological anti-fraud or anti-copy software, or to

load or store computer programmes and databases without authorization - for which no

provision existed in the earlier copyright law - are now recognised as the most serious of

copyright violations and accordingly may attract the above maximum penalties. But in stark

contrast, and at the other end of the spectrum, penalties for trademark infringements, such as use

of a counterfeit trademark or improper use of a registered trademark may attract a penalty of up

to 12 months imprisonment and a fine of between AED5,OOO and AEDIO,OOO.60 However, the

fine for fraudulent use of a trademark has in effect been lessened in impact by being altered from

a previously uncapped minimum to a capped maximum amount.

Saudi Arabia has established the new regional benchmark in terms of the deterrence value of its

sanctions, by increasing them dramatically from their previous levels, and by applying them

across all intellectual property laws. [n particular, harsher penalties for infringements in respect

of information technology based intellectual property and for repeat offences are introduced.

"
"~

Qatar, Law No.7 of 2002, art 51.
UAE. Federal Law No. 1701'2002 (patents). an 62: Federal Law No.7 01'2002 (copyright). ans 38-39.
UAE. Federal Law No.8 ofl002. ans 37-38.
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These penalties stand in stark contrast to those extant in neighbours Bahrain, Kuwait and Oman.

But the penalties also illustrate the impact of the greater degree of critical scrutiny and pressure

that Saudi Arabia is receiving from the United States and from international business and

intellectual property watchdog organizations as part of its drive for WTO membership and the

consequent necessity to demonstrate its commitment to TRI PS minimum standards.

Accordingly, any unlawful act of exploitation of a patented subject matter carries a financial

penalty of up to SR100,OOO, while violation of any provision of the copyright law may be

subject to a fine of up to SR250,OOO, a dramatic increase on the maximum fine of SR I0,000

(without any imprisonment provision) available under its 1989 law. 61 Fraudulent use of a

registered trademark has attracted the most dramatic increases in financial penalty, with the fine

having increased from a maximum of SR 50,000 under the 1984 equivalent law to one of

between SR50,000 and SRI,000,000.62 The maximum term of imprisonment remains

unchanged at 12 months in respect of patents and trademark violations, but has been reduced

from 12 months to 6 months in respect of copyright and neighbouring rights infringements.

Oman has taken an entirely different approach to the other states. It has attempted to introduce a

degree of consistency by adopting a common scale of penalties across the full suite of seven

intellectual property laws introduced during the year 2000, providing for imprisonment for up to

two years and/or a fine of up to OR2,000 or both. Hence the maximum allowable penalties for

counterfeiting or a trademark infringement are the same as those for trade secret or new plant

variety infringements. The general severity of the sanctions is little changed from Oman's first

intellectual property law of 1987, which provided for a maximum fine of only OR500, but

61 Saudi Arabia Royal Decree No. M/ 27 of 1425 AH (2004) (patents), art 34; Royal Decree No. M/41 of 1424 AH
(2003) (copyright). art 22.

62 Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. 21 of 1423 AI-! (2002), art 43.
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imprisonment for up to three years. 63 The Omani strategy has attracted criticism from some

quarters, notably the United States, on the grounds that its sanctions are too lenient and are not in

accordance with the TRIPS Article 61 requirement that sanctions should be sufficiently

effectively to act as a deterrent. 64 Indeed, the United States, on more than one occasion, has

accused Oman of being a haven for copyright piracy in the region because of the apparent laxity

and softness of its sanctions in its copyright law.6S Oman's response has been that the sanctions

is sufficiently severe to meet the deterrence objective of TRIPS Article 61, particularly the term

of imprisonment. One Omani senior government official wryly described life in an Omani

prison; "there are no single cells, weekly linen changes, basketball games or movies in an Omani

prison.,,66 A similar statement could be made about prison condilions in the other Gee Slates.

All but one state include the requirement that notice of verdicts against an infringing party and

the penalties imposed are 10 be published in the local Arabic daily press and/or the Official

Gazette· with the costs of such publication to be borne by the infringing party. The UAE

included this provision in its 1992 copyright law, but subsequently removed it from all three

intellectual property laws issued or amended in 2002.

National attitudes towards recidivism also vary amongst the Gee states, and are reflected in

their respective laws. Bahrain generally provides for the maximum penalties for a first offence

to be mandatory if re-offending occurs within three years of the first offence, but this would

appear to presuppose that the maximum penalties would not be imposed in respect of the first

63 Oman. Royal Decree No. 68/1987 (trademarks). ans 32 and 34. provided for penalties of imprisonment for up 10

three years and/or a fine of OR500. plus possible seizure of the infringing goods. material and equipment and
closure of the otTending establishment for up to three months, The copyright law. Royal Decree No. 47/1996. an
16 provided lor a doubling of the maximum permlties in the case of repeat otTending.

64 Interview conducted by the author with officials of the Oman Ministry of Commerce and Industry. January 2003.
and December 2004.

6S Ibid.
66 Ibid.
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offence. It would also seem to presume that a third offence will not occur within the three year

time-frame. Kuwait generally allows for a 50% increase in the maximum penalties to be

imposed if the recurrence occurs within 5 years of the first offence, while Qatar and Saudi

Arabia generally allow for a doubling of penalties for repeat offences without time limitations

from the initial offence. The UAE generally does 110t make any provision for increasing

penalties for repeat offences, except in the case of copyright infringements where a repeat

offence attracts a minimum fine of between AED30,OOO and AED200,OOO and imprisonment

for at least 9 months, the level of penalty depending on the nature of the repeated offence. 67

Oman has gone against the trend of the other Gee states by deleting or nol including in all but

one of its current intellectual property laws a provision that existed in its earlier copyright law68

for the doubling of penalties for repeat offences. The one exception is the law on the protection

of new plant varieties, which permits a doubling of penalties for repeat offending. 69

The following table summarises the damages, remedies and sanctions available under the

respective intellectual property laws of the Gee states. To place them into a meaningful

perspective, and to facilitate comparison between the Gee states and between their respective

laws, the monetary penalties have been listed in both the local currencies and in US dollars. The

table highlights the differences between the states in respect of the range and nature of the

various elements of their available sanctions. It also illustrates the concerted effort by Oman in

particular to standardise its enforcement provisions across all its intellectual property laws, in

contrast to the other states which have introduced levels of sanctions that are largely reactive to

external pressures.

67 UAE, Federal Law No.7 01'2002, arts 37.2,38,39.
611 Oman. Royal Decree No. 47/19%. art 16.
69 Oman. Royal Decree No. 9212000, art 6.
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However, what stands out most markedly is the significant spread in the range of financial

penalties now extanl across the Gee states, ranging from the equivalent of a pitiful US$265

(Bahrain, in respect of trademark infringements) to an impressive US$268,096 (Saudi Arabia, in

respect of trademark infringements, and a lowly US$1716 (Kuwait, copyright) to an almost

equally impressive US$136,836 (UAE, copyright). Of the Gee states, Saudi Arabia and the

UAE have been under the greatest pressure from developed countries, and especially the United

States, to introduce sanctions that will serve as effective deterrents, and the table illustrates the

success of that concerted pressure. Saudi Arabia across the board, and the UAE and Qatar in

some instances, now provide for financial penalties which are severe by local economic

standards, and which are arguably well within the scope of being effective deterrents. What is

surprising is that Bahrain in particular, and also the UAE, have both managed to evade relatively

unscathed from US pressure in respect of their very lowly penalties for trademark infringements.

But this clearly illustrates that copyright infringements through counterfeiting and piracy, and

patent infringements, particularly in respect of pharmaceutical products, are the key concerns for

the United States in terms of intellectual property rights protection in the UAE. The olher Gee

stales - Oman and Kuwait - will no doubt continue to attract criticism for the perceived

inadequacy of their financial penalties. Kuwait has reportedly initiated steps to double the

maximum fines and jail sentences for copyright infringements, but the increases have yet to be

put into effect, and the maximum fines would still only be the equivalent of US$3,430 - hardly

at a level to satisfY the US government. 70

70 The proposed increased penalties were first reported in The Penillsula (Qatar). on 24 August 2004. but some
fifteen months later. amendments to the Kuwaiti copyright law have yet to appear.
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Table II: Comparison of Sanctions for Intellectual Property Infringements in the Gee States
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5.3 The Challenges for Effective Enforcement

5.3.1 The Enforcement Dichotomy

Chapter 5

In all Gee states, the most challenging element of TRIPS, as perceived by both the slales

themselves and the developed countries with established commercial interests in the region, has

been that of the enforcement of the slates' intellectual property protection obligations consistent

with the standards enshrined in TRIPS Sections [] and III. Notwithstanding the fact that all

states have taken significant strides in recent years in setting in place comprehensive legislative

regimes for the protection of intellectual property rights, and most already have laws that are

largely TRIPS-compliant, there nevertheless exists a dichotomy between the principle of

enforcement as enshrined in the various legislative regimes, and the practice as exemplified by

the degree of effective action. In all states, the practical application of compliance obligations

through effective enforcement has been, and continues to be, the most difficult area with which

to contend.

According to a recent WIPO survey on counterfeiting and piracy, the ineffectiveness of

enforcement systems can be attributed, in many cases, to:

legislation not being drafted effectively or extensively;

lack of human resources, funding and practical experience in the enforcement of

intellectual property rights;

insufficient knowledge on the part of right holders and the general public, concerning their

rights and remedies;
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a general lack of training of enforcement officials, including the judiciary; and

Chapter 5

systemic problems resulting from insufficient national and international coordination,

including a lack oftransparency.71

These shortcomings are not necessarily the exclusive confine of Arab countries, or even

developing countries only. But they do apply to, and are a succinct exposition of, the challenges

facing the Gee slales with respect to their enforcement obligations. 72 To the above list,

however, should be added the challenges posed by the clash of alien cultural and economic

mores with entrenched [ocal societal attitudes.

With most of the GCe states, the principal barriers to the elimination of infringement of

intellectual property rights do not subsist so much in the substantive law, as in the practical

application of the remedies and sanctions available (or not available, as the case may be) to deter

counterfeiting and piracy and other infringements. In those states which still have pre·TRIPS

laws in force, the negative impact of the barriers are exacerbated by the presence of sanctions

which are both inadequate and incomplete in scope and scale. But, irrespective of these

inadequacies of scope and scale in a few older laws, the sanctions available to the authorities

across the broad spectrum of the region's intellectual property laws are not being fully exploited.

The reasons do not rest solely with the enforcement authorities or the judiciary; entrenched local

societal, cultural and commercial attitudes also contribute to the development of this

enforcement dichotomy.

"

"

As enunciatcd in a survcy conducted in 2002 by WIPO amongst its mcmber states. and rcponed in WIPO
Documcnt WIPO/CMEJ3. 4-5. Thc Rcport is discussed at greater Icngth in Michael Blakcney. ··Enforccmcnt of
lntcllectual Propeny rights: Challengcs, Remedies and Public Awareness". WIPO National Seminar on
lntcllectual Property for Faculty Mcmbers of Ajman Univcrsity. Ajman. May 2004. 25: WIPO Document
WIPO/II'/UNIIDUB/Q417.
The survey was addressed to all WlPO member countries, including the six GCC states. None of the GCC states,
nor any other Arab country. responded to the WIPO survey. which in itself can be construed as an indicator of
deep·scated systemic deficiencies and infrastruetural shoneomings in intellectual properly enforcement in the
Gulf. It also illustratcs the dimculty that any rcsearchcr cxpericnces in obtaining reliablc. pcriodic and
comparative data for any of the GCC statcs on intellectual properly enforcement practices and performancc.
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5.3.2 Societal Attitudes • "An honest Trade?"

Chapter 5

The leaderships of the Gee states generally recognise that being part of the world trading

community through membership of the WTO and adherence to its terms of membership through

the adoption and implementation of its multilateral agreements, such as TRIPS, is of crucial

imponance for their respective economic growth and health.?3 Accordingly, they also recognize

that the obligations that accompany such membership must be enforced domestically. By

contrast, there is still exists throughout the states a widespread lack of public awareness of the

western concept of intellectual property rights - what they mean, what constitutes an

infringement, and the wider implications of infringing activity. This lack of public awareness is

particularly prevalent amongst the older generations, amongst whom the everyday use of the

English language with its subtle complexities is still not widespread; the lack of public

awareness is shared by local merchants, as well as some small·scale infringers and end-lisers of

infringing material. 74

Even where an awareness or understanding of intellectual property rights does exist, there

nevertheless also still prevails a conservatism that questions the desirability and necessity to

comply with international and national intellectual property protection obligations, which may

seem so removed and irrelevant, at the local community level or in the local souk (marketplace).

"

"

The Saudi Minister of Commerce and Industry. Hashim Din Abdullah Yamani. when interviewed on Saudi
Arabia's recent admission to the WTO. suggested that the Kingdom had lillie choice: ··The idea of secing Saudi
Arabia outside the WTO. isolated from the developments in international trade. would result in it being unable to
competc intcrnationally ... if Saudi Arabia did not join the WTO it would lose any chance to defcnd its important
economic and trade interests" (as quoted in the Gulf News. 30 October 2005. available at www.gulf
news.comlalticleslarticleid=189356. last accessed I NOllcmber 2005.
Interviews conducted by the author with officials. Oman Ministry of Commerce and Industry. Industrial Property
Department January 2003. and Qatar Ministry of Economy and Tradc. Directorate of Commercial Affairs.
Deecmber 2004. Sec also Marcn Hansen, "Taking a Rcalistic Approach to Trademark Protection in thc Gulf
Countries". (1993) 5 A-fiddle East Execlltive Reports. 15: Times oj Oman. 27 August 2002. available at
www.timcsofomall.eom/arehillcs.asp. last accessed I November 2004.
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Commonplace is a deep-rooted societal attitude thai holds that ownership of a good confers an

unlimited right of use and disposal, including copying and resale, while imitation is deemed to

be legitimate practice. 75 No harm is held to have been done to the owner of the original good if

the resale is on a reasonable scale and if it is conducted in a different - in either a geographic or

economic sense - market. The sale of counterfeit versions of luxury western goods in the local

sOllk at a fraction of the genuine products' retail price is not perceived as disadvantaging the

owner of the luxury goods, since the buyer would not purchase the genuine product if the

counterfeit versions were no longer available. The claim of "genuine imitation" frequently

offered in the sOllks and on the street stalls as an unwritten assurance as to the quality and value

of the counterfeit and pirated goods on offer, is still asserted with candour and with a certain

degree of conviction that such claim is still a positive marketing ploy. Hence external attempts

to fetter this /aissezfaire and perceived non-competing micro-economy are neither welcome nor

fully comprehended. This common sentiment, as expressed by an illegal trader in response to a

raid on his shop by government officials, is that anti-piracy measures are "not fair". "We pay

money for these [discs] and we sell them. This is an honest trade", the trader protested. 76

Also widespread is the perception that the protection of intellectual property rights, particularly

in respect of copyright in the software and audiovisual fields, trademarks in consumer goods

carrying foreign trademarks, and pharmaceutical patents, represents a protection of western (and

particularly US and European) commercial interests at the expense of technology transfer and

industrial development for the benefit of the local markets and communities. 77 This perception

is reinforced by the cynical view that western countries, formerly imperial overlords in living

memory, are now continuing their exploitation as political and commercial bullies. Trade with

"
"
"

S H Amin, Law o/imeilec/lial alld Industrial Property in Del'eloping COllntries: Muslim World (1993) 1-2.
Times o/Oman. abol'e II 74. 27 August. 2002.
Alastair Hirst 'Developing IPR in the Gulr. (1994) 17(2) Middle East Execlitil'C Reports. 9-11.
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western countries is desired, but the perceived imposition of a new western-style commercial

colonialism, bolstered by western intellectual property protection regimes may well be an

unpalatable consequence. 78 Hence, attempts by western companies to wean locals away from

counterfeit or pirated products by a positive reinforcement strategy can sometimes produce an

unexpected and negative result. [n an attempt to steer consumers and end-users away from

pirated versions of its major computer systems, a leading global operating systems and software

manufacturer offered to educational institutions and students in some of the Gee slales

discounts of up to 90% off the normal retail price of some of their leading products. In some

quarters, the reaction to the offer was a cynical one - along the lines that the normal pricing

structure of the software to members of the public must be exorbitant to allow such a generous

discount to educational institutions and students; acceptance of the discount offer was

legitimizing the original pricing structure and endorsing the commercial practices of a major

foreign yet global company that was still over-exploiting the local markets. 79

Further contributing to an environment of enforcement less rigorous than that sought by western

countries is a perception by the more conservative sections of the populations of the GCC states

that the Middle East is being subject to an ongoing cultural penetration by western countries that

contributes to an erosion of Islamic beliefs, values and local culture at every turn. Western

culture is seen as immoral and corrupt, and so the enforcement of intellectual property rights for

goods and services that are largely western in origin constitutes governmental and religiolls

sanction of these immoral and corrupting influences. so Enforcement of intellectual property

protection by the governments of the GCe states on behalf of predominantly western rights-

" John Carroll. "Intellectual Property Rights in thc Middlc East: A Cultural Perspectivc·'. (2000-2001) 11 Fordham
Inte/fecwaf Properly. Media and Enlerrainment JOl/mal. 590.
Gill/News. 16 July 1998.3. The author was working in a higher education institution ofa GCC state at the time
that the Microsoft offers were made. The reaction to the Microsoft offers reported above is based on the author's
own observations and impressions gained from local suppliers of institutional computer hardware and software.
staff and students of his own institution and othcr educational institutions in the stale with which he had contact.
Carroll. above n 78. 596-7.
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holders not only reinforces these corrupting innuences but also provides Ihe governments with

powerful tools for controlling cultural content and eliminating of the 'informal' but

commonplace and socially acceptable cultural distribution mechanisms thai have long been in

place (in other words, the uncontrolled copying and duplication that the west would describe as

counterfeiting and piracy),81 This cynicism and resentment toward the west in respect of the

latter's protected goods is reinforced by some local attitudes towards the western expatriate

populations, who in most states represent a significant proportion orthe population and who lead

a very visible, comfortable, and often culturally insensitive, lifestyle.

There also prevails a cultural dilemma in the local populations of some states insofar as the

necessity to resort to public judicial processes for the resolution of a dispute, as distinct from the

utilization of informal and private mediation, is perceived by many as a negative reflection on

both parties. One characteristic of an Arab community is the confidential treatment of local

disputes. Public disclosure of those disputes through court proceedings, particularly those

relating to family companies, is liable to prejudice the personal and professional standing of the

family, the family company, and the traditions of the immediate community of which the family

is a part. 82 Accordingly, there appears to be a widespread disinclination to pursue a dispute or

infringement through the judicial system, other than as a last resort. The paramount

consideration for all parties is to achieve a mutually satisfactory resolution in which the

acknowledged direct commercial losses of the aggrieved party are compensated, while still

allowing for some saving of "face" by both sides. Punishment of the infringing party by the

imposition of the financial or custodial sanctions available in legislation may stop the infringing

act, but does not necessarily benefit the aggrieved party; in fact, imprisonment of a family

"
"

Ibid. 594.
Saudi legal advocate quoted in "WIPQ Examines ADR to Resolve II' Disputes'·. (1996) 10 World Intelleclual
Properly Report. 144.
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breadwinner may simply create a burden for the local community.
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Hence, where a local

complaint concerning infringement of intellectual property rights is formally raised with the

local authorities or the responsible ministry, common practice throughout the Gee Siales is for

local officials or ministry officials to act as mediator between complainant and infringing party

to attempt to engineer a solution satisfactory to both parties. The solution may include

an"appropriate gesture" to the complainant. The nature of the "appropriate gesture" depends on

the circumstances and extent of the alleged offence, but may consist of a financial payment by

way of compensation and cessation of the offending activities. Hence what may appear to

western eyes as inaction in the face of infringing activity actually constitutes an alternative

dispute resolution that locals would argue is more effective in achieving a better possible

outcome than that which might achieved by following the slow and tortuous path of civil and/or

criminal litigation. 8
}

The issue of transparency arises in this context. Many of the leading business organizations in

the region are close-knit, family·run enterprises whose principals, by virtue of being members of

either the extended royal families or the societal and commercial elite, also hold considerable

political and economic influence. There can exist a reluctance to comply either with public

disclosure of commercial and financial information customarily required under western laws, or

with laws of western origin which counteract the profit-making imperative of past, unrestricted

practices. The continued lack of transparency springs from some political and government

practices that are still beyond successful attempts at legal reform. 84

"' These semi-official processes of alternative dispute resolution (AOR) may often result in satisfactory outcomes,
but little other than the outcome is recorded. Use of the AOR approach is officially supported. with all states
having mediation and arbitration legislation in place. The UAE for example. requires all civil cases to be offered
the arbitration and mediation process associated with thc courts before the cases come before the courts.
Howard Stovall, "Arab Commercial Laws - Into the Future". (2000) 34 The International Lawyer. 844.
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To offset these conservative values, there is emerging in all of the Gee states a pro-western

youth culture which is fuelled by a domestic population that is predominately under the age of

25, and an expatriate population which constitutes the majority of the population in all but two

Gee states. Accordingly, the rate of regional internet connectivity and growth in computer

hardware and software market penetration is dramatic, and the regional market for pirated

western goods and particularly western music, Hollywood and Sollywood movies, and computer

software, continues to grow. 85

Complicating, or rather reinforcing, the societal attitude towards non-compliance with enhanced

standards of protection, is the existence of a large and dynamic expatriate population, which in

most Gee states can contribute to an environment of evasion rather than compliance. 86 The

combination of government enforcement strategies which still target end-sellers rather than

consumers, and the existence in all states of lengthy court lists that can result in delays of years

for both civil and criminal cases, means that the likelihood of expatriates who knowingly and

willingly participate in illegal activities being caught and prosecuted are remote. Hence

participation in counterfeiting or piracy activities and possible prosecution are worth the risk

when weighed against the financial savings that counterfeit or pirated goods or services can

provide over their genuine counterparts. Government officials in some Gee states complain

The impact of the youth culture and expatriate populations have generally been overlooked by the few
commcntators on intellcctual property in thc Gulf region. but arc worth further study. unfortunately beyond the
scope of this thesis. However three points of significance need to be borne in mind. All the Gulf states have very
young populations with more than half of the indigenous population in each state being under 21 years of age.
Further. e:>.:cept for 5.1udi Arabia and Oman. the e:>.:patriates make up the majority of the total populations.
comprising over 80% thereof in the case of the UAE. In Oman and Saudi Arabia the exp..1triate numbers arc
considerably lower. but still comprise 20 - 25% of the total population (see www.grc.ae. and search on GCC
country profiles). Expatriates are predominately at either end of the socio-economic spectrum - the lower end
comprising low paid workers from thc Indian and Asian sub-continents. and the upper cnd mainly comprising
very well-paid (certainly by local indigenous standards) western e:>.:patriates from the developed countries.
Caught between these two groups are the local youth - amongst whom high unemployment is endemic - being
unwilling to undertake take the menial. lowly paid jobs carried out by the fonner expatriate group. and unable to
secure the highly p..1id executive contracts enjoyed by the latter expatriate group_ These three clements create a
regional environment in which the demand for --best price" latest fashion consumer goods and cheapest
entertainment through pirated audio and video items is high. and the market for illegal goods nourishes.
Interview conducted by the author with officials in the Bahrain Ministry of Cabinet Affairs and Infonnation.
December 2004.
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that the expatriate participation in infringing activity is particularly prevalent in respect of

computer software and illegal reception afTY cable and satellite transmission. 87

5.3.3 Regional Piracy and the Enforcement Response

The challenges for the effective enforcement of intellectual property rights throughollt the region

are exacerbated by the fact that counterfeiting and piracy, particularly of software, video and

music, are still widespread and lucrative businesses. [n all Siales there is always available a

ready supply of illegal vendors, mainly lowly~paid expatriate workers from the Indian

subcontinent and East Asia, for whom the chance of quick reward far outweighs the risks of

seizure and possible deportation. There is also a constant demand for access to pirated goods

which are much cheaper, more easily available, and onen more up-to-date than their legitimate

equivalents.

The nature and modus operandi of an end-selling operation at the grass roots level, is well-

described in the following report form the Kuwaiti News Agency (KUNA) on the operation of a

typical small-scale but prevalent activity involving the sale of counterfeit DVD's and videos on

the streets of Kuwait City.sS The KUNA report also makes pointed reference to what would

appear to be a well-organised infrastructure for producing the counterfeit goods, with links that

would appear to reach high into Kuwaiti society. It also helps to illustrate the dimension of the

problem in combating counterfeit material, and the concern and the response of manufacturers

and distributors to the problem. The report comes after years of reports in KUNA of action by

"..
Ibid. See also "Shadowy Traders, Shady Deals ... the piracy business conlinues", Bahrain Tribune, 16 October
2003, 2; availablc al \\·ww.bahraintribune.eom/archivcs. last accessed 16 October 2003.
Knll'oil News Agency (KUNA), 4 July 2002, I: available at
www.kuna.nel.kw/home/SIOl)'.asrx?Language=en&DSN0=432029; laSI accessed 1 Deccmber 2005.
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government officials in conducting raids, confiscating infringing material and closing infringing

establishments for violations of Kuwait's intellectual property laws. While the report is

confined to the situation in Kuwait, the picture that it paints is similar to scenes thai can be found

on the streets, outside the shipping malls, and in the souks (markets) of cities in the other Gee

states: 89

"Nowadays, one Kuwaiti dinar buys the latest bootlegged Hollywood movie, pirated software, or even

ripped music albums from wee! vendors who transfonn entrances to shopping malls and super

markets into mobile stores. Albeit responsible authorities maintain that they are commiued to

protecting intellectual property rights and the ministries of interior and infonnation and Kuwait's

municipality persistence in seeking out violators, infringements did not abate, in fact they may have

augmented ... copyrights violations dominate, and range from the illegal extensions of satellite TV

subscriptions to non-subscribers, illegal publishing and selling of copyrighted books - especially

children books, sale of ripped music, sale of pirated software, and the revenue generating sale of

bootlegged movies, TV shows, and taped local theatre shows. Vendors selling bootlegged

merchandise can be seen on the corners of many shopping malls."

"A young man lays his rug on the pavement in front of a shopping mall ... and lays out more than 50

video tapes of movies on the rug ... several of the movies are still in theatres while others are not

released yet. He says he constantly worries about authorities confiscating his merchandise. The ...

stock he carries belongs to his ambiguous 'boss', who pays [the young man) 100 fils for each item he

sells90
. He ... has no information pertaining to the center of operations or who supplies him, he meets

his boss in a public place, settles accounts and leaves, and the next delivery is scheduled over the

phone."

"Selling bootlegged (video) tapes in Kuwait is a business that generates incredible revenues for its

owners; four or five individuals in all of Kuwait .. the 'business' is, in essence, an oligopoly operated

by several individuals through an ambiguous yet intricate network of production, warehousing, and

distribution .... all one needs to pull-off a similar operation is 12 video recorders and one video

player, costing no more than 450 Kuwaiti Dinars all together ... the cost of video tapes range from

100 to 120 fils per tape, mounting the total production cost for a single video tape of the latest

Hollywood movie to around 250 fils which then sells for one kuwaiti dinar. The utilities are stored in

See also the Bahrain Tribllne report on a similar illicit street operation in the Bahraini capital. above n 87 1-2.
1000 liIs= 1 Kuwaiti dinar(= US$2.91).
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a secure secret place, known only to one person, trusted by the owner, and most of the persons who

work at the copy·production centers are women. Once the women copy the tapes, the owner

transports them to the head distributor, who on his part transports the merchandise to several other

distributors who then supply the vendors."

In 2004, some three years after the above media repon appeared, the local media was continuing

to report that Kuwait still carried a proliferation of pirated material which was available from

street vendors, within the souks, and from merchants within the numerous shopping malls. 91

Hence, it is not surprising that Kuwait's performance in curbing copyright piracy continues to

come under particular attack from the USTR and the industry lobby organizations which have

input into the USTR reporting process. Although the USTR reports need to be read with some

reservation because of their obvious bias in favour of promoting the self-interest of US business,

they still illustrate why the USTR argues that it has good reason to continue to be concerned the

Kuwaiti lack of apparent success with its enforcement effort. In early 2005, the International

Intellectual Property Alliance (IIPA) was complaining to the USTR that:

"Piracy continues to thrive in Kuwait, as hundreds of thousands of pirate optical discs (DVDs, VCDs,

CDs, CD-ROMs, "burned" CD-Rs, and, increasingly, DVD-Rs) of movies, music, business software,

and entertainment software are openly sold in retail stores, on the streets, and in the sOllqs each month

... Distributors operate with impunity, supplying retail stores and street vendors alike. Increasingly,

domestic piracy ventures are "burning-to-order" at storefronts, or "burning" content onto recordable

discs and distributing those to street vendors. Retail stores continue to maintain large stocks of pirate

product ... large numbers of street vendors openly display and sell pirate discs ("burned" CD-Rs and,

increasingly, burned DVD-Rs) ... Pirates even blatantly use entertainment software publisher brands

and trademarks in their advertising. 92

" The Arab News. a leading Middle East English language daily. reported on 31 August 2004 that regular raids by
Kuwaiti Ministry of Information officials on suspect shops and businesses had failed to deter the llourishing
piracy business; available at www.arabnews.eomf?page=4&section-O&artic1c-50758. last accessed 13
September 2005. See also International Intellectual Property Alliance (IIPA) Submission on Kuwait to the USTR
for the USTR 2005 Special 301 Report, 3; available at www.iipa.eom/rbcl2oo5I2oo5spcciaI301Kuwait.pdf, last
accessed 10 December 2005.
International Intellectual Property Alliance (IIPA) Submission on Kuwait to the USTR for the USTR 2005
Special 301 Report. 3: availablc at www.iipa.com/rbcl2oo5I2oo5spcchI30IKuwait.pdf. last accessed 10
December 2005. According to its own website (www.iipa.eom/aboutiipa.html):
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Regional media abound with frequent reports of raids and confiscations, with pirated software,

video and audio material, printed material, brand-name sportswear, cigarettes and cosmetic lines

being the more common targets. The raids are generally targeted at small-scale participants

towards the end of distribution line - wholesalers, resellers, street and souk (market) traders, and

end-user businesses (although reports occasionally appear of raids in the UAE in particular on

importers and distributors involving large scale confiscations). The raids are often conducted on

a regular basis, and often with prior public warning, when they are also meant to serve as part of

a public awareness campaign on intellectual property rights. According to Ornani government

officials, and generally confirmed by their Bahraini counterparts, the following strategy is

commonplace in respect of raids and inspections, and can also be observed in the other Gee

states: 93

"Thc IIPA is a private-sector coalition formed in 1984 to represent thc U.S. copyright-based industries in bilateral
and multilateral efforts to improve intcrnational protcction of copyrightcd materials. III'A is composed of seven
member associations: the Association of American Publishers (AAP), the Business Software Alliance (BSA), thc
Entcrtainment Software Association (ESA). the Independent Film & Telcvision Alliance (lFTA). thc Motion
Picture Association of America (MPAA), the National Music Publishcrs' Association (NMPA) and the
Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA). Thcse associations reprcscnt approximately 1.900 U.S.
companies producing and distributing materials protected by copyright laws throughout the world - all types of
computcr software including busincss applications softwarc and cntcrtainment software (such as videogame CDs
and cartridges. personal computer CD-ROMs and multimedia products): theatrical films. television programs.
home videos and digital representations of audiovisual works: music. records, CDs, and audiocassettes: and
textbooks. tradebooks. reference and professional publications and journals (in both electronic and print media).

1I1'A works elosely with the U.S. Trade Representative in the annual "Special 301" rcviews on whether acts.
policies or practices of any foreign country deny adequate and effective protection of intellectual property rights
or fair and equitablc market acccss for US. persons relying on intellcctual property protection. In addition, U.S.
trade laws such as the Generalized System of Preferences (GSI') ... pennit duty.free concessionary benefits to be
denied to countries which condone piracy or impose other market access barriers to US. copyrightcd products.
In the multilateral arena. IIPA is involved with the implemcntation of the WTO TRIPS (Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights) Agrecment. [IPA works on rPR developments in bilateral initiatives such as free
trade agrcemcnt (FrA) negotiations. J[I'A also participates in policy dcvelopments in copyright and cnforccmcnt
issues in regional initiatives. IIPA is a non-governmental organization particip..1tlng in ccrtain copyright-related
diseussions at the World Intellectual Property Organization (WII>Q):'

Interview conducted by the author with officials, Oman Ministry of Commerce and Industry. Industrial Property
Department. January 2003.
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pre-raid: businesses in a certain shopping district or area are given warning of the

impending raid, and are warned to dispose of or surrender any possible infringing

product;

first infringement: usually confiscation of the offending goods and a formal warning

against re-otTending; a future inspection is listed to check against any re-offending.

Notice is generally given of an impending follow-up inspection;

second infringement: further confiscation and fine imposed by the ministry; premises

may be closed for at least a few days, or until the fine is paid, or even longer;

third infringement: further confiscation, fines, and longer closure oflhe premises;

fourth infringement: formal criminal prosecution is launched; possible permanent

closure of the premises.

More often than not, raids serve as both an enforcement action and as pan of a public

awareness/education strategy. Hence local press and electronic media frequently form an

integral pan ofa police/ministry raiding party, and the detail and success of the raid is reported

at length. Presence of the media is also useful for displaying to regional watchdog bodies and to

the key authorities in western countries, such as the USTR, that the local authorities are sincere

and active in their attempts to stamp out piracy and counterfeiting. Also present on appropriate

occasions are representatives of the right holder or the regional watchdog body. Hence the

nexus between enforcement authorities and media is a deliberate one; it is noticeable, for

example, that the intensity of the reporting in the local press of enforcement activities increases

immediately prior to or after the introduction of a new intellectual property law, only to ease

soon thereafter.
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Nevertheless, the raids can, and do, occur without prior warning particularly when a large scale

operation, such as a major international company or the regional office of an influential industry

watchdog organization, such as the Business Software Alliance (BSA), is the right holder or

initiator of the formal complaint. The infringements are then likely to be referred to the public

prosecutor's office for initiation of a criminal action. However, since the court lists in most

Gee states are very full, it may be a matter afyears before the case is listed and then heard.

A commonly repeated accusation from government officials in the Gee states is that

counterfeiting, piracy and the associated smuggling of counterfeit goods, are not conducted by

locals but instead mainly by expatriates, notably from the Asian and Indian subcontinents, in

collaboration with foreign importers who are their fellow countrymen. 94 And this subtle ethnic

distinction is often highlighted in the media reports ofraids. 95 A recent report in the Saudi press

on the seizure of over 200,000 imported pirate optical disks asserted that vast majority of the

discs originated from Indonesia, and that more than 75%, or over 150,000, were 'hand carried'

b
. %

Y couriers. As part of the public awareness promotion for Qatar's new trademarks and

copyright laws in mid 2002, the Qatari Chamber of Commerce blamed foreign merchants for the

existence of imported counterfeit products circulating in Qatar, and claimed that such acts as

importation of pirated goods "are new and peculiar to Qatari business community".97 In view of

%

Interview conducted by the author with officials, Oman Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Industrial Property
Dcpartmcnt. January 2003. and Qatar Ministry of Economy and Tradc. Directorate of Commcrcial Affairs.
December 2004. Sec also Marcn Hansen, above n 74, 14; Arab News. above n 91.
Sce. for exam pIc. Times ofOman. 5 October 2005. 1. in which it was reported that a number of Asian nationals
were arrested in a raid in which thousands of pirated classified arts and pornographic CDs were confiseated. The
rcport mentioned more than oncc thatthc 'culprits' wcre Asian nationals. A subsequcnt rcport of furthcr raids in
which thosc arrested were all expatriates appeared in the Times of Oman. 5 December 2005. Available at
www.timcsofoman.com/ncwsdctails.asp?ncwsid-15491. accessed 5 Deccmber 2005.
AI·Tamimi & Co, Legal Advocates (UAE), Law Update. Issue No. t36. July 2002. 9: available at
www.tamimi.comlcat'llog/1998 2004/ndf/issucl36july2002 . last acccssed I Deccmber 2005.
The Prcsidcnt of thc Qatari Chamber of Commerce c1aimcd that "a number of traders ... havc importcd and
distributed pirated products in the domestic markets. the perpetrators arc few in number and havc never
rcprcsented Qatari busincssmen ... Such acts arc new and peculiar to thc Qatari business community. and hcncc it
is necessary that the culprits should be duly prosecuted to protect the image and reputation of Qatari
busincssmcn." The rcport continucd that QR250,000 of countcrfcit products wcrc seized and dcstroycd in a
recent campaign in Doha (the Qatari capital): The Peninsula. (Qatar) 27 July 2002. 3.
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the fact that all Gee states still require foreign merchants to have a local partner or commercial

agent, and in light of the general commercial astuteness of local businessmen and traders, the

accusations do not stand up to scrutiny. This is borne out by the above-quoted Kuwaiti media

report which clearly points to local involvement at the highest levels, and by the following

reports on enforcement activity which indicate counterfeiting and piracy on a scale of such

magnitude that would not seem feasible without active local involvement

seizures by Ministry of Commerce officials in June 2004 of more than 1.7 million fake

watches in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, in June 2004. The watches, which had corne by road

from Dubai, had already allocated for distribution to 37 regional retail outlets. were

during January - March 2002, of more than 200,000 imported pirated optical discs. 98

seizure by Dubai Police in January 2002, of more than 120 million counterfeit cigarettes,

including 90 million counterfeit Marlboro cigarettes, having a reported street value of27

million Dirham (USD$7.5 million) and representing one of the largest seizures of its kind

anywhere in the world at the time.99

raids on three warehouses in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, in January and February 2003

resulting in the seizure and confiscation of more than 1.2 million pirated Playstation CDs,

reportedly worth more than SR26 million, one of the biggest hauls of pirated games in a

. I . '00slllg e operatIOn.

The above reports illustrate that the counterfeiting and piracy operations which surface in the

Gce states are becoming increasingly international in character, are growing in their level of

sophistication and are occurring on a much greater scale. As some states already acknowledge,

9l! Arab News. 8 Junc 2004; available at www.arnbncws.comnpage-l&scction-O&article=l6470, last acccssed 20
January 2006.

99 AI.Tamimi. above n 96, Issuc No. 131. Fcbruary 2002, I.
lOll Arab Nell's. (Saudi Arabia) 12 July 2004. available at

www.arabnews.comnnage=l&seetion=O&anicle=48229&d=12&m=7&y=2004, acccssed 30 Novcmber 2005.
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it would appear that organized crime is becoming increasingly involved in the production,

distribution and marketing of counterfeit and pirated goods. 101 The Saudi Ministry of Commerce

and Industry recently moved to establish a national investigation group responsible for large-

scale piracy, the role of which will include research into the nature of organised crime activities

and intelligence gathering, as well as specialised enforcement. 102

5.3.4 Judicial Processes

The UK Commission on Intellectual Property Rights and Development Policy argues that the

"private" nature of intellectual property rights suggests the importance of disputes between

parties being resolved either out of court or under civil law, rather than through the criminal

justice system. 103 It further argues that, since state enforcement of intellectual property rights is

a resource-intensive activity, there is a strong case for developing countries to adopt intellectual

property legislation that emphasizes enforcement through a civil rather than a criminal justice

system.I04 This would reduce the enforcement burden on the government in the case of

counterfeiting on a large scale, although the state enforcement agencies would still be required to

intervene. The Commission notes that developing countries have come under pressure from

industry which advocates enforcement regimes based on state initiatives for the prosecution of

infringements. lOS It suggests that such pressures should be resisted, and that right holders should

101 Sec Saba & Co, Trademark & Patent Agents & Attorneys (S<'lUdi Arabia). Bulfetin. April 2005; available at
www.sabaip.eomlbulletin. last accessed I December 2005.

lW Ibid.
IOJ UK Commission on Intellectual Property Rights. IllIegrating IllIe/fectliol Property Rights alld Developmel/t

Policy, (2002), 147. The Preamble to TRIPS recognises that intellectual property rights arc private rights.
104 Ibid.
lOS Ibid.
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assume the initiative and costs of enforcing their rights. 106 Intellectual property rights are

essentially private rights, and, as with any other kind of private right, the enforcement of these

rights is primarily a matter for the individual owners of these rights.

However, Blakeney and others rightly argue that enforcement of intellectual property rights

often cannot be done in any meaningful or effective way in developing states without the support

of governmental authorities, 107 and this is particularly the case in the Gee states. Where there is

significant intellectual property infringement at street level, as occurs in the Gee states, the

government must take the initiative through the public prosecutor to bring criminal cases and

thereby commit its authority to the elimination of widespread infringement. Without such

support, it is difficult for private rights holders, using civil remedies alone, to bring the situation

under control. More will be gained for rights holders by well-publicised raids on suspected

premises, convictions of individuals and their punishment with meaningful levels of tines or

imprisonment, destruction of infringing goods and the equipment used to produce them, and the

closure of premises, than would be gained by proceedings with the object of obtaining for the

rights holders compensation for the loss and expense suffered by them as result of the

infringement. 108 It is only when street-level piracy has been largely eliminated, and intellectual

property has become widely recognized as a permanent feature of the state's legal order, that

civil litigation, as opposed to criminal prosecutions, can become the norm in intellectual

property matters. 109

106 Ibid.
107 Michacll3Iakency. '"Enforccmcnt of Intcllcctual Properly rights: Challenges. Remedies and Public Awarencss··.

Will() National Seminar on Intellectual Property for Faculty Members and Students of Ajman University. May
2004. 32. WIPO Document WIPOIII'/UNlJDUI3/0417. Sce also Alastair Hirst. "The Role of the Govemrnent
Authoritics in thc Enforcement of Intellectual Property Rights'·. WIPO Workshop on the Enforcement of
Intellectual Property Rights for Judges, Beirut, December 1999.3; WIPO Document WIPO/IPRIJUIBEY/99/5B.

108 Alastair t·lirst. '·The Role of the Government Authorities in the Enforcement of Intellcctual Properly Rights".
WIPO Workshop on the Enforcement of Intellectual Properly Rights for Judges, Beirut. December 1999. 3;
WIPO Document WIPOIlPRIJUIBEY/99/513.

109 Ibid.
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The UK Commission and the Blakeney approaches are not necessarily mutually exclusive. The

Gee stales have tended to follow elements of both approaches in their judicial aspects of

intellectual property enforcement. Hence one can find instances of the resolution of disputes

between parties being achieved outside the court system, of civil and criminal actions proceeding

both jointly and separately, and of numerous reports of well-publicised raids accompanied by

seizure and destruction of infringing goods and business c1osures. 110 However, while reports of

raids against infringing individuals and establishments for copyright piracy or trademark

infringements are numerous, it is very difficult to assess the extent to which the outcomes of

these raids are being pursued within the judicial system, and it is this perceived lack of

connectivity and continuity between policing actions and judicial proceedings that generate

much of the criticism from developed countries on the intellectual property enforcement climate

in the Gee states. It may also create the impression to the casual observer (or indeed, the not-

so·casual observer such as the IIPA) that courts in the Gee states are doing little to enforce

intellectual property rights. The IIPA has argued, in respect of Saudi Arabia's current

performance in this regard, that:

"due to lack of transparency (or we fear, lack of action), no case information has been provided and

there is no way to track cases brought, including sentencing. In the rare cases in which industry was

able to learn about the resu Its of cases, fines imposed were non-deterrent, and there were no sentences

of imprisonment, to IIPA's knowledge, meted out in 2004.,,111

The IIPA has been even more critical of what it holds as Kuwait's ineffectual efforts to mete oul

justice against intellectual property infringers. In respect of Kuwait's reaction to copyright

piracy, IIPA has complained that:

110 Sec also the discussion in Section 5.3.2 above.
111 lIPA. Submission on Saudi Arabia to the USTR for the USTR 2005 Special 301 Report. 3: available at

www.iirm.comlrbcf2005!2005speciaI301SaudiArabia.ndf. last accessed 10 December 2005.
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"the rare cases that have been brought to court have not gone particularly well ... [there was] one

conviction for copyright piracy in 2002, but the fine was a paltry 500 Kuwait Dinars lll
, and no

imprisonment was imposed ... The Kuwaiti courts did not sentence any violator to prison nor close

any shop or company dealing with illicit software in 2003,"113

Some states, notably Oman, Qatar and the UAE, have drastically overhauled and restructured

their judicial systems in recent years, as part and parcel of their constitutional, political and

administrative refonns. 114 These overhauls, while crucial to the establishment of effective and

modern judicial systems have impacted negatively on the enforcement of the intellectual

property regime in the medium term. The necessary changes and the rate of change have largely

II:! which, it should be noted is the ma.ximum financial penalty pcrmitled under Kuwait's copyright law. Law No. 64
of 1999. an 42.

'13 lIPA. Submission on Kuwait to the USTR for the USTR 2004 Special 301 Report. 3-4: available at
www.iina.comlrbc/20042004()CciaI30IKuwait.ndf. last accessed 10 December 2005. The repon continues that
"one case against one of the largest commercial groups in Kuwait for unlieenecd sol\ware usage remains pending
afler three years ... the MOllMinistry of Information I sent 79 cases for prosecution Isinee 20011. but the
results for these cases were quite disappointing. with four acquittals, four non-deterrent fines. only seven cases in
which materials were confiscated in addition to a fine. and an overwhelming 64 cases still being considered by
the prosecutor or awaiting decision or sentencing:'
The same report included the following table. taken from the Ministry's 011'11 annual report. from on the
performance of the Kuwaiti authorities in the pursuit of criminal prosecutions for counterfeiting infringements:

Kuwait Crimin31 Copyright [nforcrmrnl Slatistics for 2002
Actions MOlion

PiClures
Number ofcases conductcd
Number of cases commenced
Number ofdefendants convicted (including guilty pleas)
Acquillals
Number ofcases pending
TOlal number of cases resulling in a jaillerm

Suspended prison lerm
Ma.~imum 6 months
Over 6 momhs

TOlal suspended prison tcrms
Prison tenns served

over 6 monlhs
over 1 year

Total prison terms served (not suspended)
Number of cases resulting in criminal lines

up to $1,000
$1,00010$5.000
Over $5.000

TOial amount of lines levied

4

many
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

unknown
unknown
unknown
unknown

[ntcrtainntrnt
& Software

I

Many
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

114 Qatar. Law No.6 of 1999 and Law No. 10 of 2003. the Law of Judicial Authority: see AI-Tamimi. above n 95.
Issue 165, Decembcr2004, 18.
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outstripped the capacity of the system to integrate them, and the community's capacity and

willingness to understand, adopt, and respond properly to them.

Contributing to the negative impact of the legislative changes and judicial reforms is the

unfamiliar nature in a jurisprudential sense of some of the legal concepts enshrined in the new

laws. According to Hirs!, some of the TRIPS enforcement procedural concepts and mechanisms,

for example, have no natural place in a civil law system, and their terminology has no natural

counterpart in the lexicon of modern legal Arabic. liS For example, the new enforcement

standards provide judicial authorities with the authority to make provisional orders so as to

prevent the occurrence of infringement even when it is merely threatened and to preserve

relevant evidence in regard to the alleged infringement. It has been suggested that judges in the

GCC states are usually unwilling to make such an order so early in a case. 116 The evidence would

need to be very compelling to convince them that the damages threatened by infringement could

not be made good by monetary compensation. ll1 Also unfamiliar to local judges and officials is

the nature of intellectual property itself, as may be the nature of the adversarial legal process as

envisaged in TRIPS. I IS Hence it is not uncommon to find that prosecutions of actions that

constitute an infringement against a right of an intellectual property nature may proceed under

other laws, such as the commercial agency or criminal/penal codes, with which the judiciary are

more familiar. The Omani media recently reported that charges against a number of Asian

nationals arrested for counterfeiting "classified arts" and pornographic CDs would be laid under

I" Hirst, abovc n 108,2.
116 Alastair Hirst. Enforcement of llliellectl/ol Property Rig/lis. WII>O Arab Regional Consuhation Mccting on thc

Implemcntation orthc TRIPS Agrccmcnt. Cairo, Egypt, March 1998, 4. WIPO Documcnt W1POfIPfCAI/98/3.
Il7 Ibid.
118 Ibid.
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the much older Royal Decree 65/1987, the Control of Artistic Works Law, rather than Oman's

more recent copyright law of2000. 119

The common law principle of stare decisis is not recognized in Islamic states. As disclissed

earlier, the guiding source for legal judgement is shariah Jawor statute law, depending on the

particular jurisdiction. 120 Insertion ofan opinion from a secular judge as a legal precedent would

be to deny the authority of the Shariah, and to place the opinion of a judge above Islamic law.

The extent to which previous judicial decisions might at least be taken into account or even

consulted varies from states to state, and will in part depend on the degree of Islamic

conservatism within that state. Hence in Saudi Arabia, adherence will be strictly to the Shariah,

whereas in the UAE, decisions of a superior court, while not binding on the lower courts, might

at least be persuasive. 121 However, a consequence ofthe absence of the principle of stare decisis

in the judicial system is that one imperative for the explanation and careful recording of legal

argument, and explanation of the basis for judicial decision-making is absent. The quality of

records of judicial proceedings and judgements across the GCC states varies markedly, but in

any case, do not approach the standard assumed in western countries. Legal practitioners

complain that court records are often incomplete, or even missing. 122 Judgements often record

the decision without reference to any reasoning or argument, are not always publicly available

and at best published haphazardly. In Bahrain, for example, only judgements made by the

Court of Cassation are publicly available and then only in the Official Gazette and, of course,

only in Arabic, while Shariah court judgements are not (officially, at least) publicly available. 123

119 Times ofOman 5 October 2005. Available online 31 www.timesofoman.com/newsdetails.asp?newsid=14167. last
accessed 7 October 2005.

120 See also the discussion on the Shariah and the Judicature in Chapter 2.3 above.
121 AI-Tamimi. The Framework for Litigation in the United Arab Emirates. 2-3; available at

www.tamimi.comlsite 1024/odf/liligali.odf. last accessed I December 2005.
122 Ibid.
12l United Nations Development Programme. '>rogramme on GOI'ernallce in {he Arab Region: Bahrain. available at

www.undp·pogar.orglcountricsljudiciary.asp?cid=2. last accessed 1 August 2005. From the author's personal
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In Kuwait, court proceedings and judgements may be made publicly available, but then only at

the discretion of the courtS. 114 However, it must be remembered that almost all intellectual

property laws (with the exception of those of the UAE) provide for the court's judgment to be

published in a local Arabic daily paper, at the expense of the guilty party, and this publication,

albeit incomplete and non-authoritative, forms a public record of sorts. This practice, which is

often followed, can also serve as a form of public awareness-raising of the nature offence and

public admonition or the guilty party.

Because of the vel)' full court lists from which all Gee states currently suffer, alternative

dispute resolution procedures take on increasing importance and playa greater role than they

would othenvise in resolving disputes. Accordingly, government officials of a number of Gee

states would argue that on-the-spot confiscation of infringing of goods and equipment, financial

penalties which are realistic in light of the economic circumstances of the infringing parties, and

closure of the infringing premises are both very effective, and even arguably more effective than

the threat of possible prison sentence after a lengthy process of litigation. 125 If, however,

organized crime continues to encroach into the territory of the petty infringer, as suggested

earlier '26, then the customary methods of control and enforcement which larget the tail of Ihe

supply chain and the end-seller will become totally ineffective.

All Gee Slates make extensive use of alternative dispute resolution strategies, both within and

outside the judicial structure, and all have in place formal processes for the utilisation of

experience with the Omani judicial system. the court record on a case generally constitutes the decision handed
down by the court. without any other detail.

124 United Nations Development Progrnmme, Programme 011 Go\'erflallce ill the Arab Region: Bahrain, available at
www.undp-pogar,org/countriesfjudiciarv.asp?cid-S.last accessed I August 2005.

125 Interviews conducted by the author with officials in the Bahrnin Commerce. Qatar Minist!)' of Economy and
Trade. and Oman Minist!)' of Commerce and IndustT)'. December 2004.

126 Sec also the discussion in Section 5.3.2 above.
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alternative dispute resolution and mediation processes and reconciliation committees. In The

purpose of the committees is to encourage and facilitate the amicable settlement of commercial

and civil disputes of whatever value, and, if possible to obviate the necessity for lhe matter to

proceed to formal litigation. A party to a dispute is not obliged to defer to the alternative dispute

resolution process, but the courts generally may not hear a case unless the matter has been before

the relevant reconciliation committee or a party has been given the opportunity to utilise the

process but has expressed its prerogative not to so proceed. The reconciliation committees do

not have authority over summary matters or matters at which the attendance of the public

prosecutor may be required, that is, in respect of criminal cases. These alternative dispute

resolution processes, which occur within the context of legislative authority and an extra-judicial

framework, reinforce the informal mediation processes undertaken proactively by local authority

d 00 mOl '"an mInistry 0 ICIa S.

Omani government officials freely acknowledge that very few cases involving the infringement

of intellectual property rights ever reach the courts, notwithstanding the legislative provisions

and the number of raids that are undertaken, particularly in respect of copyright and trademark

infringements. 129 But this scenario, they would submit, is as much due to the widespread

practice of alternative dispute resolution options that are available, as due to any shortcomings in

judicial structures and processes. In the opinion of the officials, the notion that the law and its

penalties should be lIsed as a first resort to punish the wrongdoer is inconsistent with Omani

(and Muslim) values and commercial practices. Accordingly, the officials would assert that the

fact that only a few civil cases, and no criminal cases, on intellectual property rights

127 UAE Federal Law No.4 of 2001 provides for the appointment by the Minister of Justice of one or more
reconciliation committees at the federal courts of first instance. This law is not applicable in Dubai or Ras Al
Khaimah.

128 Sec also the discussion in Section 5.3.2 above.
129 Interviews conducted by Ihe author with orncials in the Oman Ministry of Commerce and Industry. Directorate

of Commerce. December 2004.
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infringements have come before the Omani courts is nol necessarily a negative reOection on the

judicial system; instead it is an indicator that the mediation processes are working effectively.13o

Where a case, mainly involving a foreign rights holder, goes to court, the court tends to playa

similar role as the government officials, namely, that of a mediator to reaching a settlement

acceptable to all parties, albeit within the parameters of the legislation under which the dispute is

proceeding. On occasion, the ministry official who may have attempted (unsuccessfully) to

resolve the dispute that has become the subject of the courl hearing will appear before the court

. I '"as an expert In t le case.

Those Gee states that are committed to reducing the incidence of intellectual property

infringements to internationally accepted levels - and the UAE is the leading state in this respect

- place a greater reliance on, and utilisation of, the criminal justice system. As the most active

and vigorous of the states in enforcing intellectual property rights, by this strategy, the UAE has

experienced the most dramatic decreases in copyright piracy and trademark violations for the

Gee region, and has also established a number of precedents for the region in terms of judicial

deterrninations. 132

In a recent case, for example, the Dubai Court of First Instance convicted a dealer for illegally

copying satellite pay-television smart cards, which permitted access without subscription

payment to encrypted pay-television. The court fined the dealer AED50,OOO, sentenced him to

one month's imprisonment, and ordered that he be subsequently deported. The court further

ordered that the offending material and equipment used in its manufacture be confiscated. This

130 Ibid. See also The Economist Il1Iefligence Unit. Viewswire. IS June 2004. at www.progues1.umi.com.ae. last
accessed II February 2005.

131 Intcrviews conducted by the author with ollieials in the Oman Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Direetornte
of Commerce. December 2004.

132 Sec USTR 2005 Special 301 Report. 5. Available at
www.ustr.gov/assetsiDocument LibrarvlReports Publicationsl20051200S Special 301/assets upload filcl95 7
636.pdf, last accessed 15 January 2006.
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particular case has been heralded as a landmark case in the UAE in respect of its subject mailer

and the perceived severity of penalty imposed, thereby illustrating the seriousness with which

the UAE holds intellectual property infringement matters. 133 However, it is interesting to note

that the convicted dealer, by virtue orlhe deportation order, was not an Emirati national.

However, to illustrate the inconsistency that can exist across the UAE III the application of

enforcement action against intellectual property infringements, a local COlirt in Ajman, the

neighbouring Emirate, subsequently considered a similar case against the owner of a local

satellite receiver and electronics shop, but merely fined the owner and his salesman AED 10,000

each and ordered confiscation of Ihe infringing malerial. 134 No reference was made in the

court's judgement to closure of the premises or of any other sanctions being imposed.

The combination of weak measures of criminal and civil damages and the inability to recover the

costs of enforcement can actually serve to encourage infringement and discourage civil

enforcement by right holders 135
• These weak measures, often based on a formulation of lost

profit to the right holder, encourage infringers to anticipate that the damages recoverable through

civil litigation would amount to only a fraction of the wholesale price for resale, and an even

smaller fraction of the retail price for commercial or personal use. Under such circumstances,

III Dubai Court of First Instance Judgement No. 6106 of26 February 2001; discussed in AI·Tamimi, above n 96,
Issue No. 120. March 2001.

134 AI-Tamimi. above n %, Issue No. 134. April 2002. In both the Dubai case and the Ajman case. penalties were
reportedly imposed pursuant to UAE Federal Law No. 40 of 1992. the Copyright Law. Article 42. which provides
that:
"Any establishment responsible for the distribution. sale or reproduction of copics of a work may not procecd
with such sale or reproduction without a written authorization from the author who is the owner of the work or
his agen!. Thc owner of the establishment who contravenes the forcgoing shall be punishable by imprisonmcnt or
a fine not less than Dhs. 50.000 or both:'
and Article 43. which provides that:
"In all cases mentioned in this chapter. the court shall order an injunction for the eonfiSC<1tion of the copying of
works which are the subject of an offenec, and the court may also dceide to close the establishment".

I3S N. Khasawneh and J. Steinhardt. Enforcing Copyright under TRIPS: The Future of Digital Copyright Industries
in the Middle East and North Africa (1999). 4: quotcd by Yahya AI-Riami. 'Intellectual Property Protcetion and
Enforccmcnt in the GulfStatcs. and Copyright Protcction in the Middle East", unpublished LLM thcsis. Fnmklin
Pierce Law Centrc, NH. USA. 42.
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infringement becomes a calculated business risk that can still leave an infringer with a handsome

profit from the proceeds of his infringing activity, even if caught and punished 136. This is best

illustrated by examining the deterrent capability of Kuwait's copyright law. The law, which has

a statutory maximum fine of KD500 (or US$1716) and imprisonment for lip to one year, has the

most lenient sanctions of all the Gee states. The application of the law by the courts is even

more lenient, with the courts reportedly imposing fines of only KD 100 (or US$343), a token

financial penalty even by local and regional standards. 137

But even the UAE, which the BSA describes as "the touchstone for the other countries in the

region to aim for with one of the best regulatory structures as well as the enforcement

record" 138, still errs too much on the side of leniency according to some local legal practitioners.

It is claimed that, as a general rule, financial penalties commonly tend to be towards the bottom

rather than the top of the statutory range, and the imposition of prison terms is infrequent -

notwithstanding the substantial penalties available under its main intellectual property laws, and

the very occasional and heralded court case in which the maximum available penalties are

applied. '39

In a recent case before the Abu Dhabi Court of Appeal (Criminal Division)t40, the court reduced

the sentences imposed by the primary court upon a merchant for the unauthorized copying and

installation of computer software on a number of computers that he was offering for sale.

136 Yahya Al-Riami, ·lntellectual Propeny Protection and Enforcement in the Gulf States. and Copyright Protection
in the Middle East'". unpublished LLM thesis. Franklin Picrce Law Centre (2002).43.

m Reponed in Al-Tamimi. abovc n 96. Issue No. 163. October 2004.22. See also llI'A 2005 submission to thc
USTR, above n 106.

138 Jawad al-Rcdha. co-Chair USA Middle East. quotcd in the "eninslIla (Qatar). 8 July 2004: available at
www.thcpcninsulaqatar.eomldisplav ncws.a~p?scctioll-local ncws&monlh-julv2004. Last acccssed 7 February
2005.

139 Interview conducted by thc author at Al·Tamimi & Co. Lcgal Advocatcs. Dubai, UAE, Dccembcr 2004
1-10 Abu Dhabi Coun of Appeal. Case No. 87412004. 6 June 2004: discussed in Al-Tamimi. abovc n 96. No. 162.

Scptcmber 2004, 20-21.
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A software company and the Public Prosecutor had separately brought actions against a local

merchant for illegally copying the company's software and installing it on a number of

computers. The merchant admitted the offence and entered into a restitution settlement with the

software company, which withdrew its complaint as a consequence. However, the Public

Prosecutor continued with the criminal charges. On the basis of the admission, the primary court

sentenced the merchant to 3 months imprisonment and fined him AEDSO,OOO on one charge, and

AED10,OOO in respect ofa second charge. The court also ordered that the infringing software

and the computers 011 which it was loaded be confiscated, that the merchant's establishment be

closed for one month, and that the court's decision be published in a local daily newspaper at the

merchant's expense. The court also ordered a stay of execution for 3 years on the jail sentence

on the grounds that the merchant and the software company had entered into a restitution

settlement prior to the matter coming before the court.

The merchant appealed the lower court's judgement, seeking annulment of the lesser fine and all

other orders. The appellate court held that the lower court had erred in imposing two separate

penalties when the charges originated from one and the same intention and were indivisibly

linked such that they would attract the penalty prescribed for the more serious offence.

Accordingly, the appellate court cancelled the lesser fine of AED 10,000. It also confirmed the

lower court's order regarding the stay of execution but extended it to include both the prison

sentence and the greater fine, in accordance with the provisions of Article 83 of the Penal Code

in light of the restitution settlemenL I41 The court further held that the lower court's orders

directing the confiscation of the computers carrying the duplicate software was without basis,

since Article 40 of the UAE copyright law (2002) stipulated that confiscation may only be

directed against machinery specifically designed and used for the purpose of infringement. This

141 UAE Federal Law No.3 or 1987. the Penal Code. Article 83 allows a court to stay the execution or a jail
sentence and a non-proportional line.
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description did not apply to the seized computers even when they carried unauthorized software

since the computers could be used for legitimate purposes after the software was removed. In

respect of the merchant's request for cancellation of the lower court's order for closure of the

business, the court held thai closure was a mandatory provision under Article 40 of the copyright

law 2002, and was not a penalty for which execution could be stayed. However, it reduced the

period of closure to one week from the original one month imposed by the lower court.

In the final analysis, the convicted merchant was merely required to close his business

establishment for just one week.

5.3.5 Structural and Legislative Processes

When described in layman's terms, the fundamental elements of the various areas of intellectual

property protection encompassed by TRI PS may appear relatively easy to comprehend. But the

translation of the layman's description into national legislation is a different matter, since TRIPS

itself and its related international conventions set requirements and standards which are very

complex and sophisticated. The reality, as asserted by the UK Commission on Intellectual

Property, is that in developing countries, intellectual property is a relatively new and specialist

area of public policy.'42 Accordingly, the developing countries lack experienced and well

qualified officials to provide expertise, and therefore have a considerable dependence on

technical assistance provided by WIPO and other bodies. The problem can be particularly acute

in the case of intellectual property since there are few people who possess both the specialized

1~2 UK Commission on Intcllectual Propeny Rights, abovc n 103, 138-9.
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technical skills of legislative drafting as well as expertise in intellectual property law. lotJ Hirst

adds another dimension to the problem. He suggests that from a technical perspective, it can be

difficult to incorporate into the national laws the very specific requirements of TRIPS Part [II

relating to enforcement. 144 As mentioned above, some of the procedural concepts and

mechanisms provided for in TRIPS Part III are of Anglo-American common law origin: they

have no natural place in a civil law system, and their terminology has no natural counterpart in

the lexicon of modern legal Arabic. 14S

The legislative drafting, therefore, requires expertise, skill and care in law and language. In

some respects, the Gee slales have endeavoured to address the difficulties identified by the UK

Commission and Hirst by virtue of the technical assistance they have sought and received from

WIPO in the form of legislative advice, drafting assistance and expert commentary in the

creation of their intellectual property laws. These endeavours have not been entirely successful,

since a number of incongruities and structural inconsistencies still exist in the laws (and upon

which comment has already been made in the previous chapter). 146 However, the challenge re-

emerges at the domestic secondary level, as the states tackle the task of to drafting procedural

statutes and regulations which create the necessary implementation mechanisms and processes

and yet are still comprehensible to both the administrators and the general public.

An inherent weakness in the legal structures of the GCC states is the inadequacy and at times

absence of procedural laws and subordinate regulations to give practical effect to a substantive

law. This is particularly the case in respect of the timeliness of the production of enabling

regulations following the enactment of a substantive intellectual property law. The substantive

I~J Ibid. 139
1~~ Hirst, abovc n 108,2.
,~s Ibid.
1016 Scc also discussion in Chaptcr 4. scctions 4.310 4.10. abovc.
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law generally comes into effect either on its publication in the Official Gazette, or a specified

period of time thereafter (commonly 30 or 90 days) or upon issuance of the subordinate

implementing regulations.

Almost all intellectual property laws require the drafting, approval and introduction of the

corresponding subordinate implementing regulations before they can come into practical effect.

Implementing regulations address a broad range of issues, not least amongst them being scales of

registration fees and other charges, administrative structures, registration requirements,

composition of review committees, authorizations and delegations - without which any

implementation of the substantive laws in question cannot proceed. While some intellectual

property laws establish the authority for ministry officials to carry out enforcement activities, the

implementing regulations generally define the bounds of that authority. 147 An inordinate period

of time, sometimes measured in years, can, and often does, exist between gazettal of the

substantive law and issuance of the necessary implementing regulations to bring the laws into

effect, thereby creates an imponderable impediment to effective enforcement. This may not be a

matter of great import in areas of little or no local activity, such as protection of new plant

varieties or integrated circuits, but it can have significant ramifications in respect of the daily

administration of copyrights, trademarks and patents. Oman, for example, issued its new suite of

intellectual property laws between May and October 2000, but five years later, only some of the

corresponding implementing regulations have just started to emerge. 148 The reasons offered for

the delay in issuing the other implementing regulations include delays by WIPO in its preparation

of the regulations, delays by the other GCC states which Oman feels obliged to consult on the

147 Sec. for cxample. Kuwait. Law No. 64 of 1999 (copyright). art 45; Oman. Royal Decrec No. 3812000
(trademarks). art 44: Qatar. Law No.7 of2oo2 (copyright). art 55: Saudi Arabia Royal Deerec No. M/41 of 1424
(copyright). art 24: UAE Federnl Law No. 17 of2002 (patents), art 65.

1~8 The first implementing regulations to appear were those for Royal Decree No. 92/2000. the Law on the
Protection of New Plant Varieties, which were issued in May 2004. The implementing regulations for Royal
Decrec No. 38/2000, thc Law on Tradc Marks. Indications and Secrcts and Protection from Unfair compctition.
appeared in July 2005. and those for Royal Decree No. 82/2000. thc Patcnts Law. appeared Septcmber 2005.
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nature and content of the regulations as part of its Gee membership, or obstacles thrown up by

other government departments who are a obligatory part of the regulation issuance process.

Similarly, Kuwait's original 1962 patents law of 1962, as amended in 1995 and 1999, is still

current, pending the issuance of Implementing Regulations to give effect to its new law enacted

in 200 I. Qatar is still awaiting implementing regulations for its trademarks and copyright laws

enacted in 2002. Article 53 of Qatar's trademark law of 2002 requires the implementing

regulations to be issued within three months of the law coming into effect (which occurs on

publication in the Official Gazette), but some three years later the implementing regulations have

yet to appear. The common practice in such circumstances is to continue to use the

implementing regulations for the now repealed prior law, thus exacerbating the confusion and

uncertainty in the minds of the administrators and the public as to which law is in force. Some

GCC states in recent times have been in the situation of having repealed an intellectual property

law without it ever having been brought into effect. 149

Consequently, uncertainty can and does exist as to the extant validity of a particular law and the

extent to which it should or can be enforced. In such circumstances, the common reaction is to

do nothing, or at best act conservatively. In May 2004, for example, the Directorate of Industrial

Property at the Bahrain Ministry of Commerce publicly announced that it would cease accepting

patent applications for filing because the implementing regulations for its new patent law that had

been enacted in January 2004 had not yet been issued. ISO The announcement advised that the

cessation would stay in place until such time as the implementing regulations, which were to

stipulate the required lodgement processes and fees structure, were issued. By the end of 2005,

149 l'lowcvcr. this is not to say thaI. on occasion. thc issuancc of laws and subordinatc regulation can't bc cffcctively
coordinatcd. and occur in mpid succcssion. Saudi Arabia. for example. issued implementing rcgulations for its
new law on Patents, Layout Designs of Integrated Circuits. Plant Varieties and Industrial Models on 26
December 2004. within the prescribed three month period since the law's promulgation and within two months of
the law corning into clrect.

1~ Reported in Abu Gha7.alch Intellectual Property (AGIP) ACII' News/eller. May. 2004. availablc at
II'ww.agip.comibulietin news.aspx?id=200&month=5&vear=2004. last accessed 1 December 2005.
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the implementing regulations had yel to appear. However, since the former patent law was

rescinded immediately upon the new law being issued and published, the Directorate technically

has not been able to accept any applications under the old law either. A saving grace in this

confusion is the fact that, up to mid 2005, the Directorate had not received any patent

applications of local origin for filing or examination. 151 The future will decide whether Bahrain's

recent accession to the Patent Cooperation Treaty, which will allow for filing direct with WIPO,

will alleviate or further compound this confusion.

By contrast, its sister government agency responsible for copyright protection, the Directorate of

Publications and Press in the Ministry of Information is reportedly already conducting raids,

seizing alleged counterfeit or pirated material, instituting fines, ordering closures, and initiating

prosecutions for infringements in accordance with the provisions of the proposed new copyright

law, even though the law has not yet been enacted. 152 This Directorate believes that

retrospective application of the new law, which it anticipates will be in force by the time the

prosecutions come to court, should not be a major issue for either the public prosecutor or the

. d" 153JU IClary.

However, sometimes the issuance of the implementing regulation can have a different effect to

that intended. Qatar's recently issued ministerial regulation, substantially increasing the scale of

fees for trademark registrations, is an example at hand. The regulation increased the fees by at

least 100%, and even twelve-fold for the registration of a licencing agreement, leading to a

reported 'scandalous upheaval in the IP community' and a downturn in registration activity.154

151 Interviews conducted by the author with the Bahrain Ministry of Commerce. Directorate of Industriall'roperty.
December 2004. and subsequent personal correspondence. June 2005.

152 Interviews conducted by the author with Bahrain Ministry of Infonnation. Directorate of Publications and Press.
December 2004.

153 Ibid.
154 Qatar. Ministcrial Regulation No. 47 of 2005. Rcported in Saba & Co. abovc n 100, Junc 2005.
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5.3.6 Administrative Structures

Chapter 5

Across the Gee states there exists a number of common elements in respect of the institutional

structures that have been established in recent times for the administration and enforcement of

intellectual property rights, although each slale retains its own individual organizational

differences to best suit its own particular needs. The more common model is for responsibility

to be vested across at least four ministries (if one includes police and security forces involved in

conducting raids), although in some states, their administration and enforcement may require the

involvement of agencies across five discrete government ministries. Typically, responsibility for

the administration of industrial property rights encompassing trademarks and patents (and

notionally other areas such as geographical indications, trade secrets, unfair competition, and

new plant varieties) resides within a ministry whose terms of reference may include some or all

of commerce, finance, industry or trade. Copyright and neighbouring rights resides within a

ministry whose description and terms of reference may encompass some of cabinet affairs,

national heritage and culture, and information - the latter in some respects being a logical

extension of the earlier censorship function and control of publications and publishing houses.

Customs and border control matters relating to the movement of goods generally lie within the

purview ofa ministry for trade, while internal enforcement involving police force actions require

the authority of the ministry of internal affairs or internal security.

The following table illustrates the organizational structures and division of primary

responsibilities for industrial property protection and copyright protection across the GCe

member states:
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Table 12: Government Organisation Structures for Intellectual Property Administration in the eee States

Patents
Plant Copyright and

Trademarks & Border Control
Desil!ns

Varieties Neighbouring Rights

Ministry of Commerce Minis!I)' of Cabinet Affairs
- Industrial Property Directorate & Information Ministry ofTrndc

Bahrain
- Commercial & Company Affairs DircclOrntc - Directorate of Press &

- Rcgislry of Patcnls. Designs and Trade Marks Publications
- Industrial Property Tribunal - Copyright Protection

Ollicc
Ministry of Infonnation Finance Ministry

Kuwait
Ministry ofComrncrcc & Industry - Intellectual Property - General
-Patents & Trademarks Ollicc Department Administration

- Ccnsorshin Dcnartmcnt of Customs
Ministry ofCommeree and Industry Ministry of Ministry of Heritage & Royal Oman
- Commerce Directorate Agriculture Culture Police

Oman - Intellectual Property Dep..1rtment & Fisheries - Organisations & Cultural - Inspectorate
- Copyright Section Heritage General of Police

MinistrY of lnfonnation and Customs
Ministry of Economy and Tmde
- Directorate of Commercial Affairs Ministry of the

Qatar - Trade Marks Offiee Interior
- Patents Offiee
- Copyright Protection Office

Ministry of King AbdulAziz City of Ministry ofCulturc & Finance Ministry

Saudi
Commerce Seienee and Technology Infon1mtion - Public
- Trademarks offiee - General Directorate of - General Directorate of Directorate for

Arabia - Commercial Anti- Patents Copyright Protection Customs
Fraud Deoartment
Ministry of Economy Ministry of Finance & Ministry of lnfonnation & Federal Customs
& Commerce Industry Culture Authority

VAE - Trademarks Offiee - Industrial Property - Copyright Department Dubai
- Federal Commercial Department Ministry ofJustiee, Islamic Directorate of
Anti-Fraud CUee Affairs and Waof Customs

GCC General Secretariat
Th, nla - GCC Patents Office 01" "'"Gee

Source: COli/piled by fhe AII/hor

Qatar otTers the simplest and most integrated organizational structure. It incorporates all

responsibility for the implementation and administration of intellectual property within the

portfolio of the Ministry of Finance, Economy and Commerce. The Ministry's Directorate of

Commercial Affairs supervises both the Trade Marks Office, which also addresses patent

matters, and the Office for the Protection of Copyright Affairs.
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Bahrain and Kuwait share very similar structures. In each case, responsibility for intellectual

property enforcement has evolved across three ministries, namely a commerce ministry for

industrial property matters (trademarks, patents, industrial designs etc), an information ministry

for copyright and related rights, and a further ministry for customs, police and border controls.

In Kuwait, the Ministry of Information, in which responsibility for copyright and neigbouring

rights is vested, also monitors the government press and the radio and television broadcasting

stations. All literature, audio, video and any other media material coming into Kuwait from

abroad must still pass through the Censorship Department of the Ministry of Information for

approval.

Saudi Arabia and the UAE have a "four-ministry" model for the administration of intellectual

property rights, in structures that are both undergoing change and development, namely in each

case:

a commerce ministry - primarily responsible for implementing the trade marks law, but

also responsible for ensuring compliance with national standards in respect of products

and goods that come within the purview of the trademark, patent, and copyright laws;

10. an information and culture, which is primarily responsible for implementing the

copyright law, but which also administers the printing and publications laws;

11. a finance and economy ministry, which supervises the respective customs authority

which is charged with implementing the customs laws.
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in the case of Saudi Arabia, a pseudo-ministry, the King Abdulaziz City for Science and

Technology (KACST), which is primarily responsible for implementing the patents law,

and the proposed industrial designs law;'5s

12. in the case of the UAE, a finance and industry ministry which, like the KACST, is

responsible for patents administration;

Oman's structures are somewhat more sophisticated. Within the Ministry of Commerce and

Industry resides the Directorate of Industrial Property, which is responsible for managing

registers for patents, trademarks, and geographical indications (when introduced in the near

future). The Directorate is also responsible for the maintenance of the register of copyright

works and the administration of the copyright law, but, rather incongruously, not its

enforcement. The Ministry of Heritage and Culture, on the other hand, plays a much more

active role in respect of copyright infringements, particularly in respect of counterfeit software

and piracy, and it is this Ministry which conducts enforcement actions in conjunction with the

Royal Oman Police. [t is most likely, according to local speculation, that the copyright

protection functions of the units in the two ministries will be rationalized in the foreseeable

future. Oman increases the complexity of the administration of its intellectual property regime

by vesting in the Ministry of Agriculture responsibility for the new plant varieties law and the

maintenance of registers on new plant varieties.

ISS According to its own website (www.kacst.edu.salen/about.asp). the King Abdulaziz City for Science
& Technology (KACSn is an independent scientific organization of the Saudi Arabian Government,
established in 1977 as the Saudi Arabian National Center for Science & Technology SANCST) and
later in 1985 renamed as 'King Abdulaziz City for Science & Technology (KACST)'. KACST is
governed by a Supreme Commiuee, which is chaired by the Prime Minister (the King) and is
composed of the ministers of the major ministries to which science and technology are of greatest
relevance, namely Deputy Prime Minister (Vice Chainnan), Minister of Defense & Aviation &
Inspector General, Minister of the Interior, Minister of Higher Education, Minister of Agriculture &
Water, Minister of Indust!)' & Electricity, Minister of Petroleum & Mineral Resources, Minister of
Planning, Minister of Finance & National Economy, Head of General Intelligence, and the President
of KACST, and three other members nominated by the Prime Minister. The KACST is responsible
for promoting the developmental sciences and technology in the Kingdom.
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Perhaps "work in progress" is the most apt description of the organizational infrastructures

responsible for intellectual property governance and administration amongst the GCe member

stales, particularly as the structures of government is constantly changing and developing. By

the Gee states' own admissions, effective enforcement of intellectual property rights is

hampered by a shortage in the ministries, enforcement agencies and the judicial system of

personnel expert in the understanding, interpretation and understanding of intellectual property

legislation and trained in enforcement strategies and practice. Oman, for example, indicated to

the WTO just prior to its accession in 2000 that it would take a full transitional period of five

years to effectively implement the minimum standards of TRIPS, and particularly its

enforcement provisions, because the country did not have appropriate and effective enforcement

laws, procedural laws, the institutional machinery for enforcement, or the trained and

experienced personnel to implement them. ls6

The divisions of authorities and responsibilities in the respective GCC states for the national

management of intellectual property, as outlined in the table above, are viewed with some

dissatisfaction by those developed countries with commercial interests or ambitions in the GCC

states. The involvement of multiple ministries in the management and enforcement structures is

perceived as a fundamental cause for inadequate enforcement performances by the states.

Developed states have been prompted to pressure some of the GeC states to legislate for a single

comprehensive intellectual property rights enforcement law, and to establish a single

administration, monitoring, and enforcement agency under the supervision of one government

156 See WTO Working Party on the Accession of the Sultanate of Oman. Accession 01 the Sultanate o/Omall:
Commul1icatiol1from the Sultanate olDman. Document WT/ACC/SPECIOMNIS (98-0272), 26 January 1998;
see also WTO Working Party on the Accession of the Sultanate ofOIl1aIl. Accession olthe Sltltal/ale olDman:
CommllllicGtionfrom Ihe SultanGte o/OmGn. WT/ACCIOMN/9 (98-0272). 3 August 1998.
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ministry.1S7 The pressure has been resisted to date by all states, although some slales have

established inter-ministry co-ordination agencies - not always with complete success, it appears.

According to the IIPA, the story of Kuwait's recent copyright enforcement performance is a tale

of three ministries (or more).lS8 Industry continues to receive good cooperation from the

Ministry of Finance's Department of Customs intercepting pirated shipments at the borders,

while the Ministry of Commerce and Industry stepped up efforts in late November/early

December 2004 with some impressive raids. On the other hand, the Ministry of Information

enforcement unit remains sorely lacking in its ability and perhaps its will to stamp out piracy,

taking only sparse enforcement actions in 2004. The Ministry of Interior, which is responsible

for the Kuwaiti police forces, and even Customs remain unable to take ex officio action

necessary to defeat piracy 1Il Kuwait. The IIPA argues that Kuwait should establish a

specialized IPR unit within the police force in order to have a permanently operational law

enforcement body with trained officers that can carry out immediate raids as and when

information about piracy becomes availabte. l59 It has also been very critical of the performance

of a much vaunted Kuwaiti inter-ministry task force established in 2000 between the ministries

of commerce, the interior, customs, and the public prosecutor, suggesting that the task force was

"mired in red tape and bureaucracy and may in fact be hindering enforcement in Kuwait."l6o

While the governmental structures that the various GCC states have adopted, or have allowed to

evolve, have contributed to some of the coordination and performance problems that they

experienced, they are not the key issues. As has already been mentioned in respect of the

157 UK Commission on Illlelleetuall'roperty RighlS, above n 103. 151-2. See also Mart Leesli and Torn Pengelly.
"Institutional Issues for Developing Countries in Intellectual Property Policymaking. Administration and
EnforcemenC UK Commission on Illlelleetual Property Rights Study Paper 9. 32-4. l1le developed coulllries
have also suggested to some GCC states 011 occasion that specialist intellectual propcrty courts should be
established for the civil and criminal proseeulion of illlellectual property righls infringemellls. All suggestions
have so far been resisted by the GCe states concemcd.

158 IIPA. above n 92.
159 Ibid.
160 The IXvl/omist Intelligence Unit. Country Briefing: Kuwait. 14 October 2005. quoting the lIPA Report 10 the

USTR. 200 I. Available at www.eiu.com/index.as[l? id=1919491577. last accessed 10 November 2005.
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judicial system 16\ the key problems confronting the respective ministerial departments involved

in intellectual property management and enforcement has been the lack of expert human

resources and institurional capacity.

While processes for the registration and administration of trademarks are generally well

established, having been in operation for a number of years, the same cannot be said of patents.

While all states maintain patent offices, they generally serve as filing offices only, with none of

the states (nor the Gee patent office) carrying out searches and substantive and technical

examinations. The UAE recently entered into an agreement with the Austrian Patent Offices for

the conduct of technical examination, and the Gee Patents Office has used the European Patent

Office and IP Australia for the training of examiners. By the same token, the registration of

works of copyright has been well-established under the fonner publication and printing control

legislation.

5.4 Conclusion

It is well nigh impossible to obtain reliable longitudinal data from authoritative sources within

and between the Gee states on the states' and region's performances in enforcing their

intellectual property laws and protecting individual rights. It is also extremely difficult to obtain

reliable data on the success of raids and judicial activity in controlling the prevalence of

counterfeiting and piracy and other forms of illegal intellectual property activity in the Gulf.

There are four fundamental reasons for this situation, namely:

161 See Section 5.3.4 above.
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the absence of reliable and independent data collection structures and processes in and

across the Gee states, and the absence of public access to such data if and where it is

collected;

laxity or uncertainty in procedures and practices in the secure control, monitoring and

destruction of infringing goods and equipment, thereby allowing confiscated illegal and

counterfeit goods to remain in or return to the market place (and in a sense be subject to

double-counting by being on occasion the subject of subsequent seizures);

where raids are publicly reported, they are invariably linked to another political agenda

or strategic objective process, and are thus often presented in a manner best suited for

that particular agenda or initiative; an example of such an agenda might be the issuance

of a new intellectual property law and a consequent public awareness campaign;

competition between ministries for resources and status; governmental departmental

reports, which are often on restricted circulation, concentrate on the positives, and do not

always portray the global picture.

Where information does appear, it is often second-hand, anecdotal, and lacking any consistency

or format that easily allows comparative analysis across sectors or years. Hence such reports

that do appear need to be read in the context of the political environment in which they appear.

This is not so say that they should be discarded; rather that recognition should on occasion be

given to a symbiotic association between local co[our and hard facts. It has also been suggested

that there is another, more sinister, explanation for the inherent difficuhy in obraining reliable

statistics, namely the 'clandestine and mobile nature of the facilities used to manufacture pirate

and counterfeit goods, and of the persons involved in producing and distributing such goods',

the apparent implication being that such persons are likely to be 'well-connected'. 162

162 Saba& Co, above n 101, Apri12005.
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However, it should not be assumed that, in the absence of authoritative and verifiable reports and

statistical data, the Gee slales are not making progress in their fights against counterfeiting,

piracy and other intellectual property rights enforcement. Saudi Arabia and Bahrain, being the

largest and the smallest respectively of tile Gee states in terms of population, area, are the states

with the largest and smallest intellectual property infringement problem and enforcement

activity. Hence they provide both contrast and comparison. The following are extracts from a

local Saudi legal profession newsletter of recent enforcement activity by the Saudi authorities

during the first halfof2005:

April:

April:

the Saudi Ministry of Commerce and Industry seized 1,000 tons of

counterfeit products, and destroyed 8 million items in 2004. 1600 cases,

mainly related to food products and auto parts, were currently being

investigated;

the Commercial Anti-Fraud Department of the Ministry of Commerce

and Industry reported Ihal il had imposed fines lotaling SR4 million

(US$1.07 million) during February 2005 on businesses for marketing

"fraudulent" and counterfeit consumer goods. At the same time the

department reported that 371 cases of counterfeiting were reported during

2003 and 2004, resulting in fines ofSRI2 million being imposed;

May: The Arab Federation of Software Producers advised that the national

software piracy rate in Saudi Arabia had dropped from 73 percent l63 in

2000 to 25 percent in 2004 (although Ihe following BSA Global Siudy on

16l ""Percent" in these extracts. and in the following USA Study. refers to the total national business software market
for the state in question.
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Software Piracy figures for Saudi Arabia for the same period are 59

percent to 52 percent);

June: the Ministry of Culture and Informarion recently destroyed over 3 million

counterfeit copyright items, including CD and video tapes, computer

software and Playstat ions;

June: during 2004, the Ministry of Culture and Information's Ministerial

Committee responsible for dealing with copyright infringements,

considered 400 cases, made final determinations on 353 of the cases, and

handed down the following penalties;

• closed down 31 businesses and revoked their trading licences;

• made orders for compensation totaling SR 118,000 (US$31,000) to

various right holders;

• forced 900 out of 1500 companies identified as using counterfeit

software 10 replace their illegal software with licenced software. 164

July: over 600,000 piraled CD's seized at King AbdulAziz International

Airport, Riyadh were recently destroyed by the Ministry of Culture and

Information;

While the Bahrain Tribune reported over a four month period between August and November

2005, on the following enforcement activities undertaken by the Directorate of Press and

Publications in the Ministry of Information:

4 August over the last six months the Directorate carried oul 493 inspections of

164 Saba&Co,abovcll 101, JUllc2005.
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business establishments, during which 62,000 pirated and illegally·

copied audio, video, print and electronic products were found and

confiscated;

7 September: the Directorate recently destroyed 9,385 pirated movies confiscated over

the last three months. It also reported an 85% drop in the rate of pirate

movies in Bahrain, bringing it down to 10-15 percent of the total movie

market in Bahrain;

9 November: the Directorate reported that software piracy in the Kingdom is now 30

35 percent, and less than 20 percent for movies.

The Gee states have attracted praise from some sectors for the progress made to date, in what

has been a remarkably short period of time by international standards. If the USTR's Annual

Special 301 Report is any measure, then the GCC states have made commendable progress. Ten

years ago, in its 1995 Report, the USTR placed all GCC countries on either its Priority Watch

List or its Watch List. By contrast, a decade later the corresponding Report retained only

Kuwait on its Priority Watch List, and Saudi Arabia on its Watch List. l6S In the author's view,

the retention of Kuwait on the Priority Watch List may be justifiable in light of its outmoded

intellectual property laws which are still in essence of a pre·TRIPS standard, and its less than

committed enforcement performance. However, the retention of Saudi Arabia on the Watch List

and the USTR's planned out-of-cycle review in late 2005/early 2006 of its intellectual property

regime, was more part of a US strategy to maintain pressure upon the Saudi government to

extract the maximum trade and commercial concessions in the final round of political

negotiations prior to formalization of Saudi Arabia's WTO membership in November 2005.

1M The USTR Annual Special 301 Repons arc discussed in grcatcr detail in Chapter 6.3 following
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The latest benchmarking BSA Global Study on software piracy, conducted in May 2005 for the

previous year, reveals that local enforcement strategies have led to an ongoing decline amongst

the Gee slales in software piracy.166 BSA claims to be the leading global computer software

protection lobby organization, and asserts that its annual Global Study arguably the premier

survey on international software piracy. The 2005 Study reports that, in 2004, piracy rates

increased in 36 countries, remained unchanged in 18 countries, and decreased in 39 countries.

Although the average world piracy rale went down a single percentage point, the median is still

above 60 percent l67
• In more than half the countries studied, piracy was above 60 percent, while

in 24 countries the piracy rate exceeded 75 percent. Only a third of the countries studied had a

piracy rate under 50 percent.

166 The Business Software Alliance (BSA) is an international organization representing the leading software and e
commerce dcvelopers in 65 countries around the world. Establishcd in 1988. BSA has officcs in thc United
States. Europe and Asia. Promoting itself as the voice of thc international software industry. BSA interacts with
governments and consumers on the promotion of the role of softwarc in global development, and in relation to its
fight against software piracy and internet thefl. The following description of the BSA is takcn directly from its
own website, at www.bsa.orglabout, last accessed 20 October 2005:
"The Business Software Alliancc (www.bsa.org) is the foremost organi7.lltion dcdieated to promoting a safe and
legal digital world. BSA is the voice of the world's commercial software industry and its hardware panners before
governmcnts and in thc intcrnationalmarkctplllce. lis members rcprcscnt one of the fastest growing industries in
thc world. BSA programs foster tcchnology innovation through education and policy initiatives that promote
copyright protection, eyber security, trade and e-eommerce. BSA members include: 40. Adobe, Agfa.Monotype,
Apple. Autodesk. Avid. Bentley Systems. Borland. BVRP Software. Centcnnial. Cisco Systems. CNC
Softwarc/Masteream. Grupo sr, Entrust. HiT Internet Technologies. HI', IBM. ilnventory, Intel, Intergraph,
lnlemct Security Systcms. Intuit. LMS International. Maeromedia. Magix. Mamul. McAfec. Microsoft.
Mierostar. Nemetschck. 0&0 Software. OWG. Panda Software. Rcalviz, RSA Security, SIA. SolidWorks. StalT
& Line. Sybasc. Symantcc. TcamSystem. Trcnd Micro. UGS PLM Solutions, vERn'AS Software. Visma.
WRQ:'

Since 1995. the Business Software Alliance (BSA) has commissioned an annual study on global trends in
computer softwarc piracy, encompassing some 93 countries in the 2005 study. The 2004 and 2005 studies were
conducted by International Data Corporation (IDC). on behalf of BSA. Thc 2005 study advises that IDC used
proprietary statistics for software and hardware shipments. conducted more than 7.000 interviews in 23 countries
to confirm software piracy trends (adding to 5.600 surveys conducted in 15 countrics last year). and enlisted IDC
analysts in over 50 countries to review local market conditions. IDC and previous studies conducted for BSA
uscd the following basic rescarch architccture to mcasure pimcy mtcs and dollar losses:
detennine how much packaged software was put into use in 2004.
determine how much packaged software has been paid for during the year.
thcn subtract one from thc othcr to get the amount of pirated softwarc.
Once the amount of pirated software is known, the piracy rate is determined as the percentage of total software
installed that was pirated.

The BSA is also a member of the International Intellcctual Propcny Alliance (1IPA). (see above n 92 for a
description of the lIPA and its functions.

161 See n 163 above in respect of the meaning of ,'percent" in this context.
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The Gulf region has improved from 89 percent in 1994 to 57percent in 2004, mainly due to the

performance of the UAE, which achieved a fifty point decrease, from an 86 percent piracy rate

in 1994 to 34 percent for 2004. This achievement places the UAE on a par wilh Japan, South

Africa and Western Europe overall, and according to the Gulf regional office of BSA explains

why the UAE has become the IT hub of the region 168
• Not far behind the UAE is Saudi Arabia,

which has managed to reduce its piracy rate to 52 percent, but which still has not managed to

remove itself from the Special 30 I Listing. None of the Gee states are included in the BSA's

list of the twenty top countries with the worst piracy rates (Qatar and Bahrain appeared 011 the

list in 2003), while the UAE is listed at number fourteen amongst the top twenty best-performing

countries with the lowest piracy rates - outperforming Canada, South Africa and Ireland, and

just behind Australia. According to the Study, the UAE's achievement is attributable to

deliberate attempts by the UAE government to adopt stronger intellectual property protections

during the 1990s, when a new generation of policymakers came into power and began luring

foreign investments. 169

Qatar showed the least improvement in the region, decreasing only fifteen points from 91 to 76

percent since the Report's inception, while Bahrain was hardly better, dropping only sixteen

points from 92 to 76 percent.

168 Scc Mena ReporJ. 14 April 2004. quolcd in Al·Tmnirni, abovc n %, No. 128. Novcmber2001.
169 Business Soflware Alliance. Second Annllal BSA and /IX Global Software Piracy Study (2005). 4: available at

www.bsa.orglglobalstudy/upload/2005·Global.Sludy.English.pdf, last accessed 20 October 2005.
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Table 13: 2005 BSA PIRACY STUDY RESULTS-Gulf Region Piracy Rate

Chapter 5

1995 199" 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

Bahrain 92% 90% 89"1& 89"10 82% 80"10 77% 76% 64% 62%

Kuwait 91% 89% 88% 88% 81% 80"10 76% 73% 68% 68%

Oman 96% 95% 93% 93% 88% 78% 77% 70% 65% 64%

Qatar 91% 89% 87% 87% 80"10 81% 78% 76% 63% 62%

Saudi
77% 79% 74% 73% 64% 59"10 52% 50% 54% 52%

Arabia

VA' 86% 50% 50"1& 49"10 47% 44% 41% 36% 34% 34%

Gulf Total 88.8% 80.3% 80.2% 79.8% 73.7% 70.3°/. 66.8% 63.5°/. 58°/. 57%.

\Vester"
Eurolle 49% 43% 390;., 36% 34% 34% 37% 35% 37% 35%
TOlal
Easlern
EurOllt 83% 80% 77% 76% 70"10 63% 67% 71% 61% 61%
Total
North
America 27% 28% 28% 26% 26% 25% 26% 24% 23% 24%
Tolal

Source: BSA 2005 AI/llllal Clobo/Piracy SlIIdy

The revenue losses arising from piracy have experienced a similar decline for the GCC states,

notwithstanding the dramatic growth in the regional and domestic technology markets and the

consequent significant increase in computer hardware and software usage. Despite annual

fluctuations, revenue losses have more than halved between 1994 and 2002, declining from

US$78.4 million to US$35.9 million. Saudi Arabia has shown the most dramatic improvement,

with a two-thirds reduction in revenue losses. However, in the last two surveys, all Gulf

countries except Saudi Arabia and the UAE have experienced actual slight increases in revenue

losses despite continuing marginal piracy rate reductions, a situation which is more a reflection

on rapidly expanding markets than increased levels of piracy.

This is in contrast to the situation in the United States and the United Kingdom. Although the

United States has the lowest global piracy rate, its revenue loss remains the highest due to the
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volume of computer sales. Similarly, piracy in the United Kingdom has declined by 16% over

the last five years, but revenue loss due to piracy has almost doubled.

There is no doubt that the GCe states have yet more work 10 do go in the construction of their

intellectual property protection regimes. Enforcement and infrastructure issues will continue to

require attention in the mainstream areas of trade marks, copyright and patents as mainly

external forces continue to pressure the Gee states to conform to the emerging international

TRIPS-plus standards. The UAE and Saudi Arabia constitute the largest of the Gee economies,

and the states with the greatest profile in terms of intellectual property activity and need for

effective enforcement strategies and performance. However, they are arguably the two states

which have been the most successful in curbing infringing activity. Bahrain, Oman and Qatar

represent the middle position, both in respect of activity and performance. Kuwait, on the other

hand, is the least compliant state and will continue to attract critical attention and pressure to

improve on its performance.

But instead of coming from within the TRIPS-context, pressures have been generated by the

United States for the Gee states to move to TRIPS-plus levels of intellectual property

protection. The strategy operates through adherence to a web of international conventions and

commitment to bilateral trade agreements which contain a comprehensive compendium of

requirements for enhanced levels of intellectual property protection that far exceed the TRIPS~

required standards - as the next chapter discusses.
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TRIPS-plus and "Raising the Bar"
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6.1 Introduction

With the arguable exception of Bahrain and Kuwait, which still have in place some pre-TRIPS

laws or laws with pre-TRIPS origins, the GCe states now have intellectual property regimes

which are generally TRIPS-compliant, even if they still show some shortcoming in some matters

of detail. The states have also demonstrated a general willingness to address the contentious

issue of the enforcement of their intellectual property protection obligations - albeit still with

mixed success. Yet, in common with other developing and least developed countries, they now

face additional pressures from the major industrialised countries, and from the United States in

particular, to adopt more comprehensive and higher standards of intellectual property protection

that go well beyond those required by TRIPS - in other words, TRIPS-plus standards. I This

pressure is being applied in two ways:

directly, through bilateral trade and investment agreements which include extensive and

detailed intellectual property protection frameworks, and which require accession to or

compliance with a number of TRIPS-plus international intellectual property protection

conventions;2

The tenn "TRIPS-plus" lacks precisc definition. but has come into increasingly common usage in the debate on
post-TRIPS intellectual property rights. It has becn described. in a gcncral scnse. as a "commitments which go
beyond what is already included or consolidated in the TRIPS Agreement:' (David Vivas, "Regional and
bilateral agrcements and a TRIPS-plus world: The Free Tradc Arca of the Americas", TRIPS Issues Papers No.
I, 4: available at www.iprsonline.org/icstd/docs/WIPO Vivas.pdf. last accessed 20 December 3005.
Morc specifically, it has been described as a "concept which refcrs to thc adoption of multilateral, plurilateral,
rcgional and/or national II' rulcs and practiccs which havc the effect of reducing thc ability of developing
countries to protect the public interest:' (Sisule Musungu & Graham Outfield. "Multilateral Agreements and a
TRIPS-plus World: The World Intellectual Property Organisation", TRIPS Issues Papers NO.3. 3: available at
www.iprsonline.org/ictsdldoeslWIPO Musungu Outfield.pdf. last accessed 20 December 2005.
The term covers ·'both those activities aimed at increasing thc Icvel of protection for right holders bcyond that
which is given in the TRIPS Agreement and those measures aimed at reducing the scope or effectiveness of
limitations on rights and exceptions under the TRIPS Agrcement:' (Vivas. supra).
The international conventions which commonly form part of the US bilateral treaty negotiating agenda include
WIPO·s Copyright Treaty (wcr) and Performances and Phonograms Trcaty (WPPT) in particular. but also
gcncrally inelude thc:

Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT):
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indirectly, through the coercive lise of a threatened or actual withdrawal of preferential

trade provisions or imposition of trade-related sanctions or retaliation to "persuade"

trading partners to adopt TRI PS-plus intellectual property protection standards.

Bilateral trade and investment agreements, particularly free trade agreements (FTAs), are the

most common medium for imposing TRIPS-plus provisions. They typically contain extensive

intellectual property protection provisions, which the major industrialised countries lise to

establish standards which exceed those enshrined in TRIPS, or to remove or reduce the

flexibilities provided by or permitted in TRIPS, or to even establish protection in new areas of

intellectual property rights which go beyond the parameters ofTRIPS. 3

The process of utilising bilateral trade and investment agreements to impose TRIPS-plus

intellectual property protection has been described as a process which constitutes "raising the

bar" or a "global ralcheting" of intellectual property protection benchmarks. 4 This process,

which is seeing certain national intellectual property norms globalise upwards to those higher

standards at a remarkable rate, is dependent upon the following key elements:

forum shifting - in which the standard-setting agenda is moved from fora in which

difficulties are encountered in imposing TRIPS-plus standards (such as the WTO) to fora

Convention Relating to the Distribution of Programme-Carrying Signals Transmitted by Satellite (1974)
(Brussels Convention):
Protocol relating to the Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Marks (1989)
(Madrid Protocol);
Budapest Treaty on the International Recognition of the Deposit of Micro-organisms for the Purposes of
Patent Procedure (1980):
1·lague Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Industrial Designs (1999):
International Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (1991) (urDY Convention):
Trademark Law Treaty (rLT):
Patent Law Treaty (PLT).

See Report of the Asian Regional Workshop on Bilateral Free Trade Agreements. Kuala Lumpur. August 2005.
8; available at \\·wW.lwnside.org.sgltitle2/twninf0254.htm. last accessed 30 November 2005.
Peter Drahos. "BlTs and BlPs - 13ilateralism in Intellectual Propert/·. (2001) 4 Journal of World Intellectual
Properly 6. 798-99.
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in which success is more likely to be achieved (such as bilateral and regional

agreements);

co-ordinated bilateral and multilateral intellectual property protection strategies; and

entrenchment in bilateral agreements of the principle of ever-increasing minimum

protection standards. 5

The two major protagonists in this process of global integration are the United States and the

European Union, although the United States has been the lead player in respect of the Middle

East region. Utilised as key elements of the US bilateral strategy is the tactic of reward and

coercion - the former illustrated by the application of its Generalized System of Preferences

(GSP) and the promise of preferenlia I access and tariff treatment to US markets, and the latter by

the use of its annual Special 30 I Listing and the threat of trade retaliation.

The intellectual property provisions of the FTAs that the United States has recently concluded

with Bahrain (Bahrain FTA) and Oman (Oman FTA) dramatically illustrate how the United

States continually strives to "raise the bar", and mostly (but not always) succeeds. 6 There is

every possibility that current and impending FTA negotiations between the United States and the

other Gee states will cause the bar to be raised even higher. While the United States has stated

that it is pleased with the strengthened protection of intellectual property rights in its most recent

FTAs (including those with Morocco, Australia, Bahrain and Oman), it has also stated that it

would be seeking even higher levels of protection and enforcement provisions in agreements

currently under negotiation, including those in the Gulfwith the UAE, Kuwait and Qatar. 7

,
•

Ibid,798,
The nature of "raising the bar" in the context of the Bahrain and Oman FTAs is discussed in funher detail in
Sections 6.5,2 and 6.5.3 following.
USTR 2005 Special 30 I Repon, 2; available at
www.ustr.gov/assctsiDocumenl Librarv/RcporlS Publicationsl200512005 Special 301/assets upload filcl95 7
636.pdf, last accessed 20 December 2005.
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6.2 Bilateralism· "Multilateralism By the Backdoor"

Bilateral trade and investment agreements are promoted by their advocates as being stepping

stones towards full integration of their participants into a global free market economy, by

ensuring that governments implement the liberalisation, privatisation and deregulation measures

of the globalisation agenda. 8 They argue that the introduction of free trade and the removal of

regulations on investment that the bilateral agreements generate will lead to economic growth,

the reduction ofpoveny, increased living standards and employment opportunities. 9 The critics

of bilateral agreements, on the olher hand, argue Ihallhere is ample evidence to show Ihal, on the

contrary, the agreements merely allow transnational corporations more freedom to exploit

workers and to shape the national and global economies of the junior partners to suit the

corporations' interests. lo They further posit that these binding international agreements severely

constrain future governments in their policy options and help lock in existing economic reforms

which may have been imposed by the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank or the Asian

Development Bank, or pursued by national governments of their own volition. I
1 Some

commentators have argued at length that the self-interest mechanisms which are particular to the

US-sponsored bilateral agreements, such as the conditions relating to the protection of

intellectual property rights, their enforcement, and the control or check mechanisms for

managing the agreements are tantamount to an intrusion into domestic lawmaking. 12

•
'"
"
"

Aziz Choudry, "Bombarded by Bilateral Trade and Investment Agrcements", Bilaterals.org. March 2004, 3:
available at www.bilmcrals.orgfIMG/pdf/Bombardcd by Bilatcra 929{)9·2.rx:lf, last accessed 6 January 2006.
See also Peter Drahos and John Braithwaitc.lllformation Feudalism: Who OWIlS fhe Global Economy (2002), and
Carlos Correa "Bilateral Investment Agrcements: Agents of new global standards for the protcction of
intellectual property rightsT', GRAIN, August 2004; available at www.grain.orglbriefings!?id-186
Choudry, above n 8. 3.
Ibid. 4.
Ibid. 4.
See Drahos. above n 4. 798.
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Bilateral agreements have been critically painted as part of an insidious fast-expanding and

bewildering web, popping up like hydra's heads throughout the world, and constructing in

patchwork fashion whal the developed nations have not been able to impose through such

international fora as the WTO, or through multilateral negotiations. 13 They are also seen as

insidious because they are invariably conducted in unequal contest in closed session between

unequal partners - mainly a developed country and a developing or least developed country.

With the stronger partner having an established objective to protect its own economic and trade

interests, and having little or no interest in making allowance for the divergent or conflicting

national and developmental interests of the weaker partner, the resultant agreement is both

inevitable and predictable. As two commentators on bilateralism so colourfully, yet accurately,

describe the outcome of such a scenario, "Bilateralism is like cooking an elephant and rabbit

stew: however you mix the ingredients, it ends up tasting like elephant stew". 14

It has been suggested that, on intellectual property issues that really matter to it, the United

States has been able to utilise webs ofcoercion. '5 One of those webs of coercion is its strategy

of establishing bilateral agreements which include the introduction of TRIPS-plus standards of

intellectual property protection. Developing countries operate within an intellectual property

paradigm dominated by the United States and the European Union, and by international

business. TRIPS sets minimum standards, while bilateral arrangements raise the bar. '6

Developing countries can expect very few concessions on intellectual property issues, but are

"

"
"

Azi..: Choudl)'. "Bilatcral Tradc and Investmcnt Deals a Scrious Challengc to Global Justiec Movcments".
GRAIN. Deccmber 2003. I. Available at www.grain,org/rightsftripsplus.cfm?id=2. last accessed 30 Scptcmber
2005.
Petcr Drahos with John Braithwaite. Information Feudalism: Who Owns the Knowledge Economy? (2002). 194.
Petcr Drahos. "Dcveloping Countries and Intcrnational Intcllcctual Property Standard.Sctting·', (2002) 5 Journal
0/World lmelleclllal ProperlY 5. 781.
Ibid. 788.
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prepared to sign the bilateral agreements containing TRIPS-plus provisions in intellectual

property rights in order to gain access to US and EU markets or to avoid losing access to them. 17

However, critics of bilateralism tend to concentrate on the policies and practices of the United

States and the European Union, and appear to overlook the fact that many developing countries

also enter into bilateral trade and investment treaties with each other and with least developed

countries. These "south-south" bilateral agreements tend to include the same essential features

as the north-south agreements, particularly in respect of a broad definition of investments which

encompass intellectual property rights, restrictions on and compensation for expropriation, and

dispute resolution, although not to the same degree of complexity as the US or EC·sponsored

agreements. 18 Where US bilateral agreements in particular differ from the majority is in respect

offour crucial elements, which constitute the US agendas for control and self-interest, namely:

the creation in each case ofajoint committee of the two parties to manage and monitor

the particular agreement;

the imposition of strict limitations on performance requirements as a condition of

investing in the host country; and

the wholesale attachment, in effect, of TRIPS-plus protection obligations and

international conventions to the agreement; and

most importantly, the gross imbalance in the political power, industrial might, and

negotiating expertise of two unequal parties.

"
"

Ibid. 789.
See UNCTAD. "Investment Provisions in Economic Integration Agreements. 114-6. Document
UNCTAD/ITEJI1TI2005/10. available at www.unctad.orglcrtldocs/itciit200510 en.pdf. The Pan-Arab Free
Tradc Arca Agreement. sponsorcd by the Arab League and signcd at the League's Economic and Social Council
Mceting on 19 Febmary 1997, included provisions on trade, investments, intellectual property rights, and dispute
selllemenl. available at www.bilatcrals.orglarticle-prinl.php3?id article-2309. last accessed 19 July 2005. For
examples of South-South agreements involving thc GCC states. and with similar investment and intellcctual
propcrty provisions. sce the agrecments bclwcen Bahrain-Jordan. Kuwait-Pakistan. Oman-India. Qatar-Turkey.
Saudi Arabia-Korea. and UAE-Lebanon. all available at www.unctadxi.org/templates/DocSeareh
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The United States develops its bilateral strategy to expand and deepen control over its economic

ties with countries in the Middle East through a series of graduated steps which encompass a

range of bilateral agreements which either create a protection framework for intellectual property

rights or which contain specific protection provisions. 19 They include:

establishing Trade and Investment Framework Agreements (TIFAs), to initiate trade

liberalisation within the target state, and to "promote the establishment of legal

protections for [US] investors, improvements in intellectual property protection, more

transparent and efficient customs procedures and greater transparency in government

and commercial regulations,,;2o

establishing Bilateral Investment Treaties (BITs) to introduce common rules for

investment in each state, by incorporating international (that is, US) business rules and

norms into the domestic laws;

establishing the more comprehensive Free Trade Agreements (FTAs), as the principal

process by which US intellectual property rights industries are able to ensure that their

required and sought-after standards of protection keep pace with new developments;21

expanding these FTAs by bringing other regional or neighbouring states into them, and

eventually weaving these "subregional FTAs" into a greater US· Middle East Free

Trade Area;

USTR Robert Zocllick. "Global Trade and the Middle East: Reawakening a Vibranl Pase. Address delivered at
the World Economic Forum, Dead Sea, Jordan. 23 June 2003, 7-9; available al
www.uslr.gov/specch tcstllocllick/2oo3-06-23-jordan.pdf, last accessed 30 Seplembcr 2005. Sec also USTR
Fact Shect. "Middle East Free Trade Initiative", 23 June 2004, available at
www,uslr.govlDocument Libnuv/Fact Sheetsl2oo3/Middie East Free Trade Initiative,htmL last accessed 30
September 2005
USTR Tradc Facts "Middle East Free Tmdc lnitiativc: US Regional Plan to Spur Economic Growlh", 2 March
2004. at www,uslr,gov/Fact Sheetsl2oo4/middlc cast free trade initialive,html, last accessed 20 December
2005,
Report of the Industry Trade Advisory Committee on Inlellectual Property Rights (ITAC- I5). "U,S. - Bahrain
Frec Trade Agrecmcnt: thc Intellectual Property Provisions". 4: available at
www,uslr.gov/assets/Trade AgrccmcntslBihtcml/l3ahrain FTNRcportsiassets uplo'ld file822 5528.pdf. last
accessed 20 Deccmber 2005,
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supporting applications for WTO membership for those "peaceful countries in the region

that seek it,,·21,

providing financial and technical assistance and training to assist states develop the

capacity to take part in negotiations, implement trade agreements, and build legal and

. I· fi "entrepreneuna In rastructures;

using the US Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) programme and the USTR's

"Special 301" provisions as positive and negative reinforcement to control trade ties

with eligible and/or recalcitrant states.

T1FAs are promoted by the United Stales as precursors or stepping stones to FTAs and/or BITs.

They establish a political and legal commitment between two governments to cooperate on

promoting mutual trade and investment under a certain number of conditions. One of those

conditions commonly includes the establishment of a joint councilor committee to oversee the

cooperation of the two parties and the operation of the agreement. Historically, TIFAs pave the

way to full-fledged bilateral agreements on trade and investment at a later date.

In contrast to its public rhetoric to its signatory partners in respect of equal mutual protection,

the United States promotes BITs to US investors as designed to ensure that the investors receive

"

In this case. Saudi Arabia. Yemen. and Lebanon. Saudi Arabia applied for accession to GAIT (194 7) on 23 June
1993. and reaffirmed its intention to accede to WTO in December 1995. The original GAlT Working Party on
Saudi Arabia's accession continued as the WTO Accession Working Pany. Saudi Arabia eventually achieved
membership of WTO in November 2005. See Chapter 7 for further discussion on the passage of Saudi Arabia to
eventual WTO membership.
It is worth noting that thc Unitcd Statcs is currently sponsoring an application from Iraq for acccssion. but
opposes applications from Iran and Syria.
The USTR describes ..technical assistancc" as including the rcvicw of. and drafiing assistance on. laws
concerning intellectual propeny and enforcement. "Training" usually covers the substantive provisions of
TR IPS. including cnforcement. Such assistance is providcd by a number of US government agcncies. including
the US Patent and Trademark Office. the Copyright Office. Department of State. the US Agency for International
Devclopment. Customs and Border Protection. Dcpartmcnt of Justice, and Department of Commerce. US
industry is also actively involved in providing specific enforcement-oriented training in key markets. The United
States expects further progress in the ncar term. However, where additional progress is not achieved, it will
consider othcr means of cncoumging implcmcntation. including the possibility of disputc scttlcment
consultations. See 2005 Special 301 Report. above n 7. 6.
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national or most favoured nation treatment (MFN) (whichever is the more favourable) in the

other signatory state, and to ensure that their investments are protected against performance

requirements, restrictions on transfers and arbitrary expropriation. In both BITs and TIFAs

intellectual property rights are deemed to be investments: the Bahrain BIT, for example, defines

"Investment" as encompassing every kind of investment owned or controlled, directly or

indirectly, by a national or company, including;

"intellectual property, including, but not limited to:

copyrights and related rights,

patents,

rights in plant varieties,

industrial designs,

rights in semiconductor layout designs,

trade secrets, including, but not limited 10, know-how and confidential business information,

trade and service marks, and

trade names;,,24

BIT standard conditions, which represent potential obstacles and barriers to local development in

the other country, include the following restrictions imposed upon the host government in

respect of its capacity to direct and control the conduct of foreign investments in its own

country:

expropriation of an investment by the host government can only be made for a public

purpose, must be carried out in a non-discriminatory manner consistent with

international law, and must be accompanied by prompt, adequate, and effective

compensation;

Bahrain BIT. an 1(d)(5), available at www.tcc.mac.doc.gov/cgi.bin/doit.cgi? last accessed 12 January 2006.
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investors are guaranteed the right of immediate transfer into and out of the host state of

all funds related to an investment - including (but not limited to) interest, profits,

dividends, capital gains, sale of all or part of the investment, royalties, management and

technical fees, liquidation proceeds, and compensation from dispute settlements;

a host government may not impose mandatory local content or local purchase

requirements, the "balancing" of imports or sales in relation to exports or foreign

exchange earnings, requirements to export products or services, technology transfer

requirements, or requirements to conduct of research and development in the host state,

as a condition for establishing or maintaining an investment;

an investor enjoys the right to submit a related dispute with the host government to

binding international arbitration, and cannot be required to use the state's domestic

courts or obtain the consent ofthe host government to submit the dispute to arbitration. 25

These obligations severely restrict the capacity of the host government to introduce measures to

ensure that the host country can also share the technological advances and other benefits

generated within the country from the foreign investment. This imposed restriction would

appear to directly run contrary to the fundamental spirit and objectives of TRIPS, which states in

its general provisions and basic principles that:

"Thc protection and cnforecmcnt of intclleetual property rights should contribute to the promotion of

tcehnological innovation and to thc transfcr and disscmination of tcchnology. to thc mutual advantagc of

produccrs and users of technological knowledge and in a man ncr conducive to social lind economic welfare. and

to a balancc of rights and obligations:·26

Thc investor may choose among the Intcrnational Centrc for Settlement of Investmcnt Disputes (lCStD). ad hoc
arbitration using the Arbitration Rules of the Unitcd Nations Commission on Intcrnational Trade Law
(UNCITRAL). or any other mutually agrecd arbitral institution or rules. An investor may still seck. without
alTccting its right to pursue international arbitration. interim injunctivc relief from local courts or administrativc
tribunals for the preservation of its rights and intercsts.
TRIPS. an 7.
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The Bahrain BIT "lowers the bar" in respect of the moral obligation of developed countries in

respect of the technology transfer and promotion for mutual benefit as enshrined in TRIPS. [t

enhances the level of protection for the foreign investor, by stipulating that:

"Neither party shall expropriate or nationalise a covered investment either directly or indirectly

through measures tantamount 10 expropriation or nationalization ..." 27

The United States considers "tantamount to" as being "creeping expropriation" - a series of

measures that effectively amounts to expropriation without taking actual title. 28 "Tantamount"

may encompass the slow and incremental encroachment on one or more of the ownership rights

of a foreign investor that diminishes the value of the investment, even though the property

remains vested in the investor. This situation has been often considered "creeping

expropriation" by UNCTAD. 29 The breadth of the definition of investment and the coverage of

action "tantamount to expropriation" in a BIT may well be utilised by foreign investors as a

device to dissuade a state from invoking the compulsory licencing provisions of its intellectual

property laws, or to challenge the state's action on the grounds that it constitutes an indirect

measure tantamount to expropriation. 3D Some bilateral agreements include specific provision to

preserve a host country's rights to grant compulsory licences by stipulating their exclusion from

the bounds of expropriation and compensation, but this stipulation is not included in any of the

TIFAs or BITs of the GCC states.

"
"

Bahrain 131'1'. art 3.1.
US Secretary of State Albright "Lctter ofSubmiualto The President on an Invcstmcnt Trcaty with Bahrain", 23
March 2000, IX; available at WWW.lee.mae.doe.gov/egi.bin/doit.egi?,lastaeeessed 12 January 2006.
UNCTAD being thc Unitcd Nations Commission for Tradc and Dcvelopmcnt. Sce Carlos Corrca. "l3ilateral
Investment Agreements: Agents of new global standards for the protection of intellectual property rightsT',
GRAIN. August 2004. 16: available at www.gmin.org/bricfillgsf?id-I86. last acccsscd 6 January 2006.
Ibid. 15.
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BITs and TIFAs do not lay down specific standards of intellectual property protection per se.

Rather, they require signatories to formally acknowledge "the importance of providing adequate

and effective protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights and the importance of

adhering to international intellectual property rights standards".31 To give practical effect to this

commitment, they provide for the establishment of joint committees, the declared purpose of

which is to serve as the forum for permanent dialogue between the USTR and the partner state.

A joint committee's tasks include a consideration of whether further agreements relating to

intellectual property, amongst other trade issues, are desirable. J2 However, the authority vested

in the joint committee gives it considerable capacity and opportunity to introduce, unnoticed, a

range of TRIPS-plus standards or to take the evolution of intellectual property rights beyond

TRIPS and other multilateral standards. Drahos, using the example of the US-Jordan FTA,

suggests that the joint committee created "to supervise the proper implementation" of a

particular Agreement comes close to exercising a law-creating function, since its functions

include the consideration and adoption of amendments to the Agreement and the development of

guidelines and rules for its proper implementation. 33 And the fact that this joint committee shall

also act as the dispute resolution mechanism in the first instance, instead of the WTO or other

international arbitration avenues, would reinforce this argument. Even if the joint committee

does not goes as far as suggested by Drahos, it would certainly be a very powerful lobby, with

the full force of the USTR and the persuasive re-invocation ofa Special 301 listing behind it, to

reinforce its demands for change, including change in a particular direction.

"

";;

The six TlFAs which thc Unitcd States signed with each of thc Gee statcs arc idcntical in terms of subject
matter and structurc. and virtually idcntical in tcrms of actual tcxt. Bahrain. being the first to sign. set the tonc
and eharneler for the following TIFAs. Sec Bahrain TIFA, Preamble, paragraph 13; at
www.ustr.gov/llssct~Trade Agreement~RegionallMEFTNasset upload filel68 3538.rdf. last accessed 6
January 2006.
Ibid. art 4.
Drahos. above n 4, 798.
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6.3 The Role of the USTR and the "Special 301"

Report

The US trade and investment policy, which encompasses intellectual property standards, is the

responsibility of the United States Trade Representative (USTR).34 As a key part of its

international monitoring of the activities of the nation's trading partners, the USTR reports

annually on the conduct of different countries in respect of their treatment of intellectual

property rights which are owned by US business or citizens, or in which they have an interest.

The annual Special 301 Report on intellectual property rights represents the coercive element in

the US bilateral strategy. The Report is conducted annually pursuant to $.182 of the Trade Act

of 1974, as amended by the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988 and the Uruguay

Round Agreement Act (URAA) of 1994. Under the Special 301 provisions of 5.182, the USTR

identifies those countries that it considers deny adequate and effective protection for intellectual

property rights, or deny fair and equitable market access for US businesses that rely on

intellectual property protection. The Special 301 provision was amended in the URAA to claritY

that a country could be found to deny adequate and effective intellectual property protection

even if it was in compliance with its obligations under TRIPS.35 This clarification meant in

effect that the USTR could take unilateral trade action against a trading partner which it deemed

to have inadequate (by US standards) national intellectual property laws, even where the WTO

The Office of the USTR. created by the US Congress in the 1962 Trade Expansion Act is authorized to set and
administcr overalltmde policy. including all mailers in respect of the WTO. bilateral and multilateral trade and
investment issues. trade-related intellectual property protection issues. and administrative responsibility for the
GSP and Scction 301 (including Special 301) complaints against foreign tradc practices which the USTR
considers to be unfair to its own interests.
USTR 2003 Special 30t Rcport. "Statutory Authority", 9; available at
www.ustr.gov/assetsiDocumcnl Librarv/Reports Publications!200312003 Special 301/asscts upload file665 6
!1.!.Jl4f, last accessed 20 December 2005.
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Dispute Settlement Body had absolved the trading partner of any liability under international

trade law. 36

Under the Special 301 provisions, the USTR has created three levels of "egregiolls activity", in

respect of US intellectual property rights, namely the "Priority Foreign Country", "Priority

Watch List" and "Watch List". Countries that are deemed to have the most onerous or

egregious acts, policies or practices, resulting in the greatest adverse impact (actual or potential)

on US products, are designated as a "Priority Foreign Country" (PFC), and could potentially be

faced with a unilateral withdrawal of US trade benefits or the lodgement of a complaint by the

United Siaies for resolution through the formal WTO Dispute Settlement process. Placement on

the Priority Watch List or Watch List indicates that the USTR considers that particular problems

exist with respect to the protection or enforcement of US intellectual property rights or market

access for US interests. Countries placed on the Priority Watch List also become the focus of

increased bilateral attention in respect of the areas of US concern. The Watch List indicates that

countries have practices that meet some of the US requirements, but still need close monitoring

in implementing their commitments with regard to intellectual property protection and market

access for US products and interests.

A Special 301 listing may not necessarily lead directly to some form of retaliato!)' action, but the

coercive influence and impact of a listing, part'icularly when associated with an out-of-cycle

count!)' review, can be such that it may still lead to a TRIPS·plus consequence without the

necessity for the threatened action to take place. Drahos (using the example of the US -

Nicaragua BIT) suggests that there can be a causal relationship, or at least a very influential

interaction, between BIT and other bilateral agreement negotiations, the Special 30 I process and

Douglas Rosenthal. '·A Comment on the '·Speeia1301 Annual Rcvicw··. (1998) 1 JOl/rnal of World Intelfeclllal
Properly. 743.
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TRIPS-plus in the US context. 37 Drahos provides the following remark by senior USTR official

as an illustration ofthe effectiveness of the Special 301 process:

"One fascinating aspect of the Special 301 process occurs just before we make our annual

detenninations, when there is a nurry of activity in those countries desiring not to be listed or to be

moved to a lower list. IP laws are suddenly passed or amended, and enforcement activities increase

significantly.,,3s

However, a certain degree of caution should be observed in trying to establish too close a causal

association between these events above, since other factors - not least of which are those arising

from international strategic alliances and rewards for "friends" in the war against international

terrorism - can also impact on the appearance, re-appearance or disappearance of a Gee state

from the Special 301 Listings. 39 While it may be easy to establish an obvious causal association

between a Special 30 I listing and the subsequent commitment to a bilateral agreement,

promulgation ofa national intellectual property law, or accession to a post-TRIPS convention, a

Special 301 listing can still playa role in achieving a less obvious but desirable outcome in the

greater polit ical context. 40

Drahos. above n 4. 798.
I-Iowever. such a !lurry of enforcement activity does not necessarily achieve the desired results. Kuwai(s
Ministry of Commerce and its Customs Directorate conducted a number of raids in November and December
2004. and April 2005 which ineludcd over 45 storcs and establishments. The raids netted approximately 250.000
pirated DYD's and CD·s and caused the elosure of a huge DYS-R production operation. the first discovered in
the Middlc Easl. The series of raids wcre evcn acknowledged in thc 2005 Special 301 Report. Despite these
enforcement successes. Kuwait still did not succeed in being removed from the Priority Watch List in the 2005
Report. Sec USTR 2005 Spccial301 Report, above n. 7, Appendix on Positive Developments 2004-2005.
Similarly. in March 2005, Saudi authorities seized over US$1.2 million worth of pirated audio-visual material in
the Riyadh area, but Saudi Arabia was still retained on the Watch List. Sec USTR 2005 Special 301 Report,
above n 7. Appendix on Positive Developments 2004-2005.
Deputy USTR Richard Fisher before the Subcommittee on International Economic Policy and Trade. 1·louse
Commiuec on International Relations. Washington. USA. 3 October 1999: quoted by Drahos. above n 4. 792.
See also the following discussion on the history of Bahrain's appearance and removal from the Special 301
listing.
Perhaps not entirely coincidental in this regard was Bahrain's removal from the Special 301 Listing in 1999 and
the completion of the transfer of the command basc for the US Navy Fifth Fleet from Saudi Arabia to the
southern part of 13ahrain. In August 2001. the United States designated Bahrain as a "major non-NATO ally", an
indication not only of a strong desire by the United States to strcngthen military tics with Bahrain, bit also the
importanec of Bahrain in the US global military strategy. Similarly, Qatar's removal from a Special 301 Listing
in 2003 coincides with the transfer in early 2003 of the US Combined Air Operations Centre from the I'rinee
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The undue influence of the US intellectual property industry lobby groups upon the USTR and

upon the direction of US trade policy and intellectual property protection strategy has been

extensively documented and debated. 41 They are intimately involved in the Special 301

assessment process (as well as the bilateral agreement and FTA process), and exert considerable

influence on the nature and direction of the Report and their recommendations - their views

often reflected in the final decisions on Special 30 I listings. They actively lobby the USTR and

Congress. Some are also particularly influential in the Gulf states, and maintain an active

regional presence, operating local infringement "hotlines", initiating prosecutions, and

participating in local enforcement and business re-education activities. Foremost amongst these

lobby groups are the Business Software Alliance (BSA), the International Intellectual Property

Alliance (IIPA) and particularly the Pharmaceutical Researchers and Manufacturers of America

(PhRMA), all of which interact directly wilh the GCC national governments at the most senior

levels. 42 At times they appear to assume pseudo-state authority in their dealings with the states,

making representations direct to state ministers and authorities.

Sultan air base in Saudi Arabia to Qatar. after Saudi Ambia directed that a strong US airforee presence on Saudi
air bases was no longer necessary after the lifting of the no-lly zones in southern Iraq. and the Saudi refusal to
allow the bases to be used for possible air strikes against Iraq after 9/11. BBC News, 29 April 2003. available at
www.news.bbc.eo.uk/llhi/worldlmiddle east/29S4547.stm, last accessed 30 April 2003.
Sec. for example, Assafa Endesha\\', "The Paradox of Intellcctual Propeny Lawmaking in the New Millennium:
Universal Templates as TenllS of Surrender for non-industrial Nations: Pimey as an Offshoot"'. available at
www.papers.ssm.com/so13/papcrs.cfm?abstmct id-291692.: Drahos and Braithwaite. above n 14. See also
Sangeeta Shashikant. "The Politics of United Statcs Free Trade Agreements". Third World Network, available at
www.twnside.org.sg!title2ltwrI67-168.htm , last accessed 6 January 2006,
HOlI'ever, the most telling i1Iustrntion of the degree of influence of these industry lobby groups is their
submissions to USTR when examined in the context of the USTR reports.
According to its website. the I'hannaeeutical Researchers and Manufacturcrs of America (PhRMA) "comprises
the US' leading research-based phammceutieal and biotechnology companies. which arc devoted to inventing
medicines that alloll' patients to livc longer. hcalthier. and morc productivc livcs. PhRMA mcmbers investcd an
estimated $38.8 billion in 2004 in discovering and developing new medicines. PhRMA companies arc leading the
way in thc search for new curcs:' Its members also include thc world's leading phannaecutical eompanics. It
represents the interests of both US and other pharmaceutical multinationals from the UK. Switzerland and France
in the Gulf. Sec www,phnna,org!whowcarcllastaccessed6January 2006,
For a brief description of the International Intellectual Property Alliance (1 IPA), sec Chapter 5 abovc, note 91.
For a brief description of the Business Software Alliance (BSA). sec Chapter 5 above. note 165. Sec also
Chapter 5 above. table 13. for the I3SA 2005 Annual Piracy Study.
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The extent of influence of the intellectual property industry lobby groups is illustrated by the

following situation in respect of Saudi Arabia's new copyright law. Saudi Arabia introduced

extensive changes to the law in 2003, bringing it largely into TRIPS compliance. The law was

constructed with the technical and drafting assistance of WIPO's International Bureau, and

included deterrent penalties of up to SR500,OOO (for repeat offences). Even so, IIPA, which

criticised the 1993 law, argued to the USTR that the new 2003 law still "fails to meet the basic

minimum standards of [TRIPS] and fails to fully meet the standards set by the two WIPO

'digital' treaties", IIPA went on to state that "Saudi Arabia must live up to commitments to

bring its copyright system up to adequate standards - both substantive and enforcement - before

they should be rewarded with favourable trade treatment and WTO accession".43 In similar

vein, PhRMA roundly criticised Saudi Arabia's patent enforcement practices has "having

become impossible" and "Alice in Wonderland", and urged the US Administration to seek

comprehensive patent reforms as a condition of Saudi WTO accession. 44 As a consequence,

whether directly or indirectly attributable to the pressures brought to bear by IIPA and PhRMA

on the US Administration, Saudi Arabia for the time being remained both unfulfilled in respect

of its WTO membership application, and continued to be listed on the Special 301 Report Watch

List.

The 2005 Special 301 Report is a statement of the US Administration's "determination to ensure

the adequate and effective protection of intellectual property and fair and equitable access for US

products, and examines intellectual property protection practices in 90 countries. 45 The Report

focuses upon enforcement against counterfeiting and piracy, particularly of "optical media"

products, internet piracy, proper implementation of TRIPS by developed and developing country

lIPA submission on Saudi Arabia 10 the U$TR for the 2004 Special 301 Report, available at
www.iipa.eomlrbcf2oo4I2oo4SI'EC30ISAUDlARABlA.OOf. last accessed 15 June 2004.
I'hRMA Submission on the USTR 2004 Special 301 Report. Available at
www.phrma.org/international/resourceslI3.02.2004.600.cfm . last accessed 6 January 2006.
Sec USTR 2005 Special 301 Report, above n 7. Executive Summary.
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WTO Members, and full implementation of TRIPS standards by new WTO Members at the time

of their accession. Amongst the Gee states, Kuwait is retained on the Priority Watch List

while Saudi Arabia remains on the Watch List. 46

The following table shows the record oflhe Gee states in being included, or otherwise, in the

Special 301 Annual Report over the last decade.

Table 14: US Special 301 Listings of the Gulf States 1996 - 2005

1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005

Bahrain Walch Watch Walch - - - - - - -

Kuwait Watch Walch Priority #Prioril)' Watch Watch Watch Watch Priority Priority
Watch Watch Watch Watch

Oman Watch Watch Watch Watch Watch - - - - -

Qatar 00 00 Watch Walch Watch - Watch - - -

Saudi #
Watch Watch Watch Watch Watch W3Ich Watch Watch Watch

Arabia Watch

VAE Watch Watch Watch Watch # - Watch - - - -

Source: compiled by fhe Ali/liar
- indicates a state has not been listed
/I indicatcs thc statc was also listed for an out-of-cyclc rcvicw during that ycar
'"0<)' - other observation, Generally used for initial enlries. as an infonnallisting, whcre the ""egregious activity" is
nol quile 10 the Watch levcl

Bahrain was first placed on the USTR Special 30 I Walch List in 1995, and was retained there

until 1998 because the USTR considered that its intellectual property laws were not consistent

with its international obligations under TRIPS, and because high piracy levels continued while

The Special 301 Report docs not coniine itself to lhe United Slates' rclalions with its developing and least
developed trading partners. but also includes olher industrialized countries wilh which the United States may be
involved in a trade or political/trade related dispute. For example. the 2004 Report includes the EU in its Priority
Watch List. and US ncighbours Canada and Mexico in its Watch List, while the latest Report, issued in May
2005. includes Russia in its I>riority Watch List, and again the EU. Canada and Mexico in its Watch List.
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enforcement was weak. However, because of what it considered to be concerted enforcement

actions throughout 1998 and into 1999, the USTR removed Bahrain in 1999. Bahrain was the

first of the Gee slales to succeed in being removed, and has not reappeared on any list.

At first glance, Bahrain's removal and non-reappearance is hard to fathom and difficult to

justify, if viewed in the narrow context of domestic standards of intellectual property protection,

and when compared with the performance of the other Gee stales. When the USTR last

included Bahrain in its Special 301 Listing (1998), it noted that Bahrain had not brought its

copyright law into TRIPS compliance, that patent protection for pharmaceutical products was

only through re-registration of patents filed in the UK (a legacy of its 1955 pre-independence

law), and that end-user business software piracy was still almost 90% according to US industry

estimates.'f7 Furthermore, Bahrain's copyright and trademark laws still dated from the early

1990's. According to the BSA 's annual benchmark report on software piracy, Bahrain in 1998

had the second worst software piracy rate of any of the Gulf states after Oman;48 and even in

2004 it still has a record only marginally better than worst-performing Kuwait. 49 Nevertheless,

its removal coincided with its commencement and successful conclusion with the United States

for a BIT during 1999, the first Gulf state to enter into such agreement. Its removal further

coincided with the emergence, albeit only in draft form, of a comprehensive suite of individual

intellectual property laws, which had been prepared with the assistance of WIPO and some of

which were largely based on the WIPO model laws. 50 Yet five years later, the new copyright

BSA 2003 Global Piracy Study. 7: available at www.bsa.org/globalstudy2oo3/upload/2003-Global-Software
Piracv.Study.pdf, last accessed 6 January 2006.
Ibid. Thc BSA 2003 Global Piracy Study reportcd Bahrain's piracy rate in 1998 as being as high as 89'%. while
Oman's was 930/0.
BSA 2005 Global Piracy Study, 4: available at www.bsa.orglglobalstudy/uplo'ldl2oo5-Global-Software-Piraey
Study.pdf. last accessed 6 January 2006
See WIPO, Document IP/Q4IBHRlI (01-6218).6 December 2001,2. Some of Bahrain's draft laws still have not
been promulgated as at December 2005. notably the trademark and copyright laws. [t has been privately
suggestcd by governmcnt officials in discussions with the author in December 2004 that the reason for Ihis
inordinatc delay is that thcse laws in particular will require furthcr changes arising oul of thc Bahrain ITA. Sce
also above n 40 for other evcnts which coincided with Bahrain's removal from the Special 301 listing.
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and trademarks laws in particular have yet to appear, and the respective pre-TRIPS (and thereby

TRIPS non-compliant) 1991 and 1993 laws still remain in force.

Since its first appearance in the Special 301 listings in 1995, Kuwait has moved regularly

between the Priority Watch List and Watch List, mainly because of ongoing USTR concerns

about the lack of proper copyright legislation and software piracy. The 1999 Report described

Kuwait as the worst pirate market in the Gulf region, and the only WTO country without a

copyright law, and threatened to elevate it to Priority Foreign COUlltry status - the highest status

of egregious activity.51 In the latest 2005 Report, Kuwait has been retained on the Priority

Watch List due to irs continuing high rates of copyright piracy, lack of progress in amending its

copyright law to meet international obligations, and failure to fully implement the 2002 work

plan it had agreed to with the United States to increase intellectual property rights enforcement. 52

The Report adds that Kuwait "continues 10 have high levels of retail optical disc piracy, as well

as problems with corporate end-user software piracy, cable piracy and internet piracy".53 In

what the aforementioned critics of the US bilateral strategy would no doubt consider as intrusion

into or interference with internal administration of domestic policy, the Report urges Kuwait to

make public declarations that piracy will not be tolerated, increase the frequency of raids on

suspected infringers, prosecute offenders and impose deterrent sentences, publish the outcomes

of raids to deter others, and amend its copyright law in the near future to correct its deficiencies.

The USTR reinforces the coercive interaction between the Special 30 I Report and its bilateral

agreement strategy by emphasizing that it would continue to address the above issues under the

"

""

IIPA. "2005 Special 301 Report on Global Copyright Protection and Enforcemen.... Appendix E. 28: available at
www.iipa.comlspcciaI30Iapl?CndixEl2005SPEC30IaprcndixE.html. last accessed 12 December 2005. Also
rcported in "Results of 1999 "Special 301" Provisions of t974 Trade Act Regarding Intcllectual Property
Protection". (1999) 13 WorlillnlelleCllial Properly Report 216
USTR 2005 Annual Spccial30t Report. above n 7. 29.
Ibid. 29.
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US-Kuwait T1FA of February 2004, a repeat of the warning it made in its corresponding 2004

Report. 54 In 2005, Kuwait remains on the Priority Watch List.

Oman was examined by the USTR for the first time in 1995, and raised to the Watch List in

1996, the USTR describing the country's intellectual property protection regime as "minimal

and stagnant".S5 The USTR retained Oman on the Watch List for the following three years after

accusations from US copyright industry lobby groups that Oman's market was "dominated by

piracy," and was "a haven for pirates fleeing less hospitable neighbouring states",S6 But within

just a few years, and in a remarkable turn-around, Oman progressed from being the worst Gee

slale in terms of intellectual property protection to becoming the best performing. It reduced its

software piracy rate as measured by the BSA from 96 percent in 1996 to 78 percent in just five

years. 57 During 2000 it promulgated a suite of intellectual property laws which, at that time,

were the most comprehensive, modern and TRIPS-compliant amongst all Gee states, and

achieved membership of the WTO and acceded to TRIPS in September of that year, It also

acceded to the Patent Cooperation Treaty in February 2001, Accordingly, Oman was removed

from the Special 301 Listing in 2001, and subsequently has not reappeared on any list.

The USTR first reported on Qatar in 1995, and accorded it a "special mention", a listing repeated

in 1996 and 1997, because of its perceived shortcomings in its intellectual property regime, The

USTR raised Qatar to the Watch List in 1998, because of US industry concerns that Qatar was

becoming a potential "haven of piracy", and called upon it to legalize the software used in

government offices, improve copyright enforcement, and implement its TRIPS obligations,58

""

Ibid. 29,
lirA. above n 51. 36.
··Results or 1998 '·Spccial 301" l>rovisions or 1974 Trade Act Regarding Inlellectuall>roperty Protection'·, (1998)
12 World Imelfeclual ProperlY Report 20 I.
Sec BSA 2003 Global Piracy Study. above n 47, 7.
III'Aaboven51,37.
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Qatar remained on the Watch List for the next two years because of its failure 10 enact TRIPS-

consistent legislation and perceived serious enforcement problems. Despite US copyright

industry concerns, the USTR removed Qatar from aHlists in 2001, but returned it to the Watch

List in 2002 for failure to sign and implement a new copyright law. Qatar's removal from 2003

coincided with the issuance of new copyright and trademark laws during 2002, and USTR's

view that it had instituted improved, sustained enforcement actions against copyright

infringement - notwithstanding the fact that it still had a piracy rate almost as poor that of

Bahrain. 59

Saudi Arabia was first reviewed by the USTR in 1989, and was immediately placed on the

Priority Watch List. [t has moved regularly between the Priority Watch List and Watch List ever

since. The USTR kept Saudi Arabia on the Watch List for several years in the late 1990s,

despite recommendations from the US copyright industry that it be elevated to the Priority

Watch List for continued piracy, lack of effective and deterrent enforcement actions, and a

TRIPS-incompatible copyright law. In 2002 and 2003, the USTR expressed concern about the

continued piracy and trademark infringement substantially affecting US industries, the lack of

deterrent penalties and transparency in the Saudi enforcement, prosecutorial, and judicial

processes. 6O [t also expressed concern over reports that a Saudi company in 2002 had attempted

to register unauthorized copies of patented US pharmaceutical products with the Saudi Ministry

ofHealth. 61

The USTR has retained Saudi Arabia on the Watch List for 2005 because it considers that its

2003 copyright law lacks some basic minimum standards that are required not only by TRIPS,

Sec BSA 2003 Global Piracy Study. above n 47. 7. Kuwait had a software piracy rate of 73% and Bahrain 760/0.
in 2003.
USTR 2003 Special30t Report. above n 35. Kuwait Appendix.
Ibid.
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but also by the WIPO Internet Treaties, including provision for destruction of seized goods,

materials and machinery, and failure to provide for recovery of litigation OfCOSIS. 62 It asserts

that the US copyright industry reports that piracy rales remain high due to the absence of

deterrent penalties and lack of transparency in the enforcement system. Implementing

regulations also need to be finalised for the copyright law. The Report also notes that Saudi

Arabia's patent registration system is seriously deficient, with a backlog of thousands of

applications, a comment it also made in the previous year's report, although it acknowledges that

Saudi Arabia has been protecting intellectual property rights relating to pharmaceutical products

and that there have been no major instances of patent infringement over the last year. 63 As it did

with Kuwait, the USTR maintains the pressure on Saudi Arabia to comply with its demands by

warning that it will continue to work on these issues through the T1FA agreement. It compounds

this pressure by adding that it will also work on these issues through the WTO accession process

(that is, the process of the Saudi accession to the WTO), the clear implication being that Saudi

Arabia will need to accede to US demands in respect of intellectual property protection if it

wishes its accession to the WTO to be approved.64

Saudi Arabia's present retention on the Watch List is in spite of new trademark and commercial

data laws during 2002, a long-awaited new copyright law and accession to the Berne and Paris

Conventions towards the end of 2003, a new patents law in 2004, and a success rate for

USTR 2005 Spccial301 Report. above n 7. 46. In facl. the Saudi Copyright Law Article 22.1(4) provides for
confiscation of all copies of the infringing work as well as all materials used or intended to be used in the
infringements. while Article 22.4 provides for the award of financial compensation. The Saudi authorities have
also shown their willingness to seize and destroy infringing material. as evidenced by a series of publicised
destruction events in late 2004 and early 2005; sec also above n 37, and below n 64.
The significance of this particular concern lies in the fact that the great majority of Saudi patents. that is. where
the country of residence of the applicant is Saudi Ambia, emanate from within the Saudi oil industry, have been
generated by expatriate residents rather than Saudi nationals. and rely on a priority claim on the basis of an
original patent lodgement in either the United States, UK or the Netherlands. Sec
www.wipo.intlpctdb/en/search.isp. searching on ARE=SA: last accessed 14 September 2005.
USTR 2005 Spceia1301 Repon. above 7. 46.
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combating copyright-based piracy that is second only to that of the UAE amongst the Gee

rnem ber states. 65

Tile UAE's Experiem:e witll 'lie Spedll/301 Allluwl Report

The UAE's experience with the Special 301 Listings best illustrates not only the nature of the

USTR's campaign in respect of individual countries, but also is a prime example of the undue

influence that certain industry lobby groups exert in contributing each year to the direction oflhe

USTR Report. Throughout the UAE's period of inclusion in the Special 301 Listing, it has

experienced ongoing pressures to comply with US requirements, firstly in respect of copyright

protection and then for patent protection and marketing exclusivity for pharmaceutical products,

which at times has more than offset progress or performance that it has made in other areas of

intellectual property protection. Despite being generally considered to have had the best

performance in the Middle East over the last decade for tackling copyright piracy, the UAE has

been on the Special 301 Watch List almost continuously since its first review in 1991.

In 1997, the BSA recommended that the UAE be removed from any Special 301 listing because

of the UAE's record of reducing software piracy, according to the BSA's benchmark annual

piracy review, from 86% to 50% over the previous triennium. The USTR acknowledged that

piracy of motion pictures and sound recordings had been largely eliminated in the UAE, and

efforts to reduce software piracy had increased with considerable success. 66 However, the UAE

was retained on the Watch List on the recommendation ofPhRMA on the grounds that its patent

law exempted medicines and pharmaceutical compounds from protection and contained

Ibid. 47. 62. The 2005 Speeial301 Report also makes note orthe ract that in March 2005. the Saudi authorities
conducted raids in Riyadh that led to the seizure or US$I.2 mlliion worth or audio-visual lllalerialand arrested
more than 250 people.
III'A, above n 51. 50.
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compulsory licensing provisions which the USTR deemed to be onerous, notwithstanding the

fact that these exemptions and provisions were consistent with TRIPS.67

Between 1998 and 200 I, despite the US copyright industry recommendations that it be removed,

the USTR kept the UAE on its Watch List. The USTR noted that efforts to reduce software

piracy had "not been sufficient to reduce the level of illegal activity" (1998) or because of

deficiencies in the area of patents, particularly in respect of protection for pharmaceutical

products subject to patent protection, and because of little progress toward enactment of a new

patent law. 68

In early 2000, PhRMA urged that the UAE be placed on the Priority Watch List because of its

continued failure to protect patented pharmaceutical products and commercially valuable

confidential data as required by the TRIPS.69 PhRMA subsequently withdrew its request

following assurances that the UAE would provide adequate and effective protection for patented

pharmaceutical products, and requested that it even be taken off the Watch List. The UAE was

finally removed from the Watch List, following a written commitment to take specific measures

to assure adequate and effective protection of patented products, including specific commitments

on the implementation of TRIPS, data protection and the withholding of marketing approval for

unauthorised copies of patented products. 7o In December of that year, PhRMA accused the UAE

of express violations of bilateral and multilateral commitments to protect intellectual property

rights for patented pharmaceutical products and confidential data, and failure to live up to

written commitments and its WTO obligations, and sought an immediate USTR out-of-cycle

Ibid. 56.
Ibid.
Reported in AI-Tamimi & Co. Legal Advocates (UAE). '·UAE's Progress In I'hannaceutical Protection
Recognised", News/eller No. ItO. May 2000. 6; available at www.tarnirni.eornleatalogll998 2004/eatalog.hllll,
last accessed I December 2005.
Ibid.
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review of the UAE for these alleged violations and its designation as a Priority Foreign

Country.71 It also urged the UAE government to de-register all unauthorized copies submitted

for marketing approvals, on the grollnds that they were derived from patented pharmaceutical

products of PhRMA member companies and other pharmaceutical multinationals, or directly or

indirectly relied on, referred to, or used original protected clinical and laboratory data ofPhRMA

Gulfmembers. 72

The UAE Ministry of Health dismissed the PhRMA claims that it had abrogated its WTO

obligations. It argued that it respected patented pharmaceutical products and commercially

valuable confidential data as required by TRIPS, and that all medicines registered in the country

complied with UAE federal laws, including Ministerial Decree No. 404 of 2000 which banned

the registration of any medicine without submitting a patented document from the country of

origin to comply with the demands ofTRIPS.73 The Ministry also correctly counlered that it

was still within the WTO's grace period for developing countries in respect of patented

pharmaceutical products (the grace period expiring on I January 2005).

The USTR accordingly re-listed the UAE for 2001, despite the fact thai its efforts in reducing

copyright piracy had been widely praised, even by the USTR. According to the USTR, "The

UAE was removed from the Watch List last year [2000] in recognition of its commitment to not

provide marketing approval to unaulhorised copies of patented pharmaceutical products

however, the UAE subsequently granted marketing approval for a number of unauthorised

copies of patented phannaceuticals".74

"
"
"
"

Ibid. "Pharma Group Again Putting Pressure on UAE for IP Violations". Newsleller 117. December 2000.20.
Ibid.
Ibid.
USTR 2001 Special 30t Report, 18. Also reported in A1·Tamimi & Co, Legal Advocates (UAE). "USTR 2001
Special 301 Report Released". Newsfeller No. 123. June 2001. 9: above n 69. 13)' "unauthorised". the USTR
meant gcneric phannaecUlicals.
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The USTR finally removed the UAE from the Watch List in 2002, mainly as a result of specific

provision in its new patent law of 2002 for immediate transitional protection and marketing

exclusivity for patented pharmaceutical and agrochemical products - the only Gee state to have

done 50.
75 The UAE also had agreed to allow the United States to review and have input into a

draft of its new patent law, in order to ensure compliance with TRIPS. The UAE's success in

finally being removed from a Special 301 listing also coincided with its introduction during

2002 of updated TRIPS-compliant laws in respect of copyright and neighbouring rights,

trademarks, and patents and industrial designs, and the signing of a TIFA with the United States

early the following year. However, the pressure continues: even though the UAE has not since

returned to the Special 301 listings, it has been receiving mention in the subsequent Reports to

the effect that measures above the minimum standard laid out by TRIPS, that is, TRIPS-plus

measures, need to be implemented to ensure effective enforcement at the national and local

levels, particularly in respect of commercial activity in the burgeoning free trade zones. 76

6.4 Bilateralism and the TRIPS-plus Treaties

Accession to the TRIPS-plus multilateral treaties and conventions have been highlighted by

some critics of the US bilateral strategy as prime examples of the way in which developing

countries are being further drawn into a web of intellectual property treaties designed not for

their own development but for the preservation of the commercial and investment interests of the

"
"

UAE. Federal Law No. 17 of 2002. art 71.
USTR 2005 Special 301 Repon. above n 7. 4 - 5. Abu Dhabi. Dubai. Sharjah and Ras al-Khaimah are all in the
process of establishing free trade zones. Dubai's Jebel Ali zone in particular being on an enonnous scale.
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United States and its transnational business corporations. 77 The United States is forthright in

asserting that it seeks to heighten standards of intellectual property protection by incorporating

the standards of the WIPO Internet treaties - the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WeT), and the WIPO

Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT) - as substantive obligations in all bilateral

agreements that it negotiates. However, its FTA negotiations do not rely solely on TRIPS and

the WIPO Internet Treaties to establish benchmarks but will continue to incorporate its own

latest copyright and enforcement requirements as well as those requirements that it anticipates

may exist at the time that a particular round of negotiations might be concluded. 78

The WCT and WPPT were approved by WI PO members in 1996. Their primary objective is to

establish and raise the level of international protection for copyright and related rights which

were established before the development and widespread use of personal computers and the

Internet. The WCT supplements the Berne Convention and introduces new and far-reaching

norms to protect the rights of authors of literary and artistic works within the digital

environment. Similarly, the WPPT builds upon the Rome Convention, and serves to safeguard

the interests of producers of phonograms and performers whose performances are fixed in

phonograms. In particular, both treaties raise the minimum standards of global intellectual

property protection with respect to internet-based delivery of copyrighted works.

Both treaties require countries to provide a framework of basic rights to enable creators of

protectable work to commercially exploit their creations and to control the way they are used

and by others. Most importantly, the treaties ensure that the owners of those rights will continue

to be protected when their works are disseminated through new technologies and

"

"

See Drahos. above n 4, 800; Shashikant, above n 40. I; Aziz Choudry, "Corpornte Conquest, Global Geopolitics,
Seedling January 2005. I: available at www.grain.org/sccdlingl?id-314 . last accessed 3 January 2006 .
USTR 2005 Special 30 IRepon. above n 7. 7.
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communications systems such as the Internet. The treaties thus clarify that existing rights

continue to apply in the digital environment, and create new online rights.

Countries are required to provide not only the rights themselves, but also technological adjuncts

to those rights. These are intended to ensure that right holders can effectively use technology to

protect their rights and to license their works online. The "anti-circumvention" provision,

requires countries to provide adequate legal protection and effective remedies against the

circumvention of technological measures (such as encryption) used by rightholders to protect

their rights. The second type of technological adjuncts safeguards the reliability and integrity of

the online marketplace by requiring countries to prohibit the deliberate alteration or deletion of

electronic "rights management information": that is, accompanying information which identifies

the work, its creators, performer, or owner, and the terms and conditions for its use.

These two treaties are of considerable interest and importance to US copyright-based

industries. 79 They were actively endorsed by the United States during their negotiations on

TRIPS, and subsequently have continued to be vigorously promoted by the USTR. sO Since its

2002 Special 30 I report, the USTR has each year described both treaties as:

"represent[ing] the consensus view of the world community that the vital framework of protection

under existing treaties, including the TRIPS Agreement, should be supplemented 10 eliminate any

remaining gaps in copyright protection on the Internet that could impede the development of

electronic commerce."SI

w

"

The USTR estimates thai losses b)' US copyright industries due to global counterfeiting is currently in the
vicinit)' of $200 - $250 billion per)'ear. See USTR 2005 Spccial301 Report, above n 7. 3.
Peter Drahos and John Braithwaite. Global Business Uegulatioll. (2000). 64.
USTR 2002 Special 301 Report. Executive Summary, 2. Available at
www.ustr.gov/assets!Documenl Librarv/Reports Publicationsl200212002 Special 301/asscts upload file628 6
354.pdf, last accessed 20 Decemhcr 2005.
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The 2002 Report also declared that the USTR's strategy was to incorporate the highest standards

of protection for intellectual property, of which the two WIPO Internet Treaties are key

elements, into any bilateral and regional trade agreements that it negotiated, and acknowledged

that its success in doing so with the Jordan FTA laid the foundation for it to repeat the strategy.82

However, elements of the treaties are still the subject of ongoing and sometimes contentious

debate within WIPO.

WIPO treaties require a minimum number ofratificatiolls by WIPO member states before they

enter into force; the effect of the US bilateral agreements is that they will require more countries,

mainly least developed and developing countries to accede to these WIPO treaties with the result

that they will come into force on the back of these bilateral agreements. The WIPO treaties will

then become the catalyst for further pressure on other developing and least developed countries

to accede to them, on the grounds that they represent the latest international standards.

Although the WeT and the WPPT were both agreed upon by WIPO members in 1996, the

treaties did not attract the necessal)' minimum 30 accessions to enable them to come into force

until early 2002 - conveniently, just prior to the publication of the abovementioned USTR 2002

Special 301 Report. s3 By May 2004 and the successful conclusion of the Bahrain FTA

negotiations, only 47 countries had acceded to the WeT and only 43 had acceded to the WPPT,

in each case a vel)' small proportion of WIPO's 190 members. 84 The great majority of the

accessions were by least developed countries, while the United States and Japan were the only

major developed countries to have ratified either treaty.

"
"

ibid. 6.
See WIPO. "Contracting Parties to Treatics Administered by \VtPO··, October IS, 2005. available at
www.wipo.intltremlcs/en/gcneral/parties. Thc WCT came into lorec on 6 Mareh 2002. and the WPPT on 20
May 2002. coincidentally. the same dates on which the US acceded to the respective treaties.
Ibid.
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The USTR 2005 Special 301 Report continues to herald that "at this point the WIPO Internet

Treaties are now part of the international [PR legal regime and represent the consensus view of

the world community that the vital framework of protection under existing agreements,

including the TRIPS Agreement, should be supplemented to eliminate any remaining gaps in

copyright protection on the Internet that could impede the development of electronic

commerce."S5 The Report also notes that, at the time of its publication, there were 51 members

of the WeT and 49 members of the WPPT. However, these numbers still represent just over a

quarter of the WIPO membership, and just over a third of the WTO membership, which would

appear to be somewhat short by any measure of being able to justifiably claim that such numbers

constitute a "consensus view of the world community".86 The great majority of the current

accessions are still by member states universally recognised as being least-developed or

developing countries.

The same criticism can also be extended to some of the other WI PO-administered treaties which

the United States includes in its bilateral negotiating agenda. For example, as of May 2004 and

the completion of the Bahrain FTA, the Trademark Law Treaty (TLT) had attracted 31

accessions, while the Patent Law Treaty (PLT) had not yet come into force, and the Brussels

Convention, the Hague Agreement, and the UPOV Convention had attracted only 26, 37 and 54

accessions respectively - again, the majority of which were by least developed or developing

countries.8!

"

USTR 2005 Speeia1301 Report. above n 7. 7.
The USTR Report was published on 29 April. On thm date, the WTO had 14& members. and WIPO had 1&2
members. As at 31 December 2005. relevant figures are as follows: WTO - 149 members: WIPO - 183
members: WeT - 56 accessions: WPI'T • 55 accessions
See WIPO. above n 83. As at 31 December 2005. the relevant accession figures are 'I'Ll' - 33: I'Ll' - II:
Brussels· 27; 1·lague. 42: Madrid Protocol - 67: UI'OV - 60.
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In respect of the Gulf stales, Bahrain and Oman are required 10 accede to the WeT and WPPT,

as well as the UPOV Convention and a number of other international treaties, as a condition of

their FTAs. However, adoption of the Internet treaties does not constitute a matter of any great

concern for any of the Gee states. On the contrary, it constitutes the preferred option to

opening up their respective copyright laws to incorporate changes appropriate for the digital

environment, since such course of action leaves the laws open to demands from developed

countries for a range of other changes - such as significantly increasing the deterrent values of

the enforcement provisions or removing some of the exception provisions permitted by TRIPS.

Accordingly, some of the GCC states have already initiated moves to join the "internet treaties"

before being required to do so as part of a bilateral agreement. Bahrain lodged its instruments of

accession to the WCT, the WPPT, the PLT and the Madrid Protocol, in September 2005, and to

the UPOV Convention in June 2005. However, it was already favourably considering the idea

ofjoining all five treaties, including UPOV, some years prior 10 the commencement of its FTA

negoliations.88 Likewise, Oman and the UAE have already joined the WCT and WPPT ahead of

their FTA obligations (the UAE had already acceded to the WCT, in July 2004). Qatar has also

already joined the WCT and the WPPT. At this stage, only Bahrain has ratified the UPOV

Convention, although Oman has committed itselflo acceding to UPOV as part of its FTA .

.. Interview conducted by the author with officials of the Bahrain Ministry of rnfonnation. Directorate of
Publications. December 2004. See also WIPO Document above n 50, 2.
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6.5 Bilateral Agreements between the United States

and the GCC States

6.5.1 The Middle East Free Trade Area (MEFTA)

The United Slates leads the European Union in the installation of its bilateral agreements in the

Middle East region, and in the Gulf in particular, with its bilateral agreement strategy a small

part of a much bigger picture. As part of its Middle East Peace Initiative, a key element in its

war against international terrorism, the United States envisages the creation of a US - Middle

East Free Trade Area by 2013, to complement and extend its already significant economic and

military involvement in the region. 89 Accordingly, US trade and investment relations with the

countries of the Middle East have considerable potential importance and urgency in terms of

both US political and economic interests.

The United States has repeatedly declined to negotiate collectively with the Gee states as a

regional or Gee bloc, insisting instead on separate individual negotiations and agreements with

each of the six states. This state-by~state approach is justified by the United States on the

grounds that it recognises the differing levels of development across the Gulf region and it

thereby represents a step-by-step approach tailored to individual states' particular needs. 90

However, this argument cannot be sustained in view of the fact that the bilateral agreements

which the United States has entered into with the Ge states, and other developing countries, are

See Kenneth Katzman. "The Persian Gulf States: Post-War Issues for US Poliey"', CRS Reporl/or Congress, No.
RL31533. Thc Library of Congress. 2t December 2005. Executivc Summary.
USTR Zocllick, reported in "Sultanate, US hold joint meeting 011 free trade pacf'. Times a/Oman. 15 October
2004; available at www.timcsofoman.com/archivcslncwsdctails.asp?ncwsid-2954&archdate-10/1512004. last
accessed 12 January 2006.
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all based on model agreements whose objective is to achieve standardisation with minimal

deviation. Change is permitted to the extent that such change constitutes refinement of the

model. Hence the intellectual property provisions of the US - Oman FTA are almost identical

with those of the US - Bahrain FTA, which in turned are closely aligned with those of the

Jordanian, Moroccan, and even the Australian, agreements. Similarly, the TIFAs of all six Gee

states are identical in substance and virtually identical in text. The "step-by-step" approach

enables the United Siaies to implement a divide and conquer strategy, and to prevent the creation

of opposition alliances of the kind that it has encountered in the multilateral fora of the WTO

and WIPO.91 It also allows the United States to maximise its immense political and economic

bargaining power to extract the most favourable trading terms and intellectual property

protection regimes terms from its agreement partners, and this tactic is being used in its

implementation strategy for the MEFTA.

In contrast, the European Union has consistently refused to enter into separate bilateral

discussions with the individual states, and has chosen instead to negotiate its proposed FTA with

the GCC at the multilateral level. The European Union has pushed for a greater degree of

economic integration between the GCC states as a key issue in the continuation of negotiations,

and the establishment ofa GCC Customs Union was an EU precondition for eventually signing

an FTA. The European Union also views GCC integration as a step toward greater regional

stability and mutual prosperity. Yet, negotiations with the European Union have taken a

considerable time, and have yet to be concluded. Negotiations have recently stalled again after

the European Union had presented conditions which appeared to the GCe to stray away from the

economic agenda and into the political. 92 However, since the United States has now moved to

"
See Choudry, above n 13. I.
According to a senior UAE official, the EU had tried to include conditions relating to terrorism, and
human rights.
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"

reach bilateral agreements with all GCe states, and is well advanced in the implementation its

MEFTA policy, the European Union appears to have felt the urge to fast-track its own FTA with

the GCe. It recognises the imperative to protect its position as the Gee's largest trading

partner, and to counler the US ambition to establish a US-dominated free trade region in the

Middle East by 2013. 93 Because of the stalled nature of EU-GCC negotiations overt an extended

period of time, the European Union impact on intellectual property protection regimes of the

Gee states in the context ofa bilateral strategy has been negligible, and has been discounted for

the purposes of this study.

Bahrain was the first Gulf state to enter into a bilateral agreement with the United Stales which

incorporated provisions relating to the protection of intellectual property rights, when it signed a

BIT in September 1999. The treaty was promoted by the United States at the time of its

completion as an open investment policy that would contribute to economic growth and would

assist Bahrain in its efforts to develop its economy by creating conditions more favorable for US

private investment, and thereby strengthening the development of Bahrain's private sector. 94

However, in reality, the Bahrain BIT establishes a secure, predictable and unduly favourable

legal framework for US investors operating in Bahrain.95 All forms of investment are protected

under the Treaty, with intellectual property in its broadest sense deemed to be another form of

investment. While the Treaty itself stipulates that each party shall accord to investments covered

by the Treaty fair and equitable treatment and full protection and security no less favourable than

that required by internationallaw,% it is also promoted as being fully consistent with US policy

towards international and domestic investment.97 The BIT imposes substantial restrictions on

"FTA with EU looks more imminent than ever", Gliff News, 9 April 2005: available at
www.arehivc.gulfnews.eom/articles/05/04/09/160040.htrnl. last accessed 121anuary 2006.
'J4 Secretary of State Albright Letter of Transmittal to the US President on the Bahrain BIT. above n 28, I.
9S Ibid.
96 Ibid. Article 2.3(a)
91 Presidential Lcttcr ofTransminallO the US Congress on the Bahrain BIT, 24 March 2000. abovc n 28, 3.
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the capacity of Bahrain 10 impose any conditions relating to expropriation, transfers, local

performance, or dispute settlement, irrespective of whether they are aimed at developing

technology transfer or local capacity.

The Bahrain BIT was complemented by a TIFA in June 2002. The TIFA also provides for the

establishment ofajoint committee of both countries to pursue issues such as inadequate levels of

intellectual property rights protection or less than desired enforcement performance. These pre

existing bilateral agreements, which still remain in force, provide a firm foundation upon which

the Bahrain FTA has been developed.

While Bahrain is the first Gee state to complete the above graduated steps with the signing of

its FTA, the other states are all in various stages of progression towards eventual FTAs. All

states have now completed TIFAs, Oman has also concluded an FTA, and the other states have

commenced preliminary discussions or negotiations on FTAs. The one exception is Saudi

Arabia; neither Saudi Arabia nor the United States has given any indication of when negotiations

on a possible FTA will commence, and it is most likely that the United States will secure the

other five agreements before it expresses a willingness to commence negotiations with Saudi

Arabia. The triple-agreement approach appears to have been rationalised, with the other Gee

states moving from an initial TIFA directly into an FTA round. The significant elements of the

Bahrain BIT have either been included in the other states' TIFAs (such as, the joint committee

provision) or will be included in the FTAs (namely, expropriation and dispute resolution). The

current status of bilateral agreements between the United States and the Gee states is shown in

the following table.
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Table 15: Bilateral Agreements between the United States and the Gee States (at December 2005)

Bilateral Trade Investment
Free Trade Agreement

Investment Treaty Framework Agreement VTA
BIT T1FA

Bahrain S, (ember 1999 June 2002 com 1clcd Ma 2004
Kuwait - February 2004 ncc.otiations commenced
Oman - July 2004 com Icled October 2005

Qatar
initial discussions

- March 2004 commenced
Saudi Arabia - 1"' 2003

VAE fonnal negotiations

- March 2003 commenced
Jordan Jul' 1997 - com ICled October 2000

Source: Compiled by file AlI/hor

6.5.2 The US - Bahrain Free Trade Agreement

On 29 May 2004, the United States and Bahrain announced the signing of a Free Trade

Agreement (FTA) between their two countries. The Agreement, which was greeted with general

positive enthusiasm on both sides, was concluded in less than five months of negotiations, a

remarkably short period of time in the context of free trade agreement negotiations.98

The Bahraini Prime Minister, Shaikh Khalifa bin Salman Al Khalifa, described the Agreement

as a renection of the respect and appreciation Ihe Kingdom had gained as a consequence of its

constant development, which in turn has boosted the safety and success of the country's

The Bahrain FTA consists of 21 chapters incorporating market access. textiles and apparel, rules of origin.
customs administration, sanitary and phytosanitary measures. technical barriers to trade. safeguards, govemmem
procurement. cross-border trade in services. financial services. telecommunications, electronic commerce.
intellectual propeny rights. labour. environment. transparency, administration of the agreement. dispute
settlement. exceptions and final provisions. Chapter 14 addresses Intellectual Property Rights. and represents a
significant component of the f~rA. The final version of the Bahrain FTA text is available at
www.ustr.govrrrade Agreements/Bilateral/Bahrain lOTAffinal Texts, last accessed 21 October 2005.

To come into efTecl. the 1~~rA needs to be approved by both the Bahraini and US governments. The Dahraini
King issued a decree ratifying the FrA on 21 July 2005. after it was passed by the l3ahraini parliament and the
Shura Council earlier thaI month. The US President signed the FTA into law on 11 January 2006. after Congress
passed the Agreement by an overwhelming majority in December 2005.
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political, economic and social policies.99 He suggested that the Agreement was certain 10 open

new horizons for investors within the Kingdom and abroad, and investors would be encouraged

to make Bahrain the hub of their activities to access the US market. 100 The status of the FTA as

being much more than just a simple trade-based agreement is illustrated by the response to its

completion by the Bahraini Minister of Finance and National Economy, Abdullah Hassan Saif,

who led the Bahraini negotiating team. He described the agreement as providing "the essential

tools that will fortify our two nations' political, economic, cultural and strategic

relationships".101

With somewhat different emphasis, the U$TR's Robert Zoellick, declared that the FTA:

"is a high quality, comprehensive agreement that will provide American workers, consumers and

businesses unprecedented economic opportunity in Bahrain. Bahrain will substantially open ils services

markel, stream line digital trade, protect intellectual property ... " 102

The Bahrain FTA is based on a model agreement that the United States has been developing in

recent years over the course of negotiations on a number of FTAs, including those of Jordan,

Singapore, Morocco, Chile, and Australia. 103 In its detail it derives much from the Jordan FTA

signed in 2000, and therefore includes and extends many of the Jordan FTA characteristics and

provisions. Being the first of a number of FTAs that the United States is determined to negotiate

with the GCC states with the intention of establishing its US - Middle East Free Trade Area by

As quoted in the Bahrain Tribune. 30 May 2004: available at www.bahrailltribulle.com/AnicieDetail.asp. last
accessed 12 January 2006.

100 Jbid.
101 As quoted in the Bahrain Tribune, 28 May 2004. above n 99.
102 USTR Press Release. "US and Bahrain Conclude Free Trade Agreement". 27 May 2004. at

www.ustr.gov/ncwlfialBahrainl2004-05-27, last accessed 30 June 2005.
10J As at the end of2oo5. the United States had completed FTAs with t5 countries - NAFTA (Canada and Mexico).

Jordan, Chile, Singapore, the DR-CAFTA group of countries (Costa Rica, Dominican Republic. EI Salvador,
Guatemala. Honduras. and Nicaragua). Australia. Morocco. Bahrain. Oman - and has commenced negotiations
with J2 more countries-the UAE, the Andean Group (Panama, Colombia. Peru. Ecuador. and possibly Bolivia),
Thailand. and the five nations of the South African Customs Union (South Africa. Botswana. Lesotho. Namibia.
and Swaziland). See www.bilmerals.org, Jast accessed 61anuary 2006.
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2013, the Bahrain FTA is therefore the most crucial. The standards achieved and concessions

gained in this agreement establish a precedent and the new enhanced benchmark for future

agreements in the Gulf region, just as Jordan's did in the Middle East and Morocco's is likely to

do in North Africa.

6.5.2.1 The Bahrain FTA Objectives

Prior to commencement of the Bahrain FTA negotiations, the United Stales declared that its

objectives for the negotiations in respect oflhe intellectual property rights section were to: 1(14

• establish standards to be applied in Bahrain that build 011 the foundations established by

TRIPS and other international intellectual property agreements, such as the WIPO

Copyright Treaty (WeT), Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT), and Patent

Cooperation Treaty (PCT);

• ensure Bahrain applies levels of protection and practices in line with US law and

practices, including appropriate flexibility, in respect of patent protection and protection

of undisclosed information;

• strengthen Bahrain's procedures to enforce intellectual property rights;

1()4 ""Uahrain FTA. USTR Notilication of Initiation of Negotiations", US Senate. 4 August 2003. 3-4. at
www.ustLgov!ncwlfia/2003·08··4.notilication·senatc, last accessed 30 June 2005.
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• strengthen measures in Bahrain that provide for compensation of rights holders for

infringements of intellectual property rights and to provide for criminal penalties under

Bahraini laws that are sufficient 10 have a deterrent effect on piracy and counterfeiting.

The United States can justifiably claim to have been very successful in achieving its negotiation

objectives. According to the USTR's Industry Trade Advisory Committee tasked with providing

expert comment and advice to the US President and the USTR on the intellectual property

provisions orthe agreement, the Bahrain FTA meets most of the negotiating goals and objectives

contained in the US Trade Act of 2002, and the goals of the US intellectual property-based

industries, creators and innovators. 105 The Committee, commonly known by the acronym ITAC-

125, asserts that the intellectual property chapter of the FTA requires Bahrain to make a number

of significant concessions and commitments which go considerably beyond the level of

protection already provided by its national legislation, and which markedly exceed TRIPS

standards. They encompass issues relating to Bahrain's international treaty requirements as well

as new domestic requirements in respect of copyright and neighbouring rights, trademarks and

geographical indications, patents, including the special status of pharmaceuticals, trade secrets,

and enforcement of intellectual property rights.

10' As part of thc consultativc proccss with US industry and stakcholders. the USTR has establishcd a group of
industry advisory comminecs to advise and recommend on cach chapter of an FTA. The advisory group ovcrall
is madc up of more than 700 carcfully sclected stakeholders. The advisory group provides advicc on both
proposed and ongoing USTR activities. and is kcpt informed on developments in both agreement negotiations
and Special 301 rcviews. The mcmbers of each committee comprisc senior members of major US industries or
their legal counsel. govemment officials and business. academic e:>.:perts and consumer groups. See
www.ustLgov/documcnt library/press releascsl2005/novcmbcr/tradc advisory committce. last acccsscd 14
Deccmber 2005.
For a concise description of the modus operandi of the USTR's expert advisory committee structure, see also
"Mission of the USTR". at www.ustLgov/Who Wc Arc/Mission of the USTR. accessed 14 Dccember 2005.
The members of ITAC-IS. the comminee responsible for advising on the intellectual property provisions of the
Bahmin FTA. includc persons who havc a particular vcstcd interest in cnsuring that the highcst possible standards
of intellectual property protection for US rights holdcrs arc incorporatcd into any FTA. They include the
President of IIPA, as chairman of lTAC.15, and represcntativcs of PhRMA, as wcll as very senior cxceutives
from Pfizer. Lilly & Co.. Merck & Co.. Time Wamcr Inc.. Anhcuser-Busch Companies.. the Rccording Industry
Association or America, and John Wiley & Sons Inc. See ITAC-15 Report on thc Bahrain FfA: available at
www.ustr.gov/assets/Tradc Agrccmcnts/BihtcmllBahrnin FfNRcportsiasset uplcl<1d filc822 5528.pdf. last
accessed 30 November 2005, 2. 22.
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The intellectual property chapter of the Bahrain FTA does not constitute a comprehensive

agreement encompassing all areas of intellectual property protection. Instead, it addresses only

those particular areas of concern to the USTR and US business in terms of their own intellectual

property investments, and their keenness to ensure that intellectual property rights involving the

new technologies in the digital environment are fully protected while that environment is still in

the nedgling stage.

6.5.2.2The Bahrain FTA Outcomes

According to the USTR, the following outcomes in respect oflhe protection of intellectual

property rights were achieved with the successful completion oflhe FTA:

"International Treaties and Conventions

Each Party shall ratify or accede to the following agreements:

Patent Cooperation Treaty, as revised and amended (1970) [PCT];

Convention Relating to the Distribution of Programme-Carrying Signals Transmitted by Satellite

(1974) [Brussels Convention];

Protocol relating to the Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Marks

(1989);

Budapest Treaty on the International Recognition of the Deposit of Microorganisms for the

Purposes of Patent Procedure (1980);

International Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (1991) (UPOV

Convention);

Trademark Law Treaty (1994) [TLT];

WIPO Copyright Treaty (1996); and
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WI PO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (1996).

Chapter 6

and make best efforts to ratify or accede to the Patent Law Treaty (2000) [PLTl, and the Hague

Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Industrial Designs (1999).

Trademarks

• Each government shall maintain a system to resolve disputes involving trademarks used In

Internet domain names;

Copyrights

• authors, composers and other copyright owners have the exclusive right to make their works

available online. Copyright owners have rights to temporary copies of their works on computers

and the Internet;

• Each government commits 10 protect copyrighted works, including phonograms, for extended

terms, namely the life of the author plus seventy years, consistent with U.S. standards;

• Each government is required to prohibit tampering with technologies (such as embedded codes

on discs) that are designed to prevent piracy and unauthorized distribution over the Internet;

• Each government commits to using only legitimate computer software;

• Protection shall be provided for encrypted program-carrying satellite signals (including the

signal itself and the programming), to prevent piracy of satellite television programming;

• The Agreement sets out obligations concerning the liability of Internet service providers,

reflecting the balance struck in the U.S. Digital Millennium Copyright Act between legitimate

ISP activity and the infringement of copyrights.

Patents & Trade Secrets

• Patent tenns may be adjusted to compensate for unreasonable delays in granting the original

patent, consistent with U.S. practice;

• Grounds for revoking a patent are limited to the same grounds required to originally refuse a

patent;

• Protection shall be provided for newly developed plant varieties;

Pharmaceuticals

• Test data and trade secrets submitted to a government for the purpose of product approval will be

protected against unfair commercial use for a period of 5 years for phannaceuticals and 10 years

for agricultural chemicals;
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• Government marketing-approval agencies will not grant approval to patent-infringing

phannaceuticals.

Intellectual Property Rights Enforcement

• Each govemment will criminalize end-user piracy, providing strong deterrence against piracy and

counterfeiting;

• The Agreement mandates both statutory and actual damages under Bahraini law for intellectual

property rights violations, which will deter piracy. Monetary damages can be awarded even if

actual economic harm (retail value, profits made by violators) cannot be determined." 106

A. IlIlemutiolUll Trellty (l1lt1 COllvelll;oll Obliglltiom'

Accession to the above group of treaties, and particularly the WIPO Internet Treaties, is a key

condition incorporated into the US model FTA, and was included in the Jordan and Morocco

FTAs, as well as the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA), and the Chile and Singapore and

Australia FTAs. The obligation to ratify or adopt the above treaties applies equally to both

parties, and therefore might appear to be a balanced obligation. In fact, the United States has

already adopted most of the treaties, and so the treaty adoption obligations in reality represent a

somewhat uneven imposition upon Bahrain of the US status quo,101

B. Trtldemark!J' (tlu[ Geogrtlphica[["dic(lfiOlu

The trademarks and geographical indications provisions attract succinct but significant artention,

Both parties are required to accede to the TLT, but since the TLT applies only to visually

perceptible signs, the FTA again broadens the scope of available protection by stipulating that a

106 USTR Trade Facts. "Free Trade With Bahrain: A Model for Trade in the Persian Gulf Region", 27 May 2004.
available at www.ustr.govlftalbahrainl2004.05.27/factshcet, last accessed 1June 2005.

107 The US joined the abovementioned treaties on the following dates - WCT (6 March 2002). WPPT (20 May
2002), PCT (24 January 1978), Brussels Convention (7 March 1985), Madrid Protocol (2 November 2003),
Budapest Treaty (19 August 1980). UPQV (8 November 1981). TLT (12 August 2000). It has not yet acceded to
the Hague Agreement. Sce WIPO. above n 83.
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trademark need nol be visually perceptible to be registrable, and that registration shall not be

denied on the grounds that a mark or sign is composed of a sound or includes a scenL 108 In any

case, the draft form of Bahrain's proposed new trademark law already includes provision for

registration of sounds and smells if they are elements of a trademark, although this provision

does no go as far as required by the FTA. 109 Certification marks are recognized as trademarks,

and thereby receive protection. The FTA extends the protection of well-known marks provided

by Paris Article 6bis and TRIPS Article 16 by extending protection against dissimilar goods and

services irrespective of whether or not they are registered. 110

The precedence of trademarks over geographical indications is clearly established, enabling the

owner of a registered trademark to prevent the use by third parties of confusingly similar signs,

including geographical indications, where they are likely to cause confusion with the registered

trademark. I II [t goes further by including specific provision to prohibit the protection or

recognition of a geographical indication that is confusingly similar to a prior mark, thereby

unequivocally protecting prior marks against later geographical indications. 1I2 This stance is

consistent with US law and policy in the relationship between trademarks and geographical

indications, and in direct opposition to the European position.

C. Domai" Name~' 0" the IlIfemet

Domain names on the Internet also receive only brief but important mention. Provision is

included for the introduction of uniform domain name dispute resolution procedures for each

lOS Bahrain FTA. art 14.2.1.
\09 Proposed new Bahraini trademark law, art 1, as provided to the author in draft by the Bahraini Ministry of

Commerce and Industry. December 2004.
110 Bahrain ITA, art 14.2.6
111 Ibid. art 14.2.4.
112 Ibid. an 14.2.13.
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country's lOp level domains (ccTLDs), and for public access to a reliable and accurate database

of contact information for domain-name registrants. l13 However, these provisions relate only to

trademark cyber piracy.

D. Copyright llIul Reltue{1 Rights

The copyright and related rights protection provisions constitute the predominant part of Chapter

14, reflecting the concern held by the USTR and the US copyright industry with the extent of

global copyright piracy in general and the Gulf region in particular, and their determination to

ensure that such piracy in the digital environment is eliminated before it can become too

entrenched. The copyright and related rights protection provisions go well beyond TRI PS, and

provide substance and detail to the general provisions of WIPO Internet Treaties. They focus

upon enhanced protection, extended control and effective exclusion mechanisms.

While the WeT and WPPT already provides authors, performers and producers with the

exclusive right to make their works available by transmission or online, the FTA draws a

significant distinction between authorization and prohibition, and adds the exclusive right to

right holders to prohibit the availability of their works. The right to authorize or to prohibit

applies to all reproductions of their works in any manner or form, whether it be permanent or

temporary (including temporary digital storage form).114 The exclusive right to prohibit, which

also applies equally to performances, recordings, broadcasts, and the retransmission of broadcast

signals, 115 effectively prevents the works or signals from being subject to the imposition of any

form of compulsory licencing.

III Ibid. arts 14.3.1 and 14.3.2.
114 Ibid. art 14.4.1.
liS Ibid, an 14.4.IO(b). an 14.5. and an 14.6.2.
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In particular, the FTA provides for an extension in the mimmum period of protection for a

copyright work, performance or recording of the life of the author, or date of performance or

recording plus seventy years, significantly exceeding both the TRIPS and Berne Convention

provision of life of author or date of performance or fixation plus fifty years. 116 The United

States for some years has been using its bilateral agreements as an alternative route outside the

WTO/WIPO fora to achieve this higher standard (which is nevertheless still less than the 95

years which the US copyright industry sought to have included in the FTA).lI7 Photographic

works (and by reasonable inference, works of applied art), which TRIPS and the Berne

Convention deferred to national legislation to determine any period of protection in excess of

their stipulated minimum period of 25 years, will also enjoy this new extended protection. 118

The FTA reinforces the control aspects of the WCT and the WPPT by placing severe limitations

on the general provision afforded in those treaties and TRIPS for coulHries to mandate within

their national laws certain limitations or exceptions to protection, by incorporating the limits and

exceptions into the FTA, along very similar lines to the provisions in the US Digital Millennium

Copyright Act 1998. 119 In respect of the circumvention of technological measures controlling

access to protected works, a very limited and circumscribed list of circumstances is permitted.

Technological control measures are given a very broad description, encompassing any

technology, device or component that, in the normal course of operation, controls access to a

protected work, performance, or recording, notwithstanding any other purposes, functions or

applications. 120 Even more embracing and draconian, is the prohibition placed upon the

manufacture, sale, import or export, or general dealing of any product, or service that could be

used for circumvention but which has only a limited commercially significant purpose,

116 Ibid. art 14.4.4.
111 ITAC-15 Report on the Bahrain FTA. above n 105. I I.
118 Ibid.
119 Ibid.
120 Bahrain FTA, art 14.4.7(b).
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irrespective of whether such limited use may be entirely legitimate or due to unrelated factors,

such as a high degree ofspecialization. 121

The FTA requires the implementation of measures contained in the WeT and WrPT prohibiting

the removal or alteration of electronic rights management information systems. Both criminal

and civil remedies apply in respect of their removal or alteration, as well as in respect of

importing, distributing, transmitting, broadcasting or generally dealing in material from which

rights management information has been removed. 122

The nature of an infringement of intellectual property rights enshrined in TRIPS generally

requires the existence of elements of willful activity and commercial gain. The FTA language

broadens the scope of possible infringing activity by replacing the willfulness and commercial

gain standards for liability wilh the lesser standards of knowing or having reason to know, and

private financial gain. IB The latter may be interpreted as any activity which bypasses the

payment of copyright fees to a collection agency, and thus may include the download of a

transmission or electronic recording or performance, irrespective of whether such download is

for commercial use or for private use.

In respect of the protection of encrypted programme-carrying satellite signals, the FTA draws a

distinction between the contents of a transmission or signal and the transmission or signal itself,

establishing that each owner has separate rights of equal standing and is therefore entitled to

compensation where those rights are infringed. 124 It makes a criminal offence the manufacture,

sale, import or export or olherwise possession of any device that could be primarily of assistance

i21 Ibid. art 14.4.7(a).
122 Ibid. art 14.4.8.
i2l Ibid. arts 14.4.8-9.
i24 Ibid. art 14.7.
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in decoding an encrypted signal, irrespective of whether the device has legitimate applications or

is being legitimately used. The FTA also restricts local retransmission by similarly criminalizing

the further distribution or receipt ora transmission knowing that it has been decoded without the

authorization of the lawful distributor of the signal. At the same time it again reduces the

.))' ) . 125WI III ness requIrement.

According 10 ITAC·15, except for a few shortcomings, the substantive copyright text achieves

all that the US copyright industry sought in the FTA negotiations. 126

E. Pale"tillltt Trade Secrets

The FTA provisions extend and strengthen the patent protection standards of TRIPS, and at the

same time severely reduce the TRIPS tlexibilities, to the extent that protection, once granted

becomes virtually unassailable. Bahrain's discretion to refuse or limit patentability, challenge a

patent application, or revoke a patent is severely limited. Revocation may only be made on the

grounds that would have justified a refusal to grant the patent.

The FTA makes the clear and uncompromising statement that "Each party shall make patents

available for plant inventions"l27, thereby removing the national discretion permitted by TRIPS

Article 27.3(b). However, the discretion in respect of the patentability or exclusion therefrom of

animals still remains with Bahrain. Protection is extended to any new uses or methods of using

a known product, including products to be used for particular medical conditions, thereby

121 Ibid. art 14.8 (a). By article 14.8(a). the ··wilfulness·· requirement as contained in TRIPS is reduced to ··knowing··
or "having reason to know·'.

126 ITAC-15 Report on the Bahrain FTA. above n 105. 12.
127 Ibid. art 14.8.2. TRIPS Article 27.3(b) grants a member stale discretion to exclude from patentability plants and

animals other than micro-organisms. and essentially biological processes for the production of plants or animals
other than non-biological and microbiological processes.
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encouraging the practice of "evergreening" or allowing defensive patents to essentially extend

the life span of the original patent.

The requirement for Bahrain to ratify the UPOV Convention removes the discretion afforded by

TRIPS Article 27.3(b) for a state to provide for the protection of plant varieties either by a

patents system or by an effective sui generis system of its own construction or by any

combination thereof. Further, the UPOV Convention poses a threat to traditional farming and

agricultural practice of re-using, exchanging and local trading in surplus and propagation seed

stock practices by limiting the exceptions to the comprehensive nature of a registered plant

breeder's rights to private, non-commercial and experimental activity.128 Removal of the sui

generis option also prevents a state, such as Bahrain, from developing laws appropriate to the

peculiar state of development and nature of its own agricultural industry in light of the strength

and significance of its traditional farming practices. 129

Pre-grant opposition, or provision to challenge a patent application, is removed; any opposition

permitted only after the patent has been granted. 13o To impose further limitation on the chances

for a successful challenge, the FTA stipulates that revocation may be permitted only on grounds

that would have justified refusal to grant the patent· that is, because of its patentability or

because of fraud, misrepresentation or inequitable conduct in respect of the patent application.

The FTA acknowledges the right of either party to provide limited exceptions to the exclusive

rights conferred by a patent, provided that such imposition does not unreasonably conflict with a

normal exploitation of the patent or does not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of

128 UPOV Convention. Article t5(t).
129 S. Mathur, '"TRIPS and Copyright Provisions - Some Issues for Developing Countries·'. (2003) 6 Jourl/al 0/

World fmellectllal ProperlY 1. 81.
no Bahrain FTA, art 14.8.4.
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the patent owner - a restatement of TRIPS Article 30. 131 However, the FTA neither specifically

prohibits nor acknowledges Bahrain's right to impose compulsory licencing requirements, as

permitted by TRIPS Article 31, and enshrined in the patent laws of the Gulf Siales and the GCe.

This has prompted ITAC·15 to express its disappointment that the FTA did nol confine the

possibility of compulsory licencing to explicit situations that are needed to remedy anti-trust

violations; national emergencies or other circumstances of extreme urgency; and to govern

situations of public non-commercial use lJ2
- confining it to the limited circumstances of TRIPS

Article 31 (b) only. This creates some uncertainty as to whether an application for or granting of

a compulsory licence may be challengeable on the grounds that it is an action tantamount to

investment expropriation. References to compulsory licencing present in other US sponsored

bilateral agreements, such as the model BIT (Article 6.5), and the US-Chile and NAFTA

agreements stipulate that expropriation and compensation provisions do not apply to the issuance

of compulsory licences granted in relation to intellectual property rights in accordance with the

TRIPS Agreement".133 However, this protection of the right of compulsory licencing is not

included in the Bahrain FTA.

F. PlllIrnUlcellticlil PrOflllcts

Further provisions apply to the protection of pharmaceutical products in addition to those

addressed under the general patent provisions. The FTA reinforces the provisions of TRIPS

Article 39.3 in respect of the data exclusivity and marketing approvals for pharmaceutical

products subject to a patent, and extends the level of protection even further by imposing an

obligation of non-reliance on either the pioneer approval or the pioneer data package itself for a

131 Ibid. art 14.8.3.
1J2 ITAC-15 Report on the Bahrain FTA. above n 105. 15.
IJJ Carlos Correa, "Bilateral Investment Agreements: agents of new global standards for the protection of

intellectual property rights?". GRAIN. August 2004. 16; available at www.grnin.orglbriefingsf!id-i86. last
accessed 6 January 2006.
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period of at least five years from the date of approval for a pharmaceutical product and len years

for an agricultural product. 134 As with the Jordan FTA, and reinforcing the same provision

introduced in respect of patents generally, the same level of protection provided for new

pharmaceutical products is extended to new products incorporating a previously approved

chemical entity or new uses for current protected products. 135

The FTA imposes measures that explicitly restrict Bahrain from terminating the data protection

period with the expiration of the underlying patent, and prohibits generic drug approvals during

the term of the patent covering a pharmaceutical product. 136 These measures go a considerable

way to preventing parallel importing or local production of cheaper generic pharmaceutical or

agricultural products, by excluding market access to products with the same or similar

applications. Approval of generic pharmaceutical products is further effectively blocked by the

requirement that the state shall implement approval processes that prevent third parties from

marketing a product covered by the patent or its approved method of use, and by the requirement

that the owner of a patent shall be notified of the identity of any other person seeking market

approval to enter the market during the term of the patent. 137

G. E"forcement

The FTA significantly strengthens the principle of adhering to a standard in both civil and

criminal procedures and remedies sufficient to act as a deterrent to further infringements -

perceived by the United States as a key element of any effective enforcement system. 138

Introduced into the FTA is the long-established US regime of statutory or pre-established

134 BahrninFTA,art 14.9.1.
I3S Ibid. art 14.9.2(c) and (d).
136 Ibid. art 14.9.3.
In Ibid. art 14.9.4.
IJ8 ITAC.15 Report on the Bahrnin PTA. above n 105. 18.
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damages, thereby obviating the inherent difficulties in establishing actual damages in a piracy or

counterfeiting case. At the same time, some elements ofjudicial discretion are also removed. 139

For example, the FTA includes provision for the aggrieved right holder to enjoy the prerogative

to decide whether to elect between relying on statutory damages and proving actual damages. 140

It requires the courts to use the suggested retail price of the legitimate product being infringed

upon as a measure of the loss to the right holder, rather than merely allowing the court to

consider using this measure on request. 141 Except in exceptional circumstances, the destruction

of pirated or counterfeit goods must be carried out on request of the right holder, rather than left

to judicial authority to decide. 142

In recognition that piracy and counterfeiting "industries" are becoming increasingly complex

and organised, the FTA mandates that courts have the authority to order an infringer to identify

olher persons or parties involved in any aspect of the infringement, including dislribution, and to

provide this information to the right holder. 143 Failure to comply renders the infringer liable to a

fine or imprisonment. Provision for the award of monetary damages, again of sufficient

severity to deter piracy even where actual economic harm cannot be determined, significantly

extends TRIPS discretionary provisions for Ihe award of damages adequale to compensate for

injury suffered. Both parties are required to establish policies and guidelines (including

sentencing guidelines) to encourage the imposition of deterrent penalties, in an effort to address

the perceived problem ofjudges or other enforcement authorities not actually imposing penalties

that deter further infringements. 144 Judicial authorities may order the seizure of all suspected

counterfeit or pirated goods, any related materials and equipment used in the commission of the

iJ9 Bahrain FTA. art 14.10.7.
1"0 Ibid.arlI4.IO.6(a).
I~I Ibid. art 14.10.6(b).
142 Ibid.arlI4.IO.10(a).
I~l Ibid. art 14.10.11.
I~~ Ibid,arlI4.10.27(a).
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offence, as well as any traceable assets and any documentary evidence which may be relevant to

the offence. The items subject to seizure need not be individually identified as long as they may

fall within general categories specified in the seizure order. 145

Criminal procedures and penalties are to be applied in respect of trademark or copyright or

related rights piracy on a commercial scale, with the definition of "commercial scale"

encompassing both wilful infringements for commercial advantage or private financial gain, as

well as wilful infringements that may have no direct or indirect motivation of financial gain. 146

Importation or exportation ofcounterfeit or pirated goods is to be treated as criminal activities to

the same extent as if the goods were for trade in the domestic market.

While TRIPS requires that penalties must be of sufficient severity to act as a deterrent, it leaves

it to individual countries 10 delermine and give expression according to their own circumstances

as to what may constitute sufficient deterrence. It also places some qualification on the level of

severity of sanctions that may be imposed by requiring that they be consistent with the level of

penalties applied to crimes of a corresponding gravity. However, matters of detail which would

normally fall within the competence and authority of local legislalors or judicial authorities to

address or determine, taking account of domestic legislation, judicial precedent or societal norms

and standards, could be overridden by FTA supplemental)' or consequential provisions which

may dictate the new level of penalties within Bahrain's intellectual property laws. 147

145 Ibid, an 14.10.27(b) and (c).
1-16 Ibid. an 14.10.26.
147 The MOU supplementary to the Jordan FrA, for example. stipulated thm Jordan must increase its criminal

penaltics to JD 6.000 to cnsure that statutory maximum fincs wcre sumcicntly high, in thc US view. to detcr
future acts of infringement. This rcprcscnted a significant increase from the ma\:imum JO 500 fine for trademark
infringements and JD 3000 for patent infringements in Jordan's current laws. Sec Jordan FTA, "Memorandum of
Understanding on Issues Related to the Protection of Intellectual Property Rights Under the Agreement 13ctween
the United States and Jordan on the Establishment of a Free Trade Area", available at
www.ustr.gov/assets/Tradc AgrccmcntslBilatcml/Jordaniasset UplO'ld file250 5112.pdf. last accessed 30 June
2004.
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While the enforcement provisions are generally viewed favourably by ITAC·15, it is nonetheless

advocating stronger language in the FTA in respect of the deterrent effect of sentencing

guidelines and broader discretionary powers in respect of search and seizures. 148

H. I"femel Service Provider~'

The FTA introduces provIsion for the liability of Internet service providers (ISPs), but also

includes limitations on the extent of that liability. It establishes the basic functional equivalent

of the concepts and provisions embodied in US law as found in S. 512 of the US Digital

Millennium Copyright Act 1998. The provision encourages I$P's to cooperate with copyright

holders in deterring the unauthorised storage and transmission of copyrighted material, and

limits the remedies available against ISP's for copyright infringements that they do not control,

initiate or direct but which occur through their systems or networks. 149

I. Trtllls;tiolUtl ttIltl Implemeutttt;o" Prov;s;om'

With two exceptions, all obligations in respect of intellectual property protection, including

adherence to international conventions and treaties, must be implemented upon entry into force

of the FTA.I~o The FTA overall, and the intellectual property protection provisions specifically,

will place an undue and unrealistic burden upon Bahrain; considering that Bahrain has yet to

fully implement TRIPS some four years after the deadline for developing countries, the

enforcement deadline may well prove to be somewhat academic.

14~ ITAC-15 Report on the Bahrain FTA, above n 105, 19-20.
149 Bahrain fTA. art t4.1O.29. The t\\'o e:>o:ccptions arc adhcrcncc to the Brusscls Satcllitc Convcntion and thc

Budapest Treaty on the International Recognition of Micro-organisms. both of which require adherence within
onc year of the FTA coming inlo forcc.

ISO Ibid, an 14.11.
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The implementation arrangements applying generally to the FTA as a whole, provide that the

United States will provide targeted assistance to Bahrain in implementing the high level of

commitments achieved in areas such as "modifying its current laws and regulations to meet its

FTA obligations".'S' Thus the United Stales can ensure that its requirements and standards for

the maximum protection of its own interests can be incorporated where necessary, and in the

most suitable form, into amendments or additions to Bahraini intellectual property legislation.

The first impression is that US participation with Bahrain in revising its current laws or

introducing new laws to meet its obligations under the FTA seems reasonable and sensible, since

Bahrain readily acknowledges that it is severely lacking in the legislative, administrative and

judicial expertise necessary to fast-track its intellectual property protection regimes to a standard

comparable with developed countries. However, this US strategy also guarantees that the United

States can ensure that the current or Bahraini laws will be amended or written according to the

US formula. The United States, through the USTR and its system of trade-specific advisory

committees, can and will draw upon a complex and sophisticated infrastructure with numerous

levels of legal and technical expertise, which Bahrain cannot hope to come anywhere near to

matching in the defence and protection of its own interests. There is the possibility that the FTA

text, constructed with the protection of US interests at its core, may create an environment of

future disputation and counter-disputation, as US and Bahraini expectations and perceptions

diverge.

'" USTR Trade Facts. "Free Trade with Bahrain". above n 106.
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Following completion of the Bahrain FTA, the USTR quickly notified Congress (in November

2004) of its intention to negotiate with Oman and the UAE on their respective FTAs. The USTR

subsequently announced that negotiations were due to commence in March 2005. The USTR

announcement advised that:

"These FTAs will build on those that we already have with Jordan and Morocco, as well as the FTA

that we have recently signed with Bahrain ...

... these FTAs [with Oman and the UAEj will directly benefil1he United States ... a comprehensive

FTA with Oman and the UAE will generate job opportunities for US companies, farmers and

ranchers, help creatc jobs in the United States, and help American consumers save money while

offering them more consumer ehoiees.,,152

Because of the negative reaction amongst some of the Gee states to the way that the Bahrain

FTA was conducted and presented as afail accompli to the GCC, a degree of reluctance initially

appeared to develop in Oman and the UAE about entering into an FTA as willingly as did

Bahrain. In December 2004, the Omani Minister for Economy was reported in the local press as

saying that it was too soon to say whether it would seek a free trade agreement with the United

States, after the differences emerged within the GCe member stales over Bahrain's free trade

152 Acting USTR Allgeier, "United States to begin Frec Trade Negotiations this week with the United Arab Emirates
and Oman", USTR Press Release. 8 March 2005. 2: available at
www.ustr.govn'rade AgreemcntslBilmeral/Oman FTAl'ress ReleasesSection Index.html?ht=oman5200man,
last accessed 17 December 2005.
In 2004. US exports to Oman totalled almost US$330 million - mainly machinery. aircraft. vehieles and
electrical maChinery; US imports from Oman totalled US$418 million. including mineral fuel. woven and knitted
apparel. and precious stones.
The UAE imports from the United States were worth US$4.1 billion in 2004, and ineluded machine!)', aircraft,
vehicles. electrical machinery and optic and medical instruments. US imports from the UAE totalled US$1.1
billion for the same period; sec USTR Press Releases, above n 121,2. However, a US-UAE FTA would also
give US companies the opportunity to benefit from the UAE's soaring energy market demand. and its equally
rapidly expanding construction and infrastructure industries: see "Oman-US FrA: What's the DealT 0111011

u:onomic Review Online. March 2005. available at www.ocronline.com/phpI2005 march/cover.php, last
accessed 6 January 2006.
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agreement. IS3 A senior ministry official suggested that it was not clear whether there would be

any real economic nett benefit to Oman in entering into an FTA with the United States. IS4

At the same time, the UAE was indicating that the US insistence, even at so early a stage in their

negotiations, that the UAE:

join the Budapest Treaty on the International Recognition orlhe Deposit of the Purposes

of Patent Procedure;

extend the duration of protection for copyright works from the current 50 years to 70

years;

expand the definition of author to encompass foreign and foreign language works,

although the UAE has already argued that a work is fully protected regardless of the

country of origin or nationality of the author;

warranted a call for a cautious approach. 155 A former UAE Cabinet Minister suggested that the

UAE would not benefit from a bilateral free trade agreement with the United States and that the

UAE should resist US pressure to amend its domestic legislation as part of the conditions of

signing a free trade agreement. The former Minister criticised the United States for demanding

changes to the UAE law in a number of areas including investment and sponsorship laws. 156

However, these early misgivings and expressions of cynicism have not stood in the way of the

two sets of negotiations proceeding apace. Negotiations for both agreements commenced 111

153 "Oman CaUlious on US Trade Talks"'. Arab News, 30 November 2004; available at
IVwlV.arabnclVs.coml?pagt=68&scction-0&articlc-5539&d-30&m-11&v-2004&pix-busincss.jpg, last
acccssed 1 December 2005.

\5-4 Intcrvicw conductcd by thc author with thc Oman Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Dceember 2004.
15S Interview conducted by the author with the UAE Ministry oflnfonnation. Abu Dhabi, December 2004.
\56 The fonner Minister also criticised the UAE delegation for the ITA negotiations, claiming that it was not

sumciently qualified and had no e:>.:pcrience in legal and negotiating matters. Quoted in "GCC States urges to
avoid Free Trade Deals with US", Arab News, 9 December 2004; available at
IVWIV.arabllcws.coml?p.1gc=6&scction={)&artick=558I O&d-9&m-12&v-2004&pix-business.ipg, last accesscd
I Deccmber 2005.
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March 2005; Oman's agreement was finalised by October 2005. The UAE agreement, on the

other hand, still has not shows any sign ofconclusion as at the beginning of2006.

The Oman FTA took just seven months to negotiate and conclude, marginally longer than the

Bahrain FTA. 157 The Omani Minister of Commerce and Industry, HE Maqbool bin Ali Sultan,

described the agreement on the conclusion of negotiations as "a balanced and mutually

advantageous agreement".lS8 However, he continued that the agreement "will consolidate,

slowly define and further strengthen the existing economic and trade relations between our two

countries" His use of the qualifier "slowly" in respect of redefining the relationship between

Oman and the US expresses, it is suggested, a note of caul ion and reservation aboul the FTA and

its overall benefits to Oman.

The US Trade Commissioner, Rob Portman, described the agreement as one which would help

to "advance economic growth and democracy in the region".159

The intellectual property chapter (Chapler 15) of the Oman FTA builds on its Bahrain

predecessor, to the extent that, except for a few key provisions which are discussed below, it

replicates the Bahrain text. Oman's Chapter 15 reproduces virtually word for word the text of

the Bahraini agreement, to the extent that, of the 88 clauses in the Oman chapter, 76 are identical

with the corresponding Bahrain FTA chapler. Of the remaining twelve clauses, only seven

include changes of any substance, namely those dealing with:

157 The Oman FTA consists of 21 chapters incorporating market access. textiles and apparel, rules of origin. customs
administration, sanitary and phytosanitary measures. technical barricrs 10 tradc. safeguards. govcmmcllt
procurement. cross-border trade in services. financial services. telecommunications, electronic commerce.
intcllectual property rights. labour. cnvironmcnt. transparency. administration of the agreement. dispute
settlemcnt. exceptions and final provisions. Chapter 15 addresses Intellectual Property Rights. and represents a
significant component of the FTA The draft version of the Oman FTA text is available at
II'ww.ustr.govffrade AgrecmcntslDilateralfOman FTNdrnft Tcxts, last accessed 6 January 2006.

m "Washington seals trade agreement with Oman", Financial 1i"mes (London), 4 October 2005,
159 Ibid.
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public availability of information on trademark applications (art 15.2.12);

precedence of trademarks over similar geographical indications (art 15.2.13);

protection for well-known marks against other trademarks and geographical indications

(art 15.2.14);

copyright periods of protection (art 15.4.4);

exclusion of animals from patentability (art 15.8.20);

omission of explicit provision for patentability of plants (art 15.8);

maintenance of inventories of seized infringing goods and materials (art 15.10.27).

As was required by the Bahrain FTA, the Oman FTA requires both parties to accede to a number

of international protection treaties that represent TRIPS-plus standards, namely, the:

Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT), (1970), as amended in 1979;

Convention Relating to the Distribution of Programme-Carrying Signals Transmitted by

Satellite (1974) [the Brussels Convention];

Protocol relating to the Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration of

Marks (1989);

Budapest Treaty on the International Recognition of the Deposit of Microorganisms for

the Purposes of Patent Procedure (1977), as amended 1980;

International Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (1991) (the

UPOV Convention);

Trademark Law Treaty (1994) [TLT];

WIPO Copyright Treaty (1996); and

WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (1996).
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Both parties are also required to make all reasonable efforts to ratify or accede to the Patent Law

Treaty (2000) [PLT], and the Hague Agreement Concerning the International Registration of

Industrial Designs (1999). However, the United States has already acceded to the above treaties,

except for the Hague Agreement; Oman has already acceded to the peT, weT and WPPT, and

its new plant varieties protection regime loosely adheres to the UPOV Convention.

However, there are a few crucial areas where the two FTAs are not identical - where, on the one

hand the Oman FTA has not adopted further enhanced standards as enshrined in the Bahrain

FTA ,and where, on the other hand, its provisions go beyond those achieved by the Bahrain

FTA, as follows:

Tnulemarh alld geographical imlic{lliolls:

ITAC- I5 considers that the Oman FTA provides the greatest degree of protection for well-

known marks yet provided in a FTA. I60 It includes provision for owners of well known marks to

prohibit or cancel registrations of marks that are identical or similar to the well-known mark.

This protection extends not only to the registration of conflicting marks but also to the use of

such marks. It also extends protection for well-known marks so as to prevent infringement by

geographical indications as well as other trademarks, a provision that is not included in the

Bahrain FTA. The Oman FTA reinforces the US position on trademarks and geographical

indications, and squarely subordinates the latter in relation to the former. Article 15.2.2 provides

that geographical indications are eligible for protection as trademarks, and thus implies that they

160 Rcport of the Industry Trade Advisory Committcc on Intellcetual Property Rights (ITAC- I5) "The U.S.-Oman
Free Trade Agrccmcnt (FTA): Thc Intellectual Property Provisions··. November 15. 2005. 8; available at
www.ustr.gov/assctsfTrade Agreements/Bilateral/Oman FTNReports/assct upload filel24 8402.pdf. last
accessed 6 January 2006.
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should be treated as trademarks in all respects. According to ITAC·15 the language of this

clause lends itself to a system of protection for geographical indications similar to the preferred

us system where geographical indications are "eligible for protection" through the trademark

system of protection. 161 However, in so doing it removes the special statlls or provision for a

preferential system of protection, as advocated vigorously by the European Union collectively

and most European states individually and enshrined in TRIPS Articles 22 and 23, but which has

been opposed by the United States.

While the Morocco and Bahrain FTAs both include provision for improving the protection of

trademarks at the expense of geographical indications, the Oman FTA takes this protection even

further by introducing additional provisions in favour of trademarks. The agreement introduces

an obligation to refuse to protect or recognise a geographical indication where it is likely to

cause confusion with a trademark which is already registered or under application for

registration, or which IS already in use in good faith, or which has already become well

known. 161 Further, the Oman FTA extends the definition of a geographical indication, for the

purposes of the FTA, to include signs which apply to marks generally and geographical indicia

in addition to the actual namers of geographical places. 163 In so doing, it increases the scope of

geographically·related names or terms susceptible to non-protection or trademark precedence,

and thereby even further protects the priority status of trademarks over geographical indications.

In some respects, Oman, Bahrain and the olher Gee stales (assuming that these limiting

provisions on geographical indications will also be included in their FTAs) are becoming pawns

161 Ibid. 8.
16" Oman FTA, arlI5.2.J3(a).
16J The footnote 10 Article 15.2.4 of the FTA describes geographiC<11 indications for the purpose of Chapter 15 as:

"indications that identily a good as originating in the territory ofa Party. or a region or localit)' in that territol)',
where a given quality. reputation. or other characteristic of the good is essentially auributable to its geographical
origin. Any sign or combination of signs (such as words· including geographical and personal names, as well as
!ellers. numerals. figurative clements and colors. including single colors). in any form whatsoever. shall be
eligible to be a geographical indication.'"
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in the ongoing differences of opinion between the United States and the European Union over

the nature of protection for geographical indications. It is most likely that the US will argue, as it

is now doing with other areas of intellectual property protection, that these provisions as

enshrined in its FTAs with a number of countries represent the international standard in respect

of geographical indications and their relationship to trademarks and their consequent restricted

degree of protection.

Copyright:

The Oman FTA extends the term of protection of a work (including a photographic work),

performance or phonogram for a period of the life of the author plus 70 years, when calculated

on the basis of the life of a natural person, the same provision as exists in the Bahrain FTA.

However, where the term of protection is calculated on a basis olher than the life of a natural

person, the Oman FTA extends beyond the Bahrain FTA provisions by providing for a term:

(a) not less than 95 years from the end of Ihe calendar year of the firsl authorised

publication of the work, performance or phonogram; or

(b) failing such authorised publication within 25 years from creation of the work, not less

than 120 years from the end of the calendar year of the creation of the work,

performance or phonogram. 164

Both these terms far exceed the term of protection of life of author, or date of performance or

recording, plus 50 years as provided in TRIPS, and also exceed the 70 year term included in the

Bahrain FTA. The terms also actually exceed the standard sought by the US copyright and

164 Oman PTA. an 15.4.4.
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recording industry and actively promoted to the USTR by the IIPA, the copyright industry's

main lobby organisation. The IIPA argued in its submission to the USTR prior to the start of the

FTA negotiations thai, given developments in communications media which was making cross-

border transmissions the norm, it was essential that all countries further harmonise the term of

protection on a global basis; accordingly it sought the same terms of protection that it had sought

for the Bahrain FTA, namely, not less than 70 years and 95 years respectively,16S The USTR

clearly took heed of the IIPA's arguments, including the latter's position into its negotiating

agenda and successfully incorporating them into the FTA.

Pale"I...:

ITAC- I5 comments that the Oman FTA generally provides strong patent protection. However,

in one particular and significant instance, Oman has resiled from the concession made by

Bahrain in its agreement, much to the pointed disappointment of ITAC·15. In the case of the

possible patentability of plants, Oman has declined to add to its FTA the statement in the

Morocco and Bahrain FTAs which constituted agreement to an unconditional and wholesale

patentability of plant forms. The Bahraini and Moroccan statement provides that:

"Each party shall make patents available for plant inventions. In addition the Parties confirm that

patents shall be available for any new uses or methods of using a known product, including products

to be used for particular medical conditions.."I66

Oman, on the other hand, has simply re-affirmed the general statement of TRIPS Article 27.1 -

that is, on patentability being available for all inventions in any field of technology which are

1M lIPA Testimony before the "Public Hearing Concerning Proposed United States-Oman Free Trade Agreement.
Friday January 14. 2005, Before thc Tradc Policy StalT Committcc··, Washington DC, 5-6. Testimony is
available at www.iipa.com/pdfl2004 SIWEK FULL.pdf. last accessed I December 2005.

166 l3ahrain ~-rA, an 14.8.1.
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new, inventive and industrially applicable. 167 It has also removed any reference to plants from

the list of patentability exclusions. 168 Accordingly, it has maintained the status quo of the

general provisions on plant patentability as enshrined in TRIPS and its own UPOV-based plant

variety protection law.

In the case of the possible patentability of animals, Oman has re-affirmed the exclusion of

animals from patentability, an exclusion that has not been retained in the Bahrain FTA. Hence,

Oman has reserved its position in respect of the extent of patentability of all plant forms and re-

affirmed its position on the exclusion of patentability animal forms.

Extending the parameters of patentability to be as inclusive as possible would have been an

important issue for the United States in the FTA negotiations. Oman's stand caused ITAC- IS to

express its seriolls concerns, describing the stand as "a disappointing trend". 169 To minimise

further damage to the US position, it urged the US government to pressure Oman to reform its

patents system to meet its commitments under the FTA as soon as possible (ITAC-IS). 170

Ellforcemellf:

In respect of patent infringements, the Oman FTA requires the parties to provide to its judicial

authorities the authority to award damages of up to three times the actual damages, except in

exceptional circumstances. This provision, which appeared in the Morocco FTA but was

omitted from the Bahrain FTA, meets with the approval of ITAC_IS I71
, in that it both increases

167 Oman FTA, art 15.8.1(a).
168 Ibid. art 15.8.2.
169 ITAC.15 Report on the Oman FTA. above n 160. 15.
l10 Ibid.
111 Ibid. 19.
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the range of options available to the judicial authorities and also increases the deterrent value of

I . . ·1 bl mt Ie sanction optIons ava. a e.

The Oman FTA adds a new (and welcome, in the view of ITAC·15) provision which does nol

appear in the Bahrain and other earlier FTAs. It requires each party to maintain an inventory of

goods and equipment proposed to be destroyed, and to permit the delay of the destruction of

these goods and equipment so that they may be used as evidence in civil and administrative

cases. l73 Hence the provision, constituting the preservation ofevidence, adds another element of

deterrence to the enforcement system.

TrttllsiliOlwl Arrtmgeme"ts:

The intellectual property chapter of the Oman FTA does not include any transitional

arrangements. Hence the FTA is due to come into immediate effect after it has been approved

by both Governments. 174

The Advisory Committee for Trade Policy and Negotiations (ACTPN), the US government's

most senior trade advisory committee, has greeted the Oman FTA with enthusiasm. It

unanimously endorses the agreement, describing it as strongly promoting the economic interests

of the United States and fully achieving the overall and principal negotiating objectives set forth

in the US Trade Act 2002. 175 [t adds that the agreement will advance not only the US

\7" Omall FTA, art 15.IO.27(d).
l1J Ibid. art 15.IO.27(d). See also [TAC-15 Report on the Oman n'A. above n 160.22.
\14 The Bahrnin FTA is also due to come into immediate effect afler formal approval by both governments, except

for Bahrain's accession to the Brussels Convention and the Budapest Treaty for which a one year transition is
provided by Article 14.11 of the agreement.

I1S ··The U.S. _ Oman Free Trade Agreement (FTA): Report of the Advisory Commiuee for Trade and Policy
Negotiations (ACPTN)"'. 15 November 2005. 1. The report is available at
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President's programme for a Middle East Free Trade Area, but overall US objectives "in this

important and volatile area of the world.,,176 As a signal of what the UAE, Kuwait and Qatar

can expect in the near future in respect of pressures to increase protection standards even funher,

ACTPN suggests that the agreement sets a new high standard for future FTAs with Gee slales

d h .. h . 177an at er countnes 1Il t e regIon.

In respect of the intellectual property provisions of the FTA, the ACTPN endorses what it

considers to be the high level of intellectual property protection in the agreement. In its view,

the agreement includes state-of-the-art protection for trademarks and digital copyrights and

expands protection of patents and trade secrets. 178 [t commends negotiators from both sides, but

Oman in particular, for their willingness to adopt such high protection standards. 179

With only minor exceptions, the Oman FTA now represents the highest standards of protection

in the areas of copyright, trademarks, geographical indications and enforcement and that these

precedents will be carried forward into future FTAs. It is not surprising, therefore, that the

ACPTN urges the US Administration to have the Oman FTA signed into law as quickly as

possible so that American farms, factories, services providers, and consumers can begin to

receive the benefits of the agreement at the earliest possible time. 180

www.ustr.gov/assetsltrade agreements/bilateral/Oman FTAIReporisiasscts uplo'ld/IiIc604 8376.pdf, last
aecesscd 15 December 2005.

\76 Ibid.3.
m Ibid.2.
17S Ibid.3.4.
m Ibid.2.
ISO Ibid. Covering Letter.
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Where TRIPS and the Berne and Paris Conventions establish general levels of intellectual

property protection, the Bahrain and Oman FTAs significantly raises those levels and establishes

new parameters; and where the international conventions allow limitations or exceptions to that

protection, the FTAs reduces or confines those limitations and exceptions. Further, the FTAs

introduces into the national and regional environments the protection of copyrights and

neighbouring rights in the digital context, particularly in respect of the Internet and satellite

transmission where TRIPS has been overtaken by the march of technological progress. [t also

greatly enhances and widens patent protection, particularly for pharmaceuticals and plant

varieties, where the United States has deemed TRIPS to be sorely inadequate.

For Bahrain, this may not be a real issue as it pursues its objective to establish itself, with US

support, as the pre-eminent financial centre in the Gulf and a regional hub for service and

knowledge based industries. 181 Bahrain's aim is to become a major gateway for US trade in the

region and a service-based economy, emulating the example of Singapore. 182 Of major concern

to Bahrain is that it is the least-endowed of all the Gee states in terms of oil and gas, and other

natural resources.

The fact that the Bahrain FTA negotiations were concluded in less than five months is a clear

indication of both US determination to adopt an aggressive bargaining stance and obvious

181 Zocllick. above n 19.6.
182 HE Abdullah Hassan Sait: Bahraini Minister for Finance and National Economy, quoted in the Bahrain Daily

News. 28 January. 2004: available at www.gulf-dailv-news.com/arc home.asp?d'ltc-28-1-2004. last accessed 30
June 2005.
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Bahraini keenness to reach an agreemenl. 183 The rapid progression and conclusion of

negotiations took even the USTR by surprise. 184 However, notwithstanding the speedy

conclusion, it may be some time before the FTA is given practical effect, and the benefits or

otherwise to both parties can be assessed. A time-lag between agreement and implementation of

the FTA in itself may not be a particular issue for either side, insofar as the United States

achieved its new enhanced benchmark standard on intellectual property protection for projected

FTA negotiations with the other Gee states, while Bahrain would have achieved US

endorsement and support for a local business environment deemed facilitative and protective of

US investment. However, ITAC-15 warns that the updated protections afforded by the Bahrain

FTA will be of little value to the US investors without the capability and willingness of the

Bahraini government to enforce those new standards against piracy, counterfeiting and other

infringements. 185 The real measure of success will lie in the administration of the new standards

on the ground by the local police, judicial and administrative agencies responsible for

enforcement and implementation of the enhanced protection regime of the FTA. 186

Although the Bahrain FTA sets a precedent for the GCC as a regional bloc by allowing national

interests and bilateral agreements to over-ride collective interests and multilateral talks,

Bahrain's desire to raise its economic profile internationally, expand its economic base, and

attract increasing levels of foreign investment are undoubtedly the main reasons behind the deal.

It has long sought to strengthen its economic ties with the United States; with the lowest oil and

gas reserves of all the GCC States, it has been forced to diversify its economic base more

urgently than its neighbours. While there are ample reasons to justify the Bahrain FTA at the

economic level, politics appears to have played its role as well. Local commentators have also

133 By way of comparison. the Morocco FTA took 12 months ofnegotiatiolls to complete, while the Oman FTA took
seven months.

134 USTR Press Release. "US and Bahrain Conclude Free Trade Agreement"', above n 102.
ISS lTAC-15 Report on the Bahrain FTA. above n 105. 16.
186 Ibid, 17.
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suggested that the FTA can be viewed as a political reward for the close support that Bahrain,

horne to the US Navy's Fifth Fleet, has consistently provided the United States. 187

The real significance of the intellectual property provisions of the Bahrain and Oman FTAs lies

not so much in the conditions and requirements that they impose on both states. Rather, the

precedents which they have established will impact significantly on the other Gee and Middle

East states by establishing the new regional benchmark for intellectual property protection to

which the other states will be pressured to accede. The other states can expect to receive US

demands for even higher standards of protection as they enter into their own FTA negotiations.

Because of the precedents already established, they may find it extremely challenging to avoid

or modifY these benchmarks to suit their own particular national developmental or societal

requirements, although the Oman FTA shows that it can be done. Oman's disinclination to

extend specific patent protection to plants and to omit any reference to protection for animals

would have severely disappointed the US pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries, but may

well constitute a far-sighted and wise decision as its own technologies in these fields develop in

the future. While the United States uses its immense bargaining power in bilaleral discussions to

extract conditions from individual Gee stales that arguably it would nol otherwise be able to

achieve in collective negotiations with the Gee as a regional entity, the capacity of the

remaining states to extract concessions may not be completely nullified after all.

The national treatment and MFN obligations enshrined in the Bahrain and Oman FTAs ensure

that, notwithstanding any otherwise limiting provisions in their national laws, Bahrain and Oman

will be required to extend to US potential and actual investors conditions no less favourable than

137 Khaleej Times. (UAE). 20 December 2004; available at
www,khaleejlimes.eom!Displayarticle,asp?seclion-middlcea~t&:<filc=dalalmiddleeastl2004/dccember/middlecas

I december 743.:<ml. Sec also Emilie Rutledge and DrJanardhan. "Bahrnin-US FTA Exposes GCC Chinks",
Gulf Research Cemre. December. 2004. available at www.grx.addalalcolllenlsluploads/GCC 6533.pdf; see also
Editorial. Simdi Ga=elle. 21 December 2004
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those already extended to all of its regional partners. This situation may well undermine, to the

United States' advantage, the particular regional and economic benefits that the Gee states have

so far developed amongst themselves for their own mutual regional benefit and advancement. In

so doing, the erosion of particular preferential regional provisions may undermine the very

foundation of unity of the Gee itself. Some of the states, chiefly Saudi Arabia, raised strong

objection to the Bahrain FTA on the grounds that the it violated the basic tenets oflhe economic

agreement signed by the GCe Supreme Council in 2001, which stipulates that "no member state

may grant to a non-member state any preferential treatment exceeding that granted herein to

member states, nor conclude any agreement that violates provisions ofthis agreement." 188

Saudi Arabia's initial strong opposition to independent bilateral deals by GeC states eventually

softened - one likely reason being its own (then still impending) WTO membership. During a

visit by Crown Prince Abdullah bin Abdul Aziz to the United States in April 2005, during which

Saudi Arabia's membership of the WTO was a major item of discussion, it was announced that

"the issue of free trade (agreemenrs) with the United States ... is no longer a bone of contention

between the GCC states".189 However, Saudi Arabia will no doubt insist on restoring customs

barriers for non-GCC members (except for the United States) once the regional FTAs with the

United Slates have been applied. And in an extraordinary face-saving display of solidarity, the

six states, at a special meeting of GeC finance ministers held in Bahrain in early May 2005,

agreed to accord the United States special treatment and to exempt it from GCC resolutions

restricting external (to the GeC) bilateral agreements. 190 The ministers agreed to this course of

action in an attempt to patch over conflicting GCC opinions on bilateral agreements, and to

restore some degree of cohesion to the regional body. The ministers also reportedly agreed that

133 The Unified Economic Agreement Between the Countries of the Gulf Co-opcrntion Council, art 25; available at
1V1V1V.gcc-sg.orglEconomic.html. last accessed 30 November 2005.

189 Statcmcnt by GCC secretary-General Abdurrnhman al-Attiya, reportcd in the Arab News, 25 April 2005.
190 "GCC States agree to except US from bilateral free trade agreements", Kuwait News Agency (KUNA), 24 May

2005; available at www.kuna.net.kw/primaspx?DSNO=736022. last accessed 3 June 2005.
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the exemption would nol adversely affect the proposed EU·GCC free trade agreement; indeed,

under WTO rules on rnost-favoured-nation treatment, it may very well cause the same

exemption, and the same FTA concessions, 10 be extended to the EU.

As events have come to pass, the Oman FTA has been concluded, negotiations are well under

way with the UAE, and have commenced with Qatar and Kuwait without any of the negative

reactions or rearguard actions seen in relation to the Bahrain FTA. External forces, spearheaded

by the United States, will continue 10 pressure the remaining Gee Siales to adopt the TRIP$-

plus bilateral standards instead of the lesser multilateral standards of TRIPS and international

conventions on which it is based. The United States will continue to strive to establish an

intellectual property regime of its own creation as a key part of its trade and trade-related

interests in the region - which is one element in a greater design for political and diplomatic

hegemony in the region. And if the driving up of intellectual property standards continues,

Saudi Arabia, the largest of the states and the last to enter into FTA negotiations with the United

States, is likely to face the highest of standards.

However, the United States bilateral approach to global harmonisation of international

intellectual property protection gives reason for the continuing relevance of the multilateral fora,

such as WTO and WIPO, and the international conventions such as TRIPS, to be called into

• 191
questIon.

191 See Chapler 8 for runner discussion on Inc new development agendas and their relevance for WTO and WI 1'0.
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TRIPS-minus and

Protection still Pending
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7.1 Introduction

The multilateral intellectual property protection framework, as exemplified by TRIPS, has been

constructed to best deliver the protection on those intellectual property rights that the major

players - the developed countries - have sought 10 have protected. The multilateral framework

is given further substance by the network of TRIPS-plus treaties and bilateral agreements, in

which the same developed countries figure prominently. The dominant characteristic of this

framework is that, to be protectable as intellectual property, a right must be private in nature and

ascribable, identifiable, and commercially exploitable. Issues or rights which do not fit within

this framework - notably traditional knowledge in the broadest sense· enjoy little, ifany, of the

protection offered by TRIPS, the TRIPS-plus treaties and the bilateral agreements. The absence

of protection on an international scale for these issues has witnessed them subject to

encroachment by the multilateral protection framework on terms dictated by that framework. In

essence, they suffer a TRIPS-minus protection environment.

Foremost in this TRIPS-minus environment are those areas encompassing intellectual property

issues related to genetic resources, traditional knowledge and folklore, which have emerged in a

wide range of policy areas, including food and agriculture, biological diversity and the

environment, human rights, cultural policy, trade and economic development, Intellectual

property rights have been granted for uses of plants which form pari of traditional knowledge

systems in the agricultural, health and environmental fields, I Traditional designs, songs and

dances have been llsed by the entertainment and fashion industries to create works which are

WIPQ Intcrnational Burcau. "Intcllectual Property And Traditional Knowledge: Our Identity. Our Futurc", WIPO
International Forum on Mailers Concerning Intellectual Property And Genetic Resources. Traditional Knowledge
And Folklorc. Oman. 21-22 January 2002, WIPO Documcnt WIPO/IPTK/MCT/02/INF.II. Novembcr 2002
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protected for the industries by intellectual property. 2 Discussions about such uses of genetic

resources, traditional knowledge and folklore have linked the protection of intellectual property

to policy objectives as diverse as the promotion of free trade, environmental conservation, food

security, and cultural diversity,J

Early attempts at creating a protection regime to encompass these areas have met with only

limited success. In 1981, WIPO and UNESCO adopted a madelia\\! on folklore. In 1989 the

concept of Farmers' Rights was introduced by the FAO into its International Undertaking on

Plant Genetic Resources and in 1992 the Convention on Biological Diversity highlighted the

need to promote and preserve traditional knowledge. The protection of traditional knowledge

and folklore has also been discussed for a number of years within the framework of UNESCO

and other international organisations such as UNCTAD and WHO. In spite of these efforts, a

comprehensive and universally acceptable legislative framework for the protection and

promotion of traditional knowledge, folklore and genetic resources has not yet emerged.

In 1998 and 1999, WIPO undertook a number of global fact-finding missions "to identify and

explore the intellectual property needs and expectations of new beneficiaries, including the

holders of indigenous knowledge and innovations, in order to promote the contribution of the

intellectual property system to their social, cultural and economic development.,,4 These

missions were intended to enable the "study of current approaches to, and future possibilities for,

the protection of intellectual property rights of holders of indigenous knowledge, innovations

and culture."s During the subsequent WI PO-sponsored conferences to discuss the missions'

Ibid.
Ibid
··Intcllectual Property Necds and Expectations of Traditional Knowledge Holders". WIPO Reporl on Fact
Finding Missiolls 011 Imelfect/lal Property and Traditional Knowledge (/998-9). Gcncva (2001), 5.
The fact finding missions wcre carried out in the following areas: South Pacific (Australia. New Zealand. Fiji and
Papua New Guinea). South Asia (Bangladesh. India and Sri Lanka). Southcrn and Eastern Africa (Uganda.
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findings in respect of the linkages between intellectual property and traditional knowledge and

their implications, three primary issues which were of universal concern to the countries

involved in the studies emerged, namely:

the protection of traditional knowledge, innovations and creativity, whether or not

associated with those resources; and

the protection of expressions of folklore, including handicrafts;

access to genetic resources and benefit.sharing. 6

7.2 Traditional Knowledge, Folklore and Cultural

Heritage

Traditional knowledge, folklore and cultural heritage are complex, multifaceted concepts that

encompass many elements. They are characterized by the fact that, generally, they are not

produced systematically, but in accordance with the individual or collective creators' responses

to and interaction with their cultural environment. Being representative of cultural values, they

may constitute elements that integrate a vast and mostly coherent complex of beliefs and

knowledge. More than likely they will be held collectively, being vested in the community

rather than in individuals (although individuals as leaders or elders may hold them in trust).

Furthermore, most traditional knowledge, folklore and cultural heritage are transmitted orally

•

United Republic of Tan7.<1nia. Namibia and South Africa). North America (United States of America and
Canada). West Africa (Nigeria, Ghana, Mali and Senegal). the Arab countries (Oman. Qatar, Egypt. and
Tunisia). South America (Peru and Bolivia). Central America (Guatemala and Panama) and the Caribbean
(Trinidad and Tobago. Guyana and Jamaica); thc reports of the missions are available at
www.wipo.int/globalissuesltk/reportlfinal. last accessed 31 Deeember 2005.
WIPO Intem3lional Bureau. above n 1,2.
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from generation to generation, and thus remain largely undocumented. They are also dynamic in

the sense that they are current, possess everyday relevance, and are subject to processes of

constant evolution. Accordingly, existing intellectual property mechanisms, which are intended

to function in a trade-related, private protectionist context, do not fully respond to the essential

nature of traditional knowledge, folklore and cultural heritage.

Whilst a number of descriptions for traditional knowledge, folklore and cultural heritage have

been put forward, there are no widely acceptable definitiolls. 7 This is as much a reflection of the

broad scope of what may be encompassed within their bounds, as well uncertainty what might

constitute "protection" and its purpose. It has been suggested, for example, that the term

"folklore" is quite inappropriate in this context since it presumes matter of a historical nature

only, and suggests that "expressions of culture", being current self-expressions of living

functional traditions, should be used instead.1! What seems a common consensus is that

"protection" in the narrow intellectual property sense does not address the needs or scope of

these concepts, even allowing for differences in their possible definitions.

Many developing countries, holders of traditional knowledge, expressions of culture and cultural

heritage, and non-governmental and civil society organisations are advocating for greater

protection to be made available. Within both WTO and WIPO extended debate has taken place

on the nature of the appropriate system to protect traditional knowledge, expressions of culture

WIPO currently uses the tenn "traditional knowledge" to refer to tradition-based literary. artistic or scientific
works: performances: inventions; scicntific discovcries: designs: marks. names and symbols: undisclosed
infonnation: and all other tradition-based innovations and creations resulting from intellectual activity in the
industrial. scientific. literary or artistic ficlds. "Tradition-based" refcrs to knowlcdgc systems. creations.
innovations and cultural expressions which: have generally been transmitted from generation 10 generation; arc
generally regarded as pertaining to a particular people or its territory: and arc constantly evolving in response to a
changing cnvironmcnt.
Kamal Puri, "How Intellectual Property Rights Could Work Belter for Developing Countries and Poor People··
Conference Transcript. Session 3: Traditional Knowledge and Folklore, UK Commission on Intellcctual Property
Rights (2002), 2.
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and cultural heritage within the international sphere. Central to the debate is the question of

whether they can be protected under the current multilateral intellectual property system, and, if

not, what sui generis system should be adopted.

Some commentators argue that the very attributes of traditional knowledge prevent it from being

included into the traditional IP system. 9 Traditional knowledge seeking protection under

conventional copyright provisions runs afoul of the requirement for identification and

attribution. In the area of patent protection, traditional knowledge does not meet the

patentability requirements of novelty, inventive step, and industrial application. Some countries

have decided that the existing intellectual property framework is inadequate to protect traditional

knowledge, and are pursuing their own sui generis systems of protection. 10 However, the calls

for the creation of an internalional sui generis system are increasing.

The challenge has been, and continues to be, the most appropriate and efficient means by which

to prolect in the international context, instead of just local laws constructed to suit local

circumstances. Since the local populations or their representatives often act as both custodians

and exponents of the traditional knowledge and expressions of culture, they do not constitute the

main threat to the preservation of the traditional knowledge and culture. The main threat comes

from outside the community.

The above-mentioned WIPO fact-finding missions on traditional knowledge and the subsequent

consultative fora devised a number of observations and recommendations which were addressed

•
"

Ibid. 2: see also Report of the UK Commission on Inlelleetual Property Rights. (2002). 78-9.
Sec Kamal Puri, "[s Traditional Knowledge or eu[tura[ knowledge a form of [ntelleclual Property?" Oxford
£Iee/rOllie JOl/rnal of IllIelleclllal Properry Rights. 18 January 2000. powerpoints 8-9: at
www.oiprc.ox.ac.uk/EJWPOlOO.pdf; [asl accessed 30 December 2005: sec also Surinder Ven1m. "Protccting
Intellectual Property: [s a Sui Generis System an Answer?" (2004). 7 Journal 0/World inrellecflIalProperry.770.
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to the states themselves, to the international community, and to the international organisations

with an interest in the protection of traditional knowledge. The missions and consultative fora

recommended thai WIPO, UNESCO and the other international organizations should work

towards the creation of a sui generis international convention for the protection of expressions

folklore. Most of the fora also commented on the WIPO model law of 1982 as a relevant basis

for national laws on the protection of traditional knowledge. 11

The miSSion which examined traditional knowledge in Arab countries and the subsequent

consultative forum made a number of pertinent observations and recommendations. They

observed that: 12

Arab countries are rich with one of the most precious cultural and civilizational heritage

in the world, which constitutes an important pillar for human civilization and an integral

part of the world patrimony;

Arab folklore (Arab popular heritage) is a strong means of bringing together the Arab

peoples. However, this common aspect does not exclude nor diminish the importance of

the local variations specific to each people;

Arab folklore (Arab popular heritage) and traditional knowledge are subject to various

dangers, including negligence, disappearance, piracy, mutilation and illegal exploitation;

therefore, there is a need for the provision of legal protection at national, regional and

international levels;

currently, there is no legal framework available for the protection ofexpressions of Arab

folklore at either national and international levels.

" Namely, the WI PO-UNESCO Model Provisions lor National Laws on the Protection of Expressions of Folklore
from Illegal Exploitation and Other Prejudicial Actions. 1982.
WIPO. above n 4. Pan III. Annex 5. 83-4.
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The mission and forum recommended to the Arab countries that they should:

Chapter 7

create specialized institutions or centers as a national and cuhural necessity for the

collection, classification, conservation, documentation and dissemination of folklore

(Arab popular heritage) and develop a specialized environment;

work together on their national legislation for the provision of measures aiming at the

protection of expressions of folklore;

(each) prepare an open list of expressions of folklore and traditional knowledge the

preservation and protection of which are considered necessary;

rely, when reviewing and amending their legislation, on the WIPO model provisions set,

as adapted to recent developments in the field. 13

Similarly, the mission and forum recommended to international organiZ<1tions, that WIPO,

UNESCO and the specialized international organizations intensify their efforts in order to

provide greater assistance to Arab countries in particular and developing countries in general by:

providing training and technical and legal cooperation to Arab countries;

elaborating an international convention on the protection of expressions of folklore;

establishing a standing committee on expressions of folklore and traditional knowledge

in both WI PO and UNESCO. 14

Since the WIPO missions, little progress has been achieved in respect of the key issue of the

creation and universal acceptance ofa sui generis international protection convention. However

WIPO has established a standing committee, as recommended above, and the GCC states have

""
Ibid. 84.
Ibid.
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taken some steps towards Ihe creation of national protection schemes and the identification,

documentation and preservation of their cultural heritages.

All Gee states are very sensitive to and very proud of their respective rich cultural heritages,

and are mindful of need, particularly in recent years, to protect them. The states have long had

in place laws for the protection of artifacts, but these relate to the physical protection of these

objects, their preservation, and the prevention of their illicit export, as distinct from establishing

an intellectual property rights protection regime. The states have also ratified the UNESCO

Convention on the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage (1972). Oman and the

UAE have further ratified in 2005 the UNESCO Convention on the Safeguarding of the

Intangible Cultural Heritage (2003). Oman has gone a step further, and listed a number of sites

on the World Heritage List. 15

Oman has been pre-eminent amongst the GCC states in its efforts to protect and preserve its

cultural heritage. Its primary law for the protection of its cultural heritage, the National Heritage

Protection Law, was promulgated in 1976. 16 The law's principal objectives are the physical

preservation of the integrity of cultural property of the state and the prohibition or restriction of

export of any property or object of historical significance. The law encompasses all kinds of

monuments as well as "chattels ofcultural properties.,,17 Oman has also taken steps to document

and preserve some aspect of its traditional knowledge and cultural heritage, as illustrated by

these few examples:

15 Namely, the Archaeologic'll Sites of Bat. AI-Khutm and Al-Avn (1988). Bahh Fort (1987). Land of Frankinccnsc
in Dhofar govcrncratc in thc south ofthc country (2000), and thc Arahian Orvx Saneltlarv (1994).

16 Jaber bin Marhun Fleyfel al-Wahabi . "Intellcctual Property Systcm in the Sultanate of Oman", WIPO
Introductory Scminar on Intcllectual Properly. Muscat. Oman. 19 April 2004. 3: WII>O Document
WIPOIIP/MCT/APRl04I3. April 2004.

11 "Chattcls of cultural property" arc defined as including archaelogical fossils. rarc archetypcs of !lora and fauna.
fragments of manuscripts, ancient books. documents and printed mailer of special historical, arlistie, scientific or
literary value or interest. as well as traditional stylc furniture items. p.1inted carthenware. musical instruments.
jcwcllery. precious stones and wcapons.
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the Public Authority for Craft Industries, which is responsible for preserving every

aspect of Oman's traditional craft industries, is undertaking a census of all Omani crafts,

including geographical sources and spread, tools and machinery lIsed, social, cultural

statlls of the craftsman and the product, significance, and traditional Arabic names. 18

The crafts include traditional of arts and crafts that include indigo dyeing, silverwork,

pottery, weaving and textiles, fragrance manufacture, copper work and sweet-making;

the Oman Center for Traditional Music, established in 1983 to document, conserve and

promote traditional Omani music has documented and digitized since its inception more

than 80% of Oman's musical traditions including photographs, and audiovisual and

sound recordings;

Omani Traditional Medicine Clinics, established in 1988 with the aim of conserving

Omani national heritage in the field of traditional medicine. Traditional healers from

different regions of Oman provide to the public free-of-cost medical treatment based on

plant medicines. Each heater keeps his specialized medicinal knowledge secret.

More recently, some of the GCC states have been examining the possibility of introducing

traditional knowledge protection laws on either a national or regional basis. One particular

model which has gained favourable attention in Bahrain, Oman and the UAE, is the Panamanian

Traditional Knowledge Law. 19 The objective of the Panamanian law is to protect the collective

intellectual property rights and traditional knowledge of indigenous communities through the

registration, promotion, commercialization and marketing of their rights, and by the protection

of the authenticity of crafts and other traditional expressions. 10 The scope of the protection is

very wide and encompasses customs, traditions, beliefs, spirituality, and folkloric and traditional

"
"

Establishcd in March 2003 by Royal Dceree No. 24/2003 as a dcpartmcnt with ministcrial status.
Panama. Law No. 20 of 26 June 2000. on thc Special tntcllectual Propcrty Rcgime Governing the Collcctivc
Rights of Indigenous pcoples for the Protcetion and Defence of thcir cultural Idcntity and Their Traditional
Knowledge. and Enacting Other Provisions: and thc corresponding Executivc Dccrec No. 12 of 20 March 2003.
See Verma. above n 10.794.
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expressions through inventions, designs and innovations, cultural and historical elements, music,

art and traditional artistic expressions. Traditional Knowledge is protected to the extent it

provides for the cultural identification of indigenous peoples, is susceptible to commercial lise,

and is registered. If there is no known author and no dale of origin of the protectable subject-

matter, it will constitute the heritage of an entire indigenous people. Authority to attribute rights

is vested in Congress or the Traditional Indigenous Authority. The law also provides for

exceptions to rights conferred as well as measures of enforcement. The Executive Decree of

2001 has made clear that the regime covers biodiversity·related traditional knowledge, thus

giving a practical expression to Article S (;) of the Convention in Panarna. 21

Some of the GCC states have moved to include, to a lesser or greater degree, some formal

recognition of expressions of culture and traditional knowledge in their respective copyright

laws. Although this inclusion provides some form of legal standing for traditional knowledge,

they still do not fully address the dilemmas of protection in an intellectual property context. On

occasion, it appears that the reference was more of a token gesture by the legislative draftsmen

rather than a conscious and detennined effort to enhance protection.

Bahrain does not make any reference to the possible protection of folklore or expressions of

cultural heritage in its copyright law or any other intellectual property law. The copyright law

identifies an author as one who produces a work which can be clearly ascribed to the author by

name or by other means. 22 Protection is extended to authors of works of a literary, scientific,

artistic and cultural nature, irrespective of the method of expression or creation. 23 The nature of

the works including songs and musical compositions, choreographic works, and works involving

"
Ibid.
Bahrain. Legislative Decree No. 10 or 1993. art 1
Ibid, art 2( I).
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compilations and classifications of folk heritage items. 24 However, while compilations may be

protected, the subject of the compilations, namely the folk heritage items themselves, are not

protected. There is no olher reference in the rest of the law, either direct or by inference, to

expressions of traditional knowledge or cultural heritage or their possible protection.

Kuwait makes even less reference to the protection of traditional knowledge or expressions of

cultural heritage in its laws. Folklore or similar is not included in its statement of works to

which protection is extended. Added almost as an afterthought, at the very end of its copyright

law is a declaration of a moral position without any accompanying practical means of affording

any form of protection. It provides that "the national heritage of Kuwait society is a public

property of the State. And the state, acting through the Ministry of Information, has the right to

exercise the author's literary and financial rights for him.,,25 Again, as with the Bahraini law, it

requires attribution to an individual for protection to be able to have effect, or for the stales to act

on the individual's behalf to protect that individual's private rights.

Similarly, the UAE copyright law contains a definition of folklore as "every expression of

people's heritage, oral, musical, dynamic, or tangible in dislinct elements which reflects the

artistic traditional inheritance, developed or endured in the State and which cannot be attributed

to an author.,,26 Having done so, it makes no further reference to the protection of folklore or

any other form of cultural heritage. Folklore is not included amongst the range of works or

activities entitled to protection. Nor is there any provision for the state to take any form of

proprietary right or responsibility in respect of the protection of national folklore.

"
"

Ibid. art 2 (2).
Kuwait Law No. 64 of 1999. art 41.
UAE. Federal Law No.7 of2002. art I.
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Saudi Arabia goes a little further than Bahrain, Kuwait and the UAE, and adopts a slightly

stronger position on the protection of folklore. The copyright law acknowledges folklore as:

"all literal)', artistic or scientific works which are assumed to have been created on Saudi territory and

transmitted from one generation to the next and constitute part of the traditional Saudi cultural and

artistic tradition.,,27

It provides that the national folklore shall be considered the public property of the state, the

relevant copyrights for which are exercised by the Ministry [of Illfonnation].28 As an initiative

to preserve the internal integrity of, and to maintain some control over, works deemed to be

Saudi folklore, the importation or distribution of copies of classified works of folklore or copies

of translations or reproductions of folklore produced ours ide the Kingdom is prohibited, except

with the permission of the Ministry.29

Oman makes a considerably stronger statement of intention on protection. The Omani copyright

law recognizes folklore as being included in those works to which the protection of the law

extends. [t defines folklore as:

"Literary, artistic or scientific works innovated by popular groups in the Sultanate expressing their

cultural identity, which are transferred from one generation to another and represent a fundamental

element in the traditional national popular heritage. The competent authority shall exercise the

author's rights in works of folklore to object to any mutilation, modification or unlawful commercial

exploitation." 30

Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M/41 of 1424 AH (2003). art I.
Ibid. art 7(1).
Ibid. art 7(2).
Oman Royal Decree No. 37/2000, Article I; the "eompetent authority" in this context is the Minister of
Commerce and Industry. with whol11 1110st intellectual property protection responsibility resides. notwithstanding
the existence of the Minist!)' of Heritage and Culture and an independent Public Authority for Craft Industries.
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The protection of the law extends to cultural works in general, regardless orthe value, method of

expression or objective of such works. 31

Qatar goes even further than Oman, insofar as its copyright law makes particular detailed

reference to the position of national folklore, and gives illustration of the range of folkloric

expressions which may be protected. National folklore is defined as:

"Any expression which consists of distinctive elements of the traditional artistic heritage, originating

or developed in the State of Qatar and reflects its artistic heritage, shall be considered as national

folklore, including in particular the following expressions:

(I) oral expressions such as tales, popular poetry and riddles;

(2) musical expressions such as popular songs accompanied by music;

(3) motion expressions such as popular dances, plays, artistic fonns and rituals, whether or not

incorporated into material form;

(4) tangible expressions such as:

(a) products or popular art particularly drawings with lines and colors, engravings, sculptures,

ceramics, pottery, woodwork, mosaic, metal, jewelry, hand-woven bags, knitting, carpets,

textiles, (b) musical instruments; and

(c) architectural forms.,,12

The law declares that national folklore is the public property of the State, and the State, as

represented by the Minister, is charged with the responsibility of protecting the national folklore

by all legal means and methods. It is empowered 10 exercise the author's rights - in fact, to act

as the author of works of folklore with respect to any acts of distortion, alteration or commercial

utilization. 33

The problem with all the above laws, to the extent that they provide some protection for

traditional knowledge and expressions of culture, is that they still operate with the paradigm of

"
";;

Ibid. art 2.
Qatar. Law No.7 of 2002. art 1.
Ibid. an 32.
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the global convention of copyright as a private economic right. Notwithstanding any recognition

of the particular character of traditional knowledge or expressions of culture, the laws are still

based on the premise that ownership can be attributed to person, a discrete group, or legal entity.

The laws extend protection to an author rather than to an item, work or performance itself; hence

works which cannot be clearly attributed to an author are not protected.

Furthermore, the bilateral agreements to which Bahrain and Oman have committed act to restrict

what little provision may exist in the national copyright laws to extend protection to traditional

knowledge. Both the Bahrain and Oman FTAs include in their definitions of performers, "actors,

singers, musicians, dancers, and other persons who act, sing, deliver, declaim, play in, interpret,

or otherwise perform literary or artistic works or expressions offolklore "[emphasis added].34

But, at the same time, the FTAs create two problems: firstly, in the context of their provisions on

copyright, "performance" means a performance fixed in a phonogram unless otherwise

specified. The rights, being private rights, must belong to the individual, and do not cover a

situation where individual ownership cannot be attributed. Secondly, both FTAs restate the

position of TRIPS Article 70.3, to the effect that neither party shall be required to restore

protection to subject matter that has fallen into the public domain in its territory on the date that

the FTA comes into force. This exclusion applies equally to all traditional knowledge, including

knowledge relating to genetic material and the pharmacological properties of plants and their

medicinal applications.

Bahrain FTA, art 14.6.5: Oman ,,-rA. art 15.6.5
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7.3 Patents, Biodiversity and Access to Genetic

Resources

The issue of protection of traditional knowledge arose in WTO in 1999 in the context of the

mandated review of Article 27(3)(b) of TRIPS. Article 27(3)(b) requires Members to protect

plant varieties either by a patents or effective sui gel1eris system, or any combination thereof.

Developing countries have been seeking clarification of the exclusion provisions of TRIPS

Article 27(3)(b). They have argued that life forms should be excluded from patentability, that

information relating to the origins of a biological invention should become part of the palent

application process and that the principle of prior informed consent should be incorporated into

TRIPS.35 In particular, they have expressed concern with the granting of patents and other

intellectual property rights over traditional knowledge to parties other than the indigenous

peoples/communities who own and control them. They are further concerned that their

traditional knowledge is being exploited without their prior knowledge or authorization and

without a sharing of the benefits that accrue from such use.

The strong position taken by the developing countries on the protection of traditional knowledge,

led to its inclusion in the Doha Ministerial Declaration in November 2001. Paragraph 19 of the

Declaration instructed the Council for TRI PS - as pan of its review of TRIPS Articles 27.3(b)

and 71.1 - to consider the relationship between the TRIPS Agreement and the Convention on

Biological Diversity, the protection of traditional knowledge and folklore. The Declaration

instructed the Council:

" See Venna, above n 10.780.
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" ... in pursuing its work programme including under the review of Anide 27(J)(b), the review of the

implementation of the TRIPS Agreement under Article 71.1 ... to examine, inter alia. the relationship

between the TRIPS Agreement and the Convention on Biological Diversity, the protection of

traditional knowledge and folklore, and other relevant new developments raised by members pursuant

to Article 71.1. In undertaking this work, the TRIPS Council shall be guided by the objectives and

principles set out in Articles 7 and 8 of the TRIPS Agreement and shall take fully into account the

development dimension."J6

The Convention on Biological Diversity, which was agreed in 1992, seeks to promote the

conservation of biodiversity and the equitable sharing of benefits arising out of the utilisation of

genetic resources. 37 It asserts the sovereign rights of nations over their national resources, and

their right to determine access according to national legislation with the aim of facilitating the

sustainable use of these resources, promoting access and their common use. It notes that access

to genetic resources should be on the basis of prior informed consent, and on mutually agreed

terms that provide fair and equitable sharing of the results of R&D and the benefits of

commercialisation and utilisation. 38

The Convention calls for the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits derived from the use of

traditional knowledge, and states that access and transfer of genetic resources should be

consistent with the "adequate and effective protection of intellectual property rights.,,39 It notes

that patents and other areas of intellectual property may have an influence on implementation of

the Convention, and governments should co-operate (subject to national and international law) in

WTO Ministerial Declarntion. Doha, November 2001. para. 18; available at
IVww.wto.orglcnglishlthcwto clminist ciminO I clmindccl C.hlm

"
"

Convcntion on Biological Diversity. art I: available at IVww.biodiv.orgleonvcntion/articies.asp, last accessed 30
January 2006.
Ibid. art 15.
Article 8j of the COB provides that •. Members should respect. preserve and maintain knowledge, innovations
and practices of indigenous and local communities embodying traditional lifestyles relevant for the conservation
and sustainable use of biological diversity and promote their wider application with the approval and involvement
of thc holders of such knowledgc. innovations and practiccs and cncouragc the equitablc sharing of the bcncfits
arising from the utilization of such knowledge. innovations and practices..,
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order to ensure that such rights are supportive of and do not run counter 10 the Convention's

objectives. 40

Since the Doha Ministerial Meeting, the Council for TRIPS has examined the relationship

between the provisions of the TRI PS and the Convention and the protection of traditional

knowledge under the review of TRIPS Article 27(3)(b). Discussions on these issues have

focused on whether TRIPS should be amended in order to require applicants to disclose the

country of origin and source of any genetic material/traditional knowledge used either in the

research and development process and/or directly in the invention they seek to patent.

The countries which endorse the formalization of a linkage between TRIPS and the Convention

are generally countries which enjoy many of the genetic resources and associated traditional

knowledge which have raised concerns over the misappropriation of biopiracy of genetic

resources and knowledge, for use in patented inventions. These countries, led by India, Peru and

Brazil, are overwhelmingly developing country WTO members. They point to high-profile

cases, such as the neem tree, basmati rice and ayahuasca juice, as evidence for the need for an

internationally binding, enforceable disclosure requirement that would oblige patent applicants

to disclose the source of the genetic materials and associated traditional knowledge used in the

invention claimed; evidence of prior informed consent with the original holders of the resource

or knowledge; and evidence of a benefit sharing agreement with the original holders.

They further argue that such compliance would be consistent with the objectives of the

Convention as well as with Article 7 of TRIPS, which provides that the protection of intellectual

property rights should contribute to the promotion of technological innovation ... to the mutual

40 Convention on Biological Diversity, above n 37. an I.
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advantage of producers and users of technological knowledge and in a manner conducive to

social and economic welfare, and to a balance of rights and obligations."

The industrialized countries have argued thai WTO is not the right place to negotiate a full·

fledged system of protection for a complex, and as yet undefined, subject-matter such as

traditional knowledge or folklore. 41 They have suggested that WIPO, rather than WTO, should

first clarify conceptual issues of traditional knowledge, address the issue of legal protection of

traditional knowledge, examine the possible options and prepare model national legislation.

Only at that point should WTO take responsibility for the matter. The major users of genetic

resources in patent inventions, which are overwhelmingly developed countries with significant

research and development interests, have argued that a disclosure requirement could place

unnecessary burdens on industry that could harm development.

The developing countries also argue that the present intellectual property regime is inadequate to

address their concerns on the protection of traditional knowledge. They propose that TRIPS be

suitably amended or provide a mechanism 10 require an applicant for a patent on biological

material or traditional knowledge to disclose the source and country of origin of the biological

resources and traditional knowledge used in the invention as a condition for the granting of a

patent. 42 They further propose that, at the same time, the applicant should be required to provide

evidence of prior informed consent and fair and equitable benefit-sharing under the relevant

national regime.

See WTO. "TRIPS Artiele 27.3(b) and relaled issues: Background and the Current Situalion'·. at
hllp://www.wto.orglcnglishltralop c/trips clart27 3b background dum
Ibid.
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WIPO's deliberations through its Intergovernmental Committee;t3 established as a result of its

1999 fact-finding missions, has shownjusl how polarized and entrenched are the opposing views

on the need, scope and nature oflegal protection oftraditiollal knowledge and its format. Despite

their strong, polarized positions on these issues, the countries have agreed that WIPO should

produce the elements for a model sui generis system of protection for traditional knowledge,

though the developed countries are of the view that any legally binding international sui generis

system at this stage is premature and unnecessary and that attempts should first be made at the

national level to determine its feasibility.44 Developing countries, on the other hand, are seeking

to expeditious work to be undertaken on this.

While some developed countries have shown a degree of willingness to address these issues

either in the WTO or in WIPO, others including the United States and Japan remain firmly

opposed. They do not see any conflict between the Convention on Biological Diversity and

TRIPS, and argue that patent disclosure requirements would be ineffective with respect to prior

informed consent and access to benefit-sharing goals, as well as adding a burden to the patent

system.

The present proposals before the Council of TRIPS include:

a group represented by Brazil and India and including Bolivia, Colombia, Cuba,

Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Peru, Thailand, and supported by the African group and

some other developing countries, seek amendments to TRIPS so that patent applications

are required to disclose the country of origin of genetic resources and traditional

Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and
Folklore (IGC).
See Venna. above n 10,779.
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knowledge used in the inventions, evidence that they received prior informed consent,

and evidence of "fair and equitable" benefit sharing.4~

Switzerland has proposed an amendment to the regulations of WIPO's Patent

Cooperation Treaty so that domestic laws may require inventors to disclose the source of

genetic resources and traditional knowledge when they apply for patents. Failure to meet

the requirement could delay the grant of a patent or, could entail a granted patent being

invalidated if it contains fraudulent intelll. 46

The European Union's position includes a proposal to examine a requirement that all

patent applicants disclose the source or origin of genetic material, with legal

consequences of not meeting this requirement lying outside the scope of patent law.41

The United States has restated its earlier support for a "contract-based" approach. The

United States also argues that the additional requirements proposed by the developing

countries would be a burden on the patents system and would undermine technological

development incentives. Where patents have been granted erroneously, the United States

suggests that states should focus on remedies, including the use of organised databases,

information on patentability criteria and post-grant opposition or re-examination systems,

as an alternative to litigation.48

In October 2005, India proposed that the Hong Kong Ministerial Declaration include specific

provision authorizing the launch of negotiations to prepare an amendment to TRIPS to make

disclosure requirements mandato!)' for patent applicants, as well as details of prior informed

Sec WTO. above n 41
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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consent and benefit-sharing agreements. 49 The proposal received strong support from many

developing countries, but raised equally strong objection from the United States, Japan and

Korea. Meanwhile, in November the Council of TRIPS proposed that the Hong Kong

Ministerial Declaration include authorization of continued negotiations on the Convention-

TRIPS relationship. 50

Partly, no doubt, as a result of these strongly held and widely diverging opinions, the Hong

Kong Ministerial Declaration simply took note of the work, and urged WTO members to

continue talks under the auspices of the WTO Director-General. 51

In view of the fundamental differences in the international fora over the issue of protection

traditional knowledge and genetic resources and the form that the protection, ifany, should take,

and in light of the low level of patent activity in the Gulf region, it is perhaps not surprising that

the GCC states have not taken legislative steps to protect their biodiversity and genetic resources

in the intellectual property context. Also contributing to this status is the fact that patent activity

amongst the GCC states involving indigenous genetic resources is virtually non-existent; most

patent activity originating in the Gulf region having arisen from the oil and gas industry.

Accordingly, the patent laws or plant protection laws of the GCC states generally follow a

conventional format, and show a common WI PO-sourced heritage. 52

However, the Saudi patent law, which incorporates specific reference to protection for new plant

varieties, either by design or good fortune, provides some exemptions for farmers against the

"

Reported in ICTSD. "Doha Round Briefing Series: Intellectual Property RighIS··. available at
www.ictsd.orgipubsidohabricfingsiHong Kong Updale/5·JPRs.pdr, lasl accessed 30 January 2006.
Ibid.
Sixlh WTO Ministerial ConJcrcnee, Declaration: Doha Work Programme, 22 December 2005. art 39; available al
www.wto.orgiellglishlthewIO clminisl clmin05 clflnal lext e.hlm. Jast accessed 30 January 2006.
Sec Chapler 3. 7 above for a discussion on WJPO's contribution to the GCC slates' intellectual property laws.
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"

exploitation of crop genetic resources under the guise of breeder's rights. Under the good faith

usage provisions of the patent law, a third party who exploits a plant variety or makes serious

arrangements to do so prior to the filing of a plant variety patent, or the related priority date,

shall be entitled - despite the issuance of a patent - to continue to perform those aels without

d· h "expan mg tern.

A Bahraini proposed plant varieties protection law, which has been in local circulation in draft

form for a few years, proposes to exempt from the scope of protection propagating material

which is the product of the harvest obtained by farmers from their own holdings. S4 The Omani

plant variety law restricts breeder's rights to Omani nationals and expatriates residing in Oman,

and subjects of countries that provide in their respective legislation the same level protection for

Omani citizens, provided that such subjects have a legally resident agent in Oman. 55

However, these fledgling efforts are being undermined by external pressures aimed at

reinforcing their TRIPS-plus protective environment. The Bahrain and Oman FTAs limit the

grounds on which a patent may be revoked to those that would have justified a refusal to grant a

patent, that is, the application does not satisfy the tests of being new (or a new use), involving an

inventive step and being capable of industrial application. S6 The FTAs also provide that fraud,

misrepresentation, or inequitable conduct may be the basis for revoking a patent or holding

unenforceable. However, opposition to the grant of a patent may not proceed until after the

patent has been granted. Since disclosure of any genetic material in respect of the patent is not a

condition for granting the patent, its non-disclosure would not come under the classification of

either fraud or misrepresentation, and would not be grounds for revoking a patent.

Saudi Arabia. Royal Decree No. M/27 of 1425 AH (2004). art 20.
Bahrain. draft plant varieties protection law. provided by onicials of the Ministry ofComrncrec. December 2004.

ss Oman. Royal Decree No. 92/2000. art 7.
S6 Bahrain FTA art 14.8.4: Oman l--rA. art 15.8.4.
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However, this is not to say that the Gee states have not made moves in this regard. As

mentioned above, the slales have already begun to register their traditional knowledge heritage

across a number of areas. In the area of plant varieties, the UAE is the host country for the UN

backed Date Palm Global Network. 57 It has also set up the Gulf region's first genetic plant bank

to identify plants which can resist salinity. The aim of the bank is to expand cultivated areas in

the country and other Gulf and Islamic stales. The bank has more than 6,500 kinds of such

plants that can resist salinity, gathered from all around the world. All Gee states contribute to

this database. 58

Similarly, Oman is developing a database of all indigenous plant varieties, and has started work

on a special botanical reserve to complement the database. 59 The primary objective of the

database is to lay foundations for future research, environmental protection, access, and

intellectual property protection. It has already completed the database for Omani date varieties,

and is currently working on wild shrubs and plants. In respect of the issue of the protection of

breeder's rights versus those of fanner's, the plant varieties protection law provides for

governmental discretion to accommodate some local knowledge, conventions and practices.

However, in the absence of any registrations of new plant varieties on the register to be

established under the law, the efficacy of these provisions has yet to be tested.

Indigenous plants are still in common usage for therapeutic and medicinal purposes throughout

the Gee states. The following are just a few examples of plant varieties used for medicinal

"
"

See Gulf News, II April 2002. at www.gulfnews.com/searchiAdvance search result.jsp?d=ll&m=04&v=2002,
last accessed 25 June 2005.
Ibid. 3 May. 2002. at www.gulfnews.comisearchiAdvancc search rcsult.isp?d=I03m=05&y"'2002, last accessed
25 June 2005.
See OMAN: )'ears ofAchieremelU. Ministry of Infon1mtion. Sultanate of 0 man (2001), 74-5.
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purposes in the Gulf region, and which are currently the subject of scientific research in the

UAE: 60

seeds of the senna plant, Cassia itaJica, used as a laxative and for stomach pains;

seeds of the desert squash, Cifrllllus colocynthi, highly acclaimed as a cure for diabetes;

the bitter sap of the milkweed Ca{otropis procera, dried and used to treat tooth ache;

poultices made from the leaves are applied tojoints to heal rheumatism;

Sa/sola imbricata and several Suaeda species, dried and powdered, used as snuff 10 clear

the sinuses;

poultices of the henna plant used to soothe headaches; henna is also extensively used as

a hair dye and particularly to decorate hands and feel in intricate designs for special

occasions such as weddings and Eid celebrations;

the poisonous plant, Rhazya sfricra, used in small quantities to settle gastric upsets;

the fragrant herb, Teucrium sfocksianutn, a member of the sage family, used for

combating fevers;

the seeds of garat, Acacia nilorica, ground to a powder, and lIsed to dry out second

degree burns.

7.4 Geographical Indications

The nature of the protection currently afforded to geographical indications under TRIPS, and the

form and extent of future protection, is another matter ofconsiderable ongoing contention within

See UAE Ministry of Culture. cultural heritage website. at hup:1182. 195. J32.90/history/tradltrd 10.asp. last
accessed 30 January 2006.
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the WTO and other international fora. The original negotiations on the geographical indications

provisions of TRIPS were among the most difficult to resolve, because of the fundamental

differences between the two main proponents of the agreement, namely the United States and the

European Union. Accordingly, in recognition orthe compromises that had to be made to finalise

the negotiations, TRIPS has created an artificial distinction by providing a basic standard of

protection for all geographical indications, and a higher standard specifically for those relating to

wines and spirits.

Two issues have been debated in the TRIPS Council under the Doha mandate, namely the

extension of the higher level of protection of TRIPS Article 23 beyond wines and spirits, and the

creation of a multilateral register for wines and spirits.

In respect of the issue of extending the levels of protection beyond wines and spirits 10 olher

products, some WTO members are seeking to initiate negotialions to amend TRIPS, while olher

members oppose the move. The debate has included the question of whether the Doha

Declaration provides a mandate for negolialions.61

Those advocating extension argue that the higher level of protection enables them to improve

marketing their products by differentiating them more effectively from their competitors. The

lalest proposal from the European Union calls for TRIPS to be amended so thai all products

would be eligible for the higher level of protection of Article 23 and for inclusion on the

multilateral registration system currently being negotiated for wines and spirits. The European

" Paragraph 18 of the Doha Declamtion notes that the Council of TRIPS will handle work on extension under the
Declaration's paragraph 12 on implementation issues. Paragraph 12 states "negotiations on outstanding
implementation issues shall be an integral part" of the Doha work programme. and that implementation issues
"shall be addressed as a matter of priority by the relevant WTO bodies ..... Many developing and European
countries argue that the outstanding implementation issues are already part of the negotiation and its package of
results (the "single undertaking"). Others argue that these issues can only become negotiating subjects if the
Trade Negotiations Comminee decides 10 include them in the talks.
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Union is not proposing 10 make the proposal retrospective, and argues that it would nol affect

current trademarks. However, it is still seeking protection for a large number of products whose

names have so far 1101 been protected, under a "claw-back" provision.

Those opposing extension, including the United States, argue that the existing level of

protection, under TRIPS Article 22, is adequate. They argue that extending the additional

protection to other products would impose extra financial and administrative burdens on all

WTO members, and most heavily on developing countries, and that these burdens would

outweigh any trade benefit.

WTO Members remain deeply divided 011 the issue, with no agreement in sight.

The issue of the introduction of a multilateral system of notification and registration of wines

and spirits register is being treated separately from the question of extending the higher level of

protection - although some countries consider the two to be intimately linked. The debate on

the multilateral registration system began in 1997 under TRIPS Article 23.4 and continues under

the mandate provided by the Doha Agenda (paragraph 18 of the Doha Declaration). The Doha

Declaration's deadline for completing the negotiations was the Cancun Ministerial Conference

of2003. That deadline was not achieved, and negotiations continued into the recent Hong Kong

Ministerial Conference. Three proposals have been submitted for discussion - two opposing

proposals from the European Union and from the US-led group of countries, and a compromise

proposal from Hong Kong. 62

The threc proposals on thc multilatcral registcr issuc are all available togcthcr in WTO Documcnt TN/lP/W/12
(05-4018) of 14 Scptcmber 2005. availablc 31 http;/Idocsonline.wlo.org. last accessed 30 December 2005.
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The European Union's proposal, circulated June 2005, calls for TRIPS to be amended by the

addition of an annexure to TRIPS Article 23.4. [t advocates the establishment of a registration

system that would be mandatory upon all WTO members, irrespective of whether they have any

geographical indications listed on the register. Registration would require a geographical

indication to be protected in other WTO members - except in a COUlltry that has lodged a

reservation within a specified period. A reservation would be limited to the grounds that the

term has become generic or that it does not fit the definition of a geographical indication. If it

does not make a reservation, a country would not be able to refuse protection on these grounds

after the term has been registered.

A contrary joint proposal has been offered by a group of countries led by the United States, and

including Australia. This proposal advocates the creation of a voluntary system where notified

geographical indications would be registered in a database. Those governments choosing to

participate in the system would be required to consult the database when taking decisions on

protection in their own countries. Non-participating members would be "encouraged" but "not

obliged" to consult the database.

Hong Kong has proposed a compromise solution, whereby participation in the system would

be voluntary. Members would be free to participate and notify geographical indications

protected in their territories, and the obligation to give legal effect to registrations under the

system would only be binding upon those members choosing to participate in the system.

The Ministerial Declaration of the recent WTO Hong Kong Conference reveals strikingly the

extent of the divergence of views on the geographical indications issue, and the lack of progress

over the last decade since TRIPS appeared and the five years since the Doha Declaration. The
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Hong Kong Ministerial has been unable to state anything more substantive in relation to the

geographical indications issue than to note of the report of the Chairman of the Special Session

of the Council for TRIPS in setting out the progress in the negotiations, and agreeing to intensify

these negotiations in order to complete them within the overall time-frame for the conclusion of

the negotiations foreseen in the Doha Declaration. 63 The Chairman's report was more direct. It

reported that:

"Despite the active engagement of delegations and the detailed discussion of the proposals, it is a

matter of concern that the level of convergence in these negotiations has not significantly expanded

in the period since the last Ministerial Conference.6-l

The Chairman's report rather pessimistically continues that further work is also required on a

range of other points, including on questions of costs and administrative burdens, and

mechanisms to be established, but that it would be difficult to make major headway on these

issues without greater convergence on the two key issues of the multilateral register and the

extension of protection.

Protection of geographical indications in the context of the abovementioned debates on an

extension of protection and a multilateral register creates somewhat of a conundrum for the GCC

states. While they may well give limited support to a proposal for a multilateral register, they

would have considerable difficulty in endorsing a proposal which advocated an extension of

protection beyond wines and spirits if such proposal presupposed any degree of commitment to

also protecting wines and spirits. The states are also unlikely to be supportive of the proposal for

Sixth wro Ministerial Confcrence. Dcclamtion: Doha Work Programmc, 22 Deccmber 2005. art 39; available at
www.wlO.org/englishithewtoclmini~>tclmin05c1finaltexte.htm. last accessed 30 January 2006.
Council for Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Propeny Rights. Special Session of Ille Council 0/ TRIPS:
Reporl by the Chairman, WTO Document TN/IP/14. (05-5533). 23 Novcmber 2005. available at
hltp://docsonline. wto.orglDDFDocuments!tffN/IPI14.doc, last accessed 31 January 2006.
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a register which includes wine and spirits because of the legal and bureaucratic issues

domestically. On the other hand, the issue of broadening the scope of geographical indications

may be attractive since the Siales realize that they themselves have products which are generic to

the own territories and to the Gulf region and which may be worthy of protection. These

products include certain blends and brews of coffee, traditional Arabic clothing, ceremonial

weapons, woven products and methods, sweets, perfumes and fragrant oils, to mention just a

few. It could also be argued that domestically the GCe states provide a form of protection to

geographical indications for wines and spirits and pork derivative products by not allowing any

trademarks directly related to these products to be registered and/or protected - irrespective of

whether those marks originate from the original owners or from foreign or domestic competitors

or counterfeiters.

The Gee states would perceive that the need for a formalised system of protection does not arise

as much domestically, as it does abroad. Domestic protection can call upon a combination of

custom and cultural traditions, as well as provisions of domestic trademark laws and commercial

conduct codes. However, adequate protection overseas for domestic geographical indications

will require protection at home as well as local protection for the other country's geographical

indications.

As discussed earlier, only two states, namely Bahrain and Oman, have specific geographical

indications laws in place, while the other states incorporate some notional reference or slightly

stronger provision within their trademark laws.65 The Bahraini geographical indications law

requires a geographical indication to be protected in its country of origin to obtain local

Scc discussion on the geographical indications provisions of TRIPS and thc GeC slates in Chaptcr 4.6 earlier.
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protection. 66 To enable local protection to occur, it stipulates that the Ministry [of Commerce

and Industry] shall maintain a register of geographical indications. The Omani geographical

indications law and the geographical indications provisions of Qatar's trademark law do not

require registration as a precondition for local protection, notwithstanding the fact that they both

also provide for the existence of a register. 67 The Omani law also restricts protection to those

geographical indications that remain protected or which are still used in their country of origin.

According to recent advice none of these three states have yet received any applications for

registration of a geographical indication, although officials of the states have suggested local

goods which they consider could qualify for protection, and which they consider should be

protected under local laws. 68 The unresolved question is which particular laws might most

appropriately and effectively provide protection, that is, whether Ihey should be protected under

trademark laws or geographical indications laws. Just a few of the products that have been

suggested to the author as suitable for some form of protection include:

a number of mineral/spring waters from the different states;

karwa and other local and regional blends of Arabic coffee and cardamon;

perfumes, particularly those which utilize frankincence, myrrh and other indigenous

plant-derivat ives;

halwa, a date-based sweet traditionally and still customarily served with karwa to

visitors and as a mark of Gulf hospitality;

other date-based food and handicraft/artisan products;

honey;

pearls and pearl-shell products from the Persian Gulf region.

Bahrain. Federal Lnw No. 16 of 2004. art 3.
Oman, Royal Decree No. 40/2000. art 4: Qatar, Law No.9 of 2002, arts 38 & 40.
Interviews conducted by the author with omcials in the Bahrain. Minist!)' of Commerce. Oman Minist!)' of
Commerce and Indust!)', and Qatar Minist!)' of Economy nnd Trade. December 2004.
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However, these products do not enjoy an international market warranting a high degree of

protection of their geographical indications elements. What is still unclear to the GCe states is

whether commitment to any of the three major proposals expounded will lead to protection to

local geographical indications in foreign markets, or whether it will be primarily geared to

protecting foreign geographical indications in domestic markets. A number of foreign

geographical indications are already excluded from protection in the Gee on moral or religious

grounds, and would continue to be so.

The recent movement by the Gee states towards closer trade relationships with the United

States through their bilateral agreements, would militate against the generation of benefits by

their adoption of an enhanced protection regime for geographical indications. In the absence of

any clear and identifiable benefit, it is most unlikely that the states would commit to an enhanced

protection regime that extends beyond the current status quo. BUlthe states would also hold that

a more compelling reason for them to maintain the status quo is the inability of the major players

in the WTO 10 agree amongst themselves as to the nature that an enhanced level of protection, if

any, should take. The states would see little need or point to travel any further in respect of

protection for geographical indications in an intellectual property protection context.
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Despite the involvement of several inter-governmental bodies \\Iorking on the protection of

traditional knowledge and an impressive body of literature and documents produced by

international, national and non-governmental bodies, the progress achieved in this respect is nOI

very remarkable so far. 69 In fact, the major achievement to date has been the provision of a

sustained and active debate over a number afyears, which has enabled the developing countries

to ensure that the issues surrounding the appropriate protection of traditional knowledge,

biodiversity and access to genetic resources continue to maintain a high profile and undergo

intense public scrutiny.

As lhey have done previously with other areas of intellectual property, the GCC states are likely

to stand back and to observe the negotiations and positioning of the major representatives from

both the industrialised nations and the developing countries. Since the major players cannot yet

resolve their diametrically opposed positions on protection in an intellectual property context,

the GCC states would no doubt consider that refraining from becoming involved would be the

appropriate course of action. In the meantime, the states will continue with their own national

initiatives to identitY, record, register and protect the abundant elements of their national cultures

and heritages, until the appropriate mode for the protection of the intellectual property aspects of

those cultures and heritages is clarified. They will no doubt become involved if the benefits to

them are abundantly clear, or if their obligations in the international context require them to

support a particular position of commitment.

See Verma. above n 10.804-5.
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Future Directions -

TRIPS Anew, Insha'allah
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8.1 Introduction

The primary objective of this thesis has been to examine the endeavours of the Gee states in

establishing national intellectual property protection regimes which both meet their international

treaty obligations and are congruent with their domestic policy objectives and needs. I The

benchmark for this examination has been the TRIPS Agreement.

The thesis argues that, since the late 1960s/early 19705 when Ihey either gained their

independence or emerged from sustained periods of international isolationism, the GCe states

have undergone a transformation of their intellectual property legislative regimes at a very rapid

rate - virtually in the time frame of a single generation. This period of transformation has been

marked by three major, but very different, phases of development of the regimes. Each phase

has been characterised by significant degrees of foreign intervention which has directed or

strongly influenced the construction of the states' intellectual property laws. But this foreign

intervention has not necessarily caused the creation of laws which have been congruent with the

states' needs or have achieved their objectives in terms of enforcement effectiveness.

The first of these phases, namely the pre-TRIPS period that continued through the mid I990s, is

notable for the dearth of sui generis intellectual property laws in place; the exceptions were few

in number, and existed in the field of trademarks, patents and industrial designs. But even these

laws were subject to foreign design; Bahrain's 1955 law on patents, industrial designs and

trademarks was almost entirely and directly subordinate to the corresponding UK laws and

processes. The Kuwaiti trademark and patent laws of 1961 and 1962 respectively were based on

A secondary objective has been to establish a substantive record of the nature or the GCC states' intellectual
properly laws and the history of their recent development. since. 10 the author's knowledge. such a record has not
been previously compiled.
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Egyptian models which in turn derived much from corresponding continental laws. However,

this dearth of sui generis laws does not mean that protection for certain types of intellectual

property rights was not available; it existed in an overarching perspective in the divine laws of

social and moral conduct laid down in the Qur'an and the SlInna of the Prophet. In a more

corporeal and secular sense, and in the absence of any mainstream intellectual property

framework, it also existed in the form of laws governing commercial activity and conduct.

However, even these commercial laws were generally subject to foreign influence. In addition,

the national frameworks for the control of publishing and public dissemination of printed

material, which all Gee states actively enforced, also provided some limited protection for

certain types of copyrightable material.

The second developmental phase is marked by the establishment of WTO, the consequent

introduction of TRIPS, and a post-TRIPS flurry of legislative activity by the Gee states as they

attempt to meet their statutory obligations to make their intellectual property laws TRIPS~

compliant and their enforcement effective. TRIPS heralded a major shift in intellectual property

by establishing unprecedented levels of protection to be enforced worldwide. However, the shift

took shape by reference largely to the needs of the leading industrialized nations (and to a lesser

extent that of the other major developed countries). WIPO, which had already been a

significance influence on the states' pre-TRIPS intellectual property laws, continued to playa

crucial role in guiding the states in their compilation of their TRIPS~compliant laws and their

enforcement, structural and administrative capacity-building. With fluctuating degrees of

commitment, the states embarked on reshaping their intellectual property protection regimes. At

one end of the spectrum, Oman, which possessed few intellectual property laws in the pre

TRIPS phase, introduced in 2000 in a single swoop a full suite of laws which addressed the

TRIPS areas of intellectual property rights, plus protection for new plant varieties. On the other
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hand, Bahrain and Kuwait, both of which had been the early pace·setters in regional intellectual

property protection, still relied on copyright, trademark and patent laws which were either pre

TRIPS or derived from earlier pre-TRIPS laws.

Hardly have the Gee states come to terms with the enormity of the dimension of the

transformation required to their respective intellectual property protection regimes required by

the TRIPS and post-TRIPS phase, they are faced with a new round of imposed changes as they

enter the TRIPS-plus phase. The dominant driving factor shaping the character of their laws

during this phase is the bilateral strategy pursued by the United States. This new round

commenced with a series of bilateral trade and investment agreements from the late 1990's;

more recently, the United States has concluded free trade agreements (FTAs) with Bahrain and

Oman, both agreements incorporating extensive provisions on intellectual property. The

provisions constitute much higher standards of protection than those set by TRIPS, and further

remove and restrict the limited degree of manouvrabililty that TRIPS permitted developing and

least developed countries. The bilateral agreements are reinforced by demands that the signatory

states not only adopt higher standards enshrined in the FTAs themselves but also adopt and

adhere to a range of multilateral treaties which represent TRIPS-plus standards. Both the FTAs

and the multilateral treaties reduce and restrict the flexibilities and exception provisions that

TRIPS allowed to signatory states to craft their laws to make some allowances for their

respective national needs and objectives.

The most challenging element of the TRIPS and TRIPS-plus phases, as perceived by both the

states themselves and the industrialized nations, is the regional enforcement of the states'

intellectual property protection obligations consistent with the standards enshrined in TRIPS, the

TRIPS-plus treaties and the bilateral agreements to which the states have made commitments.
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Notwithstanding the presence of comprehensive sets of laws and treaty commitments, there

nevertheless exists a dichotomy between the principle of enforcement as enshrined in the various

legislative regimes, and the practice as exemplified by the degree of effective action. In all

stales, the practical application of compliance obligations through effective enforcement has

been, and continues to be, the most difficult area with which to contend. The ineffectiveness of

enforcement systems can be attributed, in many cases, to:

inadequacy and inappropriateness of the legislation not being drafted effectively or

extensively;

lack of human resources, funding and practical experience in the enforcement of

intellectual property rights;

insufficient knowledge on the part of right holders and the general public, concerning their

rights and remedies;

a general lack of training of enforcement officials, including the judiciary; and

systemic problems resulting from insufficient national and international coordination,

including a lack of transparency;

challenges posed by the clash of alien cultural and economic mores with entrenched local

societal attitudes.

For most of the Gee states, the principal barriers to the elimination of intellectual property

infringements do not subsist so much in the substantive law, as in their practical application of

the available remedies and sanctions. In those states which still have pre-TRIPS laws in force,

the negative impact of the barriers are exacerbated by the presence of sanctions which are both

inadequate and incomplete in scope and scale. But, irrespective of these inadequacies in a few

older laws, the sanctions available to the authorities across the broad spectrum of the region's
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intellectual property laws are not being fully exploited. The reasons do not rest solely with the

enforcement authorities or the judiciary; entrenched local societal, cultural and commercial

attitudes also contribute to the development of this enforcement dichotomy.

There have also been areas of intellectual property within the Gee states in which there has

been little or no foreign interest in establishing standards of protection in the states themselves

notably traditional knowledge cultural heritage and the offshoots of traditional medicines and

indigenous plant species. However, the states themselves have for some years taken a particular

interest in these areas and have taken the initiative in introducing some protection standards in

these areas. All states have introduced laws to protect their cultural heritage; the exposure to the

international norms of intellectual property rights have engendered an appreciation that these

subjects are also a form of intellectual property entitled to protection within an international

context. Oman in particular has taken a lead in this endeavour with the construction of a

national database to regisler a number of forms of cultural heritage thai encompass, song and

dance, fabrics, textiles and weaving, silversmithing and traditional medicines. It has also

commenced work on the registration of native plants. Oman's action in declining to include in

its FTA with the United Slates an extension of patentability to include all transgenic plants and

animals, notwithstanding the fact that these provisions were included in the Bahrain, Morocco

and Singapore FTAs may well be a small but important step in the preservation of its

biodiversity intellectual property.2 The other stales may not be far behind.

Scc Chaplcr 6.5.3 earlier for funher discussion on the Oman PTA provisions.
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Protection in the GCC States

By the end of 2005, all Gee states have established comprehensive legislative regimes for the

protection of intellectual property. Most, but by no means all, of their intellectual property Jaws

generally reveal a willingness to comply with the international standards of intellectual property

protection as enshrined in TRIPS, even ifal times they fall a little short in respect of the detail.

The efforts of the Gee states in achieving these standards in a remarkably short period of time

are impressive, but have been largely ignored by the major developed countries in their drive to

impose upon the international community an economic/political system Ihal has been built upon

a western developed template, under the guise of global harmonization.

The comprehensive fabric of intellectual property protection that has now been constructed

through a network of national laws and international conventions stands in stark contrast to the

status at the beginning of the pre-TRIPS and TRIPS stages. 3 The following table summarises

the current situation in respect of domestic laws and international commitments in intellectual

property the GCC states. The years listed in respect of national laws represent the year of

introduction of the current law or most recent amendment of any significance. With only a few

notable exceptions, notably the Bahraini copyright and trademark laws, the states' current laws

post-date TRIPS and encompass the major areas of intellectual property addressed in TRIPS.

Membership of WTO has also had an impact on the nature and timing oflhe implementation of

national intellectual property laws. Hence Oman introduced a whole suite of laws in 2000, the

See Chapler 3.2. Table I and Chapler 3.5. Table 2.
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year in which it achieved WTO accession. Saudi Arabia has been progressively upgrading its

major laws since 2002, as part of its efforts to achieve WTO membership.

The status in respect of membership of the international bodies and adherence to the major

international conventions and treaties encompassing intellectual property protection has also

advanced apace. All GCe states are now members of WTO and WIPO, and all except Kuwait

have acceded to the Berne and Paris conventions. Saudi Arabia is the most recent WTO

member, acceding to the WTO Protocol in November 2005. As such, it has received a closer

and more rigorous examination of its intellectual property legislative regimes by the other WTO

members through the avenue of the Council of TRIPS.

However, the picture is not complete; the "lesser" intellectual property rights, as they have been

described here, such as industrial designs, integrated circuits, plant varieties, and undisclosed

information, have not attracted the same imperative for preservation of interests and investments,

as have trademarks, copyright and patents. Hence they have received only brief reference by the

GCe states, or have gained some degree of protection by association, or have been largely

passed over.
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Table 16: Current Intellectual Property Laws and International Conventions in the Gee States

Hahra!" Oman Qatar Saudi Arabia UAt:

Copyright /993 /999 2000 2002 2003 2002

Trade Marks /991 2001 2000 2002 2002 2002

2002

2002

2002

2002

21JO.l

2O().l

21JO.l

2002

•
.'

2002

Undisclosed Infonnation 2003 - 2000

Integrated Circuits - 2001 2000

I'lant Varieties - - 2000

Geographical indications 2004 - 2000

"-

Patents 2004 200 I 2000 2003 2QO.l 2002
~~~CC-c-~-CC.----I--O:=-+--'~'---+-=C--+-C::::~--1I--~'----+-"O"---l.:l Gee Patent Regulation' 2004? 1993 2003 ? ?

Industrial Designs - 2001 2000 2002

•.g
•<

Arab Agreement on Author's rights - 1986 - 1986 1985

Gee 1981 1981 1981 1981 1981 1981.F'---------+---=-'------If-----'::;.:-+-=-+---='------I--'::':--j-----C:::'---l:; Arab League 1971 1961 1971 1971 1945 1971

ci5 WTO (and TRIPS) 1995 1995 2000 1996 2005 1996

WIPO 1995 1998 1997 1976 1982 1974

IP Protection Treaties

Berne, literal)' works

Brussels, satcll itc signals

1997

ft.'
1999

I'ta

2000 2004 2004

Gcncva. phonograms

Madrid.I'alsc Indications

Nairobi. Olympic Symbol 1986 1983

I'aris, lnduSlrial I'ropeny 1997 1999 2000 21JO.l 1996

I'Ll' 2005 Fta

2005.~ Rome. performers, producers. ctc
•f:: Ttl' tla· Fta
;-
-= WeT 2005· 2005 2005 • 2004,
.~ r-owcrcl'T~c::;c:c:_;:c::;c:c:----~-2COO=5-~--.--~-2COO=5-~=200--'5-~---.--~-2cOO=5--j
- Classification Treaties

.s Locamo. designs
<
~ f"NC"C'C"CmO·C"C"'C' +-__'2"OO'"'5_+_-"C"'C'_-+_"'C"~"___+-_yc'C''----j yC'C''--_-+_"'C"'C'_-!

Strasbourg, patenls

Vienna. marks elements

Global Protection Treaties

Budapest. microorganisms deposit ft. ft.

lIague.lnduSlrial designs ft. ft.

Lisbon. appellalions

Madrid I'rotoco!. marks 2005 ft.

PCT ft. 200' 1999

UPOV, plant varieties 2005 Fta

Univcrsal Copyright, UCC (1971) 1994

Source. compiled by Ille Allthor

•,

Whilc all states have endorsed lhc Gee Unified Palcnt Rcgulalions. and al various times have declared thallhcy
recognise its validity. only Oman and Qatar appear to have enacted statutes formally adopting the Regulations.
A local law report states lhal Kuwait has inlroduced new inlegratcd cireuits and tradc secrels laws. Howcver,
news of the laws does nOl appear in other regular non-omcial sources on intellectual property. and nOlice does
not appear in any Kuwait governmet1l websiles. Accordingly. the report cannot be verified at time of writing.
The fla notation indicates commitments made by Bahrain and Oman under their respective FTAs.
Bahrain has fonnally acceded to Nice. but the other states have declared they subscribe to ils classifications.
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In any case, the benchmark for the quality of an intellectual property rights protection regime

cannot be measured solely by the number of laws on the statute books or the number of

international bodies joined or conventions adopted. "Any nation, industrialized or nOI, can

choose virtually overnight to introduce any amount of intellectual property law it chooses but

that would not necessarily change its backwardness." 8 Shorn oflhe economic and cultural roots

that is, or supposed to be, based on and evolve around, intellectual property is a set of

indeterminate value except to those that the rules happen to serve because they codify the latter's

national needs. 9

8.3 A Climate of Change

8.3.1 The Domestic Front

The Gee states efforts to protect mainstream intellectual property rights, notably patents,

copyright, and trademarks have been highly commendable. In little more than a decade, the

states have moved from a pre-TRIPS situation to a TRIPS-plus situation, at least as far as their

legislative provisions are concerned.

But it is not surprising that the process of bringing these laws into full effect has lagged behind,

since it has been completely unrealistic of the developed countries to demand that effective

enforcement follows immediately on the heels of the laws themselves. Hence, for all the Gee

•

Assafa Endeshaw, "The Paradox of Intellectual Property Lawmaking in the New Millennium: Universal
Templates as Tenns of Surrender for non-industrial Nations: Piracy as an Offshoot"'. 24: available at
www.pancrs.ssm.com/so13/napcrs.efm?ahstract id=291692
Ibid.
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stales, the task is far from complete. The states have recently entered into a number of

multilateral and bilateral agreements which have moved the benchmark well beyond that

formerly set by TRIPS, but very few of these diplomatic commitments have been translated into

local law and practice and into a TRI PS-plus era will require them to review and enhance both

their legislation and their practices.

The development of the intellectual property regimes of the GCe states are works in progress.

The rapid rate of progress has meant that, on occasion, laws, developments and initiatives have

been initiated and replaced almost before they have had time to come into practical effect.

However, the next major phase unfolding in this ongoing and fascinating story will most likely

be the introduction of initiatives more attuned to national interests and needs, such as a stronger

protective regime for traditional knowledge and cultural heritage. Associated with this initiative

will be a fine-tuning of the more conventional intellectual property laws to also better reflect

national interests. However, in this latter case, the opportunities for such refinements will be

confined by, and will need to take place in the context of, the multilateral conventions and

bilateral agreements into which the states have already entered.

Domestically, the states' current intellectual property laws still require further development to

remove the idiosyncratic remnants of former laws, to bring them up to at least TRIPS-standards

in those few cases of older laws, and to introduce sanctions that are effective deterrents.

Furthermore, the states also need to reexamine and upgrade their intellectual property laws to

now take account of the TRIPS-plus obligations they have agreed to under their respective

bilateral agreements, and the TRIPS-plus treaties to which they have recently acceded. Bahrain

and Kuwait in particular still have on their statute books intellectual property laws which not

only fall well short of the current "highest international standard", but which are also TRIPS-
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deficient. Some of Bahrain's intellectual property legislative shortcomings have been addressed

through the provisions included in its free trade agreement - which will require extensive

amendments to a number of intellectual property laws. Bahrain has reportedly been upgrading

its major intellectual property laws for some years, but these new laws have yet to appear.

Kuwait remains on the US Special 301 Priority Watch Listing, in part for the perceived

deficiency in respect of deterrence in general and levels of protection against software and music

piracy in its current copyright law enacted in 1993. 10 According to recent regional media

reports, authorities in Kuwait have been under intense pressure from the United States to add

tough new measures to its existing copyright protection laws in the near future. 11 Since the

United States perceives the major weakness in the law to be its non-deterrent penalties, it will be

pressuring Kuwait to introduce measures which include a doubling of the financial penalties and

terms of imprisonment for infringemenrs, as well as achieving more "compliance with

international standards" on intellectual property protection. 12 It will also require the laws to

have a greater role for customs in intellectual property rights protection within the country, as

well as greater coverage of IT-based issues within the scope of the regulations. A US

government report on the issue warned that Washington would "consider all options, including

but not limited to initiation of dispute settlement consultations in cases where countries do not

appear to have implemented fully their obligations under the WTO Agreement on TRIPS."IJ

The implication here is that, amongst other measures, the United States will continue to apply

pressure for compliance through its Special 30 I Report.

"

USTR 2005 Special 301 Report, 29. Available at
IIIwIII.ustr.gov/asscts!Documcnt LibraD'/Rcports Publicationsl200512005 Special 301/assets upload filcl95 7
Q.J.ful4[
Jawad al-Redha. co-Chairman Middle East. l3usiness Software Alliancc. Quoted ill thc Gulf News. Dubai. 5
February 2005:available at hllp:llarchivc.gulfnellls.com!artic1es!05/02/051150680.htffi, last accessed 30 June
2005.
··Kuwait to Stiffen Penalties for Copyright Violations·'. Arab News. 31 August 2004: available al.
wW\\l.arabllc\\ls.comf!page-4&scction;(l&art=o50758&d=o31&m=o8&v=o2004&pIx=oworld.jpg&catcgory=oWorld,
last acccsscd 20 January 2006.
ibid.
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Saudi Arabia will continue to face criticism from US quarters that its copyright law still lacks

some basic minimum standards that are required by the WIPO Internet Treaties and TRIPS.

Saudi Arabia still fails to adequately protect sound recordings, to provide for ex parte civil

search orders and adequate remedies, to take action at its borders to confiscate pirated and

counterfeit goods, and to provide transparency in the Saudi enforcement system generally.14

Saudi Arabia has also been criticised for the deficiencies of its patent administration system,

with an apparent backlog of thousands of patent applications. While Oman's initiative in 2000

to introduce a whole suite of seven separate intellectual property laws was a bold initiative, the

apparent use of the one template for its "lesser" laws has allowed some incongruities to appear,

and has caused some specific TRIPS provisions and some necessary enabling provisions to be

left out.

Internationally, the GCC states will continue to be subject to US pressures to participate in the

creation of a Middle East Free Trade Area. However, time will tell whether the bilateral

agreements will continue to steadily elevate the standards of intellectual property protection, or

whether the few variations which are reflected in the Oman FTA will be perpetuated and even

increased, to cement a real change in direction. Certainly the UAE FTA, which was mooted

originally to be completed at roughly the same time as the Oman FTA, has taken longer than

originally anticipated, and it may still be some months before it is completed. IS The final state to

complete an FTA with the United States may well be Saudi Arabia, but this may be academic,

since many intellectual property issues have already been addressed as part of its market access

agreement on goods and services which it was required to enter into with the United States as

USTR, almve n 10,47·7.
See "Trade Agreement by the end of the year". Guff Nell'S, 10 March 2005. available at
htlp://archive.gulfnews.eomlaniciesl05/03/10/I0007690.html, last accessed 5 April 2005.
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part of ils WTO membership requirements. In fact, the local Saudi press was incorrectly, but

understandably, already calling this bilateral market access agreement a free trade agreement. 16

The admission of Saudi Arabia to the WTO in November 2005 and its accession to TRIPS is not

likely to have any obvious impact of great significance on its intellectual property protection

regimes. Saudi Arabia has already been required to undertake a major overhaul of its intellectual

property legislation as part of their accession process - hence the impact has already occurred.

In the last two years or so it has introduced new copyright and patents, industrial designs,

integrated circuits and plant varieties laws, and acceded to the Berne and Paris Conventions as

part of its campaign to achieve WTO membership. In any case, the US position on refusing to

endorse Saudi membership of WTO is not directly related to intellectual protection, but to

matters of international politics, trade and investment, notably US access to all aspects of the

Saudi financial, banking and services sectors. However, the pressure upon Saudi Arabia to

conform to US demands as a condition of membership presupposes that the way for TRIPS-plus

standards to be introduced as part of its FTA will be a straightforward process. However, during

its final accession acceptance Saudi Arabia has raised notice of prohibitions in respect of a

number of imports and services, in accordance with the provisions of the WTO Charter Article

20, in order to protect Islamic values and traditions. The reservations include a total ban on the

import of satellite internet receivers, pork, alcohol and narcotics, as well as bans on foreign

investment, and travel, tourism and transport services in Makkah and Madinah, being the sites of

Islam's two holy mosques. 17

See Zayed bin Qami. "Saudi Arabia and the U.S. sign bilateral free trade agreement". Bilaterals.Org. posted 5
September 2005, available at www.bilaternls.org, last accessed 25 January 2006.
Working Party on the Accession of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Report o/Ihe Working Party 011 Ihe Accession
o/Ihe Kingdom o/Salldi Arabia to the World Trade Organisalion. 84; WTO Document WT/ACCI SAUl61 (aS·
5141), I Novcmber2005.
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Likewise, Yemen's accession to membership oflhe WTO and of the Gee will, in all likelihood,

pass largely unnoticed outside the Gulf. Yemen has been seeking membership of the WTO since

2000, and of the Gee since 1996. While its intellectual property laws and enforcement systems

as a whole are the most recent of all the Gulf states, it is also arguably the least important

strategically and the least problematic in terms of the dimension of regional intellectual property

piracy and other violations. However, its membership of WTO will complete the Gulf state

memberships, and will likely coincide with its full membership of the Gee.

As the paradigm in international intellectual property protection moves from the traditional and

well-established trade-related forms of protection - centering on trademarks, copyright and

neighbouring rights and patents - to encompass the new emerging areas of traditional knowledge

and cultural heritage, biodiversity, geographical indications with a global as distinct from a

European context, and public health policy, so there will be a shift in the balance of the powers

in the major international fora of WTO and WI PO. The Gee states, which to date have largely

forsaken the international fora, may possibly assume in them a more vocal role as there develops

domestically a growing understanding of intellectual property in the international context and a

development of both an expertise and an understanding of IP and acceptance of the need for its

proper protection.

However, the areas of arguably greatest challenge will not be in the creation of the laws or the

acceptance of the principles behind them, or even the new areas of intellectual property which

are embraced, but the establishment of the national and regional intellectual property

infrastructures, and the skills development of the human resources to give effect to these national

needs and aspirations. The states readily acknowledge that their infrastructures and human

resource expertise are such that they are unable to enforce their intellectual property laws to the
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standards they would seek and the standard expected of them by the developed countries and

intellectual property right-holders.

The dichotomy that exists in the enforcement area will not disappear with the imposed

introduction of new laws with even more stringent sets of control provisions, nor with bilateral

agreements that allow the appearance of greater external scrutiny of policing practices. But there

will be other factors remaining in playas the systemic and structural challenges are resolved. [t

has been suggested that piracy is not necessarily simply a manifestation of the lack of

intellectual property protection or enforcement, but rather characterization of the incongruity of

the laws to the degree of industrial development in the state. IS It may also be a manifestation of

the denial of the sovereign right ofa state to engage in lawmaking as it sees fit, which pushes it

to adopt a position of indifference at best, or active resentment at worst, as regards the

enforcement of foreign intellectual property. 19 The perceived lack of legitimacy and fairness in

forcing developing countries to subscribe to laws that significantly ignore their plight, and in

particular to set up legal forms that are not congruent to the state of their economy and

technology, will make the enforcement of foreign intellectual property in these countries an

uphill struggle. 2o Societies in developing countries will continue to resist changes to their

intellectual property laws, and when they do make changes, they will be slow to enforce them in

favour of foreign corporations at the expense of local merchants. To the extent that TRIPS-plus

rules may adversely affect the economic interests of developing countries, passive resistance

may be the most likely counter mechanism. The enforcement dichotomy shall remain for the

time being, even though some of the states will continue to achieve successes against the

Endesha\\'. above n 8, 31.
Ibid.
Ibid, 34.
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virtually uncontrolled counterfeiting and piracy that existed in the past. As the imperative for

change becomes more internally driven, the successes against piracy will accelerate.

8.3.2 The Gee States and the International Arenas • New

Memberships and New Agendas?

Developing countries have been described as "observers" in the intellectual property protection

process, the implication being that they are unable in terms of expertise and capacity to match it

with the developed countries. 21 To use a sporting analogy, it might be more accurate to describe

them as reluctant reserves from the second grades - required to watch the game from the

sideline, but occasionally selected to enter the field of play. And in some sense the Gee slales

have been willing to play an observer or reserve role because it suits them at this point in time.

They are only too aware of their shoncomings - in terms of legislation, infrastructure, judicial

capacity and expenise in strategic intellectual propeny policy development and implementation.

However, in this approach there is an altruistic pragmatism at play that can be too easily

overlooked. Since adoprion of TRIPS required laws encompassing panicular and complex

requirements, it made eminent sense to turn to the administrators of this multilateral benchmark,

namely WI PO, to obtain such laws. By the same token, enforcement needs to be a visible

action, which may be addressed by raids that are well-publicised. Yet, just as there is a cynicism

on the part of the United States in respect of these attitudes, there is also a cynicism about the US

publicly orated objectives in the region, and the states are not fooled about what some see as the

" Ahmed Abdel Latif. "Current developments and Trends in the Field of Intellectual Property: Implications for
Arab Countries", Bifalerafs.Org. 28 June 2005. 6; at www.bilaterals.org, last accessed 20 January 2006.
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us double standards. They see the multinational community, of which the United States is the

driving force, establishing a particular set of standards, albeit minimum ones, and then are

confronted by the US government acting as agents for US businesses striving to drive up those

standards.

In some matters, such as the protection of trademarks, the slates' position, as states of keen and

astute traders, is not too disparate with the US position. In matters in which the states have not

yet initiated a great degree of activity of local origin, such as patents protection, the US

standards of protection generally do not present any imponderable difficulties. Oman, however,

has shown in its FTA negotiations that it is not prepared to agree to the United States introducing

unconditional and wholesale patent protection over all plant and animal forms - perhaps a

realization that such action could be tantamount giving away something of its own heritage that

may have enormous future potential for development in its own national interests. By declining

to open the door completely on patents for plant forms, Oman is showing that it is prepared to

stand firm on matters which it considers to be of particular intellectual property importance. [t

wi11 be interesting to see whether the UAE, as the Gee state currently negotiating an FTA, will

follow the Bahraini line or adopt the diversion away from conformity initiated by Oman.

Arab countries have been exhorted to playa more active role in the international arena by

joining forces with like-minded countries.n However, they are unlikely to be inclined to do so

on their own volition unless there arises a particular need to develop a regional agenda that pays

attention and care to their development needs and priorities. The Gee states already have in

existence a regional structure that could serve as the logical springboard for launching a greater

presence in international fora, namely the Gee itself. However, the Gee Council has its own

" Mohammed AI-Said. "From TRWS-minus to TRIPS to TRIPS-plus: Implications or II'Rs ror the Arab World".
(2005) 8 Journal ofWorld Intellectual Property 60.
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internal dysfunctionality at present that militates against such effective presence on behalf of the

Gulf states, the Middle East, the greater Arab world or another consortium of developing and

least-developed nations. The Gee slates, either collectively as a regional bloc or individually,

have not attempted to make their presence felt in the affairs of the WTO or WIPO councils and

committees, even with longstanding Saudi membership of the latter. The lack of active

participation to date reinforces the view expressed earlier that membership of these two bodies,

although necessary, was not always positively viewed and embraced with active participation by

the states.

Where Saudi Arabia's admission to the WTO may have some regional impact is in restoring to

some extent its uneasy and strained dominating influence in the Gee, and thereby giving greater

credence and influence to the Gee within the WTO and WIPO in the ongoing debate on the role

and future directions of WIPO and TRIPS. With Saudi membership of WTO there may also

emerge a regional bloc which, if it joins forces with other Gee members, and with other

regional blocs such as ARIPO,23 and the "Group of the Friends of Development" bloc1
\ may

make a significant contribution to a shift in the balance between the developed and developing!

least developed countries in the major intellectual property and development fora. With Saudi

Arabia and Yemen achieving WTO membership, and Yemen securing membership of the Gee,

there also arises the opportunity for these seven states to form their own Gee negotiating bloc

within a greater Middle East or even wider Arab forum. While Saudi's emerging presence may

not directly create a bloc in its own right, it could very well make a change to the negotiating

dynamics in the WTO.

" ARIPO - African Regional Industrial Property Organisation. Member States arc: Botswana, Gambia, Ghana,
Kenya Lesotho. Malawi. Mozambique. Sierra Leone. Somalia. Sudan. Swaziland. Uganda United Republic of
Tanzania. Zambia and Zimbabwe.
The "Group of the Friends of Development"" comprises Argentina. Brazil. Bolivia. Cuba. Dominican Republic.
Ecuador, Egypt. Iran. Kenya. Peru, Sierra Leone. South Africa. United Republic of Tanzania. and Venezuela.
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8.3.3 The GCC States and a New Development Agenda?

Chapter 8

In some respects, TRIPS has become somewhat superseded by the emergence of the new round

of intellectual property lawmaking in the post-TRIPS world. WTO has stumbled at its recent

ministerial meetings on efforts to liberalise global trade, and to also inject a greater degree of

equity and access into TRIPS. At the same time, WIPO has been confronted with its own self-

examination debate over proposals and counter-proposals which have Ihe potential to

significantly change its position and role in the global intellectual property arena. The new

"international standard" of intellectual property protection in practical terms is fast becoming

that which is defined by the terms enshrined in the latest bilateral agreement which the United

States may have concluded, together with the prescriptions of the TRI PS-plus treaties, such as

the WIPO Internet Treaties and TRIPS-plus conventions. The "highest international standards"

become very much a moving target. Subsequent to the 2001 Doha Development Round, WIPO

has been exhorted to shift its focus away from the promotion of intellectual property as a tool for

economic development and instead place a greater emphasis on a development agenda.

A proposal for a development agenda for WI PO was first launched by Argentina and Brazil, and

supported by a further 12 developing countries (the "Group of Friends of Development"), at the

2004 WIPO General Assembly.25 Over the next twelve months a further eight proposals were

presented by WIPO member states on this issue, not all of which supported the development

agenda. The Group of Friends of Development submission included proposals to:

WtPO General Assembly. Thirty-First Session. September 27-0ctober 5.2004. Proposal by Argentina and Bra::il
for the Eslablishmem ofa Development Agendafor WIPG. Document WO/GA/31111 Add.. October 4. 2004.
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amend the WIPO Convention to include explicit language on the development

dimension;

establish a WIPO Standing Committee on Intellectual Property and Technology

Transfer;

consider the elaboration ofa treaty on access 10 knowledge and;

formulate and adopt principles and guidelines for the development and implementation

of technical assistance;

consider measures 10 ensure wider panicipation of civil society and public interest

groups in WIPO formulate and adopt principles and guidelines for norm-setting

activities in WIPO;

define and separate the WIPO technical assistance and capacity building functions from

norm~setting related functions.

The United States countered with a proposal which advocated a partnership between members

within WIPO's current committee framework, and a very much reduced role for WIPO outside

that framework. 26 It proposed the establishment ofa WIPO Partnership Programme, an internet-

based tool to bring together all stakeholders to match specific needs with available resources to

build on the current WIPO development programme. The Programme would have two elements

- a Partnership Database and a Partnership Office. While the Programme would operate under

the WIPO's banner, the role envisaged for WIPO would be confined to the maintenance of the

website and database, ensuring accessibility of all member states, evaluating requests for

assistance, seeking partners for funding and executing projects. [n other words, WIPO would no

WIPO Inter-sessional Intergovernmental Mccting on a Developmcnt Agenda for WIPO, Proposal by the United
Stales 0/America/or the ESlablishmem 0/a l>ar/l1ership Program in WWo. 11-13 April Z005. WIPO Document
IIMI1/Z, dated 18 March 2005.
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longer continue to play its current active, autonomous and influential role in carrying out its

development activities.

The US proposal would appear 10 be a targetted campaign to replace WIPO's influential role in

the development agenda by those few developed countries that have both the economic and

political will to promote their own national agendas on international intellectual property

protection. The partnership strategy advocated by the proposal is essentially a bilateral approach

to international intellectual property development. It largely bypasses the WI PO inherent system

of notional independence and checks and balances. [\ also enhances the legitimacy oflhe current

US bilateral strategy, which has attracted considerable and sustained criticism from quarters of

the civil society by placing the strategy squarely into the context of into an apparent UN

specialized agency.

However, in the US proposal there is no reference to audit or monitoring of the nature or

direction of the assistance given - this being simply a matter between the developing country

seeking assistance and the developed country providing it. The crucial element of financial

management is also made clear in the proposal- the Programme would operate largely outside

the WIPO budgetary framework and therefore outside the audit oversight. The unequal

partnerships without effective moderation or independent audit, as envisaged by the US

proposal, would have significant implications for developing and least developed countries. It

would effectively establish investment and trade protection regimes of the type that the United

States and the EU in particular have been attempting to achieve through the international fora,

but on which they have been largely frustrated. The implications for the Gee states, however,

may be somewhat different from other developing countries.
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In a surprise move, Bahrain, in June 2005, injected ils own proposal into the debale. 27 Its

proposal, co-sponsored by Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Oman, Qatar,

Saudi Arabia, Syria, the VAE and Yemen, focuses on the importance of intellectual property in

the social and economic development of developing countries, and their national development

programs. The document includes specific proposals to:

expand WIPO's advice and technical assistance provided to SMEs and sectors dealing

with scientific research and cultural industries;

request WIPO to assist Member Smtes in setting-up national strategies in the field of

intellectual property;

request WI PO to undertake studies to demonstrate the economic, social and cultural

impact of the use of intellectual property systems in Member Srates;

increase financial resources for technical assistance for promoting an IP culture with an

emphasis on introducing intellectual property at different academic levels;

request WIPO to prepare information and statistical data on technical assistance

provided to developing countries and LDCs;

request WIPO to establish a voluntary contribution fund to promote the legal,

commercial and economic exploitation of intellectual property rights in developing

countries and LDCs;

request developed countries to encourage their research and scientific institutions to

enhance cooperation and exchange with research and development institutions 111

developing countries and LDCs;

WIPO. Intcr-sessional Intcrgovcrnmcntal Mccting on a Dcvelopmcnt Agcnda for WIPO. Proposal by tile
Kingdom 0/ Bahrain on the Importance o/Imelleclual ProperlY in Social and £Conomic Developmenl and
Naliol/al Developmelll Programs, 20-221ullC Z005. WIPO DocumcnlllMI2IZ. 141unc 2005
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refer matters relating 10 functioning and management of WIPO to the competent bodies

in WIPO for consideration;

adopt guidelines while considering the Development Agenda process. The guidelines

may include: financial implications for each proposal; means to avoid conflict between

the role of WI PO and the international obligations of Members States; means to avoid

confusion between the role of WIPO in facilitating negotiations on international treaties

that it administers and the sovereign decision of Member States on whether to adhere or

not to a specific treaty.

The Bahrain proposal is a conservative alternative, in essence maintaining the status quo while

increasing the level of WIPO funding available to developing and least developed countries for

development assistance. In practical terms, it is not that dissimilar to the US proposal, which

seeks to limit the role of WIPO in providing assistance in favour of partnerships between

developed members which could provide assistance and developing countries and least

developed countries which seek it. The carriage of the proposal by Bahrain is a clever move 

presented by a non-aligned member from a group that has not had a strong presence in the past in

the major issues before WIPO. Bahrain's conservative proposal also represents an alternative to

the US retrograde proposal, and has received public support within WIPO from the United States.

But the significance of the proposal by Bahrain and its co-sponsors in the context of this thesis is

that it also constitutes a precedent for any of the Gee states in leading a major proposal to a

WIPO General Assembly on a hotly debated subject of importance to the future direction of

WIPO. Although not yet on the winning side, the Bahrain delegation has cleverly maintained

sufficient distance between itself and the other major camps in order to maintain its perceived

non-aligned position. It is also logical that Bahrain, arguably now having a closer diplomatic
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relationship with the United Stales than the other Gee states following the completion of its FTA

some months earlier, should be the main sponsor of its conservative proposal. Bahrain has also

been the mOSI diligent oflhe states in attending meetings of WIPO and its standing committees.

The question arises, which only time can answer, whether this initiative may constitute the

beginning of a higher profile for any of the states in particular, and the other Middle East

countries in the affairs and politics of WIPO and the WTO. Cynics would argue in the negative,

since all Gee states have been represented on WIPQ for some years, without developing a vocal

presence in its diplomatic and political arenas.

During the 2005 General Assembly's deliberations there was unanimous agreement on the

importance of development. There were, however, divergent views on the best way to move the

process fonvard. The majority of members favoured a continuation of the current process

through the Inter-sessional Inter-governmental Meetings (IIMs), while a minority, led by the

United States, proposed that the talks move to WIPO's Permanent Committee on Cooperation

for Development relating to Intellectual Property (PCIPD).28 In a move that constituted a

success for the Group of Friends of Development position and a setback for the US position,

member states agreed "to constitute a provisional committee to take forward the 11M process to

accelerate and complete the discussions on proposals relating to a WIPO Development Agenda

and report with any recommendations to the General Assembly at its September 2006 session."2
?

Member states also decided that "in the interim and without prejudice to the provision of

technical assistance, the PCIPD will cease to exist." 3o The developing countries led by the

Group of Friends of Development may have won the first round, but the game is by no means

over.

The PCIPD was cstablished in 1999 to deal with mallers rclating 10 cooperation for dcvelopment with mcmber
statcs.
WIPO "Mcmbcr Stalcs Agree 10 Continuc Discussions on Dcvclopmcnt'", Press Release PR 425/2005. 4 October
2005.
Ibid.
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The push by the leading industrialised nations, led by the United States, to establish a network of

US controlled regional trade and political blocs as part of a global policy network-building

exercise - which is what the US is striving to achieve with the MEFTA - will not be without its

eventual costs. There are no illusions in the minds of the senior members of the GCe states thai

the United States, despite its public rhetoric to the contrary, will continue to place its own

interests to the fore, irrespective of whether those interests may be contrary to international

norms on intellectual property or in total disregard of the best interests of the protagonist states.

Omani officials, for example, well remember that the United States, in a move that was

tantamount to coercion, tried to pressure Oman into adopting a twenty five year period of

protection for patents, at the very last minute before Oman's accession to the WTO was

approved - a move which Oman successfully resisted, but which nevertheless generated some

Omani resentment. JI

At a Gulf major regional workshop on future GCC·US relations held soon after the 2004 US

Presidential elections, the view was oft expressed that the US approach to the democratization of

the Gee states constituted outright interference in their domestic affairs. J2 The "messianic

fervour" with which the United States pursues its democracy US-style agenda while ignoring the

local character of the societies it is aiming to reform was seen as particularly problematic. JJ

"us. Oman Feud Over Patents in WTO Accession Agreement". (2000) 14 World Imellec/llal ProperlY Reporl
117. Report details eonfinned in interviews conducted by the author with officials. Oman Ministry of Commerce
and Industry. December 2(H}()4. The United States cailed on Oman to include a specific commitment in the draft
Report of the Working Party on Oman's accession, which sets out the terms and conditions of Oman's WTO
membership, to extend patent protection under Omani law to twenty five years - notwithstanding the TRIPS
benchmark of twenty years.
Gulf Research Centre, Regional Seminar on Future GCe-US Relations Post the US Presidential Elections, Dubai,
January 2oo5. 3-4. Available at www.gre.ae; last accessed 29 May 2oo5.
Ibid.
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Although the US Administration is a fervent driver of the 'democratisation' initiative in the

Middle East, contradictory American regional interests will ensure that the initiative remains

largely cosmetic in nature. 34 The states in panicular accuse the United Stales ornot listening to

the needs of the countries in the region or understanding the realities of the situation on the

ground. 35 Regardless of the prevalence of such views, there is 110 doubt that pressure from the

US on the individual GCe states to continue to move towards the "highest international

standard" will be ongoing.

Statements by US policy makers continue to reinforce a message of imposed change without

consultation or consideration of local cultural values. When those statements include remarks

that are critical of the states' efforts at modernisation and reform and are derogatory to the

region's rulers, particularly when made while a guest in an Arab country, they are also unlikely

to be forgotten or quickly forgiven. The following remarks of the USTR, which were made in

the context of the launch of the US Administration's MEFTA strategy, would not have endeared

the US Administration to Gee state leaders:

"There is a vast wealth of human capital in the Middle East, waiting to be empowered. Now, the

United States is making a long-term commitment to help those who will strive to reclaim a splendid

past and create a new future: one of peace, hope, and opportunity.

The United States aims to brighten the Middle East with as many success stories as stars in the desert

sky. To do so, we are charting a new constellation: shining lights of trade and investment that offer a

clear course for countries in the region wishing to embark on a journey of economic openness and

refonn."J6

"
"
"

Ibid.
Ibid.
USTR Robert Zocllick. 2"Global Trade and the Middle East: Reawakening a Vibrant Pas!"', Address delivered at
the World Economic Forum. Dead Sea. Jordan. 23 June 2003. 2: available at
www.ustLgov/speech lestlzocllick!2oo3·06·23·jordan.[ldf, last accessed 30 November 2005.
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The following remarks, aimed at the ruling elites of the Gee states, would also have created

considerable pique and caused some disquiet:

"The U.S.-Middle East trade initiative complements and extends America's already significant

economic engagement with this region. Yet our efforts have been limited by old hatreds, political

instability, corruption, bureaucracies and the privileged few who resist the competition of economic

refonns, a search for enemies to blame instead of partners to build with, and price uncertainties for

oil-dependent economies. To move fomurd, we need a unified regional strategy and a commitment to

work logether."J7

The reactions of local policy makers and businesses 10 the US attitude on Ihe gulf region

surfaced during a recent Arab Business Council Conference in Bahrain on Ihe Bahrain FTA. A

number of participants reacted negatively to what they termed the "Big brother" attitude of the

United States in respect of its bilateral trade agreements, perceiving them to be political devices

to serve US interests in the region rather than tools to enhance the region's economic

prosperity,38 The claim by one US speaker at the Conference that "if Arab countries can

integrate with the US through FTAs, it will be easier for them to integrate with each other", was

both resented and ridiculed by some subsequent speakers. The Jordanian Ministry of Industry

and Trade responded:

"[ really fail to see the logic that if you want to achieve Arab integration, you have to go to the United

States.,,39

"
"

Ibid. 7.
"Bilateral f~rAs are Tools 10 Serve US Inlerests", Arab News, II November 2005: available at
www.arabnews.com/sel"\.iccslpril1t1print.a~p?artid-73044&d-ll&m-II&y-2005, accessed 14 November 2005.
Ibid, The Jordanian Minister also acknowledged thaI. while the US-Jordanian n'A, signed in October 2000, had
greatly enhanced Jordanian exports to the United States, and created many local job opportunities. it had failed to
deliver know-how and knowledge to Jordanian industry.
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Another local speaker argued that "FTAs are creating a negative environment. It is a waste of

time to think that we will achieve economic integration through the United States. The United

States will not be the gateway for OUf economic inlegration.,,40

Unless there is a fundamental change in US foreign policy directions to accompany the change

of US Administration after the next Presidential elections III 2008, the US strategy of

'democratisation' through trade-driven 'harmonization' will no doubt continue. The US

Administration's methodology to achieve this objective, namely, creating a web of bilateral

agreements which enfold all Gee states into the Middle East Free Trade Area under US

coordination and direction, will also no doubt continue.

The people of the Gulfhave a proverb, born out of mistrust arising from centuries of conflict and

exploimtion:

"I do business with my brother, then my neighbour, then my fellow Arab, and then, and only if I have

to, with the Infidel."

The substitution of imperial exploitation by economic and political exploitation does not change

the exploitation, only its character. Regrettably, it is not easy to change local attitudes borne out

of hard experience and reinforced over generations, and whose current-day justifications

continue to be reinforced. Cloaking the exploitation with a transparent veneer of adopted moral

superiority will only serve to exacerbate this ill-feeling and strengthen a determination to

generate change when the opportunity arises.

Ibid.
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The Gee slales will accept without great demurral the demands of the United States and the

other industrialized nations for the regional installation of the international frameworks of global

intellectual property protection, and the manner in which they are demanded. Arabic cultural

mores and a fine appreciation of the relative bargaining strengths of the protagonists dictate that

they do so. However, such acceptance does not necessarily mean that the matter is closed and its

conditions no longer negotiable. Adoption of an agreement may well constitute the conclusion

of a matter and the fixation of its conditions in western eyes, but in Arabic minds it represents

the status quo at a particular point of time.

In the intellectual property context, the GCC states will operate within the US-dominated

paradigm for the time being, They will work towards developing those elements that suit their

needs and advance their public policy objectives, and accept for the time being those elements

which they are presently unable to resist or change. However most matters are forever

changeable in Arabic eyes, and nothing is ever really concluded, even a formal agreement. 41

Conditions agreed to in one context or point in time, may no longer be appropriate or tenable as

circumstances change or time progresses, In any case, the hypocrisy of some industrialised

nations in advocating the minimum (and maximum) mandatory protection standards of TRIPS,

while virtually at the same time actively endeavouring to extend those standards in respect of

copyright, trademarks, patent and geographical indications, and seeking to prevent new or

equitable standards in respect of traditional knowledge and cultural heritage, and sharing of

genetic resources, would not be lost on the GCC states,

It would be a mistake to assume that the Qur'an and the Shariah are no longer relevant in the

intellectual property context, and thus will not have any influence in the future dynamics of the

Sec Peter Williams. "Don 'f 'hey Know it's Friday? Cross-cultural considerations for IJusiness in the Cliff.
(1998).72-79.
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intellectual property regimes of the GCe states. Public order, morality and the dictates of the

Shariah, currently set protection parameters in the laws of the states in respect of copyright

patent and trademark protection, and will continue to do so, and the possibility of their influence

growing in the future should not be discounted. Recent demonstrations throughout the Muslim

world against the publications in an obscure Danish newspaper of cartoons that insulted the

Prophet Mohammed (PBUH) are a graphic illustration of the power of radical Islam as a catalyst

for change, even in the short-term time-frame. In the final analysis, the nature of the intellectual

property protection regimes of the Gee states will be subject to further change and

development, and that change is likely to involve a greater degree of internal influence than has

been seen in the past -lnsha'allah.42

lnsha'allah -literally, if the will of Allah. The Muslim believes that the hand of Allah is present in every event
that occurs. or indecd. docs not occur. in thc mortal world. Nothing can happen without Allah ordaining it: by the
same loken. an event or action will not occur if Allah so ordains. I·lcnee. conversations on future actions or
cvents arc invariably qualificd by thc phrase "lnsha'allah".
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1. Bahrain

Main Current Dedicated Intellectual Property Laws, Regulations

and Orders

1. Legislative Decree No. 19 of 2005 ratifying Bahrain's accession to the WIPO Copyright

Treaty (WeT), the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT) and the WIPO

Patent Law Treaty (PLT) (issued 10 July 2005 and published in Official Gazette No. 2695

of 13 July 2005). (Instruments of Accession lodged 15 September 2005, and Treaties

entered into force in Bahrain on 15 December 2005).

2. Legislative Decree No. 18 of 2005 ratifying Bahrain's accession to the Protocol Relating

to the Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Marks (1989)

(issued 10 July 2005 and promulgated in Official Gazette No. 2695 of 13 July 2005).

(Instrument of Accession lodged 15 September 2005, and Protocol entered into force in

Bahrain on 15 December 2005).

3. Legislative Decree No. 17 of 2005 acceding to the Nice Agreement Concerning the

International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purpose of the Registration of

Marks (issued February 2005). (Instrument of Accession lodged 15 September 2005, and

Agreement entered into force in Bahrain 15 December 2005).

4. Legislative Decree No. 12 of 2005 ratifying Bahrain's accession to the International

Convention for the Protection of New Plant Varieties (UPOV) (issued 4 June 2005 and

promulgated in Official Gazette No. 2690 of8 June 2005)(Instrument of Accession lodged

15 September 2005, & Convention entered into force in Bahrain 15 December 2005)

5. Legislative Decree No. 16 of 2004 in respect of Geographical Indications (issued 14

August 2004 and published in Official Gazette No. 2648 of 18 August 2004).

6. Legislative Decree No. 12 of 2004 adopting the GCC Unified Patent Regulation in

Bahrain (issued 22 June 2004, and published in Official Gazette No. 2640 of2004).
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7. Legislative Decree No.1 of 2004 in respect of Patents and Utility Models (issued 24

January 2004 and published in Official Gazette No. 2619 of28 January 2004).

8. Legislative Decree NO.7 of 2003 in respect of Trade Secrets (issued 13 June 2003 and

published in Official Gazette No. 2587 of 18 June 2003).

9. Legislative Decree No. 31 of 1996 ratifYing Bahrain's accession to the Paris Convention

for the Protection of Industrial Property (issued 29 October 1996 and published in Official

Gazette No. 2240 of 1996) (Instrument of Accession lodged on 2 December 1996, and

Convention entered into force in Bahrain on 2 March 1997).

10. Legislative Decree No. 30 of 1996 ratifYing Bahrain's accession to the Berne Convention

for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (issued 29 October 1996 an published in

Official Gazette No. 2240 of 1996) (Instrument of Accession lodged 2 December 1996,

and Convention entered into force in Bahrain on 2 March 1997).

II. Legislative Decree No. I of 1995 ratifying Bahrain's accession to the Convention

Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organisation (issued II February 1995 and

published in Official Gazette No. 2151 of 1995). (Instrument of Accession lodged 22

March 1995, and Convention entered into force in Bahrain 22 June 1995).

12. Legislative Decree No. 7 of 1994 ratifying Bahrain's accession to the Protocol

Establishing the World Trade Organisation (issued 12 June 1994 and published in Official

Gazette No. 2120 of 1994) (Protocol entered into force in Bahrain on 1 January 1995).

13. Legislative Decree No. 10 of 1993 with respect to the Protection of Copyright (issued 7

June 1993, and published in Official Gazette No. 2063 of9 June 1993).

14. Ministerial Order No. 12 of 1993, the Implementing Regulations for Amiri Decree No. 10

of 1991 concerning Trade Marks (issued 17 May 1993, and published in Official Gazette

No. 2060 of 19 May 1993).
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15. Amid Decree No.l0 of 1991, concerning Trade Marks (issued 25 June 1991, and

published in Official Gazette No. 1961 of26 June 1991).

Subordinate, Associated and Superseded Legislation

16. Ministerial Order NO.1 of 1994 on Ihe System of Deposit al the Copyright Protection

Office (issued 15 May 1994 and published in Official Gazette No. 2112 of 1994).

17. Ministerial Order No.4 of 1993, with respect to the establishment of the Copyright

Protection Office in the Ministry of Information (issued 14 November 1993 and published

in Official Gazette No. 2086 of 1993).

18. Amid Decree No.7 of 1987, the Law of Commerce (published in Official Gazette No.

1739 of 1987).

19. Amiri Decree NO.5 of 1986, establishing the National Council for Culture, Arts and

Literature (published in Official Gazette No. 1720 ofl986).

20. Ministerial Order No.1 0 of 1981, amending the Implementing Regulations for Decree No.

22 of 1977 concerning Trade Marks (published in Official Gazette No. 1436 of 1981).

21. Amiri Decree No. 14 of 1979, the Law on Printed Matter and Publishing (published in

Official Gazette No. 1344 of 1979).

22. Ministerial Order No. 13 of 1978 amending Ministerial Order No.2 of 1978, the

Implementing Regulations for Amiri Decree No. 22 of 1977 (issued 18 June 1978 and

published in Official Gazette No. 1285 of 1978).

23. Ministerial Order NO.2 of 1978, the Implementing Regulations for the Patents, Design

and Trade Marks Regulation of 1955 as amended by Amiri Decree No. 22 of 1977 (issued

1 February 1978 and promulgated in Official Gazette No. 1266 of9 February 1978).
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24. Amid Decree No. 22 of 1977 amending certain provisions of the Patents, Designs and

Trade Marks Regulation of 1955 (issued 9 November 1977 and published in Official

Gazette No. 1253 of 10 November 1977).

25. Amid Decree No. 20 of 1975 with respect to the Legal Deposit of Intellectual Works

(published in Official Gazette No. 114 of 1975).

26. Amid Decree No. 12 of 1971, the Civil and Commercial Procedures Code published in

Official Gazette No. 926 of 1971).

27. Patents, Designs and Trade Marks Regulation, No. I of 1955 (promulgated 15 June 1955).

2. Kuwait

Main Current Dedicated Intellectual Property Laws, Regulations

and Orders

1. Law NO.3 of 2001 amending certain provisions of the Law NO.4 of 1962, concerning

Patents, Designs and Industrial Models.

2. Law No. I of200 1 amending certain provisions relating to Patents of Law No. 68 of 1980,

the Commercial Code.

3. Law No. 64 of 1999, governing Copyrights and Related Rights (issued as Law No.5 of

1999 on 6 June 1999, during the period of dissolution of Parliament. Reissued by the new

Parliament as Law No. 64 of 1999 on 29 December 1999, and published in Official

Gazette No. 445 of9 January 2000).

4. Law No. 4 of 1999, amending certain Provisions of Law No. 4 of 1962 concerning

Patents, Designs and Industrial Models (issued 25 May 1999, and published in Official

Gazette No. 414 of 1999).
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5. Law No.3 of 1999, amending certain Provisions of Law No. 68 of 1980, the Commercial

Code (issued 25 May 1999).

6. Law No.2 of 1998 ratifying Kuwait's accession to the Convention Establishing the World

Intellectual Property Organisation (Instrument of Accession lodged 14 April 1998, and

Convention entered into force in Kuwait on 14 July 1998).

Subordinate, Associated and Superseded Legislation

7. Ministerial Act No. 127 of2000, establishing the Directorate of Intel]eclual Property in the

Ministry of Information.

8. Ministerial Order No.1 06 of 2000, granting judicial authority to designated Ministry of

Information Officials.

9. Ministerial Order NO.8 of 1995, establishing the Trade Mark Register (issued 8 January

1995, and published in Official Gazette No. 190 of 15 January 1995).

10. Law No. 16 of 1986, ratifying the Arab Agreement for the Protection of Authors' Rights

(published in Official Gazette No. 1657 of 1986).

11. Law No. 68 of 1980, the Commercial Code (published in Official Gazette No. 1338 of

1980)

12. Law No. 67 of 1980, the Civil Code (promulgated in Official Gazette No. 1335 of 1981).

13. Ministerial Order No. 15 of 1965, the Implementing Regulations for Law NO.4 of 1962

governing Patents, Designs and Industrial Models (published in Official Gazette No. 555

of 5 December 1965).

14. Law No.4 of 1962 governing Patents, Designs and Industrial Models (issued 9 April

1962, and published in Official Gazette No.3 73 of 15 April 1962).
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15. Law NO.3 of 1961, the Printed Matter and Publications Law (published In Official

Gazette No. 312 of 1961).

16. Implementing Regulations for Law No.2 of 1961, for the Control and Register of Trade

Marks (published in Official Gazette No. 317 of 5 March 1961).

17. Law No.2 of 1961, the Commercial Law (published in Official Gazette No. 311 of 1961).

3. Oman

Main Current Dedicated Intellectual Property Laws, Regulations

and Orders

1. Ministerial Decision No. 73/2005, the Implementing Regulations for Royal Decree No.

82/2000, the Patents Law (issued 10 September 2005, and published in Official Gazette

No. 799 of 17 September 2005).

2. Royal Decree ratifYing the Sultanate's accession to the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WeT)

and the WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT). (Instrument of Accession

lodged 20 June 2005, and Treaties entered into force in Oman 20 September 2005).

3. Royal Decree No. 56/2005 endorsing the Agreement on the Preservation of non·

materialist Cultural Heritage signed in Paris on 30 November 2003 (issued 22 June

2005).

4. Royal Decree No. 24/2005 establishing the Functions of the Ministry of Heritage and

Culture and its organisational structure (issued 26 February 2005).
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5. Ministerial Decision No.62/2005, the Implementing Regulations for Royal Decree No.

38/2000 on the Protection of Trademarks (issued 25 June 2005, and published in Official

Gazette No. 795 of 16 July 2005 or No. 798).

6. Ministerial Decision No. 35/2004, the Implementing Regulations for Royal Decree

9212000 on the Protection of New Plant Varieties (issued 10 May 2004 and published in

Official Gazette No. 768 of 2004).

7. Royal Decree No. 37/2001 ratifying the Sultanate's accession to the WIPO Palent

Cooperation Treaty (peT) (issued I May 2001 and published in Official Gazette No. 694

of I May 2001). (Instrument of Accession lodged on 27 July 2001, and Convention

entered into force in Oman on 27 October 2001).

8. Royal Decree No. 112/2000 ratifYing the Sultanate's accession to the Protocol

Establishing the World Trade Organisation (issued 15 November 2000). (Protocol entered

into force in Oman 20 November 2000).

9. Royal Decree No.92/2000, the Law on the Protection of new Plant Varieties (issued 8

October 2000).

10. Royal Decree No. 8212000, the Patents Law (issued 23 September 2000).

II. Royal Decree No. 41/2000, the Law on the Topographies Rights of Integrated Circuits

(issued 21 May 2000, and published in Official Gazette No. 672 of3 June 2000).

12. Royal Decree No. 40/2000, the Law on the Protection of Geographical Indications (issued

21 May 2000, and published in Official Gazette No. 672 of3 June 2000).

13. Royal Decree No. 39/2000, the Law on the Protection of Industrial Designs (issued 21

May 2000, and published in Official Gazette No. 672 of3 June 2000).
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14. Royal Decree No. 38/2000, the Law on Trade Marks, Indications and Secrets and

Protection from Unfair Competition (issued 21 May 2000, and published in Official

Gazette No. 672 of3 June 2000).

15. Royal Decree No. 37/2000, the Law on the Protection of Copyrights and Neighbouring

Right, and cancelling Royal Decree 47/96 (issued 21 May 2000, and published in Official

Gazette No. 672 of3 June 2000).

16. Ministerial Decision No. 14/2000 recognising the Gee Unified Patent Regulation as

amended (1999) as the Patent Law of Oman (issued 23 February 2000, and published on

20 March, 2000).

17. Royal Decree No.63/1998 ratifying the Sultanate's accession to the Paris Convention for

the Protection of Industrial Property and the Berne Convention for the Protection of

Literary and Artistic Works (issued 28 July 1998, and published in Official Gazette No.

632 of 3 October 1998) (Instrument of Accession lodged 14 April 1999, and Conventions

entered into force in Oman on 14 July 1999).

18. Royal Decree No. 7411996, ratifying the Sultanate's accession to the Convention

establishing the World Intellectual Property Organisation (issued November 1996)

(Instrument of Accession lodged 19 February 1997, and Convention entered into force in

Oman on 14 April 1997).

Subordinate, Associated and Superseded Legislation

19. Ministerial Regulations Nos. 43/1998 and No. 17011998, implementing Royal Decree No.

47/1996 concerning Copyright.

20. Royal Decree No. 65/1997, the Artistic Works Control Law (issued 5 October 1997 and

published in Official Gazette No. 209 of 1997).
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21. Royal Decree No. 47/1996, promulgating the Law on Copyright (issued 8 June 1996, and

published on 15 June 1996).

22. Ministerial Resolution No. 219/1993, adopting the Gee Unified Patent Regulations as the

Patents Law of Oman (issued September 1993 and published in Official Gazette No. 514

of 1993).

23. Royal Decree No. 33/1991, amending Royal Decree No. 68/1987, the Trade Mark Law

(issued 6 April 1991 and published in Official; Gazette No. 453 of 1991).

24. Ministerial Decision No. 103/1988, the Implementing Regulations for Royal Decree No.

68/1987 (issued 24 November 1988, and published in Official Gazette No. of 1988).

25. Royal Decree No. 68/1987, the Law of Trade Marks and Commercial Data (issued 5

October 1987, and published in Official Gazette No. 369 of 15 October 1987).

26. Royal Decree No. 7/1986 ratifying Oman's accession to the Nairobi Treaty on the

Protection of the Olympic Symbol (published in Official Gazette No. 328 of 1986)

(Instrument of Accession lodged 26 February 1986, and Treaty entered into force in Oman

on 26 March 1986).

27. Royal Decree No. 49/1984, the Law on Printed Matter and Publications (issued 26 May

1984 and published in Official Gazette No. 289 of 1984).

28. Royal Decree No. 611980, the National Heritage Protection Law (issued 10 February 1980

and published in Official Gazette No. 188 of 1980).

29. Royal Decree No. 7011977, the Law on the Protection of Manuscripts (published in

Official; Gazette No. 137 of 1977).
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30. Royal Decree No. 3/1975, the Law on Printed Matter (published in Official Gazette No. 83

of 1975).

31. Royal Decree No. 7174, the Oman Penal Code (published in Official Gazette No. 52 of

1974).

4. Qatar

Main Current Dedicated Intellectual Property Laws, Regulations

and Orders

1. Law of 2005 approving Qatar's accession to the WI PO Copyright Treaty (WeT)

(Instrument of Accession lodged 28 July 2005, and Treaty entered into force in Qatar on

28 October 2005).

2. Law of 2005 ratifying Qatar's accession to the WI PO Performances and Phonograms

Treaty (WPPT) (Instrument of Accession lodged on 28 July 2005, and Convention entered

into force in Qatar on 28 October 2005).

3. Ministerial Regulation No. 47 of 2005, amending Fees for Trademark Registrations

(issued 26 June 2005).

4. Law NO.6 of2005 concerning Layout Designs of Integrated Circuits (in force June 2005).

5. Law NO.5 of2005 concerning Trade Secrets (in force June 2005).

6. Law No. 12 of 2003, adopting the GCe Unified Patent Regulation as the Patent Law of

Qatar (issued 19 February 2003).
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7. Law No.9 of 2002, the Law of Trade Marks, Business Names and Data, Industrial

Designs and Geographical Indications (issued 15 June 2002).

8. Law No.7 of2002, the Law of Copyrights and Neighbouring Rights (issued 8 June 2002).

9. Decree No. 33 of 2001 ratifYing Qatar's Accession to the Berne Convention for the

Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (issued 4 July 2001) (Instrument of Accession

lodged 5 April 2000, and Convention entered into force in Qatar on 5 July 2000).

10. Decree No. 31 of 200 I ratifying Qatar's Accession to the Paris Convention for the

Protection oflndllstrial Property (issued 4 July 2001) (Instrument of Accession lodged on

5 April 2000, and Convention entered into force in Qatar on 5 July 2000).

11. Decree No. 24 of 1995 in respect of Qatar's Accession to the Protocol establishing the

World Trade Organisation (published in Official Gazette No.2 of 1995).

12. Decree No. 50 of 1986 in respect of Qatar's Accession to the Arab League Agreement for

the Protection of Authors' Rights (published in Official Gazette No. 11 of 1986).

Subordinate, Associated and Superseded Legislation

13. Law No. 25 of 1995 in respect of the Protection of Intellectual Works and Copyrights

(issued 22 July 1995, and published in Official Gazette No. 14 of 12 August 1995).

14. Ministerial Order No.8 of 1995, Executive Regulations for the Trademark Register

(published on Official Gazette No. 190 of 15 January 1995).

15. Law No. 16 of 1993 in respect of Public Relations, Artistic Production and Artistic Works

(published in Official Gazette No. 13 of 1993).
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16. Law No. 37 of 1988 amending Law No.2 of 1978, the Trade Marks and Descriptions Law

(published in Official Gazette No. II of 1988).

17. Accession to the Nairobi Treaty on the Protection of the Olympic Symbol (Instrument of

Accession lodged on 23 June 1983, & Treaty entered into force in Qatar on 23 July

1983). '

18. Law No.5 of 1983, the Law on Combatting Fraud inCommercial Transactions (published

in Official Register No.2 of 1983).

19. Law No. 14 of 1982 in respect of the Deposit of Works with the Qatar National Library

(published in Official Gazette No.8 of 1982).

20. Ministerial Decision No. 30 of 1980, the Implementing Regulations for Law No.3 of 1978

the Trade Marks and Commercial Indications Law (issued 11 June 1980, and published in

Official Gazette NO.7 of 1980).

21. Amiri Law NO.8 of 1979 in respect of Printed Materials and Publication (published in

Official Gazette No.7 of 1979).

22. Amiri Law NO.3 of 1978, the Trade Marks and Commercial Indications Law (issued 18

April 1978, and published in Official Gazette NO.3 of20 May 1978).

23. Amiri Law No. 16 of 1971, the Law of Civil and Commercial Matters (published in

Official Gazette NO.7 of 1971).

24. Amiri Law No. II of 1966, the Law on the Control of Printed Matter (published in

Official Gazette No.4 of 1966).

As would otherwise be customary practice, there does not appear to be any record, either in Ballantyne's Register of
Laws of the Arabian Gulf, or other national registers, of Qatar having issued a decree or other law ratifying accession
to the Nairobi Treaty.
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Main Current Dedicated Intellectual Property Laws, Regulations

and Orders

1. Ministerial Decision No. 50 of 1426 AH (2005), the Regulations for the Protection of

Confidential Commercial Data (issued 4 April 2005), as amended by Ministerial Decision

No. 3218 and Ministerial Decision No. 431 of 1426 AH (2005).

2. Ministerial Decision No. I 18828/M/IO of 1425 AH (2005)lssuing the Implementing

Regulations for Royal Decree No. M/27 of 1425 AH (2004), (issued 26 December 2004).

3. Royal Decree No. M/27of 1425 AH (2004), the Law of Palents, Layout Designs of

Integrated Circuits, Plant Varieties, and Industrial Models (issued 17 July 2004, and

promulgated in Official Gazette No. 4004 of6 August 2004).

4. Ministerial Decision No. 1277 of 1425 AH (2004), Regulations for Border Procedures for

the Protection of Intellectual Property Rights of Trademarks and Copyrights (issued 3 July

2004).

5. Ministerial Decision No. 1688/1 of 1425 AH (2004) issuing the Implementing Regulations

for Royal Decree No. M/41 of 2003, the Law of Copyright (issued 29 May 2004, and

promulgated in Official Gazette No. 3995 of 4 June 2004).

6. Royal Decree No. M/48 of 1424 AH (2003), ratifying the Kingdom's accession to the

Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property and the Berne Convention for

the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (issued 9 September 2003) (Instrument of

Accession lodged 11 December 2003, and Conventions entered into force in the Kingdom

on 11 March 2004).

Saudi Arabia still issues ~s decrees and regulations according to the Hajri, or Islamic, Calendar. Hence this form of
yearly notation (with the Gregorian calendar equivalent in brackets) is maintained above.
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7. Royal Decree No. M/41 of 1424 AH (2003), the Law of Copyright (issued 30 August

2003, published in Official Gazette No. 3959 of 19 September 2003).

8. Ministerial Decision No. 1723 Issuing the Implementing Regulations for Royal Decree

No. M121 of 1423 AH (2002), (published in the Official Gazette of 18 October 2002).

9. Royal Decree No. M/21 of 1423 AH (2002), the Law of Trademarks (issued 7 August

2002, and published in the Official Gazette of 6 September 2002).

10. Royal Decree No. MilS of 1423 AH (2002), the Law of Commercial Data (issued 25 June

2002).

11. Ministerial Decision No. 1641 of 1422 AH (2001), amending the Implementing

Regulations oflhe Trade Mark Law in respect oflhe International Classification of Goods

and Services) (issued 9 July 2001).

12. Implementing Regulations for Royal Decree No. MilS of 1420 AH (1999), the Law of

Trade Names (date uncertain).

13. Royal Decree No. MilS of 1420 AH (1999), the Law of Trade Names (issued 20

November 1999).

14. Royal Decree No. MIl2 of 1414 AH (1994), ratifying the Kingdom's assent to the

Universal Copyright Convention (issued 29 December 1993, and published in Official

Gazette No. 3489 of 21 January 1994) (Instrument of assent lodged with UNESCO on 13

April 1994, and Convention came into effect in Saudi Arabia on 13 July 1994).

15. Royal Decree No. M/6 of 1406 AH (1985), ratifying the Arab Agreement for the

Protection of Authors' Rights (issued 22 December 1985, and published in Official

Gazette No. 3096 of January 1986).
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16. Accession to the Convention Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organisation

(Instrument of Accession lodged with WIPO on 22 February 1982, and Convention came

into effect in Saudi Arabia on 22 May 1982).3

Subordinate, Associated and Superseded Legislation

17. Ministerial Order M/0l158 of 1411 AH (1992), amending the Implementing Regulations

for Royal Decree No. Mill of 1410 AH (issued 9 September 1992).

18. Royal Decree No. M/26 of 1412 A H (1992), the Regulations for the Deposit of Literary

Manuscripts (published in Official Gazette No. 3401 of April 1992).

19. Ministerial Resolution No. 35187/M/IO, the Implementing Regulations for Royal Decree

No. M/38 of 1409 AH, the Patent Regulations (issued 18 June 1990).

20. Ministerial Resolution No. 699 of 1410 AH (1990), the Implementing Regulations for

Royal Decree No, M/61 of 1409 AH) (published in Official Gazette No. 3299 of March

1990).

21. Royal Decree No. Mill of 1410 AH (1989), the Regulation for the Protection of

Copyrights (issued 17 December 1989 and published in Official Gazette No. 3291 of 12

January 1990).

22, Royal Decree No. M/61 of 1409 AH (1989), the Commercial Books Regulation (published

in Official Gazette No. 3269 of August 1989).

23. Ministerial Resolution No. 47310$ of 1409 AH (1989), the Implementing Regulations for

Royal Decree M/17 of 1402 AH (issued 6 June 1989, and published in Official Gazette

No. 3266 of July 1989).

As would otherwise be customary practice, there does not appear to be any record, either in Ballantyne's Register of
Laws of the Arabian Gulf, or other national registers, of Saudi Arabia having issued a decree or other regulation
ratifying accession to the Nairobi Treaty.
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24. Royal Decree No. M/38 of 1409 AH (1989), in respect of Patents (issued 17 January 1989,

and published in Official Gazette No. 3248 of 17 February 1989).

25. Royal Decree No. MiS of 1406 AH (1985), ratifying the Kingdom's accession to the

Nairobi Treaty on the Protection of the Olympic Symbol (published in Official Gazette

No. 3091 of December 1985),4

26. Ministerial Resolution No. 94 of 1404 AH (1984), the Implementing Regulations for

Royal Decree No. MIS concerning Trade Marks (issued 6 May 1984, and published in

Official Gazette No. 3016 of25 May 1984).

27. Royal Decree No. MIS of 1404 AH (1984) concerning Trade Marks (issued 5 February

1984, and published in Official Gazette No. 3004 of 2 March 1984).

28. Royal Decree No. 28 of 1382 AH (1982), the Boycott of Israel Law (issued July 1982).

29. Royal Decree No. M/17 of 1402 AH (1982) concerning the Control of Publications and

Publishing (issued 7 February 1982, and published in Official Gazette No. 2904 of 12

February 1982).

30. Royal Decree No. 8762 of 1358 AH (1938) ratifying Rules for the Registration of Trade

Marks. (also referred to as Royal Decree No. 33/1/4) (issued 10 August 1938).

• WlPO does not record Saudi Arabia as having lodged Instruments of Accession to the Treaty.
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Main Current Dedicated Intellectual Property Laws, Regulations

and Orders

1. Federal Decree No.1 0 of2005, ratifying the UAE's accession to the WIPO Performances

and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT) (published in Official Gazette No. 425 of 28 February

2005) (Instrument of Accession lodged on 9 March 2005, and Treaty came into effect in

the UAE on 9 June 2005).

2. Federal Decree of2005, ratifying the UAE's accession 10 the International Convention for

the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting Organisations

(Rome Convention) (Instrument of Accession lodged on 14 October 2004, and Convention

came into effect in the UAE on 14 January 2005).

3. Ministerial Decision No. 121 of 2004 concerning the Issuance arFive Patents (issued 19

September 2004 and published in Official Gazette No. 420 of 13 October 2004).

4. Federal Law of2004 ratifying the UAE's accession to the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT)

(Instrument of Accession lodged on 14 April 2004, and Treaty entered into force in the

UAE on 14 July 2004).

5. Federal Decree No. 10 of 2004, acceding to the Berne Convention for the Protection of

Literary and Artistic works (issued and published in Official Gazette No, 408 of February

2004). (Instrument of accession lodged with WIPO on 14 April 2004, and Convention

entered into force in the UAE on 14 July 2004).

6. Ministerial Decision No. 134 of 2004 on the Mandatory Licencing for Copying or

Translating Copyright Works (issued 22 March 2004).

7. Ministerial Decision No. 133 of 2004 on the Collective Management of Copyrights and

Neighbouring Rights (issued 22 March 2004).
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8. Ministerial Decision No. 132 of 2004 on the Registration of Importers and Distributors of

Published Works (issued 22 March 2004).

9. Ministerial Decision No. 131 of 2004 on the Registration of Published Works (issued 22

March 2004).

10. Federal Law No. 17 of 2002 for the Industrial Regulation and Protection of Patents,

Industrial Drawings, and Designs, and amending Law No. 44 of 1992 (issued 19

November 2002 and published in Official Gazette No. 390 of30 November 2002).

11. Federal Law No.8 of 2002 concerning Trademarks, and amending Law No. 37 of 1992

(issued 24 July and published in Official Gazette No. 384 001 July 2002).

12. Federal Law No.7 of2002 concerning Copyright and Neighbouring Rights, and amending

Law No. 40 of 1992 (issued 1 July 2002, and published in Official Gazette No. 383 of 14

July 2002).

13. Ministerial Decision No. 165 of 2001 adopting the Nice Agreement Concerning the

International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purpose of the Registration of

Marks (issued 24 November 200 I). 5

14. Ministerial Decision No. 61116 of 2000, adopting the GCC Unified Patent Regulations as

amended (1999) in the UAE (issued April 2000).

15. Ministerial Decree No. 404 of 2000 Regarding Pharmaceutical Patents (issued 28 April

2000).

16. Federal Decree No. 84 of 1998, ratifying the accession of the UAE to the Patent

Cooperation Treaty (PCT) (issued 18 August 1998) (InSlTument of accession lodged with

WIPO on 10 December 1998, and Treaty entered into force in the UAE on 10 March

1999).

5 WlPO does not record the UAE as having lodged Instruments of Accession to the Agreement.
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17. Federal Decree No. 21 of 1997, ratifying the accession of the UAE to the Protocol

establishing the World Trade Organisation (issued 10 April 1996) (Protocol entered into

force in the UAE on 10 April 1996).

18. Federal Decree No. 20 of 1996, ratifYing the accession of the UAE to the Paris Convention

for the Protection of Industrial Property (issued 18 March 1996 and published in Official

Gazette No. 291 of 11 March 1996) (Instrument of accession lodged with WIPO on 19

September 1996, and Convention entered into force in the UAE on 19 December 1996).

19. Federal Law No. 21 of 1975, ratifying the UAE's accession to the Convention establishing

the World Intellectual Property Organisation (published in Official Gazette No. 27 of

1975) (Instrument of accession lodged with WIPO on 24 June 1974, and Convention

entered into force in the UAE on 24 September 1974).

Subordinate, Associated and Superseded Legislation

20. Ministerial Decree No. 165 of 2001 concerning the reclassification of services III

accordance with WIPO classifications.

21. Ministerial Decree No 68 of 200 I Amending some of the Provisions of Ministerial Decree

No (6) of 1993 concerning the Implementing Regulations of the Trademark Law, (issued

on 2 May 2001).

22. Federal Law No. 19 for 2000 Amending Some Provisions of Federal Law No.3 7 for 1992

with regard to Trademarks (issued 16 September 2000).

23. Ministerial Decision No. 412 of 1993, concerning Regulations for the Deposit of Protected

Works (issued I September 1993, and published in Official Gazette No. 256 of 1993).

24. Ministerial Decision No. 411 of 1993, concerning the Deposit of Protected Intellectual

Works (issued I September 1993, and published in Official Gazette No. 256 of 1993).
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25. Federal Law No. 18 of 1993, the Commercial Transactions Code (published in Official

Gazette No. 255 of 1993).

26. Ministerial Decision No. 11 of 1993, the Implementing Regulations for Federal Law No.

44 of 1992 (issued 12 May 1993, and published in Official Gazette No. 251 of 1993).

27. Ministerial Decision No.6 of 1993, being the Executive Regulations for Federal Law No.

37 of 1992 (issued 2 February 1993).

28. Federal Law No. 44 of 1992, concerning the Organization and Protection of Patents,

Industrial Drawings and Industrial Models (issued 12 October 1992 and published in

Official Gazette No. 243 of 12 October 1992).

29. Federal Law No. 40 of 1992 concerning the Protection of Intellectual Compilations and

Author's Rights (issued 28 September 1992, and published in Official Gazette No. 243 of

12 October 1992).

30. Federal Law No. 37 of 1992 Governing Trade Marks (issued 28 September 1992, and

published in Official Gazette No. 243 of 12 October 1992).

31. Federal Law No. II of 1992, the Civil Procedures Code (published in Official Gazette No.

215 of 1992).

32. Federal Law No.3 of 1987, the Penal Code (published in Official Gazette No. 182, 1987)

33. Federal Law No.5 of 1985, the Civil Transactions Code (published in Official Gazette No.

158 of December 1985).

34. Federal Law No. 28 of 1984, ratifying the Arab Agreement for the Protection of Authors'

Rights (published in Official Gazette No. 139 of 1984).
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35. Federal Law No. 18 of 1981, the Commercial Agencies Law (published in Official Gazette

No. 94 of 1981).

36. Federal Law No. 15 of 1980, the Control of Press and Publications (issued 16 November

1980, and published in Official Gazette No. 85 of 1980).

37. Federal Law NO.4 of 1979, on the Suppression of Fraud and Deceit in Commercial

Transactions (published in Official Gazette No. 67 of 1979).

38. Federal Law NO.5 of 1973, the Law on Printed Matter and Publishing (published in

Official Gazette No. 12 of August 1993).

7. Regional Legislation

1. Implementing By·laws for the GCe Palent Regulations of 2000 (issued by the Gee

Ministerial Council at its 74th session on 8-9 April 2000).

2. Gee Unified Patent Regulations, amending the 1992 Regulations (approved by the Gee

Supreme eouncil29 November, 1999, and published in the Gee Patents Gazette No. I of

15 May 2000).

3. Implementing By-Laws for the Gee Unified Patent Regulations (issued by the GeC

Ministerial Council in October 1996).

4. GCC Unified Patent Regulations (approved by GCe Supreme Council 22 September

1992).

5. Arab Agreement for the Protection of Author's Rights, adopted at the meeting of member

states of the Arab Organisation for Education, Culture, and Science, Baghdad,S

November 1981.
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